
While numerous historical works exist on specific East European cities, nothing
has hitherto been published from an historical geographical standpoint on the
spatial development of trade. Trade and Urban Development in Poland adds to
this, and uses the experience of Cracow to illumine general patterns of trade
and urban growth in central and eastern Europe over several centuries. Dr
Carter emphasises the spatial aspects of commodity analysis during the later
medieval and early modern periods, and traces the impact of political circum-
stance on commercial progress and mercantile evolution. He describes the
regions and places of especial significance for Cracow's trade development, and
examines the principal trading flows and commodity movements within the
overall context of European economic and social change. Based upon an
intensive analysis of primary sources, Trade and Urban Development in Poland
breaks new ground in its examination of the impact of commerce on urban
growth over the longue duree, and will make a major contribution to our
understanding of the historical geography of central and eastern Europe.
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Preface

This book has arisen out of my long-term interest in the cities of north- and
south-east Europe. The method of approach is not that of the historian, but
an historical geographer, who wishes to examine the wider spatial impact of
a city through its trade links over an extended time period. In some ways the
work acts as a counterbalance to my earlier research on Dubrovnik and its
commercial contacts with the Balkans and eastern Mediterranean. A similar
approach has been adopted here with Cracow, in a bid to extend our
knowledge of trade and urban development in Poland and other parts of
east-central Europe over several centuries.

It is not intended here to present English readers with a concise history of
Cracow, a task better left to more qualified scholars. Neither is it primarily
an attempt to portray the city's political history, economic development or
cultural life, although such influences have been taken into consideration
where necessary. Aspects of city life (daily problems, survival, etc.), while a
growing topic of interest for urban historians, is only utilized here if it was
thought to have some impact on the wider spatial consequences for Cracow's
trading connections. The book is an effort to try and see one European city
against the backcloth of the whole continent, interpreted through commer-
cial activity funnelled through its emporium during the Late Middle Ages
and Early Modern Period up to the end of the eighteenth century. It is hoped
that such a study will provide insights into the changing spatial patterns of
commodity analysis through time over parts of the European continent.

The first two chapters provide background information on the scope of
the problem, resource material availability, and previous research on
Cracow's historical geography. The city's early development up to the time it
received its municipal charter in 1257 is discussed in the following chapter,
while the next two chapters appraise the political situation and development
of the city's European trade network during the Late Middle Ages up to the
year 1500. This approach is adopted for the ensuing two chapters for the
Early Modern Period as far as the Final Partition of Poland in 1795. These

xix



xx Preface

latter four chapters provide the bulk of the study, with greatest emphasis
placed on the various commodities traded, their transit nature, and reasons
for the demand and supply of individual goods during specific time periods.
These factors are placed against a continental dimension to illuminate the
changing vicissitudes related to political and economic events. The final
chapter discusses the city's emergent spatial trade patterns on a European
scale, in an effort to highlight those regions and places having a particular
significance for Cracow. In sum, they reveal the results of an immense
number of commercial judgements over time and space, which brought
wealth to this city. In more contemporary terms, some remnants of this
former trading glory may still be seen in Cracow's present urban landscape.

Inevitably a book of this size, the product of more than a decade's labour,
will have its imperfections. The broad sweep of such an historical topic as the
trade and development of Poland could fill many books; here it is hoped that
at least some parts of that large canvas have been dealt with in sufficient
detail to inspire further curiosity amongst its readers to pursue the topic
elsewhere.

It is hoped, too, that the complexities of place-name evidence will not
deter the English reader; wherever possible I have tried to utilize known
English equivalents, usually only applicable to the largest urban centres
(e.g. Warsaw, Prague). Elsewhere I have adopted contemporary place-name
usage wherever possible. The minefield of place-name evidence in this part of
the world, where some towns and cities can have three or more possible
forms depending on the historical time period, is well known. I have tried to
standardize them as much as possible, but some may have slipped through
the net. What follows is my sole responsibility, but the outcome could never
have been achieved without the help of numerous friends, colleagues, teach-
ers and others too numerous to mention. This is the result of their efforts as
well as my own.
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1
Introduction: Cracow in context

Cracow, ancient capital of Poland, today represents a lively industrial,
scientific and cultural centre. It is a city of priceless relics and monuments to
Poland's national culture which miraculously have survived the disasters of
war; the oldest documentary sources date from the mid-tenth century, and
describe the city as an important commercial centre on the Vistula river, at
the junction of several great international trade routes leading from South-
ern Europe to the Baltic Sea, and from the countries of the Near East, via
Silesia to Western Europe.

Whilst it would be wrong to overemphasize the role of geographical
conditions in the development of this city, it should be remembered that they
played a significant part in Cracow's destiny through their influence on
human activity both within Poland and against the wider background of the
European continent. The city was surrounded by hills, of which on one
limestone outcrop named Wawel its first settlement was located, seventy-five
feet above the large river Vistula. From here the outlying countryside could
be observed, rich in natural resources and with its fertile soil suitable for
grain production; likewise fruit and vegetable growing was also pursued
whilst the large forests were full of game. Timber was plentiful, as was clay
and building stone. From the city's early days iron-, lead-, silver- and even
gold-ore were exploited locally, together with rock salt from nearby Wie-
liczka, a commodity always high in demand.

All these initial advantages contributed to a rapid growth of Cracow in the
Early Middle Ages, when it became one of the residential seats of the Polish
kings under the Piast dynasty. One of these, King Kazimierz I Odnowiciel
(Casimir the Restorer) 1034-58, transferred his royal residence from
Gniezno in Greater Poland (Wielkopolska) to Cracow, transforming a place
noted for its castle and cathedral both of which had been built on Wawel Hill
in the eleventh century, into the capital of Poland, a title it was to retain until
the early seventeenth century.



2 Trade and urban development in Poland

Cracow within Poland

Amongst the various epithets lauded on this city one of the most famous is
'Cracovia, totius Poloniae urbs celeberrima' (Cracow, Poland's most cele-
brated city). Certainly during the twelfth century Cracow was the capital of a
Poland which gained itself a powerful base in central Europe, in spite of
strong competition from the grand dukes of Kiev and the Bohemian kings.
The country's boundaries were successfully established between the Oder
and Vistula rivers, in spite of internal fragmentation which divided the
country into separate dukedoms on the death of King Boleslaw III
Krzywousty (Wrymouthed) in 1138. Unfortunately, his efforts to maintain
Cracow as the leading seat of Polish authority failed and the country fell into
a period of disunity and political strife. Added to this misfortune was the
terror of a Tartar attack on the city in 1241 which destroyed most of the
settlement's wooden structures, leaving only stone edifices to survive. Never-
theless, with the unification of Poland in 1320 the country entered a period of
considerable prosperity, which naturally enhanced Cracow's position.

The emergence of urban settlements in the Polish lands is veiled in the
mists of time but by the ninth century there was clear evidence that trading-
handicraft quarters in them had been developed. In the southern part of the
country in Little Poland (Malopolska) geographical factors played an
important role in the growth of the urban network, none more so than
around Cracow where three physical regions (plateaux of Little Poland, the
sub-Carpathian basins and foothills of the Carpathian mountains) merged.
Other towns, perhaps less fortunate geographically than Cracow, were also
emerging in Little Poland, including Przemysl, Sandomierz, Opole, Wislica
and father north-east Lublin.1

In other parts of the country too, rudimentary types of towns were
developing as evidenced by archaeological research in the deeper cultural
layers of places like Gniezno, Poznan, and Wroclaw where finds have
indicated signs of non-agricultural craft occupations and trade exchange.2
They were also often associated with a strongly fortified site nearby. An
urban settlement pattern was clearly emerging during the tenth and eleventh
centuries with towns having their own hinterland areas; Cracow, Sando-
mierz and probably Wislica in Little Poland, Wroclaw, Opole, Glogow
and Legnica in Silesia, Gniezno, Poznan and Kalisz in Greater Poland,
Kruszwica and Wloclawek in Kujavia, L^czyca and Sieradz in central
Poland, Plock in Mazovia, and Gdansk, Wolin and Kolobrzeg in western
Pomerania (Fig. I).3

By the reign of Boleslaw Krzywousty (1102-38) signs of an urban
hierarchy had appeared. At the top, larger urban settlements performing
roles as regional capitals and important economic centres included places
like Cracow, Wroclaw, Wolin, Gniezno and Kolobrzeg with population
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1. Poland: Towns from 10th-12th centuries.

totals of between 4,000 and 5,000 inhabitants. Below them were settlements
with between 1,000 and 3,000 people including Przemysl, Opole, Kruszwica,
Legnica, Glogow, Poznan, Wloctawek, Sandomierz, Plock and
Szczecin. A further twenty settlements contained up to a thousand inhabit-
ants (e.g., Lublin, Sieradz, L^czyca, Kalisz), and there were over 250
small rural market centres.4

In the past much debate amongst Polish academics centred around the
pre-urban/urban phase of the country's settlements. Some historians, and
particularly legal historians, tended to favour the view that a place only
became a town on obtaining its 'town rights', whereby rural centres were
upgraded according to when they adopted the code of either Magdeburg or
Liibeck Law. This restricted many of them to a date of origin from around
the mid-thirteenth century, coinciding with a phase of German immigration
into Poland at that time. More recent archaeological research has tended to
refute this view, with proof that economic significance within the settlement
hierarchy could also be utilized as a criterion for urban status.5 Thus,
Cracow, which did not receive its code of Magdeburg Law until 1257, could
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be considered to have had urban functions since at least the ninth century.6

By the beginning of the twelfth century, for example, there is information on
inns in Cracow and Wroclaw and often the town abattoir and meat market
had a tavern nearby.7

As the Middle Ages progressed Cracow became Poland's leading urban
centre. During the reign of Kazimierz Wielki (1333-70), the city became a
place of riches and splendour, with new buildings, artisans' workshops,
merchants' shops, churches and monasteries; in 1364, the king founded
Cracow University, which was later to be renamed by King Wladyslaw
Jagielio (1386-1434) as the Jagiellonian University. The city continued to
grow under the protection of the Jagiellonian dynasty, particularly during
the reign of Zygmunt I Stary (1506-48). He rebuilt Wawel castle in a
magnificent Renaissance style for his residence, and also married an Italian
princess, Bona Sforza. This, in turn, led to many Italian artists visiting the
city and contributed greatly to the golden age of Cracow's cultural develop-
ment, particularly in music and literature.

Partly in consequence of this Cracow emerged as a leading book
publishing centre, whilst astronomy and mathematics flourished in its uni-
versity. Works of art were produced in the city or imported from abroad,
often to satisfy demand made by the royal court. Emissaries arrived from
many parts of the known world to pay homage to the Polish monarch, whilst
oriental merchants and their Western counterparts, came to display their
goods in the city's market.

In Poland, the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were a period of
economic prosperity. This was evidenced by the reform of the country's
constitution, increase in the urban network, development of monumental
architecture and colonization of the forested areas, which all contributed to
a denser population distribution. Estimates for this have been based on the
analysis of the 'Peter's pence' income registers between 1318 and 1359, a very
active period of tax collection for the Holy See.8 In a country thought to
have around 940,000 inhabitants during the reign of Kazimierz Wielki,
evidence suggests that on average small Silesian parishes had about 400
inhabitants, whilst in Little Poland it was between 700 and 800, with small
towns having around 500 citizens.

The average density for Little Poland and Mazovia, both noted forested
areas, ranged from 6.6 to 6.8 inhabitants per square kilometre; the most
crowded part was in the Loess region containing Cracow, Wislica and
Sandomierz, with nearly 40 percent of Little Poland's population living in
the environs of the capital. This suggests the attraction of residing close to
such an important military and commercial centre, and may have been one
of the reasons for the transfer of the Polish capital from Greater Poland to
the Upper Vistula valley in an earlier century. The 'Peters' pence' registers
allow estimates to be made of the 56 urban settlements in the Cracow diocese
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for 1340; the capital clearly stood out from the rest with 12,000 inhabitants
(13,000-14,000 if its close suburb of Kazimierz is added), with the largest of
the other urban centres only having between 4,000 and 10,000 residents.
Despite the fairly reliable nature of these figures, efforts to estimate later
years are full of imprecision. The ravages of fire and plague took their toll,
but it is thought that by 1500 there were around 14,000 inhabitants in the city
rising to 18,000 by the mid-sixteenth century.9

After 1609, Cracow's importance diminished when Warsaw was declared
the new capital of Poland by King Zygmunt III Waza (1587-1632), head of a
new dynastic line of the Vasa (Swedish) family. The seventeenth century was
an unfortunate era for Poland, characterized by wars which were disastrous
for the country, and the continued development of Cracow in particular. The
mid-century was an especially bad period for the city with the Swedish
occupation, which not only led to local devastation, but also the loss of
many art treasures ruined or stolen by the invading armies. Cracow's
population declined to about 10,000 inhabitants during the eighteenth
century, which like the rest of the Polish state entered a period of gradual
decay, particularly after the First Partition in 1772.10 Such a division of the
country had unfortunate implications for Cracow, only to be followed in
1795 by the Final Partition of Poland; then the city was captured and
occupied by Austrian troops and eventually became part of the Austro-
Hungarian Monarchy.11

Cracow within Europe

According to Bairoch, the years between 1000 and 1340 saw the estab-
lishment of Europe's urban pattern which was to last fundamentally until the
nineteenth century.12 He has calculated that of the 182 cities with 20,000 plus
inhabitants in 1800, three-quarters of them in 1300 already had 5,000 or
more residents and a further eighth, between 2,000 and 5,000. Thus Cracow,
with its estimated 12,000 inhabitants in 1340, clearly represented an urban
centre within the European spectrum by the beginning of the fourteenth
century. Furthermore, Bairoch maintains that places in excess of 8,000-
12000 inhabitants which Cracow probably just had, at that time, could be
classified as large cities.

Although one may argue that Cracow lay on the margins of this division
from a population size viewpoint, other criteria such as function, places it
firmly in the larger city category. In its early years it took on the mantle of a
religious centre for, as Davies has stated, 'Krakow is without parallel in
Europe as a city which, from its origin, has been dominated by the Royal
Court and the Cathedral'.13 Certainly, the impact of Christianity, which
arrived at this Slavic stronghold by way of Vienna, came when Prince
Mieszko I (960-92) accepted Catholic baptism in 965. The Christian faith
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spread throughout the region, enabling his successor King Bolestaw
Chrobry, 992-1025, (Boleslaus the Brave) to establish a bishopric in Cracow
at the beginning of the eleventh century, and establish unity amongst the
Slav tribes. By the sixteenth century the Jewish ghetto was also well estab-
lished on the southern outskirts of the city in the suburb of Kazimierz
(founded 1335), where the Synagogue remained outside the city walls.

Cracow also had a commercial function, not only at local or regional/
national level, but as a city where international trade played a decisive part
in its economy. As it is hoped to show in later chapters of this book, Cracow
was an intermediary city, where merchandise flowed from Western to
Eastern Europe and vice-versa, as well as beyond the confines of the
continent to the Near and Middle East. Within Europe it lay on the
international trade route from Kiev to Prague, Vienna and Cologne, and,
whilst not a maritime city, was a member of the Hanseatic League with its
links between the Baltic and North Sea. Predominantly, however, as a
commercial city of the continental interior, it was on a vital crossroads not
only between the North and South of Europe, but also the continent's
eastern and western margins. By the seventeenth century the rise of oceanic
commerce and the decline of overland trade routes to Asia took their toll on
the city's commercial significance, but it still retained some importance at the
national and regional level.

As the nation's capital, Cracow also had a significant administrative
function, particularly as the seat of the Royal Court. It was to Cracow that
various dignitaries and emissaries from foreign states came, enhancing its
reputation and bringing new ideas and innovations from other parts of
Europe. The court also generated its fair share of administrative duties
associated with the running of the state, promulgation of its laws and
controlling finances. The organisation of regional and local administration
have to be added to this list, as well as a military presence to ensure the safety
of the monarch. With the transference of these capital-city functions to
Warsaw at the beginning of the seventeenth century, Cracow lost the poli-
tical impetus derived from its former status. Thus some of the wider Euro-
pean implications associated with this role were to be lost forever.

Another function suggesting Cracow's urban prominence within the
European scene was that played by its university. Thirteenth- and four-
teenth-century Europe experienced a blossoming of centres for higher learn-
ing of which Cracow was no exception, joining some seventy-odd other
European cities with one or more universities by the end of the fifteenth
century.14 During the fifteenth century over 18,000 students were admitted
to Cracow University from all strata of society and various European
countries.15 Graduates and teachers from Cracow travelled on to Hungary,
Bohemia, Moravia, Germany, Austria and Italy, including the University of
Bologna, where, between 1448 and 1480, seven of Cracow's former students
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filled the Chair of Mathematics. Perhaps Cracow University's most famous
son entered the Faculty of Philosophy in 1491 for a four-year grounding in
contemporary astronomy and mathematics - Mikolaj Kopernik (1473—
1543) - better known as Nicolaus Copernicus propounder of the heliocentric
theory of the universe. His residence in Cracow also coincided with a period
of active research in geography at the university, which analysed earlier
geographical literature, devised new teaching methods, followed an interest
in the voyages of discovery, and studied the geography/ethnography of
Eastern Europe (e.g. Maciej Miechowita, 1457-1523).16 Finally, it should
not be forgotten that Cracow possessed other levels of education with the
oldest cathedral school having been founded on Wawel hill in 1110, and the
first secular secondary school established in 1588.

It may also be argued that Cracow possessed a cultural function as the
leading city in Poland. Evidence of Romanesque architecture is best seen in
surviving remnants of the second Wawel cathedral (c. 1075-1142), where St
Leonard's Crypt exhibits certain Rhineland influences, whilst the Benedic-
tine abbey of Tyniec (later eleventh century) near Cracow was equally
inspired by models from distant European art centres, as was St Andrew's
Church (post-1086) in the city. The Cistercian Order in Little Poland from
the thirteenth century, had direct contacts with Burgundy and artistic links
with Italy and Germany, as reflected in the Early Gothic of Mogila Abbey
(c. 1250), outside Cracow, whilst more general Gothic architecture is found
in the cathedral with a mixture of Cistercian and Northern French tradi-
tions. A combination of Late Gothic and Renaissance styles are found in
Cracow University, whilst part of the city's fortifications against possible
Turkish attack are evident in the monumental Barbican building (1498-9).
True Renaissance style was imported from Florence for the Wawel by 1500,
with the work of Fiorentino and Berecci, and the later Lombard version seen
in the rebuilt Cloth Hall (Sukiennice) begun in 1556. With the coming of the
Counter Reformation after 1574, Cracow's architects and stonemasons first
adopted forms from Italian Mannerism, to be followed in the early seven-
teenth century by the more austere style of the Early Baroque, so beloved of
the Vasa dynasty. St Anne's Church in Cracow contains High Baroque styles
from later in that century, while some palatial town houses exhibit evidence
of Baroque Classicism.17

Besides architecture, other evidence suggests that Cracow occupies an
outstanding position in the history of Polish art. Painting, sculpture and
other artistic work reached its zenith in the fifteenth century, when a large
number of foreign artists, particularly from Nuremburg, lived in the city.
Much of the initial credit for this must be given to Wit Stwosz (1438-1533),
of unknown nationality who lived part of his life in Cracow, and whose
greatest contribution is the altar piece in St Mary's Church, carved between
1477-1489. Cracow's own school of painting was under the early influence of
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Italian, Flemish, German/Bohemian, Russian and Byzantine styles, but by
the end of the fifteenth century more original works free of these traits
emerged. Even the unfavourable economic, political and cultural situation
of Poland after the beginning of the eighteenth century did not deter
Cracow's art movement, particularly after a School of Art was established at
Cracow University.

Cracow was a noted centre for printing; the first work, a wall calendar,
dates from 1473, whilst two years later the first book printed in Poland
(Explanatio in psalter ium, by Jan de Turrecrematus) was issued. In 1513 the
first book in Polish called Soul's Paradise by Biernat was printed in the city,
and thirty years later literary works by Rej (Krotka rozprawa miedzy
trzema osobami Panem, Wojtem a Plebanem - A short dialogue between
Lord, Bailiff and Parish Priest), Modrzewski (O karze za mezobojstwo -
Penalty for Genocide), and Orzechowski (Fidelius subditus) appeared. The
university library already contained 20,000 volumes by 1630, and thirty years
later the first periodical in Poland was published - Merkuriusz Polski.

Finally this leads us to the question of whether Cracow was a significant
European city?18 Certainly the above functions of the city's past suggest it
ought to have been, together with contemporary UNESCO recognition that
its historical heritage conservation is of the highest priority. Yet an impor-
tant city is not always well-planned, beautiful, or a provider of gracious
living; in the final analysis a city is only as great as its human associations
allow, and it is highly probable that most European states have had only one
great city at any one time period. Obviously the necessary requirements for
such a city must include some guarantee of at least a tolerable life, and
should never be a dull place in which to reside. It has to have some initial
attractions, possibly as a significant place of early worship, coupled with
strategic considerations and a role as a centre of trade. In the final consider-
ation one is searching, by delving into a city's past, for some elusive complex
ingredient which may help to explain the basis for that continental approval.
Here attempts are made in a case study of Cracow, to try and discover at
least some of the strands which contributed to the development of that
complex urban process, eventually leading historically to European, and
more recently, world recognition as a city of considerable value and sig-
nificance. This study, covering a period of several centuries, concentrates on
its commercial links with the rest of the continent and beyond, in the hope
that at least a small part of that elusive ingredient may be better understood.

Focus of the study

This book studies the spatial extent of Cracow's trading influence over time
and the underlying causes of its changing commercial fortunes, not only
within the boundaries of Poland, but also in a wider context of the European
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continent and beyond. A perusal of the relevant literature suggests that few
studies have been made from a spatial viewpoint on the commercial links of
cities over a long time span, or on the ramifications such activity had on the
development of a city like Cracow. There is, however, plenty of more general
evidence that the extent of the market and the scale of production tended to
reinforce each other, whilst greater efficiency allowed a city to sell over a
larger area; in turn this provided sufficient demand to permit a profitable
division of labour.19

Nevertheless, the general idea that there was a gradual development from
local to long-distance commercial activity is a concept which appears too
precise and definitive though logically sound and supported by historical
evidence. Important cities also sprang up on the basis of long-distance trade
and, right from their inception, their economy was dependent to a great
degree on specialization, contacts with distant markets, and large-scale
financial complexity. Merchant initiative, for example, could generate
certain types of craft production, rather than having to rely on artisans, with
limited trading capabilities, selling their own goods which were surplus to
local needs. Furthermore, close ties with the surrounding local region could,
in some cases, also act as a brake on development: more often than not a lot
of energy was spent by the urban oligarchy trying to forge advantageous
links with the local landed aristocracy and the purchase of land, rather than
encouraging an exchange of food for goods in the local market.

Pre-classical economies gave deep insights into the role of cities and their
hierarchies; classical economics has been less successful in this field. Space
was conceived by followers of the later doctrine as a production factor and
an obstacle to the mobility of economic goods; the aim of the classical
economists was to explain the opposition which started between cities and
the rural world, but not the role of geographical location. Modern theory
puts more emphasis on communication costs and optimal relation networks,
which created rather a synthetic approach to urban forms, functions and
networks.20 Certainly exchanges offered by cities to their regions were not
just economic; from early times, cities have been seen as centres of civili-
zation, producers not only of goods, but also of cultural models. For
example, the diffusion of Christianity throughout the Roman Empire in the
fourth century AD took place largely through the conversion of the urban
middle and lower classes; similarly the Roman Catholic church became
much more strongly urban orientated during the Middle Ages, whilst
monastic buildings originally located in peripheral rural areas were grad-
ually engulfed by urban expansion.

Nevertheless, Cracow was a centre from at least as early as the tenth
century, not only of local/regional trade but also long distance commerce.
The existence of trade with east-central Europe in the three centuries
between the earlier Scandinavian expeditions and the rise of the Hanse,
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suggests that merchants arrived in the region to exchange goods from distant
countries, with Slavonic merchants from Bohemia and Russia wishing to
barter with them for slaves, horses and wine. This evidence corresponds with
that given by a later traveller, Ibrahim Ibn Jakub, about the Russian and
Slavic merchants who came to Cracow and Prague in the mid-tenth century.
The road from Mainz ran through Bohemia and Poland and, in 965, Prague
was visited by the above Spanish traveller, who left a description of Bohemia
and the neighbouring lands. Whilst Prague was described as a rich city by
reason of its trade, he also referred to Russians and Slavs coming to Prague
from Cracow with their wares, whilst Moslems, Jews and Turks (the latter
from Chezaria and the Crimea) arrived with various types of furs.21 It seems
fairly safe to assume, therefore, that in the tenth and early eleventh centuries,
an important trade route ran from Mainz to Kiev via Regensburg, Prague,
Cracow, and Przemysl. This was a period when long-distance trade was
beginning to intensify interconnections between the east, north, south and
west of the European continent, and was dependent on commercial links by
its cities with distant parts of the known world. It is important to note that
Cracow was on that commercial network, albeit perhaps not as significant as
Prague, Venice etc., but at least playing a secondary trading role in this early
period of commercial development (Fig. 2).

Even the broad features of Cracow's contemporary commercial pattern
will be unfamiliar to many people; moreover, as is commonly the case with
the geography of a complex economic urban unit, the present makes little
sense until it is related to the evolutionary process which has produced it.
This fact alone provides some justification for this study. The problem
therefore arises as to how far it is necessary to revert into the past to provide
an adequate explanation of the present? Through its wide commercial
activity, Cracow managed to develop and prosper as a commercial empo-
rium from the Later Middle Ages until the late eighteenth century. It
gradually built up great wealth, amassed mainly from its trading activities
and was known from the Appenine Peninsula to the Black Sea in the south,
and the Baltic and North Seas in the north.

While certain precise dates have been chosen for the major chapter
headings, explanatory forays into the years before it became a great trading
emporium have been included, for one must remember that commercial
prosperity is an on-going process, with a need for some explanations and
reflections prior to the main period of study. Therefore, some outline of
Cracow's early development has been included, to examine initial trading
links and evidence of commercial contacts up to the mid-thirteenth century.
In 1257, Cracow received its Municipal Charter under Magdeburg Law,
which signalled its acceptance as an important urban centre of that time, and
seems a significant, logical date for the real commencement of its commercial
development.
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By the High Middle Ages hundreds of cities were located throughout
much of Central Europe, serving as centres of commercial, cultural and
religious activity.22 All these cities had certain factors in common; they all
conformed to a basic physical pattern with each city containing a high
density of dwellings and public buildings which were usually confined by a
high wall and/or a complex system of fortifications. Each had distinct forms
of economic activity such as regular markets and a particular form of
economic organization, such as the guild system. These cities also had a
well-defined class pattern which included the citizen or 'burger' group with a
superior status clearly separating it from the ordinary urban/artisan class,
and more pointedly from the mass of rural inhabitants. Furthermore, each
city had a governmental system based on rule by an oligarchic elected city
council, as opposed to the alternative form of hereditary noble aristocracy.
Thus cities like Cracow had not only the general criteria of size and function,
but also possessed particular privileges based on self-protection and self-
administration, which set them apart from the ordinary villages of the
surrounding area or region. These privileges were granted and confirmed by
feudal rulers, often in the form of charters and, like Cracow's Municipal
Charter, were always looked upon as the most significant and treasured
documents in the possession of the urban community.

Cracow's political situation between 1257 and 1500 is discussed so that a
better understanding may be had of the various implications this had on
trading links. The city's importance as a royal capital was extremely sig-
nificant; from its early origins, Cracow had been dominated by its royal
court and cathedral. During the thirteenth century fears had waned of
spreading German colonization, but were followed by the Tartar raids, a
terrible scourge which began to threaten from the eastern steppes and which
nearly wiped out a large proportion of southern Poland's population; as a
result of this menace Cracow took over the former role of Poznan as the
defensive capital and bastion of Western freedom from the nearby frontier of
danger. Fortunately, the threat of Tartar raids gradually diminished, partly
due to their inability to adapt to the forest environment of this part of
Europe and to their mode of life and military tactics. Political relations with
other Polish towns were also relevant for Cracow's growing emporium along
with political links afforded by neighbouring states in Hungary, Silesia,
Bohemia and Prussia. Merchants from these states came at the invitation
and under the protection of the Polish king, attracted by the defensive nature
of the city dominated as it was by the royal castle.

The year 1500 has been taken as an important benchmark in this study.
This, from a Polish viewpoint, may not seem a logical break, for the city's
development of its so-called 'Golden Era' of commercial prosperity extended
at least until the mid-sixteenth century. However, as Bushkovitch has clearly
pointed out, 'the question of the rise and decline of the Polish cities cannot
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be considered only within the boundaries of Polish history'.23 One must take
into account consideration of economic development in Central Europe as a
whole and, further, the relations of Central Europe with England and
Holland. Perhaps in this case study, where Cracow is being analyzed against
the background of the whole European continent (and beyond), then dates
more applicable to general commercial movements at a continental level are
necessary. The last years of the fifteenth and the first of the sixteenth
centuries were to prove a turning point in the commercial life of Europe.
During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the political, commercial and
cultural relations of Europe became, for the first time in history, world-wide
in extent. The Early Modern Period was to see not only a new sea route with
the East brought into use, thanks to the discoveries of the Portuguese
navigators, but also the discoveries of Columbus and the Cabots which
opened up parts of the American continent to European colonization,
exploitation and trade.

In the Middle Ages, European commerce developed, in the Baltic and
North Seas, new regions of activity which were bound up by land and sea
routes with the centres of the Mediterranean culture. With the discovery of
new ocean routes both to the East and the New World, there was in effect a
re-orientation of European commerce. These two events changed the geo-
graphical 'values' of European lands. The Baltic and Mediterranean lost
their former centrality and supremacy in European trade, but nevertheless
continued to play an active part in European commerce.

Cracow, situated on the borders between east and west, also had to take
account of events in eastern Europe. Whilst the Fall of Constantinople had
been a significant event for Europe in 1453, the year 1526 was a momentous
one for Christendom. The Turkish wars with Hungary had been going on
intermittently for years, but the success of Suleiman the Magnificent
(1520-66) in the great battle of Mohacs in 1526 saw the total defeat of the
Hungarians, a factor not unnoticed by Cracow's merchants. This event,
together with the fall of Moldavia in 1504, and further Ottoman successes in
and around the Crimea, meant declining access for Cracow's trade interests
in the Black Sea region at the beginning of the Early Modern Period.

Finally the year 1795 was taken as an obvious concluding point for this
study. In spite of Tadeusz Kosciuszko's historical oath for freedom on
24 March 1794 in Cracow's Market Square, as Commander-in-Chief of the
Polish Insurrection, his brave demands were to no avail and within a year
Poland ceased to be part of the map of Europe. This was a significant date
not only for Poland, but the whole of Europe; it signalled the emergence of
three imperial powers, Russia, Prussia and Austria over a large territory of
the European continent, which for so long had been the backcloth for
Cracow's commercial activity. After the Partition of Poland in 1795, Cracow
experienced the vagaries of foreign domination following the Prussian and
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Austrian occupations. This partition, along with the transfer of the Polish
capital to Warsaw in 1609, and the numerous and disturbing wars in Poland
during the seventeenth century, perhaps contributed most to the decline of
Cracow during the Early Modern Period. The year 1795 not only meant
'Finis Polonia', but sounded the death knell on an amazing period of
commercial development for this southern Polish city.

Methodology

The methodology presented in this book is based on historical geography
and, more specifically, with urban historical geography. At no time was there
any ambition or consideration of writing a history of Cracow, a job better
left to Polish historians; neither is it meant to be a study of the city's
economic history, or its contemporary geography. That, too, has to be left to
more competent specialists in the various academic fields of interest. This
book is, however, an attempt to examine the geographical links of the city's
commercial contacts over several centuries and try and interpret them in a
spatial manner. Readers interested in the philosophical underpinnings and
methodological debate on trends in recent urban historical geography, for
example in Germany and Britain, may look elsewhere.24 Here, emphasis is
on the empirical approach, hopefully providing new material for a better
understanding of one city's former role in European trade. Through such a
study geography allows one to marry a sense of space to the historian's feel
for time; moreover, it has been long accepted by historians themselves, that
the unity of geography and history provides benefits for both subjects.

Certainly, we must accept that both history and geography are integral
sciences, standing alongside the more precise systematic sciences. Neverthe-
less, without history and geography it is not possible to achieve a full
understanding of the world, either now or in the past. Even so, as Andrew
Clark stated over three decades ago, 'There is, surely, no need to chew once
more the old cud of the relationships of geography and history.'25 Unfortu-
nately, there is no one definition of historical geography, as each researcher
tends, like the urban historian, to put forward his/her own notions and
stress. Obviously, one is dealing with space and its intricate associations
between the physical environment and human response. In early works,
much historical geography dealing with pre-modern times was concerned
largely with the rural landscape, but some more recent studies have shown
greater interest in the city and the encounter between the physical back-
ground and human activity within it. Certainly in a study of Cracow's trade
one cannot forget the role played by individual merchants, nor the impact of
politics and culture, through significant historical events which have helped
to shape the city's fortunes.26 Moreover, perhaps the most crucial yardstick
should be not just yet more facts about a place, but how that place fits into a
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wider concept of generality, and this is attempted in the latter stages of this
book.

Geography's connections with economic history are perhaps not as appar-
ent. Geographical change is certainly a possible theme for economic history.
Phenomena associated together in space may have a greater or lesser impact
on each other, and their interaction may extend through space for longer or
shorter distances. Such factors are part of the very heart of a geographer's
interpretive analytical methods. Obviously there is intense interest in
location, distribution and circulation, the results of which may be quantified
and maps produced through statistical-cartographical techniques. Such
results are of interest to economic historians, but many of the geographical
data, like that used by economic historians, are not quantifiable; if they are,
then on occasions they are not able to be manipulated for any clear inter-
pretive purpose. Nevertheless, in the study of economic growth (or lack of
it), the two disciplines may find mutual interests, particularly from the
general approach of geographical description and interpretation of
economic phenomena, and the need to relate economic factors with other
relevant information in an areal manner. It is most probable that historical
geography will have much to contribute for the economic historian. Unfor-
tunately, a study of the past by geographers is often dominated by the need
to help explain the present, which is not fundamentally an historical
approach. Even so, much has been done in terms of cross-sectoral methods
for a reconstruction of past geographies, either singly or in the 'sequent-
occupance' or 'successive stage; ideas, as evidenced by the works of Darby
and Whittlesey.27

Perhaps Clark has made the clearest call for links between these two
disciplines, when he states, There must be more emphasis on the geo-
graphical structure of change; on the changing patterns of phenomena and
relationships through area.'28 It is hoped that this study of Cracow's chang-
ing commercial links with the European continent may add a little to Clark's
clarion call. Not that the work of economic historians should be overlooked.
Here the research of many such specialists, particularly from the countries of
central and south-east Europe has been consulted, including the sterling
pre-Second World War work done on commodity prices and wages by Polish
academics. This enabled a comparison to be made of commodity price
changes in Cracow over time for many of the goods analyzed in the text.

The painstaking collection of data on the city's commercial links has been
broken down according to commodity analysis. It soon became clear that
this analysis had to be presented cartographically against the backcloth of
the whole European continent. Although small by comparison with some
other continents, Europe is a complex area. Commercial connections had to
be interpreted not only from the standpoint of Cracow itself, but against the
ever changing cultural geographies of the European environment, especially
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as the social forces gathered strength, forcing upon the continent fresh and
effective methods towards different goals. Stress on the time-place conti-
nuum in Europe has many faces, and like Proteus, have to be broadly
portrayed. The problem of sharp cultural divisions, so evident in the con-
temporary scene, have persisted in the area since ancient times. Even the
question of the continent's territorial extent has led to different perceptions
of its boundaries and hence to much confusion. It should be remembered
that Europe does reach eastward towards the Urals, and is not just the
peninsular part of the continent, from which the homeland of western
civilization emerged. In this context it is most important to understand this
fact when dealing with a city like Cracow, which for long in its history may
be judged to have been located on the margins between the eastern and
western parts of the continent, not only physically, but also from cultural,
economic and other viewpoints.

Historical geography as it is understood today, namely the study of
'changing geography or of geographical change', developed in England at
about the turn of the twentieth century. Since the Second World War, one of
the most important shifts in the subject of European scholars has been the
switch in focus from early history to the historical geography of moderni-
zation. Certainly as this study of Cracow's trade relations closes at the end of
the eighteenth century it falls firmly into the first camp. This does not mean it
is of no value to those pursuing the latter course, because nineteenth and
twentieth century Cracow cannot be properly understood without some
knowledge of its previous background; there is some concern about the city's
uniqueness, and obviously there will be some value judgements and selection
procedures regarding the material utilized, but this should not deter from the
overall attempt to give some wider understanding to Cracow and those
concrete empirical facts which may lead to the establishment of broader
generalities for the urban historical geography of the continent as a whole.

Conclusion

This book attempts to provide a better understanding of commercial devel-
opment within Europe over a considerable time span, based on the trading
links established by one of its cities, namely Cracow; it is hoped to discover
how different, if at all, it was from cities elsewhere on the continent, and to
what degree its trading links extended spatially over the continent at certain
periods of its economic development. The mapping of these trade links will
be the first stage in this analysis, to portray the changing structure of the
city's commerce over time, and more specifically the growth/decline and
location of its markets particularly between the end of the fourteenth and
late eighteenth centuries.

Once completed, this material can then be subjected to further analysis so
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that the various patterns of trade, and the city's sphere of commercial
influence may be defined within the broader pattern of European trade
exchange. The year 1500 has been chosen as a nominal date forming a
benchmark between the Late Middle Ages and Early Modern Period against
the wider backcloth of the European continent.
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Previously Cracow's trade relations with the rest of the European continent
from its beginnings to the end of the eighteenth century have not greatly
interested many scholars, particularly of non-Polish descent. One has only to
peruse the geographical literature on the city both in Poland and elsewhere
to realize how little has been produced on any aspect of Cracow's historical
geography. Perhaps in Poland this is related to the lack of scholarly interest
in urban historical geography, whilst non-Polish urban historical geogra-
phers have been deterred by the enormity of the task, involving linguistic
problems and the interpretation of documentary evidence from archival
sources. In this case, a study of Cracow's trade relations with the rest of
Europe over a long time period has involved the author in the collection of
data from over a dozen countries, in order to attempt a spatial analysis of the
city's commercial influence on a temporal basis.

Literature on the historical geography of Cracow

Before one can appraise the limited literature on Cracow's historical geog-
raphy, it is necessary to define what is understood by the limits of the
sub-discipline. Certainly, historical geographers are concerned with under-
standing the past, and it is this that separates them from the interests
represented by other branches of the subject. Traditional historical research
has tended to rely heavily on empirical analysis, and there is little evidence to
suggest among recently published papers that this is changing. In 1984,
Norton pointed out that 'Most historical geography is short on theory',1 a
fact which perhaps irritates those scholars keen on methodological or theo-
retical concepts in the subject; there has been some adaption to the new
technology such as computer cartography, and computerized methods of
record linkage and data management,2 but overall the task still remains of
trying to forge a mass of interesting and usually disparate information from
empirical sources, into some form of coherent entirety. In this sense, the

18
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study of Cracow's trading relations up to 1795 falls firmly into this latter
category, although some of the new technology has been utilized for illus-
trating price changes and map presentation.

Today historical geography is usually considered to be a study of the
reconstruction of past geographies and of geographical change through
time: this contrasts with earlier ideas when the sub-discipline was seen as the
history of geography, as a study of the history of geographical discoveries,
the mapping of the earth's surface, or an analysis of historical changes in
state/nation boundaries.3 At present, more emphasis is placed on the geo-
graphical synthesis concerned with the changing character of regions, places
(including cities like Cracow), and landscapes. Such studies can have a
practical purpose for they allow a deeper understanding of how economic
and cultural activities developed, flourished and decayed in the past, in
which lessons may be learnt for planning the geography of the future. In
turn, these studies can reveal how human beings have changed the face of an
area, be it local, regional, or on a continental scale, and tie in with con-
temporary debates about conservation (in Cracow's case historical urban
conservation) and management of world resources.

In Poland, the role of historical geography as a sub-discipline of geog-
raphy, has experienced increasing popularity in recent years. According to
Krawczyk,
Many misconceptions and divergent opinions about historical geography as a disci-
pline of science have been formed. Although this notion is used by numerous research
workers, both historians and geographers, the methodologically comprehensive
definition of historical geography is still lacking in our science. The reasons for such a
situation are various; among them one of the most important is the fact that neither
historical geography, virtually never an academic discipline in Poland, was practised
in a methodological way, nor research centres permanently specializing in this type of
studies were organized. Hence the divergent definitions of historical geography, its
aims and scope of investigation.4

This is seen in attempts to define the subject by certain Polish scholars.5

Krawczyk continues that 'an immediate and at the same time attainable aim
of historical geography should be, on the one hand, the reconstruction of a
possibly more detailed picture of environment in particular time sections,
and on the other hand discovery and examination of mutual relationships
between man and the environment, with an attempt to define their direction,
intensity and consequences'.6 The present trend of historical geography in
Poland seems to be moving towards studies of past landscapes within the
confines of Poland's territory (historical synergetics) and historical human
geography using existing sources for a better understanding of human life in
the past (food, disease, climatic influences etc.) and its relationship with the
natural environment.

This study of Cracow's commercial links and its role as a European
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emporium adopts a somewhat different approach. Firstly, the study is not
confined within the territorial limits of one country (i.e., Poland) but
explores the trading contacts of one city, Cracow, with the whole of the
European continent and in some cases beyond. Secondly, whilst past land-
scapes and environmental factors are important they only play a secondary
role in the final spatial analysis of the city's trading patterns over time. Use
of the existing documentary, archival and secondary published sources play
a significant part in the study but their interpretation relates more to an
explanation of how economic activities develop, flourish and decay and their
spatial impact through a study of long-term trends, often scorned by some
scholars, particularly historians.7

In 1979, Edward D. Wynot published a critical appraisal of urban history
in Poland.8 According to him, 'Polish historians, however, only recently
have become interested in the systematic examination of the origin, rise and
development of cities.'9 With reference to the city under study here he states,
'Cracow [Krakow] the only other city that rivals Warsaw in mystical sym-
bolic importance for the Poles and their history, is decently covered by
scholarly studies. Most are devoted to either general topics unrestricted to
chronological divisions, or more narrow subjects dating from prior to the
nineteenth century' but admits that 'industrial and economic development
receive comparatively little attention'.10 It is precisely in this field of
economic development, that the present study of Cracow's commercial
trading contacts with the rest of Europe from an historical geography
viewpoint, can add some new interpretations into the city's growth from its
earliest origins to the end of the eighteenth century when Poland as a
political entity disappeared from the map of Europe.

Given this general background it is not surprising to find that there are
few publications on the historical geography of Cracow. Only two have a
marginal connection with the present study. One was written some fifty
years ago by the English historical geographer, Arthur Davies in a study of
several Polish towns and had some historical dimension with reference to
Cracow, but was not based on deep research and was really a descriptive
account of the city's historical background.11 The other study was part of a
larger more contemporary analysis of the city by the Italian geographer,
Piero Innocenti, who explained the historical past of Cracow in an intro-
ductory account for post-Second World War development.12 Amongst
Polish geographers the only work undertaken from an historical perspec-
tive is by Karol Bromek and Zygmunt Gorka, who examine specific aspects
of the city's growth, namely population and urban development of the city
centre.13 All these studies are only concerned with the city itself, whereas
this present study tries to relate Cracow to wider European commercial
developments as a whole and place them within a spatial/temporal
framework.
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Related studies

Works having a similar approach to this study, appear to fall into two major
groups; firstly, there are those which attempt a parallel type of approach to
that found here, namely a spatial analysis of trade relations ijndertaken by
geographers on other cities like Cracow, and secondly studies carried out by
scholars from other disciplines, who have looked at commercial links
between Cracow and other places and regions in Europe.

The first group contains a small number of studies which have tried to
measure in some way the impact of trade for a particular place over time.
The nearest example is the author's own study of Dubrovnik (Ragusa)14

which revealed the commercial contacts this Dalmatian city created both
with the Apennine and Balkan peninsulas from the thirteenth to nineteenth
centuries, in order to find out its commercial sphere of influence through
trading links. What this study showed for south and south-east Europe, it is
hoped the present research on Cracow will reveal for the more northerly
parts of the continent.

Studies on the urban historical geography of specific towns and cities are
more forthcoming. One of the most significant changes in the approach of
historical geographers in Europe since the Second World War has been the
shift of focus from earlier history to the historical geography of moderni-
zation. This has produced wide study of the intertwined processes of
industrialization and urbanization, and the extensive social and economic
changes involved therein. One may mention here the work of James Bater on
St Petersburg and the present author's study of Prague, both the products of
a new relationship of geography and history in the field of Russian and
Central European studies,15 while Bastie's work on Paris may also be added
to this category.16

The second group may be divided into two sections, namely studies by
Polish scholars relevant to this work, and those by their non-Polish counter-
parts, all from disciplines other than geography. Here it should be stressed
that such works selected as source material for this study were of paramount
importance in support of the main theme. For geographers there seems to
have been little in this selection that was controversial. Certainly detailed,
meticulous scholarship in an empirical framework must be respected, even if
it has implicit value judgements and unidentified selection procedures as to
the matter to be examined. But the critical criterion must be contribution to
the establishment of generality, not the multiplication of facts about places.
One must clearly accept this view, in an attempt to perhaps placate the
historians who may read this work.

Of the Polish scholars, the work of three historians were extremely valu-
able. Firstly, one may note the detailed research of Stanislaw Kutrzeba,
with his useful analysis of Cracow's trading relations with parts of the
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European continent, carried out in publications emanating from the early
part of this century.17 Secondly, from the post-Second World War period,
there was the study of Cracow's regional market by Jan Malecki18 and the
publication of Mariusz Kulczykowski.19 Valuable though they were, these
studies mainly concentrated on limited time periods: for example Kutrzeba's
work is predominantly concerned with the medieval period, Malecki's on
the sixteenth century, and Kulczykowski has worked on the second half of
the eighteenth century. Such detailed analysis of the late seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries is still a task awaiting some able Polish scholars.
Other works found to be supportive for the author's geographical theme
were the publications of Krystyna Pieradzka, Marian Malowist, Jerzy
Topolski, Zenon Guidon and Lech St^pkowski.20 The partially published
series on the history of Cracow, is also of interest.

Although a rich literature already exists on the various aspects of
Cracow's history, some of the earlier elaborations do not meet the require-
ments and standards of contemporary historical knowledge. It is largely for
this reason that a team of Cracow historians was asked to undertake this
collective work under the editorship of Janina Bieniarzowna, Jan Malecki
and the late Jozef Mitkowski. Of the planned five-volume series only two are
relevant to the present study; volume one will contain the city's medieval
history up to 1500, and the second has already been published and covers the
era from the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries.21 The whole series will
eventually include the city's history from its earliest beginnings to the
post-Second World War period.

Finally, mention should be made of the useful analysis of the road
network within the Cracow region up to 1500 by Bozena Wyrozumska22 and
detailed results from road inspection for specific years, e.g. 1570 and more
generally for 176523 which enabled this author to map the major routeways
so vital for commercial success.

Amongst the non-Polish scholars whose work has a bearing on the present
theme, particular mention should be made of an early work by the German
historian Johannes Miiller, who looked at the impact of trade routes on
Nuremburg's commerce in the Middle Ages and refers to the importance of
Cracow in this pattern.24 More recent post-Second World War studies are
particularly illuminating for Cracow's trade links to the south of the Carpa-
thian Mountains through studies by the Czech historians, Rudolf Fiser,
Frantisek Hejl and Ondrej Halaga,25 and the Romanian scholar Mihail
Dan.26

Source materials

The observation by N. J. G. Pounds about the greater abundance of docu-
mentary evidence after about 1500 throughout much of Europe27 may be
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valid, but it is often difficult to discover change during a period in certain
areas and in some fields of human activity, like agriculture or urban develop-
ment. For trade, the availability of preserved registers from any period
before or after 1500 can prove an invaluable source for commercial history,
providing a base for statistical analysis of goods exchanged. Interest for
historians, economic historians and historical geographers has been aroused
by the growing number of commercial customs registers which have become
available for research purposes, some in published form.28 Although many
suffer from the obvious weaknesses of fragmentation or gaps in annual
series, they can provide a rich source of detail when trying to construct a past
period of commercial exchange.

Nevertheless, certain reservations have to be made about their use.
Customs registers are usually part of a closed communication system
between an official and his immediate superior in which we are mainly late
onlookers; such documents may also suffer from unequal precision, accu-
racy and care in recording detail. Thus, the view that 'one just went to the
records, read them, thought about them, read some more, and the records
would do the rest'29 may be one viewpoint on archival sources, but this is
becoming increasingly insufficient from a methodological position in a world
of ever demanding scholars. More recently a call has been made to historical
geographers by the late J. B. Harley, who maintains that 'Amidst a search
for new philosophies, methodologies and techniques to vitalize the practice
of historical geography, the independent study of historical evidence has
been neglected'30 and that there has been 'a lack of conviction in studying the
historical record for its own sake'.31 In this study, a primary concern is with
verifying evidence of trade flows between Cracow and the rest of Europe
over a lengthy time period.

In the light of such comments one must begin to tread warily amongst the
minefields of East European commercial data sources, both at the primary
and secondary levels; in studying the spatial ramifications of trade exchange,
documentary sources usually give time and origin/destination, but often
neglect to give details on merchants, carriers, carters, etc., unless for some
specific reason, e.g., law suit, last will and testament, or particular financial
benefactor. While it may be true that 'Much historical geography has been
based on a false consciousness which personified places which were nonethe-
less described without reference to the peoples who inhabited them',32

studies of trade exchange are often limited by the data sources which have
survived. Historical geography can only enrich these studies by looking at
human pursuits in history and apply spatial methods to the data sources.

With all these reservations about the use and abuse of data sources, one
may now summarize those utilized in this work for a study of Cracow's trade
links over time. The major period reviewed in this study is from the mid/late
fourteenth to the end of the eighteenth centuries, largely because extant
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documentary sources are available in the Cracow state archives; in general
Polish archives contain only fragmentary material on commerce except for
two rich sources, namely the customs ship mooring registers for Gdansk and
Elbl^g (sixteenth to eighteenth centuries)33 with gaps, and the incomplete
registers for Cracow covering a two-hundred-year period from 1589 to
1792 34 A S Malecki has stated 'In spite of the great value offered by
Cracow's customs registers they remain largely unknown as a source of
research. In the field of commercial history this material, consisting of
several thousand hand-written pages, has undoubted value.'35 Other
primary documentary sources consulted consist of extant material from
several town archives of commercial centres along the major trade routes
between Cracow and its various trading places. They were all used to
supplement the above series and add further information on the course of
trade.

It is therefore appropriate to discuss these numerous sources according to
their geographical distribution, namely first and most important the Cracow
state archival material, followed by data from other Polish towns and,
finally, evidence collected from non-Polish documentary sources. There is
also some appreciation of cartographical and monetary sources.

(i) Archival material
(a) Cracow state archives
The present work is based primarily on Polish archival material, much of it
in the state archives, Cracow, together with data from town archives else-
where in Poland and other parts of eastern Europe. The Cracow archives
yielded the largest quantity of source materials, especially the customs
registers and other books concerned with commodity trade exchange. The
city's enormous collection provided information of basic importance on the
subject of Cracow's commercial links with other countries. Using the trade
documents as a basis, it was possible to collect subsidiary materials con-
cerning the leading Cracow merchants; it was they who played the most
significant part in forming Cracow's prosperity, became members of the city
administration and developed commercial links within an area ranging from
the Baltic to Black Seas, and other regions of the known world of that time.
Such data was found to exist in private correspondence, wills and testa-
ments, and city council reports, as well as within the customs registers
themselves, which all helped to throw light on the organization of Cracow's
trade with the rest of Europe and beyond.

With the granting of a municipal charter to Cracow in 1257 under
Magdeburg Law, the stage was set for the town's development. The earliest
documentary source dates from just forty-three years later, namely 1300,
when the first court jury book was written and included information on the
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selling of houses, legal contracts, wills and testaments etc. During the
nineteenth century attempts were made to put all the documentary sources
into some proper classified order; this basic organizational procedure still
remains evident in the present archival structure.36

Cracow's archival sources were utilized in the present study according to
the two major periods under analysis, namely the Later Middle Ages from
1390 to 1500 and Early Modern Period from 1500 to 1795. Documents from
the Later Middle Ages bear some resemblance in form to those of other
towns such as Cologne, Basle and Genoa. Source materials may be divided
into four basic categories:

(i) Varied documents.
(ii) Resolutions of the Town Council,
(iii) Municipal books, especially accounts,
(iv) Lists of town taxes.
The varied documents were not found to be of great use, as they were not all
of the same type, with a mixture of public and private acts. One may find by
chance, however, commercial statements made by certain witnesses acting as
a third person for some foreign king, or data from the Polish king's income
sources (such as that for Kazimierz Wielki dated 1358 on income from
customs duty, weights, etc.)37 and important for information from the first
half of the fourteenth century onwards. Town Council Resolutions were
largely concerned with matters fiscal and date from the fifteenth century;
unfortunately it was not compulsory to write all the financial resolutions in
the town books, and details depended very much on the writer, who on
occasions may have added some marginalia pertinent to commercial trans-
actions etc. The municipal books referred largely to accounts and the law
courts; the latter were mainly concerned with property changes and did
contain some occasional information on trade and commercial transactions.
Documents pertaining to the post-1400 period have appeared in published
form,38 notably containing Cracow's account books from the end of the
fourteenth century (c. 1390) and for certain periods in the ensuing century.
The probable reason for their disjointed runs relates to the lack of sig-
nificance accorded to accounts books as soon as the year had ended; in fact it
is surprising that so many of these books have survived. It was a different
matter with some of the other municipal books on court decisions or public
council resolutions, which were carefully preserved, although some may
have been destroyed by fire in the nineteenth century. Finally, the lists of
town taxes show greater care was taken with details on income and expendi-
ture by the town council for administrative purposes. Nevertheless, it
appears that Cracow's economy lacked any form of planning, as there is no
evidence of an annual budget, and no information is given on the relation-
ship between income and expenditure; everything seemed to be organized
according to earlier traditions. The first of these town lists was probably
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from the end of the fifteenth century but, as no date was noted, this remains
uncertain.

From within this fundamental framework certain documentary series
provide information on the city's commercial links, though often in an
incidental way. Cracow's income was derived from varied sources. Firstly, it
came from property ownership as seen in the series 'Census civitatis' begun
in 1358, Tecunia pastoralis' (from 1367) and 'Advocatia' (commenced 1430,
1460-72) and also from certain town enterprises such as quarrying (begun
1375), brickworks (commenced 1390), limeworks (1375 onwards) and
brewing (1400-56). Income was also obtained from leases e.g., fishing rights
(from 1364) and customs duty from herrings (1390-7). A second income
source was through municipal monopolies. These included weights and
metal melting rights, production of larger weights for use in the lead and
silver trade, and provision of smaller weights for lighter commodities such as
wax and certain fats. There was a separate town law on the monopoly of
melting these goods. The manufacture of silver weights and the melting
down of silver was also a municipal monopoly as well as the right to cut
cloth, first introduced in 1358.

A third form of municipal income involved administrative charges for civil
justice (documents available for 1391-2, 1414, 1431), and money received
from various town fines, whilst service provision was also credited to the
town accounts for supplying piped water etc. (first documented 1399),
brewing facilities (1453 onwards) and maintenance of bridges. Finally, a
fourth source of town income came from taxes; these involved taxes on
individual factors such as roads (1367 onwards), for the city's safety at night
('Exactio vigiliae nocturnae' began in 1366) and from customs duty. This
latter category often provided interesting data on trade links, together with
specific information on certain commodities. For example, the 'Census
quartarum', starting in 1323, provided the first evidence of a customs duty
on cloth, and occasionally added details on cloth prices for lengths from
different European textile centres.39 Salt ('Forum salis', 1405 onwards) and
wine ('Weygelt', from 1493) also had their own separate customs books.

Municipal expenditure was recorded under six major headings. Royal
expenditure came first, with various details on the cost of gifts (1391-1487),
requisition of waggons for royal use (1431-87) and the administrative costs
of custom duty practices (1390-3). General administration came second with
the upkeep of the Town Hall ('Pretorii Necessaria') and its services, together
with council costs and ambassadorial visits; also included in this category
was expenditure for banquets and other receptions. The third category
concerned municipal supervision and safety in Cracow; this included the
supervision of commerce ('affusores'), and prevention of fire. Also details on
funds for the police ('circulatores') and defence were noted as well as
maintenance of bulwarks, walls, towers, men-at-arms and watchmen,
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together with judicial administration. Cleansing facilities and communi-
cations came fourth, and included costs on street cleaning. The fifth category
was concerned with municipal services including the upkeep of wells, main-
tenance of the town aqueduct, and public clocks, whilst the final, sixth,
category specifically referred to municipal charities which included alms to
the poor and to the Church.40

It should also be mentioned that on occasions in this work reference was
made to the archival section in Cracow on Kazimierz, a town with its own
separate identity at this time. As a town in its own right, Kazimierz had
independent status from Cracow after 1335, when it was founded by the
king, Kazimierz Wielki; it remained so until 1802 when it was joined again to
Cracow. Its documentary sources were organized in a form similar to that of
its larger neighbour, but the total archive only contained just over 200
pergamon documents and nearly 900 books, much smaller than Cracow
archives with about 3,600 books to its credit.41 Again, some of the docu-
ments in the Kazimierz section of Cracow's archives proved useful for
information on trade between this part of the city and the rest of the
European commercial world. However, in this present study such commer-
cial links have generally been included under the name of Cracow, because
from a spatial analysis viewpoint there seemed little gain in differentiating
between the two separate parts of the present-day urban centre.

The period after 1500 was one of much greater documentary evidence than
earlier times. An invaluable source for research on commercial links may be
found in preserved customs registers. These allow for more detailed attempts
to be made at statistical analysis with regard to commodity exchange.
Cracow archives contain various examples of such books which can be
basically divided into three major groups. The first group, under the title
Regestra thelonei civitatis Cracoviensis (coded 'sygn. 2115-250') contain 136
manuscript books recording the amount of customs duty received by the city
during the period 1589 to 1792, although unfortunately with considerable
gaps, for the years 1689-1700, 1713-36, and 1773-91. The second group,
known as Regestra novi thelonei civitatis Cracoviensis (coded 'sygn. 2251-
2270') contains twenty books and covers the period from 1659 to 1679,
whilst the third and smallest group consists of registers on bridge tolls
entitled Regestrapontalium Cracoviensis (coded 'sygn. 2271-2273') and these
books record details for the years 1615-28.

These three groups of customs duty registers are varied in nature, resulting
from different payment methods utilized by merchants and their employees
according to a variety of customs tariffs. For example, three books note
enlistment pay for customs related to the royal treasury and include data on
goods sent to, and received from abroad. Another example is the excise
register on customs collection by the Swedish government during their occu-
pation of Cracow, 1655-66 (coded 'sygn. 2170') which is full of interesting
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Table 1. Selected examples of commodity movement over the Carpathian
Mountains (tolfrom Cracow), January 1593

Date Information Customs duty

4 Wojciech from Mikulow brought in hops; utilizing 2
horses.
Ezechiel Gilar from Opava declared 7 vats of 1 grosza (gr.)
scythes and 4 cetnars (400 kgs.) of iron for making
cutlery.

8 Urban from Zabrze delivered 46 pails of Moravian 29 gr.
wine; had more but had sold it in Oswî czim along
with containers, utilizing 12 horses.

10 Ezechiel from Opava declared 10 cetnars (1,000 kgs.)
of cutlery steel, and 300 scythes in a box, for Bartel
Sambek.

11 Marek, a Jew from Prague, declared 1 lA ells of white 2 zloty (zl.) 2 gr
axamite cloth; several ells of other cloth. and 2 halerz (hi.)
David, a Jew from Opava, quilts and Jewish caps; 15 zl. 9 gr. 2 hi.
utilizing 4 horses.
Jakob, a Jew from Prague, declared stockings, gloves 17 gr.
and other goods.
David Vloch, a Jew from Prague, declared stockings, 12 gr.
gloves and other small goods.
Issac, a Jew from Prague, declared 11 white quilts and 5 gr.
half a roll of mohair cloth.
Volf (a Jew) brought these goods in a cart with 3 1 gr.
horses.

12 Ezechiel Gilar from Opava paid debts for 7 vats of 2 zl. 28 gr.
scythes and 4 cetnars of cutlery iron brought into
Cracow on 4 January.
Kuba, from Bielsko, brought in rye seeds which he 2 gr.
had purchased for himself; using 4 horses.

13 Ezechiel Gilar from Opava declared 20 chamois skins; 3 gr.
using 4 horses.

14 Stanislaw from Ivanovice declared a quantity of salt; 3 gr.
using 6 horses.

15 Jura from Opava brought in transit goods to 5 gr. 6 hi.
Cracow, for Bartel Sembek - vats and steel; using 11
horses.

17 Kaspar Frilich from Bielsko declared 56 rolls of 1 zl. 14 gr.
Bielsko linen; using 4 horses.

18 Severin from Bielsko declared 7 rolls of Bielsko linen. 1 zl. 5 gr.
19 Bartos from Lipnik declared 19 oxen. 6 gr. 9 hi.

Lurin from Lipnik brought in vegetables for himself; 1 gr. 6 hi.
using 3 horses.
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Table 1. (cont.)

Date Information Customs duty

Kaspar Frilich from Bielsko declared 12 cwiercien (3 5 gr.
bushels) of rye, 3 cwiercien of cereals, and 2 cwiercien
of beans.
Piotr from Lipnik declared 8 cwiercien (2 bushels) of 8 gr.
malt barley, 2 cwiercien of cereals, beans, 1 stone of
pepper, 2 rolls of paper, 3 korzec (3 bushels) of groats.

23 Andris from Opava declared 2 barrels of Opavian 4 gr.
beer for the Royal Court; using 8 horses.

24 Bartosz, a knight from Bartosvice, declared 5 barrels 13 gr.
of plums and 4 bags totalling 140 stones (17/4 cwts) of
wax; using 8 horses.

25 Hanzel Prister from Frystat declared 4 warps of 5 gr. 9 hi.
Silesian cloth and 2 rolls of linen for himself.

27 Aron, a Jew from Prague, declared 3 otter and 3 fox 4 gr. 9 hi.
skins; left for Prague having bought 4 horses and a
cart in Poland.
Marcian from Bielsko, declared 4 lA rolls of Bielsko 3 gr.
linen.
Ludwik from Opava declared 10 cetnars (1,000 kgs.) 6 gr.
of processed wool.

28 Daniel from Frystat declared 13 Vi stones of fleece 4 gr. 9 hi.
wool, and 13 skins.
Isak, a Jew from Prague, declared 20 mink skins, one 1 zl. 13 gr.
wolf skin, 28 tanned weasel skins and 2 fur coats made
from wolf and mink skins; he also had axamite cloth in
lieu of payment, which he brought to Cracow for sale,
together with his grey squirrel coat. Goods transferred
to the carter; duty paid on goods by Aron, a Jew, the
previous day.

29 Irzy from Bielsko declared 32 rolls of Bielsko linen 24 gr.
cloth; using 4 horses.
Jurek from Roznow, declared 1 Vi barrels of Opavian 6 gr.
beer; using 4 horses.

30 Matis Singler from Jicin declared 8 barrels of Eger 16 gr.
wine and 2 small barrels of the same wine for Sigmont
Alance a citizen of Cracow; using 33 horses.
Matis from Brno declared 2 firkins of pepper from 3 gr.
Kischburg.

Source: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie: Register Thelonei Civitatis
Cracoviensis (Ksi^gi celne, Rkp. 2117).
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material on excise obtained by the Swedes from all merchandise, whether
large or small, brought by them to Cracow. A similar example is the excise
register ordered by the Polish government (sejm) for 1658-9 (coded 'sygn.
2174'); although it proffers little actual information, it does enable some
analysis to be made on commercial profit margins obtained by various
Cracow merchants.

The oldest extant customs duty book preserved in Cracow archives dates
from 12 June 1589, and is based on a royal privilege granted by King
Zygmunt III Waza (1587-1632). It contains information on the value of
merchandise, its size, number of oxen per waggon, use of bridges, and (if
applicable) a tariff on horses and carts. Different goods were levied at varied
rates as, for example, cloth and wine. More precisely the registers contain the
date, name of merchant or carter, name and quantity of merchandise, town
of origin/destination and value of goods, number of horses and carts, and
value of customs duty obtained (Table 1). However, much depended on the
precision of the customs official as to how well or badly facts were recorded,
so that on occasions complete information is lacking.

In 1659 a new customs duty system was introduced under King Jan
Kazimierz (1648-68) with a basic rate of one hundredth the value of the
merchandise. However, for some years the registers contained duties
recorded both at the new and old rates (e.g., 1679). Later books in the
eighteenth century show changes in customs registration, and the type of
goods recorded (e.g., 1746-64) whilst a separate payment was made on wine
(known as 'burkowa'), and there was a fixed rate for horses and carts. Later
customs books on wine, referred to as 'beczki', exist for the years 1702-92
(coded 'sygn. 2241-2250'), but contain many gaps in the series. There is also
an interesting catalogue (coded 'sygn. 3177-3263') to the Cracow Congress
of Merchants; these contain only Christian merchants and was reformed
from an earlier organization in 1722; their aim was to keep a tight control on
royal trading privileges, particularly in relation to foreign and Jewish mer-
chants who traded in Cracow.42 Unfortunately their deliberations are of
much less value as source material because their registers only record certain
goods (usually intoxicating beverages), or tend to present the sum total for
merchandise traded.

One of the main weaknesses of the Cracow customs books as a source of
commercial activity is the differing precision, accuracy and attention to
detail in which they were written. Perhaps the most reliable and of greatest
value are those for the periods 1600-50 and 1750-1800. Even so they do not
give the full picture of Cracow's trade, and the latter period is very much
dependent on the bridge toll books, for it was obligatory for carters to pay
customs duty before entering the city. Also the customs books did not record
merchandise which belonged to the nobility, the Church, or peasants if it was
their own produce brought to the city for sale; this was especially so in the
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case of peasants supplying goods to the local market via the Vistula river,
such as wood. Shopkeepers who purchased goods 'for personal use' were
also exempt, as obviously were articles smuggled into the city.

In spite of all these disadvantages, the Cracow customs duty books are of
great research value, not only in the field of commercial history, but also in
helping to study the past historical geography of Cracow's commerce and its
many and varied trading relations with other places both locally, nationally
and on an international scale.43 Together with documents referring to
Kazimierz suburb,44 they provide a rich source of economic material and
include details on the prices of various foodstuffs, handicraft workers'
wages, and other material channelled through the city's administrative
machine, e.g., Libri taxorum begun in 1554, and 'Foralia' (coded 'sygn.
1511-1522') which notes cereal trade prices after 1772. Similarly, documents
on shopkeepers' associations operating from the Cloth Hall (Sukiennice)
give details of goods sold, based on municipal protocols and acts dating back
to 1431 (coded 'sygn. 1523-1533'). There is also considerable material on
house rents in the city as well as that collected from shop owners, and covers
the period 1545-1774 (coded 'sygn. 1964-1975') although it is very fragment-
ary in nature. Customs duty was also levied according to weight ('Wielka i
mala waga') and operated from 1628-1771 (coded 'sygn. 2274-2313').
Specific customs duties were placed on certain beverages such as wine, honey
drinks and vodka which all came under the collective title of 'ducillaria',
together with wine corkage dues, for the years 1503-92 (coded 'sygn. 2314-
1352'). Purchase and supply of barrels containing such beverages were
controlled through the city council and entered into special registers known
as 'szrotlin' and 'nigra signa'; these beverage tax records exist for the period
1548-1635 (coded 'sygn. 2353-2367') and occasionally give data on place of
origin. City income was also obtained from brewing, which during the years
1557-84 was called 'ternarii' (coded 'sygn. 2368-2379') and from 1588-1613
known as 'groszowe' (coded 'sygn. 2380-2390'). Documents relating to guild
activities in Cracow are recorded from the fifteenth to mid-nineteenth
century (coded 'sygn. 3010-3176') and give details of each organization and
the importance of handicraftsmen in the city. Finally, on occasions use was
made of private correspondence, particularly with reference to merchant
activity. Private letters originating from Cracow citizens and sent to provin-
cial areas of Poland are held in alphabetical order according to family name
(coded 'sygn. 3264-3298') and provide interesting material for studying
family relations and trading links with the more distant parts of Poland from
the sixteenth to seventeenth-eighteenth centuries. Perhaps most remarkable
is the book containing postal rates of a Cracow merchant, one Montelupi,
who recorded these matters from 1620 to 1626 and wrote them in Italian; it is
part of the section on private correspondence for the sixteenth century
(coded 'sygn. 3246-3283').
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This list of documentary sources to be found in Cracow archives by no
means exhausts the rich material found there,45 but does include the major
series utilized for this study. Extant documents on Church affairs (coded
'sygn. 3299-3397') preserved from the fourteenth century onwards, on hos-
pitals (coded 'sygn. 3398-3539'), the university (coded 'sygn. 3558-3660')
and other diverse materials under the section group 'Varia' (coded 'sygn.
3561-3568') were found to be of less interest for studying the city's commer-
cial activity.

(b) Other Polish archives
Archival material on customs duty in various other parts of Poland is much
less forthcoming than that from Cracow. The former rich sources of archival
books on customs duty in Warsaw were destroyed by the Nazis in 1944,
when they were stored in the archival treasury (Archiwum Skarbowe) and
Krasinski Library. Fortunately, some of this material had been worked on
previously by Polish scholars such as S. Kutrzeba and F. Duda (Wlo-
clawek customs books) and R. Rybarski, particularly for sixteenth-century
Poland; unfortunately the rich and valuable customs registers for other parts
of Poland for the period 1718-90 held in the Krasinski Library had not been
subjected to academic research before their destruction.46

It is not surprising, therefore, to find that most Polish archives and
libraries contain only fragmentary material on customs books and matters
pertaining to commercial transactions. The two exceptions are the Cracow
archives, previously described, and the ship mooring books from Gdansk
and Elbl^g ports on the Baltic coast. These registers record shipping
movements from the first half of the seventeenth and second half of the
eighteenth centuries for Gdansk, and from the end of the sixteenth and
whole of the seventeenth century for Elbl^g,47 although they suffer impor-
tant gaps in their chronology. Gdansk archives also contain small amounts
of material on goods transported along the Vistula river, e.g., for 1784,
which have been analysed by S. Hoszowski.48

The remaining Polish archives are poorly represented by custom register
material. In Poznan archives there are some books from the Augustow and
Kalisz chambers of commerce, the former covering the months of April-
June for 1607, and the latter from 1647 to 1655.49 Other towns with some
archival material on customs duty that have survived include Chrzanow,
Olkusz, Krzepice, Siewierz, Kozieglowy and Oswi^cim.50

(c) Non-Polish archival sources
In a study which contains wider geographical implications than just Cracow
itself or its national setting, there was a need to consult archival material
from countries outside Poland. For the former Hungarian territory, specific
town archives were used from places now situated in former Czechoslovakia.
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Commercial centres in Slovakia, then under Hungarian rule, were extremely
useful in analysing Cracow's trans-Carpathian trade. Use was made of the
so-called 'thirtieth' (i.e. 3.33 per cent of a good's value) which was a customs
duty levied on merchandise by Hungarian royalty, and had been in existence
since the thirteenth century.51 Although some of the archival material has
been destroyed, that surviving in towns such as Levoca, Presov, Bardejov,
Trencin etc. gives some evidence of past trade links with Cracow. Docu-
ments formerly belonging to noble families in Upper Hungary (Slovakia) are
now in Bratislava archives and give details of trade movement through the
Carpathian valleys into Poland, e.g., Orava, and originally stored in Orava
castle; documents on the 'thirtieth' duty for such strategic commercial
centres as Tvrdosin, and Zilina are now also located in Bratislava.52 Unfor-
tunately, some of these series contain considerable gaps which deter statis-
tical analysis, but they do give evidence on the import/export of goods and
occasionally give specific destinations, particularly for the sixteenth century.
They are in chronological form according to the Christian calendar, and
contain a merchant's name, his destination and type of goods applicable for
customs duty. Much of the archival material was written in Latin (e.g.
1529-33) but contained phrases and terminology used in the Czech/Slovak
languages; the register for 1537 was entirely in Czech. This set of registers
was intensively used by J. Janacek in his study of the Czech cloth trade in the
sixteenth century.53 Another useful source for Moravian commercial links
may be found in the 'thirtieth' customs books from Trencin especially for the
years 1530-6.54

Customs registers from other former Czechoslovakian towns also proved
of interest, although many suffered from fragmentation, and short runs.
Prague archives have only one customs register surviving from the sixteenth
century, dated 1597 which referred to the 'ungelt' (Archiv. hi. m. Prahy coded
No. 2054) and gives some idea of Prague's trade pattern in that year.
Customs registers from other provincial towns in present-day former
Czechoslovakia were utilized; merchants' books from Jihlava (Mestsky
archiv. nos. 1888,1890) contained some details on links with Cracow. Barde-
jov archives contain some useful sources, especially for the period around the
mid-fifteenth century, and these have previously been used by such scholars
as Fejerpataky, Ivanyi and, more recently, Deak.55 Mareckova has used
seventeenth-century material from this archive especially in her study of the
town's merchants,56 but these too suffer from incompleteness over long time
runs. Similarly, the archives in Levoca contain a useful series Regestrum tri-
cesimale super inductionum et eductionum mericum, starting in 1553 which
give a merchant's name, and/or that of his carter, the date and the amount of
the 'thirtieth' duty paid, on all goods brought into, or taken out of Bardejov.
These have been carefully analysed by Pavel Horvath in his study of trade
relations with Poland in the second half of the sixteenth century.57 Kosice
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was another important trade centre and its town archives have documents
referring to customs duty and import/export trade but, as Granasztoi states,
'Unhappily, the town archives do not have sources with long time series.'58

In present-day Romania, archival sources from some Transylvanian
towns proved useful, such as Bra§ov (Kronstadt), Sibiu (Hermannstadt)
and Cluj (Klausenberg). Customs duty in Bra§ov was a 'twentieth' (5.0%)
of the total merchandise value and called 'vigesima', whilst in Cluj it was the
'thirtieth', as in Slovakian towns, and called 'tricesima'; these two customs
duty levies therefore obtained 5% and 3.33% respectively, of a good's total
value. In Sibiu, a mixture of the two systems operated, the 'vigesima' in the
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, and the 'tricesima' for most of the
seventeenth and all of the eighteenth centuries. For Bra§ov, only a few
customs registers have survived (for the years 1503, 1529/30,1542-1550) and
have been summarized in published form.59 Only one customs tome (in Cluj)
exists from the sixteenth century (1599), but is complete from the early
seventeenth century up to 1637.60 The Sibiu customs books have long runs
for the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, (with gaps) and have been
summarized by Panova.61 The Cluj registers have been used for links with
Cracow62 by Mihail Dan whilst he and S. Golderberg have utilized the
Bra§ov books for commodity analysis, including the cloth trade.63

Customs data from the Turnu-Ro§u trading post near Sibiu has also been
studied for Transylvanian commercial contacts by Demeny, including for
Poland in the seventeenth century.64 Published documentary sources on
trade links between parts of the Ottoman Empire and Poland were used from
works by Abrahmowicz, Guboglu, Bogdan, and Hurmuzaki.65

Finally, various published material was scanned for archival information
from a variety of authors and regions. Polish-Lithuanian commercial links
have been analysed by Wawrzynczyk, the Budapest customs registers by
Perenyi, German contacts, especially for cattle, by Klier, and an appreci-
ation of the Sund registers analysed by Nina E. Bang.66 All these, in turn,
helped to throw some light for this study on the international dimension of
Cracow's trade during the various periods under review.

(ii) Cartographic sources
Cartographic evidence is particularly critical for the study of commercial
trade links over a past period, especially against a backcloth of the whole
European continent. Whilst Cracow forms the focal point of this study,
maps of the city itself were of less importance than their regional, national
and international counterparts for an examination of its spatial impact on
trade. Nevertheless, some maps of the city were consulted, mainly to judge
the growth of the urban area over time and to find specific place names
related to the city's internal structure. From the outset it was decided, for the
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sake of clarity and reasonable uniformity, to utilize the contemporary
version of place names within the present boundaries of European states,
rather than a Polish version throughout the text, e.g., Kosice not Koszyce. It
was also decided not to use former German place names if a contemporary
Polish version existed, e.g. Gdansk not Danzig, Wroclaw not Breslau. The
exception to this general rule was only applied when a familiar English form
was available, thus Cracow not Krakow, Warsaw not Warszawa, or when
the use of the Polish form seemed better suited to the historical context, e.g.
Lwow not L'vov, Krolewiec not Konisberg for places outside present Polish
territory.

For the city of Cracow itself, both contemporary and historical maps were
utilized. For the former, the Plan Krakowa (Pah. Przed. Wyd. Kartog.
Warszawa, 1975) proved invaluable, whilst various city maps from earlier
times were used for the latter. The recently published Katalog dawnych
map wielkoskalowych Krakowa XVI-XIX wieku (Pan. Wyd. Naukowe,
Warszawa-Krakow, 1981) helped illuminate areas within the city on a large
scale for the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries, whilst other individual city
maps were useful from the seventeenth century, e.g. Delin: Obsidionis Craco-
via of 1657 (Bibl. Jagiellonska) and 1655 (Pufendorff Samuel De rebus a
Carolo, Norimbergae, 1696). Swedish engineers produced an interesting map
in 1702 entitled Geometrisches Plan von Schloss Wawel unddie Stadt beidem:
Cracau Mitt dehro Herumbligenden. Two maps from the end of the period
under review here come from two Polish authors, namely K. B^kowski
('Krakow i najbltesza okolica w XVIII wieku') from his book Historia
Krakowa p. 179 which he published towards the end of the nineteenth
century, and the detailed city map of 1785, Srodmiescie Krakowa (wedhig
planu Koll^tajowskiego) at a scale of 1:3286, and reproduced in
Rocznik Krakowski, Vol. IX, by S. Tomkowicz during the early years of this
century. Various graphic illustrations of the city also exist and, though
skilfully and artistically produced, were not found of great significance for
this study.

Much greater importance was attached to various maps which helped
trace trade routes and commercial roads over the period under review.
Contemporary maps included Okolice Krakowa, mapa turystyczna (Pan.
Przed. Wyd. Kartog. Warszawa, 1974) and Mapa wojewodztwa kra-
kowskiego (ibid.) at scales of 1:200,000 and 1:500,000 respectively. In this
historical context maps at a regional level were extremely helpful in con-
structing initial trade routes; for example, Bo2ena Wyrozumska's commer-
cial road map of the Cracow region in the sixteenth century (Zal^cznik
do Lustracja drog wojewodztwa krakowskiego z roku 1570 Krakow, 1971),
that of W. Sl^ski for the Baltic coastal region (Szlaki handlowe Pomorza
w XII-XIII w. pub. Warszawa, 1969), and that of S. Weyman for the Poznah
and Kalisz region (Toznanski i Kaliski w§zel drog w XVI wieku',
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Przeglqd Zachodni, Poznan, 1953). Similarly, S. Domanowszky's map of
the Spis region of Slovakia gives early trade routes through that area ('A
Szepesseg regi kereskedelmi utvonalaf, Budapest, 1913).

At a national level, Stefan Weymann's map of trade routes through
Poland during the Piast period clearly shows the significance of Cracow as a
commercial centre, (Mapa drog handlowych Polski Piastowskiej, Poznan,
1938), as does Marian Malowist's work Carte des routes commer-dales en
Europe Centrale au debut du XV siecle, Brussels, 1931), and Teresa W^so-
wiczowna's outline ('Some important commercial roads in medieval Poland,
approx. 1200 AD\ Archaeologia Polonia Vol. II, Warszawa, 1959). The
extent of former Polish territory is seen in A. Sujkowski's publication (Szlaki
drogowe na ziemiach dawnej Polski od czasow najstarozytniejszych do XV
wieku, in Geografija ziem dawnej Polski, (Wyd. M. Arcta), Warszawa-
Lwow-Lublin-Lodz-Wilno, 1921, p. 144-5); similarly, A. Wawrzynczyk has
published a map of trade routes in the sixteenth century covering Poland/
Lithuania ('Mapa drog handlowych w XVI w.', Warszawa, 1956). This may
be seen as complementary to a reproduced version which appeared in
Kosman's Historia Bialorusi (Warszawa, 1979, p. 120). Other cartographic
sources of interest were found firstly in Etudes Historiques Hongroises, Vol.
I, Budapest, 1975, which includes some evidence of trade routes in Hungary
for 1541-1568 by I. Sinkovics, and secondly, one for Silesia in the sixteenth
century ('Mapa gospodarcza Slqska dla XVI wieku", in Dzieje Slqska w
wypisach, (S. Michalkiewicz and J. Sydor, editors), Warszawa, 1964, p. 41).

On an international scale, works vary from those showing trade routes
between two states such as Dziubinski's map of Polish-Ottoman trade
routes in the sixteenth century (Przeglqd Historyczny Vol. CVI (2), and an
interesting trans-Carpathian trade-route map drawn by C. Dobrzanski,
(Mapa drog handlowych krakowsko-wegierskich wieku XIII-XV) at a
scale of 1:500,000, in Cracow, 1910. A more extensive area is covered by
O. R. Halaga for the trade routes between Hungary/Poland-Prussia ('Cesty
uhorsko-pol'sko-pruskeho obchodu') in Slovanske Studie, Vol. XVI, Brati-
slava, 1975, p. 188. At a continental scale two useful maps were those by
H. Obuchowska-Pysiowa ('Wazniejsze osrodki i drogi handlowe w Europie
w XVII w.') at a scale of 1:12 million, in her work Handel wislany wpierwszej
polowie XVIII w. (Warszawa, 1954) and A. V. Florovskij (Ceske zeme v siti
Evropskych obchodnich cest do konce 18 stoleti, Praha, 1954), in his book on
Czech-Russian trade relations.

Specialist commodity trade-route maps were also utilized wherever pos-
sible. Examples of this cartographic category include that for cattle by Jan
Baszanowski ('Zasi^g regionow hodowlanych i rynkow zbytu wolow', in
Z dziejow handlu Polskiego w XVI-XVIII wieku: handel wolami, Gdansk,
1977, together with Szlaki wolowe w granicach Rzeczypospolitej; for miner-
als by Danuta Molenda (in Gornictwo kruszcowe, Warszawa, 1963); more
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specifically for copper (T. Dziekonski Metalurgia miedzi ..., Warszawa,
1963, p. 368); and for salt by J. Wyrozumski (Saliny Polski do schylku XIV
wieku in Panstwowa gospodarka solna w Polsce do schylku XIV wieku
(P.W.N.), Krakow, 1968) and a plan for Wieliczka (Plan miasta Wieliczki
Marcina Germana z 1638 r.) reproduced by A. Keckowa in Zupy krakowskie,
Warszawa, 1969.

Finally, on a more general note great use was made of the English edition
of the Historical Atlas of Poland, based on the fourth edition published in
Wroclaw in 1981. This atlas was invaluable as it illustrates the various
territorial changes over the whole historical period under review, and
permits a clear understanding of the evolution of Poland's frontiers ranging
from the early Piast dynasty to the country's partitions and beyond. Com-
mentary on each map is given, together with a separate place-name index.
Further information on specific areas and regions of Poland in times past is
well represented in Katalog dawnych map Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej w
kolekcji Emeryka Hutten Czapskiego i w innych zbiorach (P.A.N.)
Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krakow-Gdafisk, 1978; this work contains reproduc-
tions of early maps of Poland which were originally collected by E. H.
Czapski, and range from the end of the fifteenth to mid-nineteenth centuries.
They were particularly useful for tracing early place names of urban and
rural centres trading with Cracow, which today no longer exist, or have
changed their original names. Other maps consulted for this work include
Meig's Karte des Konigreich Galizien und Lodomeirien, dated 1779-82 and
produced in Vienna, and W. Semkowicz's map for the same period of the
Cracow region (Mapa wojewodztwa krakowskiego w dobie Sejmu Czterolet-
niego 1788-1792). Lastly, a general appreciation of Polish cartography has
recently been published by Boguslaw Krassowski,67 which gives an over-
view of major contributions on that theme since Poland first appeared on a
map; this early evidence was compiled if inaccurately by that great Alexan-
drian scholar, Claudius Ptolemaeus (Ptolemy) between 90 and 188 AD.

(Hi) Monetary matters and prices
Throughout this study there has been reference to monetary matters and
commodity prices. Although these are only of secondary importance to the
major thrust of the work, some explanation of their sources is necessary. An
attempt has been made to chart the progress of price fluctuations in par-
ticular commodities which passed through Cracow, and where reasonable
data runs exist, then time series graphs have been produced. In order to have
some impression of these financial changes it is first imperative that some
knowledge of the Polish monetary system is outlined.

The monetary situation in Poland over the years covered by this study
may be divided into five separate periods. The first period covers the
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fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and opens with a confused monetary
situation around 1300; a lot of thin metal coins (bracteates) of varying value
circulated in the country, together with much foreign currency brought in by
merchants. One of these currencies was the 'Prague Grossus' which the
Polish king, Casimir the Great (Kazimierz Wielki, 1333-70), adapted using
its design to form the silver 'Cracow Grossus' (Grosz). Poland's first gold
coin, the ducat, was introduced about 1320 by his predecessor, Ladislas the
Short (Wladyslaw Lokietek, 1306-33). No other Polish gold coinage was
minted during this period, and many important financial transactions were
concluded in Hungarian ducats. The major Polish monetary units were the
silver 'half-grossus' and the 'denarius' both introduced by King Ladislas II
(Wladyslaw Jagiello, 1386-1434) and continued by his successors up
to King Alexander (1501-6). During this period other trading towns like
Cracow, e.g., Torun and Gdansk, began minting their own currency, as did
the provinces of Silesia and Pomerania. The second monetary period in
Poland spanned the sixteenth century; the 'grossus' (grosz) had lost value
through inflation and become a rather cumbersome coin for the growing
number of merchants, who were rapidly expanding their business trans-
actions. A new monetary unit was established, the 'zloty' which was
equivalent to 30 grossi, but there were many varieties of coinage circulating
throughout the country, largely from various Polish provinces, together with
a surfeit of gold Hungarian ducats. This period also saw the introduction of
the 'taler' a thick silver coin much used in foreign trade, and introduced by
King Sigismund I (Zygmunt I Stary, 1506-48). The third monetary period in
Poland covers the first half of the seventeenth century, an era of peace and
prosperity in Poland under the reigns of Sigismund III and Ladislas IV
(Zygmunt III Waza, 1587-1632; Wladyslaw IV, 1632-1648) respectively.
City mints like those of Cracow, Poznan, Gdansk, Torun and Elbl^g, were
very active, but the value of coins fell. In 1586, at the beginning of Sigismund
Ill's reign, a gold ducat was worth 56 grossi; when he died in 1632 it was
worth 165 grossi (i.e. trebled); similarly the 'taler' rose during his reign from
35 to 90 grossi vis-a-vis the gold ducat. Numerous mints were producing
small change at lowering values, in order to make quick profits, and this led
to price rises for both the 'taler' and 'ducat', although the quality and weight
remained unchanged.

Poland's fourth monetary period stretched from the mid-seventeenth to
mid-eighteenth centuries, with the earlier part of this era marred by wars and
invasions. In turn, these factors affected the monetary situation, which not
only deteriorated markedly, but was also plagued by the circulation of false
coinage, purposely introduced into the Polish market. This included the
'szel^gi' (shelags) i.e. shilling introduced by King Jan Kazimierz (1648-68)
and worth about a third of a 'grossus', and the 'tynf which also first
appeared during his reign, and had a nominal value of 30 grossi, but with
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only 13 grossi worth of silver content. Poland also suffered from a large
influx of foreign currency at this time, particularly from north-west Europe.
The early seventeenth century saw a continuation of this trend, with mone-
tary activity centred on Leipzig; from here the two Polish kings belonging to
the Saxon dynasty (August II Mocny, 1697-1733 and August III 1733-63)
flooded Poland with coinage, much of it forged, which in turn contributed to
the downfall of the state's money mart. The final period spanned the second
half of the eighteenth century and saw monetary changes introduced by King
Stanislas Augustus Poniatowski (1764-95) to counteract previous mistakes
made by the Saxon dynasty. New minting regulations introduced in 1766
and 1787 led to much tighter control on coinage production, now centred in
Warsaw; Poland's first paper money was printed in 1794, a year before the
end of King Poniatowski's reign and the disappearance of the Polish State
from the map of Europe.68

Monetary fluctuations and a history of price development in Poland will
help understand the price commodity analysis which accompanies certain
sections of this study. The first serious attempt to analyse the role of money
in Poland, particularly in relation to the price revolution of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, was by A. Szel^gowski in 1902.69 However, this
work was based on rather fragmentary material, and it was not until the
inter-war period that a historical study of the prices for some commercial
centres in Poland was undertaken; this was part of a larger programme
conducted by an International Committee for the History of Prices.70 Five
major Polish cities (Gdansk, Warsaw, Lublin, Lwow and Cracow) were
studied, but projected work on Poznan, Torun and Wilno was interrupted by
the Second World War. The aim of the project in Poland was to analyse
prices and earnings for chosen cities from the fourteenth to early twentieth
centuries. Fortunately, works on Cracow by Pelc and Tomaszewski, cover-
ing the years 1369-1600 and 1601-1795 respectively, were published before
the Second World War, and thus invaluable for a study of Cracow's trade
relations over these two periods.71

The number of commodities and other details published in the Cracow
volumes vary between 60 and 100 topics, divided into production/consump-
tion categories, and occupational salary differentials. Even so, the infor-
mation has its weaknesses, which sometimes curtail the possibility of assess-
ing data on long-term price movements. Amongst the most serious
limitations are quality variation of merchandise, seasonal price fluctuations,
the abundance of price types (market, retail, wholesale etc.), the small
number of quoted prices for some years, whole years missing, and long gaps
in price data for some commodities.

In spite of these shortcomings, prices can provide a useful barometer on
economic conditions. In medieval times, money seemed to be constantly in
short supply due to insufficient silver, the melting and re-issue of old coinage
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and subsequent currency debasement, and sharp price rises. The latter was
common throughout Europe until the mid-fourteenth century, when plague
and high morality reduced demand and prices stabilized or fell. This trend
was reversed during the late fourteenth century, becoming the 'price revo-
lution' of the sixteenth century, in which, according to John Nef, silver
mined in central Europe played a considerable part.72 The devaluation
process in Europe was well under way by the mid-fifteenth century and
continued with fluctuations till well after the mid-eighteenth century.73

These general trends may also be detected in Cracow's own price move-
ments, or more generally in the country as a whole. Prices in Poland
experienced an overall downward tendency in the fifteenth century with
many oscillations, but the first half of the sixteenth century began to show a
slight increase; the second half of that century felt a strong general price
increase amongst all goods, especially foodstuffs. While there was a three-
fold escalation of prices and wages during the sixteenth century, living costs
grew fourfold; therefore purchasing power dropped by a quarter.74

Throughout Europe the seventeenth century was one of crisis which
Trevor-Roper believes was closely associated to relations between society
and the state.75 Its implications were widespread, among them continued
intensity of price rises. In Poland devaluation of the grossus (grosz), begun
during the reign of King Stefan Batory (1576-86), culminated in the dis-
astrous monetary crisis of 1617-23, and followed in the 1650s and 1660s with
a new one. The former was part of a more general European process, but the
latter was national, connected with events related to the mid-century wars -
the Cossack uprisings and the Swedish invasion.76 Up to mid-century the
greatest impact of price rises was felt by grain/livestock products, the least
amongst imported goods (e.g., spices, wines). In Cracow, nominal prices
remained fairly stable up to the second decade of the seventeenth century,
but the commencement of the Thirty Years War (1618) seems to have caused
a recession in some goods.

If the seventeenth century had been dogged by difficulties and misfor-
tunes, its economic stagnation was gradually replaced by a livelier eighteenth
century, which took off in different parts of Europe between 1720 and 1750.
Poland was slower to respond to this new development, beginning its
upsurge of nominal prices in the late 1730s; whilst the whole century was
characterized by violent price oscillations, the general trend was upward
towards the end of the century. In Cracow, prices suffered wide fluctuations,
although the overall trend was downward, reaching a trough in the 1740s, to
be followed by hesitant increases over the next thirty years. A low occurred
around 1775-9 connected with the troubles associated with the Partition, but
the years 1780-95 saw revival, part of the impetus created from greater
regional exchange of goods between Little Poland and other parts of the
country.77
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Conclusion

It is essential that any study in depth should be supported by a rich body of
sources and ancillary literature. In Cracow there is obviously a vast range of
material, covering many facets of the city's development. Primary sources in
Cracow's archives and other centres connected to it by commercial links
have been supplemented with secondary published material from several
countries and languages. Some attempt has also been made to review
previous inquiries into the city's commercial activities in the historical
perspective, in order to place the focus of this work in its wider context.
Before embarking on a general temporal-spatial analysis of Cracow's
trading connections between 1257 and 1795, a brief synopsis of the city's
early urban growth up to the time of its Municipal Charter and the political
situation from 1257 to 1500 is necessary in order to set the scene for later
chapters.



3
Cracow's early development

Fernand Braudel has stated that, 'Every town grows in a given place, is
wedded to it and does not leave it, except for rare exceptions. The site is
favourable, to a greater or lesser degree; its original advantages and draw-
backs stay with it for ever.'1 North of the Danube river many settlements
were emerging between the seventh and tenth centuries as tribal centres,
fortified religious sites and princely seats; they provided a haven of refuge,
commonly sited in an advantageous defensive position. Evidence suggests
that they were built surrounded by wooden stockades, strengthened by earth
and masonry, within which lay permanently inhabited huts for craftsmen,
workshops and often a stone-built church.2 By the late ninth century, the
most important settlements dominated large areas of country and were often
bishops' seats and princely castles. Gradually a separation took place
between the princely/ecclesiastical functions of the settlement and the
trading/artisans' quarters, a phenomenon already well defined by the
eleventh century. By then, craftsmen, retainers, traders and artisans usually
lived in a separate enclosure beyond the castle walls. These elementary Slav
towns north of the Danube appear, until about the twelfth century, to have
been largely based on local native effort with some external influences from
the Church and small groups of German merchants and traders. As Rorig
maintains, 'The medieval town should not be thought of as a small, self-
contained unit, but only within the framework of the organic inter-relation-
ship of towns. Long-distance trade provided the basis on which urban life on
the grand scale was founded and prospered. Each town was dependent on
another for its functioning.'3

Cracow provides a useful example of one such early Slavonic town.
Archaeological evidence has shown that it was a site of early settlement4
occupied from about the sixth century AD by the Slavonic (Vislane) tribe.
Sometime during the seventh/eighth century one of the limestone outcrops
known as Wawel which formed a bluff above the Vistula river was fortified;
it was ringed by strong embankments made from wood, stone and earth, and

42
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formed part of a chain of castle settlements in the ninth century, through an
area which became known as Malopolska (Little Poland). Further fortifi-
cations were built at the foot of the hill's northern side; within the precincts
of Wawel and its suburb (Okol), a settlement of wooden buildings was
established containing workshops for blacksmiths, forgers, carpenters,
potters, bootmakers and craftsmen working in bone and other materials.
The surrounding countryside was rich in natural resources; the fertile allu-
vial soil produced grain, fruit and vegetables, the forests were abundant with
game and timber, whilst local supplies of clay and building stone were
readily available. Iron, lead, silver and even gold ores were early exploited,
together with rock-salt deposits at nearby Wieliczka. Material wealth was
also accompanied by spiritual fervour. Christianity led to the foundation of
a cathedral and churches on the Wawel during the eleventh century,5 and all
this suggests that during the early medieval period, Cracow was establishing
itself as a centre of both political and ecclesiastical importance. During the
eleventh century Cracow became one of the residential cities of the Polish
kings, its position further enhanced in the ensuing century through its role as
capital of the Polish state. All these factors contributed to the rapid growth
of the city, which cannot be fully interpreted without some appreciation of
its geographical situation. Again quoting the historian Braudel, 'We have no
need to be apprehensive about calling on geography for its contribution. It
probably has too much to say, but what it says is clear; it deals in known
facts. There is no difficulty in summarising them.'6

Advantages of geographical position

The site of Cracow (50.04 N., 19.58 E.), is on the same parallel of latitude as
Land's End (50.03 N.) and on the same meridian as Tromso (19.00 E.) and
Corfu (19.56 E.). The situation of the settlement is favourable both towards
its immediate hinterland and the more extensive overland routes; its geo-
graphical position is one of the keys to the city's success. It lies on a contact
point between three physical regions: the Cracow Upland, the Carpathian
foothills and the Sandomierz basin, where the two former regions are
separated from each other by the latter lying to the east and the Oswî cim
basin to the west.7 The narrow area between the two basins is known as the
Cracow Gateway (Fig. 3). The Sandomierz basin lies within a triangle
formed by the Lublin Plateau, the Carpathians and the Uplands of Little
Poland, drained by the Vistula and its tributary, the San. Natural routeways
lead out of the basin in easterly and westerly directions - to the upper
Dniester valley in the Ukraine, by way of the Przemysl Gate, and to the
shallow Oswi^cim basin on the upper Vistula above Cracow, respectively.
From the latter a very low plateau-watershed gives easy access to the
Raciborz basin in the upper Odra valley and thence north-westwards to the
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3. The geographical situation of Cracow.

Silesian Plain. From the Oswi^cim basin there is also unrestricted passage
south-westwards via the Moravian Gate to the Danube.

To the south of Cracow lie the Carpathian foothills and the Beskidy moun-
tains. This well-dissected area contains a number of basins such as those of
Nowy S ĉz and Krosno, and also the large east/west longitudinal depress-
ion of Podhale. From here several mountain passes give access through the
Carpathians to the valleys and basins of Slovakia. Directly to the north of
Cracow lie the uplands of Little Poland with well-developed karstic features
and an undulating terrain. This limestone plateau is drained mainly to the
north-east, toward the more gentler relief of the Nida depressions; from here
routes lead to the plains of central Poland and on to the Baltic coast.
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Cracow's exceptionally advantageous position was further enhanced by
its site location (Fig. 4). The first point to notice is that Cracow lies in the
Vistula valley on the southern part of the Silesian-Cracow monocline;8

about ten kilometres to the south of the city one finds the rich soils of the
Carpathian flysch zone, whilst the Cracow area is characterized by horsts
and grabens formed from limestone outcrops. These outcrops, like the
Wawel, Skalka, Krzemionki and Tyniec, provided excellent defensive sites
above the Vistula river for early settlers. Secondly, the hydrographic net-
work9 provided adequate water supply at a point where an arm of the Vistula
river flowed, whilst several smaller tributaries, like the Rudawa, Pr^dnik,
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Dlubnia and Wilga, together with several lakes, lent themselves to the
construction of suburban fortifications, especially at the foot of the castle
erected on Wawel hill. Furthermore the river courses formed axes for
commercial routes, on whose intersections places like Cracow developed as
commercial centres. The narrowness of the Vistula river at Cracow also
aided early bridge building efforts.10 Thirdly, the soil cover around the site
of Cracow is based partly on loess and, in the flood valley of the Vistula on
alluvium. The loess soil provided fertile arable land, whilst the loamy, sandy
alluvium afforded areas for local cultivation, especially where old oxbow
lakes had been partly infilled with peat.11 The immediate vicinity of Cracow
also supported ample timber supplies with stands of oak/hornbeam, beech
and pine forests.12

One may therefore conclude that the limestone hill of Wawel supplied the
early defensive needs, and the surrounding Vistula valley, with its deeper soil
deposits, abundant water supply and rich vegetation cover, the necessary
means for sustenance; together they provided a satisfactory environment for
settlement, and were probably the main reasons for enticing the early Slav
settlers.13

Growth of Political Importance

Cracow's earliest history is shrouded in mystery and legend, but it is quite
possible that by the mid-ninth century a settlement existed on, or beneath,
Wawel hill. Certainly a Bavarian geographer referred to a political feder-
ation of Slavs and Baits about AD 850,14 whilst at the turn of the ninth and
tenth centuries it is known that a number of tribes inhabited the Vistula and
Odra basins. The main tribe inhabiting the reaches of the Upper Vistula and
its tributaries was the Vislane (Wislanie) who, by the mid-ninth century were
considered by the neighbouring Moravians as 'very powerful'. The expan-
sionist policy of the Christian Moravian state led to eventual conflict with
the pagan Vislane, ending in the defeat of the latter and their annexation to
the Great Moravian Empire between AD 875-879.15

It is difficult to know what the various tribes inhabiting Southern Poland
at this time were like. According to Goudy some of the early ninth- and
tenth-century texts mentioned the Vislane, who were supposed to be a Polish
tribe settled along the Upper Vistula river.16 The Great Moravian Empire
was severely weakened by the newly arrived tribe of Hungarians from the
east during the second half of the ninth century; the empire suffered internal
strife leading to defeat and eventual dissolution by the end of the century,17

leaving the Vislane free from external rule. Thus in the tenth century the
Vislane state emerged and embraced the entire upper reaches of the Vistula
river together with part of its central basin,18 and centred on Cracow.

This independence was apparently short-lived. The natural successor to
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the Great Moravian Empire was its near neighbour, Bohemia. Geo-
graphically Bohemia was more favoured than Moravia, for it had natural
borders protected by mountain ranges and forests. It also possessed a strong
ruler in Boleslav I who succeeded to the Bohemian throne in AD 929. He was
a man obsessed with political expansion; he looked eastwards, involving
himself in treaties with several tribal rulers who recognized him as their
leader. He obtained the territories of the Slenzani, Dadosezani, Bobrane,
Opolini and Golensizi tribes in the Upper Odra valley, and the Vislane
with their main centre, Cracow. His son, Boleslav II (967-99) held on to the
eastern territories19 and according to twelfth-century Czech sources, the
province of Cracow belonged to Bohemia up to AD 999. This, however,
conflicts with Polish historical sources,20 although it is quite likely that
Cracow remained part of Bohemia at least during the AD 970S and 980s.

To the north, a second, and politically more important, state was founded
based around the middle Warta basin; it was centred on Poznan and
Gniezno, in the region known as 'Polska', Greater Poland (Wielkopolska)
by the thirteenth century. Mieszko I (963-92) became Poland's first his-
torical ruler and founder of the Piast dynasty;21 his marriage to Dobrava
(Dubravka) daughter of Boleslav I in AD 965 led to closer ties between the
two Slavonic countries, and one of the results of Mieszko's marriage to a
Christian princess was his conversion to the new faith in AD 966.22 There
followed a general spread of Christianity throughout his kingdom for he saw
to it that his subjects adopted his religion. This movement extended to the
south in the region of the Upper Vistula basin, an area first referred to in
written records of the fifteenth century as Little Poland (Malopolska),23

and prior to that as simply the 'lands of Cracow and Sandomierz'. For
Cracow, the spread and general adoption of Christianity was significant; in
AD 969 the first bishopric was established there, a year after its counterpart in
Greater Poland, Poznan.

Between AD 967 and 990 Mieszko I consolidated his territory and seized
Moravia to the south; this fact helps to refute Czech claims of retaining
Cracow up to the end of the tenth century. Perhaps even more significant
was Mieszko's linking of Poland with the Church of Rome; in AD 990 he
formally submitted to the supremacy of the Holy See. Admittedly, there were
ulterior motives for this move, for Mieszko wished to avoid the authority of
the German Church, and it helped in his conflict with the common foe, the
Union of the Veleti, a pagan state that lay to the west of the Odra river.
Indirectly, this was of significance for Cracow;24 diplomatic advances and
agreement with the Holy See proved invaluable when Mieszko I decided to
dissolve his treaty with Bohemia. The war that followed (989-92) and his
eventual success meant that he was able to incorporate both Silesia and
Cracow into his dominions.25 On his death in 992, Cracow found itself part
of a new state covering about a quarter of a million square kilometres
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(100,000 square miles), a country at that time larger and more powerful than
the Scandinavian countries, Hungary or Bohemia.

Mieszko Fs successor, Boleslaw Chobry (the Brave) (992-1025), quickly
reunited all the Polish provinces under his rule after their division in 992
amongst Mieszko's sons. Moreover, according to Slocombe, 'In or about the
year 999 he recaptured Cracow.'26 However, it is not certain whether this had
not already been achieved by his father.27 What is certain, is that Boleslaw I
continued his father's expansionist policy and enlarged the state beyond the
ethnic boundaries of the Polish tribes (Fig. 5). In AD 1000 the Holy Roman
Emperor, Otto III and the Papal legates visited the new Polish state and
founded a church province, centred on Gniezno; besides the archbishopric
of Gniezno, the bishopric of Wroclaw, Kolobrzeg and Cracow (for the
Cracow province) were attached, and owed allegiance to it.

By the beginning of the eleventh century, therefore, Cracow found itself
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situated in a state which had become one of the greatest powers in Europe, as
much by reason of territorial size as of superior Polish military organization
and political alliances. Geographically, Poland now embraced almost the
entire basins of the Odra and Vistula rivers; this was an area based on natural
geographical foundations characterized by the amalgamation of two river
basins which, together with their tributaries, formed a distinct physiographi-
cal entity.28

At the death of Bolestaw I, Poland had attained a degree of influence and
a surface area which would not be experienced again for several centuries.
During his reign commercial prosperity was as marked as the military
progress of the nation. New cities were built; trade flourished in centres like
Cracow, while foreign merchants were encouraged to enter the country.
Nevertheless, the political condition of Poland was that of a military auto-
cracy, with the cities, towns and rural settlements firmly held in the king's
grip. After his death in 1025 the new state, under his son Mieszko II
(1025-34), succumbed to internal strife and external attack.29 In 1034, a very
dark period began, the meagre contemporary records suggesting the threat
of foreign incursions. In 1037, the Bohemian ruler Bfetislav I (1034-55)
raided Poland with such thoroughness that the country did not fully recover
for over a century. He ransacked several parts of the kingdom, including the
largest urban centres, among them Cracow, Wroclaw, Gniezno and Giecz,
which were plundered and destroyed; thousands of people were slain and
great treasures taken.30 For two decades the embryonic Polish state remained
in disarray, but thanks to the efforts of its new leader, Casimir I Odnowiciel
(the Restorer)31 (1034-58), former losses were regained and religious life in
the country reorganized. The foundation of a monastery at Tyniec near
Cracow, the greatest Benedictine centre in Poland, dates from his reign; his
contacts with the ecclesiastical world of the Lower Rhine and Flanders led to
recruitment of men from there to the higher echelons of the Polish Church,
including Aaron, Archbishop of Poland, to Cracow in 1046 (or 1049).32

Casimir's reign also had one other significant act of special importance for
Cracow. Lack of precise information clouded the issue, but at some time
during this period the city became the capital of Poland. Francic believes it
was made the country's leading centre in 1037-8;33 Garbacik asserts that
from about 1058, Cracow was generally considered to be the common capital
of Poland.34 Certainly Casimir's successor, Boleslaw II Smiafy (the Bold)
(1058-79), inherited a well-consolidated country, in which Cracow acquired
the status of a ducal seat. K^trzynski maintains that 'the alleged removal of
the capital from Gniezno in the north to Cracow in the south', meant that
'the centre of gravity of Polish policy was said to have been shifted from the
North and West to the South and the East'.35 Whatever the circumstances, it
proved of lasting significance, for Cracow remained the Polish capital for five
and a half centuries, until 1609.36
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Cracow was also to witness during Boleslaw IPs reign a contest for
supremacy between church and state, a contemporary phenomenon in many
European countries. In 1079 the Bishop of Cracow, Stanislaw Szczepa-
nowski, a prominent Polish churchman and leader of the country's clerical
faction, was accused of treason in circumstances not unlike those of Thomas
a Becket in England. This accusation was symptomatic of the struggle
between foreign learning and native conservatism, between western culture
and eastern custom, and the assertion of authority between the King and the
Pope. The actual details are entangled in a maze of popular folklore and
poor knowledge of Poland's political situation. What facts are known reveal
that a number of Polish nobles led by the Bishop of Cracow were involved in
an anti-royalist plot, strengthened by foreign intervention originating in the
German lands. Bishop Stanislaw excommunicated the Polish king, only to
be sentenced to death in return by the royal court. According to popular
tradition Stanislaw, like Thomas a Becket, was killed in the city's cathedral,
by the king's henchmen, but an alternative version states he was found guilty
and executed in April 1079.37

Popular revulsion at this deed resulted in stronger support for Rome,
further discontent led to open rebellion by the nobility, and Boleslaw II
eventually had to leave Poland, shortly before his death in obscure circum-
stances (1081-2) in Hungary.38 His brother, Wladyslaw Herman
(1079-1102), a man strongly influenced by the Polish nobility, was elected by
common consent to occupy the throne. Perhaps in an effort to atone for his
brother Boleslaw's mistakes, Wladyslaw was responsible for building a
new cathedral on Wawel hill (1096-8, finally completed in 1142)39 and
restoring several churches (e.g. St Andrew's in the city).40 During his reign
the Bohemians and Hungarians profited from the continued internal strife,
making several almost totally successful incursions; the city of Cracow was
seized by the invaders, along with Little Poland, which remained under
Czech rule until about 1085.41

Joint rule by Wladyslaw Herman's sons after his death in 1102 was
characterized by dissension and turmoil. One of them Boleslaw III, com-
monly called Krzywousty (Wrymouthed), ruled alone from 1107 to 1138; for
Cracow this was a period of relative calm, interrupted only by a disastrous
fire in 1125. His bitter experience of disputes over the succession with his
brother Zbigniew led Boleslaw III to produce an elaborate plan for his
heirs; his eldest son Wladyslaw II (1138-46) was given the country's
'senior' province with its capital in Cracow and stretching from western
Little Poland through central Poland to the Baltic shore of eastern Pomer-
ania and Gdansk.42 This naturally consolidated the importance and role of
Cracow. In 1180, however, during the reign of Casimir II Sprawiedliwy (the
Just) (1177-1194), a congress was called at L^czyca, in which the concept
of a 'senior' province was abolished in preference to creating for the king a
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new hereditary province of Cracow; in this way Cracow maintained its
position as the chief city of Poland and symbol of unity.43

The first half of the thirteenth century saw political changes which were to
have profound effects both on Poland and her capital city. Internal dissent
and the political disintegration of the monarchy towards the end of the
twelfth century led ambitious neighbouring states to cast envious eyes on
Polish territory. The earthquake in Cracow in 1200, probably the first
recorded,44 heralded a new era for Poland with threats from German
colonization in the north and the first Mongol invasion from the east
(Fig. 6). Although German political expansion gave rise to much Polish
anxiety,45 Cracow and Little Poland seemed relatively untroubled by the
activities of the Teutonic Knights to the north.46 Some German influence
came to Little Poland through Silesia; there the immigration of Germans,
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under privileges granted through German law, gradually took place. Thus,
according to Bruce Boswell, this led to 'the transformation of towns like
Cracow into self-governing communities with German artisans and tra-
ders'.47 Less welcome and of more immediate impact was the Mongol
invasion of 1241.

This incursion was far more transitory, yet more devastating, than the
process of German colonization. The Tartar armies, as contemporary Euro-
pean documents recorded the Mongols, wrought havoc wherever they
went.48 They defeated the Polish army at Chmielnik and the Silesian knights
at Legnica in 1241; during this advance Cracow was devastated49 and several
churches in the city were burnt down. Cracow, along with other towns and
villages in the wake of the invasion, was laid waste (of which the trumpeter of
Cracow is a daily reminder).50 Fortunately the Mongols retired from the
area in 1242, but remained rulers of Red Ruthenia, to the east of Little
Poland, for the next fifty years; from this base repeated raids destroyed many
Polish settlements; more particularly, in Cracow and other trading centres,
the Mongols prevented the development of strong commercial ties with their
eastern neighbours. During the second invasion in 1259, Cracow, Lublin,
Sandomierz and Bytom were burnt down51 and in 1287 only the fortified
cities of Cracow and Sandomierz resisted the Mongol invaders.52

By the mid-thirteenth century therefore, Cracow had experienced four
centuries of varied political fortunes which had converted it from a local
tribal centre to unofficial capital of a large state; both internal struggles and
external threats led to constant revision of its importance and role amongst
the various Polish provinces, and as a centre of cultural and economic
influence. These latter factors were very much dependent on the city's
increasing commercial significance.

Early evidence of commercial contacts

Trade is central to the development of urban life. In Western Europe the
general decline of trade and town life, which had begun in the third century
AD reached its nadir by the eighth. The invasions of Europe in the ninth
century merely added to the economic and social decline. Of course trade
had not ceased; neither had coin currency or mercantile exchange, but it had
ceased to be significant. Another key factor, closely connected with the
collapse of trade and urban centres, was the breakdown of communications
and decline in the power of government. By the mid-eleventh century in
Western Europe these conditions already belonged to the past, for a new age
of expansion had begun; towns and trade began to revive, new lands were
brought under cultivation, and the frontiers of Europe were expanding.
Perhaps most important of all, the number of inhabitants were increasing, a
fact reflected dramatically in the rise of new urban centres.
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The revival of city life and recovery of trade found commerce and industry
as natural partners. A merchant's success often depended on knowing where
to find goods that could be sold far afield, and traders would gather wherever
production was concentrated. The great stimulus to urban concentration of
industry was the prospect of a ready market, whilst a haven of refuge in those
troubled times proved appealing to merchant and artisan alike. A city
provided the merchant with a base and source of possible associates, whilst a
company of merchants helped diminish risks and provide a source of more
capital for larger scale enterprises. Perhaps the greatest need for a merchant
was a sense of security, not only in his home town, but on his commercial
travels, in places where he came to buy and sell.

Malowist has observed, however that 'Comparing the phases of develop-
ment of western and eastern Europe in the Middle Ages one can easily
observe important differences. Rapid development in the economies of most
of the eastern countries began late in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
when the west had already reached the height of its medieval economic
development.'53 It appears that the period from the tenth to twelfth centuries
in eastern Europe was one of rather slow economic development; Bohemia
and south-west Russia were the most economically advanced at this time,
whilst Poland's economy was still rather at a low level of production. As
expected, extensive and primitive agriculture was predominant, whilst com-
merce was characterised by luxury products with a limited market demand.
The large majority of towns in eastern Europe were small agglomerations
near the castles of princes and their courts, inhabited by people employed in
handicrafts or trading and closely integrated into the needs of the local
ruling groups.54

Cracow, blessed with a good natural position on the crossroads of two
major routeways, and a safe haven of refuge, went through its embryonic
stages of commercial development between the ninth and thirteenth cen-
turies. It satisfied Sjoberg's prerequisites for the emergence of a pre-
industrial city, namely 'a situation conducive to repeated contacts among
peoples of divergent cultures'55 which in turn permitted a constant accretion
of social and technological skills in the area, and the emergence, through its
merchant class, 'of a well-developed social organization, particularly in the
political and economic spheres'.56 The oldest accepted written record of
Cracow dates from 965 AD; in that year a Spanish Jew Ibrahim ibn Ya'qub
visited Prague and left a description of Bohemia and its neighbouring
lands.57 He came from distant Cordoba, and travelled through central
Europe; of Cracow he wrote: 'the distance between Prague and Cracow is
equivalent to three weeks travel', and 'to Prague come Russians and Slavs
from the city of Cracow with their wares',58 implying that already by the
mid-tenth century Cracow was known as a trading centre on the route from
Prague to the east. Brutzkus has stated: 'There can be no doubt that even at
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this early date . . . this important entropot on the frontiers of Poland, Russia
and Hungary . . . was part of a trade route used in the tenth and early
eleventh centuries which ran from Mainz to Kiev through Regensburg,
Prague, Cracow and Przemysl.'59 However, the earliest Polish chronicles
suggest that except for merchants going to Russia, Poland was a little-known
country.60

It is quite possible that the various small settlements that were established
around the foot of Wawel hill were beginning to play an increasingly
important role in long-distance commerce; their convenient location along a
trade and water route encouraged commercial contact. Two main inland
trade routes passed through Cracow; one of them ran from Kosice through
Levoca (in Slovakia), to Nowy S^cz, Czchow, Bochnia and Wieliczka to
Cracow,61 and thence northwards through Miechow, Piotrkow, L^czyca
to Torun and beyond along the lower Vistula to the Baltic Sea. From
Gdansk62 there was contact with western Europe and the Arab world,63

lively connections having existed since the ninth century. The second route
linked Bavaria with Ruthenia through Wroclaw, Opole, Bytom, Olkusz to
Cracow thence eastwards to Lwow and the Crimea.64 Thus even in these
early days Cracow was assuming the role of a commercial intermediary
between east and west; these two trade routes were to play a vital role in the
later development of the city.

Although as Lalik states, 'Up to the end of the twelfth century, we know
very little about the merchants of Cracow',65 its commercial importance is
referred to in documentary sources. The Arab/Sicilian geographer and
cartographer Muhammed al-Idrlsi (1100-66) refers to Cracow in his Nuzhat
al-mustdk fi' htirdk al-dfdk, as 'a large town in Poland, lying to the north of
the Tatra mountains, having a much frequented market. Routes connect it
with other important towns such as Misnia (Meissen), Gniezno, Halle etc.'66

The eleventh-century Jewish author Yehuda ha-Cohen wrote about the
trade route from south-east Europe going via Przemysl to Cracow and the
west; a second route went through Slovakia.67 A document from the mid-
twelfth century, known as the Nienburg fragment, refers to 'Cracowa urbs,
ecclesia et mercatus',68 whilst Mitkowski argues that 'Cracow at the turn of
the tenth and eleventh centuries was a centre for international trade, a centre
of political power and the seat of a bishopric . . . and a chronicle dated from
the beginning of the twelfth century rightly calls Cracow not only a town
(civitas) but also the Polish capital'.69 Moreover, in the twelfth century
al-ldrlsl wrote that Cracow contained many markets, and that within its
walls lived many qualified artisans and scholars who spoke and wrote in
fluent Latin.70 Thus the urban character of early medieval Cracow presents
itself as a centre of craftsmenship, international and local trade, and of
scholarship.

Recent archaeological finds have confirmed the existence of products of
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Cracow's craftsmen from the early Middle Ages.71 Traces of open hearths
have been located near the churches of St Mary (Mariacki) and St Adalbert
(Sw. Wojciech) together with numerous specimens of locally produced
pottery and metal objects.72 Some forms of artistic work in Cracow date
back to the earliest period of Christianity in the city, as witnessed in local
seals and money. Already during the reign of Wladyslaw Herman (1079—
1102) coins were being minted here, whilst the oldest known inventories for
Wawal Cathedral (1101 and 1110), record utensils and implements made by
Cracow craftsmen;73 chalices manufactured in Cracow began to be utilised
in churches both locally and farther afield.74 Workshops where non-ferrous
metals were worked have been located on the site of the somewhat later
St Adalbert Church; this is suggested by crucibles found in the cultural
layers beneath the early medieval occupation level with traces of silver and
bronze.75 The development of craft work may also have been connected with
the growth of agricultural production around the city, notably the working
of iron. Archaeological material from finds around the Okol settlement
supports the existence of metalworking, where there appears to have been a
quarter for smiths and founders.76 Early medieval pottery, based on local
clay supplies, appears also to have been an important craft industry in the
city.77

Much of the commerce entering Cracow during the early Middle Ages was
transit trade. Ibrahim ibn Ya'qub refers to merchants from Russia carrying
goods to Prague which included slaves, flour, lead and furs.78 The export of
slaves from Slav regions to Spain, Arabia and towards Baghdad was a
common phenomenon during the tenth century,79 whilst valuable furs, forest
and agricultural products, and metals from the Urals, along with oriental
goods, were sent en route to the Baltic coast.80 It seems that during the tenth
century Bohemia and Kievan Russia were more advanced on the road to
economic development and feudalisation than Poland and the other western
Slav countries.81 Commercial relations between the Baltic coast via Russia
with Byzantium and the Arabs, has been proved from money circulation
found along the international trade routes.82 It was not until the second half
of the eleventh century that there seems to have been a certain amount of
economic progress in central and southern Poland; this idea is supported by
the appearance of regular issues of local coinage (e.g. in Cracow under
Wladyslaw Herman), which in time supplanted the foreign currencies in
internal circulation.

One local product from the Cracow region, which had a wider significance
was salt. As the economies of these early medieval states were partly
dependent on livestock for their existence, there was a dual demand for salt,
for the people themselves, and for their cattle. Fortunately for Cracow rich
salt deposits, dating from the Miocene period are found in the Carpathian
region, where the salt formations were strongly folded at the time of the
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Carpathian orogenic movements.83 The salt deposits lie immediately under
the shallow quaternary clays in the Wieliczka-Bochnia region, some ten to
thirty kilometres south-east of the city, and meant they were fairly easily
exploited by the local population.84 Although archaeological evidence sug-
gests that salt was obtained here during the prehistoric period,85 more
intensive development did not begin until the mid-tenth century; previously
salt had only been obtained from surface springs, but discovery of salt rock
deposits, improved mining methods and better implements, e.g., metal pans,
led to greater exploitation.86 Documentary evidence first mentions salt from
Wieliczka in 112387 and from Bochnia in 1251.88

Longer distance trade in salt from the Cracow region in the early medieval
period arose due to the dearth of known deposits, or insufficient production
from domestic sources, in neighbouring states. The most salt deficient area
was Silesia; although rich in many other minerals it lacked this vital commo-
dity.89 Little information also exists for salt mining in Greater Poland during
the thirteenth century,90 but the Baltic coast was supplied by deposits at
Kolobrzeg;91 similarly both the Mazovia and Sandomierz regions lacked
this mineral. Further afield, shortages were experienced in Bohemia-
Moravia;92 Slovakia and Hungary were dependent on salty streams at this
time93 so that despite the scanty documentary evidence it is reasonable to
assume that exports of this commodity from the Cracow region were found
on sale in these areas, along with those from Halle in Saxony, Kolobrzeg
and Russia.94

The quickening pulse of economic life in Cracow during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries attracted people from the surrounding countryside.
Besides the merchants specialising in commerce with more distant places,
and the town tradesmen (butchers, bakers, artisans) without whom city life is
impossible,95 there were local traders from the immediate vicinity who found
in Cracow a ready market for their produce. Mitkowski believes that
'towards the end of the twelfth century, and during the first decades of the
thirteenth century Cracow may have had some 5000 inhabitants'.96 Gieysz-
tor, again quotes al-ldrlsl, who, about 1154, wrote, 'Her [Poland's] towns
flourish and the population is numerous .. . Among her towns is Cracow
[Kraku]. It is a beautiful and large town with a great many houses, inhabit-
ants, markets, vineyards and gardens.'97

Many of the local products were based on the exploitation of woods and
waters98 (animal skins, honey, wax, fish) and were supplemented by the
more permanent agricultural production of grains and livestock.99 Produce
was delivered to the Cracow market in carts or waggons pulled by horses
or oxen,100 and a document dated 1256 specifically refers to them as a
method of connecting Cracow with the numerous surrounding villages.101

W^sowiczowna's work on the medieval Polish system of roads empha-
sizes the importance of local and regional routes in the development of
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early medieval town centres and their significance for the growth of local
markets.102

Finally, mention should be made of the impact this economic development
had on the cultural life of Cracow and the early impetus it gave to the city as
a centre of scholarship. Commercial success led to more regular contact with
distant lands and ideas and helped to promote a more common level of
culture. During the twelfth century some of Cracow's libraries were founded;
in the Cathedral, by the Benedictine monks in Tyniec, the Cistercians at
Mogila, and in the city's Dominican Convent (founded 1222).103 Unfortu-
nately, as a result of domestic feuds and foreign wars the foundation of
libraries did not immediately lead to the development of vernacular litera-
ture; not until the thirteenth century was an important chronicle (Chronica
Polonorum) written by the Bishop of Cracow, Wincent Kadhibek (1150—
1223).104 Even so, according to two inventories taken at the beginning of the
twelfth century, the library of the Cracow chapter possessed the basic
Church and secular literature.105 Polish pupils found their way to the leading
schools of western Europe,106 such as Lyons and Paris. Court annals con-
tinued to be written, perhaps the most famous by a foreign Benedictine
monk in the court of Boleslaw Krzywousty (Wrymouthed) between 1116
and 1119, which extolled the concept of state unity and importance of the
ducal dynasty.107 Few early paintings have survived, but notable amongst
them is the mid-eleventh century Sacramentarium in Tyniec, originally from
Cologne.108 Illuminated manuscripts and paintings began to be imported
into Cracow from both the east and western Europe, whilst its merchants
brought pictures of the Madonna from abroad, richly decorated with gold
and jewels; mosaics were introduced from Byzantium in the twelfth
century.109 Monumental sculpture also flourished, but on a more modest
scale than in Lombardy or the Low Countries.110 All this cultural and
scholastic activity reflected a curiosity of the world beyond the city's limits,
and helped sharpen the awareness of its citizens to problems of general
interest to their society. This was certainly reflected in the thinking of the
new spatial plan of the city, which emerged during the sixth decade of the
thirteenth century.

The Municipal Charter of 1257

The thirteenth century was a period of flourishing development in the history
of European towns and cities. Their rise and the expansion of commerce had
some consequences of general importance. After the invasions of the ninth
and tenth centuries a commercial class had emerged and the older town
centres had little understanding of its needs. This new section of society had
to deal with the financial demands of everyday life, such as questions of
credit and debt, price regulation, conditions of sale, etc. Such matters could
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only be competently dealt with by the citizens themselves, and a right to
some form of self-government was therefore vital for their future prospects.
In some countries the struggle was a long one, the citizens fighting for the
rights to choose their own laws and govern their own cities. The more
enlightened European rulers realized the necessity to accept these forces of
change and to grant those privileges demanded by the rising merchant class.

The Polish rulers, wishing to take advantage of increasing economic
activity and the development of trade relations with neighbouring countries,
encouraged the founding of towns, giving them a legal status based on
western and central European examples.111 Henryk Brodaty (the Bearded)
(1232-8) was particularly sensitive to the significance of contemporary social
and economic changes, and knew how to take advantage of them to
strengthen his authority. The legal aspects of urban life were set out in
special charters. These charters established relations between the feudal
lords and the colonists who settled in the towns and cities. The idea was
based on examples taken from German towns, whose citizens had regulated
their own legal status earlier, in order to create favourable conditions for
economic development. The most important changes resulting from this new
'German law' (ius Theutonicum), were the replacement of dues to the feudal
lord in kind, by money, and the granting of quite extensive judicial and
administrative self-government to a city's inhabitants. In most cases the
charters were based on the Magdeburg law, or its Polish variants, namely the
Sroda (ius Novi Fori Sredense) and Chelmno (ius Culmense) laws.112

The Magdeburg municipal law was introduced to Cracow by way of
Wroclaw, There is some conjecture that the first charter for the city already
existed during the reign of Leszek Bialy (the White) (1194-1227); this idea
is based on the building of St Mary Magdalene Church and a better
organized market square during the years 1211-17 under the influence of the
more regular Silesian town plans.113 Perhaps more realistically, Bromek has
suggested that the whole process of the city's foundation charter was a
long-drawn-out operation which initially began about 1220 and lasted over a
one-hundred-year period.114 What is certain is that the acceptance of
German law by Polish towns was called 'locatio civitas', and was widely
adopted during the first half of the thirteenth century; much of the stimulus
for its acceptance came from Henryk Brodaty, the shrewd ruler of Silesia,
who saw such charters as a means of obtaining fiscal rewards and invigorat-
ing the local economy by attracting both foreign merchant capital and
craftsmen and miners into the area.

At this time Cracow controlled several craft and market villages, each
under the influence of various lay and ecclesiastical lords. In this situation it
was necessary to strengthen the city's single municipal authority under a
leader (soltys), in order to free the local inhabitants from direct depend-
ence on the feudal lords. Documentary evidence from 1228 and 1230 refer to
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such authority being vested in one Piotr, soltys of Cracow ('scultetus
Cracoviensis') and his officials (ministri).115 By suggesting this idea, Henryk
Brodaty sought to ingratiate himself with Cracow's leading citizens, whom
he hoped would later use their influence to help him become master of the
state capital. Nevertheless, the soltys remained an official of the city's ducal
ruler; the latter's power, though still effective, was now restricted only to
matters concerning the provision of market facilities.116 Unfortunately the
work of organizing Cracow, begun by Henryk Brodaty and continued by his
son, Henryk Pobozny (the Pious) (1238—41), was interrupted by the first
Mongol invasion of 1241 when Cracow was completely destroyed.117

Three years after the Mongol invasion, Magdeburg law was applied to the
merchant craft-settlement of Okol, which lay to the north of Wawel hill on
a dry Pleistocene alluvial fan. Here a prototype attempt at planning a regular
shaped market square was tried out, which acted as a forerunner for the
much greater venture which followed in 1257.118 Meanwhile documentary
evidence from 1250 confirmed that the city was still under the influence of its
own soltys, one Salomon ('Salomon scultetus Crfacoviensis'),119 and
enjoyed a certain measure of self-government.120

The mid-thirteenth century saw the granting of municipal charters to a
number of urban centres in Poland; Poznan (1253)121 soon followed by
Kalisz (1253-60)122 and others including Cracow in 1257.123 This was part of
a process in which according to Ostrowski, 'Separate settlements built by
various nobles and clergy often grew up around the largest burghs, for the
feudal lords liked to settle near the seats of their dukes. As a result of this
process, the large early medieval towns, such as Poznan and Cracow, were
each more a growing group of settlements than a compact municipal
organism; to use the modern term, they were primitive "conurbations".'124

The actual confirmation of the legal charter of municipal status for Cracow
was signed by Boleslaw Wstydliwy (the Shy) (1243-79) together with his
mother Grzymislawa, and his wife Kunegunda-Kinga at the Kopernia
assembly (near Pinczow) on the 5 June 1257.125 Financial donations were
made by these two women. Further contributions came from three wealthy
Silesian immigrants (Getko i.e. Gideon, Jakub and Ditmar) who became
town founders (locatores) and city fathers (advocati). Their donation to
Boleslaw secured for themselves the office of wojt (advocatus),126 a sort of
mayoral position in the city. By virtue of the charter these burgesses were
granted considerable benefits, such as complete administrative autonomy in
municipal matters, independent jurisdiction under Magdeburg law - with
the provision that final appeals could be made to Magdeburg city itself- and
the right of legislation;127 the sphere of action of the municipal administra-
tion was, however, limited to the territory and inhabitants of the towns.

Boleslaw's municipal charter stressed the need for a complete overhaul
and reorganization of the city which, in future, was to be centred around a
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7. Cracow at the time of its municipal charter, AD 1257.

concisely planned area completely surrounded by walls. The hub of this
newly planned area was to be the 'circulus' or market (rynek) which was to
be located next to the smaller market-place (maty rynek) first laid out in the
prototype plan of 1244. Around the new larger market square a network of
streets was designed, which intersected each other at right angles giving a
gridiron effect (Fig. 7).128 The one exception to this rule, partly dictated by
the terrain and the location of the ruler's residence on Wawel hill was
Grodzka Street129 which left the market place at an acute angle. The total
planned area covered over 30 hectares and was based on similar designs for
the market squares of Wroclaw (1242), Poznan (1253) and certain Silesian
towns.130 The new urban plan was able to solve the previous problem of road
congestion in and around the market area, which had arisen over the years as
a result of the irregular street pattern therein. Finally, the everyday running
and upkeep of the newly planned city was in the hands of the city council,
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administered by the hereditary wojt's office; this was a privilege gained in
exchange for the profits from annual city rents and land holdings, which
became the main source of Cracow's ducal and later monarchical income.

The year 1257 provides a convenient halting place in the historical devel-
opment of Cracow. It marks a watershed between its earlier phase of growth
and the period following the granting of the municipal charter; several
substantial changes were made in the ensuing years, not only in real size, for
Cracow was steadily expanding, but also in the form and style of urban
administration and local government. By the end of the century it had
absorbed the area around Okol,131 and during the first decades of the
fourteenth its walls had been extended to include the settlement on Wawel
hill.132 In future it was the duty of Cracow's council to 'preserve the laws and
uphold the honour and benefits of the city'.133 It was now responsible for
settling market disputes, for supporting crafts and commerce, and especially
for controlling the application of weights and measures in an honest way.
The council was empowered to call meetings of the whole population, when
promulgating city laws, whilst the municipal bench administered justice and
the wojt was responsible for the city's defence in case of emergency. The
council was elected on an annual basis, the members retaining the right, at
the end of its term, to nominate their successors.134 The city therefore faced a
bright future, in which its first municipal authorities enjoyed a great measure
of freedom in carrying out their duties, and Cracow during the latter part of
the thirteenth century could be said to have been truly autonomous. Unfor-
tunately this idyllic situation was not to last, for the turn of the century saw
increasing power struggles and greater tension, as the various provinces were
encouraged to coalesce into the unity of a single state. This, in turn, meant
fighting for the control of Cracow, which had already become Poland's
symbol of natural unity.

Conclusion

Thus Cracow, blessed with an advantageous natural position in southern
Poland, and a haven of refuge in troubled times, went through its embryonic
stages of commercial and cultural development between the ninth and
thirteenth centuries. During the reigns of the first dukes and kings, especially
Mieszko I, Boleslaw I (the Brave) and Boleslaw II (the Bold), Cracow
gained a powerful position within the newly formed Polish state. The latter
was achieved in spite of strong competition from the grand dukes of Kiev
and the kings of Bohemia, with its boundaries established in the Odra and
Vistula river basins. The oldest documentary evidence from the mid-tenth
century describes Cracow as an important commercial centre on the Vistula
river at the junction of international routes leading from the south to the
Baltic Sea and from the countries of the Near East via Silesia to Western
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Europe. All these factors contributed to the rapid growth of the city; in the
eleventh century it became one of the residential seats of the Polish
monarchy, symbolized by the castle and cathedral on Wawel hill, whilst in
the twelfth century Cracow was established as the state capital. During the
thirteenth century the increasing size and prosperity of Cracow demanded
the reform and modernization of its earlier type of organization and changes
in the routine of everyday life. This was accomplished through the adoption
of a municipal charter in 1257, which enabled the city to reorganise its
administrative functions and spatial pattern to meet the rigours and
demands of the fourteenth century, when Cracow entered a new phase of her
development.



The political situation of Cracow,
1257-1500

By the mid-thirteenth century, Cracow found itself in a changing political
world; the two great empires, bequeathed to Europe by the early and central
Middle Ages for later times, were in disarray. The Eastern Empire, based on
Constantinople, was only a shadow of its former self, whilst the Holy Roman
Empire lapsed for a time after the death of Frederick II (Hofenstaufen) in
1250. In western Europe, particularly in France, England and Spain, the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries had witnessed a growth of stronger royal
administration and a general acceptance by the people that hereditary
monarchy was an unavoidable part of political life in their lands. This belief
was by no means universally accepted throughout Europe; in Scandinavia
the monarchies were not powerful, whilst in eastern and central Europe, the
princes were encountering resistance among their more influential subjects.
Moreover, during the latter part of the Middle Ages the Poles, Hungarians
and Czechs were able to develop as sovereign states, unhindered by very
powerful neighbours to the east or west. Freedom from such distractions
meant the rulers of Poland, Hungary and Bohemia were to become increas-
ingly engaged in a struggle for supremacy among themselves; the prize for
such efforts was a chance for unity under a powerful dynasty which alone
might save it from the ambitions of German or Russian expansion.1

In Poland, lack of natural protection had always laid the country open to
aggressive neighbours, and forced its medieval rulers to watch carefully the
vicissitudes of political units along its eastern and western borders. The
ambitious plans of the Bradenburg Margraves in the west, with their cove-
tous eyes on the Polish lands, and the incursions and raids of the heathen
Lithuanians and Tartars in the east, were always a threat during periods of
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. To the south, the great wall of the
Carpathian Mountains afforded some protection although the numerous
passes and cols could allow possible military, cultural and economic influ-
ences to threaten Polish territory; throughout the fourteenth century there
were continual conflicts arising with the Czechs and their German overlords.

63
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Conversely, Poland's Hungarian neighbours were always regarded as pos-
sible allies against trouble from either Bohemia or the east. Northward, the
Baltic Sea had always proved a successful obstacle to serious invasion, but
the infiltration of Teutonic Knights into Prussia was eventually to lead to
open conflict in the fourteenth century.2

In Little Poland the struggle for Cracow recommenced, after the retreat of
the Tartars in 1242, only to end with the accession of Boleslaw V, Wstydliwy
(the Shy), 1243-79; the one significant feature of his comparatively long
reign was the increasing power of the clergy both in political and religious
affairs. Territorial disintegration had characterized the period prior to his
rule, when the parcelling and portioning of the country meant that almost
every province of Poland had become divided and further subdivided among
the many petty princes and princelings; Cracow alone remained one and
indivisible, although its power had been severely shaken by the incessant
struggles for its throne, which Boleslaw's reign only merely interrupted.3
Moreover, continual civil wars and internecine struggles in Poland during
the first half of the thirteenth century were further complicated by the Tartar
invasion; all these events led to insufficient production within the country
and the need to invite German settlers into Poland with the offer of protec-
tion, free land and other forms of preferential treatment. The first colonists
came from Germany to Silesia and, subsequent to the Tartar invasions,
gradually migrated through Poland.4 One offshoot of this movement was the
settlement of a population almost entirely German in origin; all matters
concerning their own welfare were solved according to their own German
judicature. An example of this is well illustrated in Cracow. The municipal
charter of 1257 was established 'zu germanische Recht', as was the planned
town,5 for, according to Pounds, 'It is likely that the Germans who created it
could be persuaded to come only by the grant of a formal charter of
privileges - German law, as it was termed; the Polish custom was too
indefinite and uncertain to attract them.'6 Nevertheless, the Wawel with its
royal castle and settlement beneath it, remained a strong symbol of Slavic
presence in the city.

Importance as a royal capital

By the mid-eleventh century, Cracow was generally considered to be the
common capital of the country, a position it was to hold for the next five
centuries.7 Nevertheless, it was not without competitors, for in the eleventh
century Kruszwica, the old Polish capital, and Gniezno, the metropolitan
see, had actually achieved some importance and had become prominent in
the political life of the country; but in the ensuing period of partition, when
political localism and regional particularism had become more rife, both
cities were ruined. Later the centre of national life was transferred from
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Greater Poland to Little Poland, where Cracow, from the advantage of her
position, soon became the seat of the monarchy and one of the most
influential cities in Europe.

The municipal charter of 1257 further strengthened Cracow's position;
anyone was admitted to the freedom of the city who could either produce his
baptismal certificate {litterae genealogiae) or prove through witnesses, that
he or she was of legitimate descent and a Roman Catholic. The newly
received citizen had to take an oath of allegiance to the city, and likewise
those who later migrated elsewhere were obliged to resign their freedom of
Cracow. As the residence of both king and bishop, Cracow also contained
within its walls the whole nobility that held court and state offices; they
mostly had their own residences in the city. Nobility and clergy were exempt
from municipal laws, and also excluded from city rates.8

Perhaps even more important in the long run was the psychological
impact Cracow had on the country. The city was perceived by the country's
inhabitants as their capital and by the end of the thirteenth century it had
become the focus of sentiment, in spite of political disintegration, for Polish
unity.9 Not only was Cracow the capital of Little Poland, it was rapidly
emerging as the arch-rival to Gniezno for the title of ecclesiastical centre
for the whole of Poland.10 When Wladyslaw Lokietek (the Short),11

1306-33, became king, as Knoll has pointed out, 'Cracow was known in
Poland as "the seat of the kingdom", and "the royal city and dwelling
place", where, "the Polish crown ... had been since antiquity".'12

The physical appearance of the Wawel hill was also changing. Between
1257 and 1300 the whole complex was rebuilt with a complete new system of
defensive walls.13 In 1265 a stone castle was begun to replace the old wooden
structure,14 which from its commanding view of the surrounding country-
side, provided an excellent base for future Polish kings. As Knoll reminds us,
'What may be overlooked is the fact that Cracow is a city of great military
significance, since its acropolis, Wawel Hill, is an excellent strongpoint
which in 1288 was already well fortified.'15 In spite of setbacks like the
burning down of the cathedral on Wawel in 1306,16 Cracow and its citizens
did obtain some privileges from Wladyslaw Lokietek's rule such as the
promise that the castle wall would never be joined up to the city walls,17

staple rights, major renovations to the cathedral, and extensions to the castle
in 1320.18

Although the years of Wladyslaw Lokietek's rule were turbulent
ones,19 punctured with seemingly endless wars, some of them proved sig-
nificant. During the years 1313-14 he conquered the province of Greater
Poland, and was able to form a nucleus from which to restore the Polish
kingdom and revive the concept of'regni Poloniae'; his coronation in Wawel
cathedral in 1320 marked the unification of the formerly disjointed Polish
lands under a single rule. From then on, until the late eighteenth century,
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Cracow was the place for the coronation and interment of all Polish
monarchs and up to the seventeenth century the permanent residence of the
royal court.

Lokietek's successor, Kazimierz Wielki, the only Polish king to be called
'the Great', 1333-70, ushered in an age of considerable prosperity for
Cracow. The king favoured the development of the city, seeing in its power
and wealth a sound basis for his rule. He was particularly active in the
building of churches, castles and fortresses throughout the country,
replacing the wooden structures with more solid materials. Much of this
work is evident in Cracow, and of whom it has been said he 'found Poland
dressed in timber and left her dressed in brick'.20 Moreover, he granted
charters for the building of new town settlements around Cracow (Fig. 8),
establishing to the south Casimiria (now Kazimierz) in 1335,21 and Florencja
(now Kleparz) in 1366. The former site incorporated the small villages of
Stradom and Rybaki; five years later (1340) Bawol was added, together
with a canal which gave the new town a fortified position being completely
surrounded by watercourses connected to the R. Vistula. To the north of
Cracow the latter settlement was founded around the church of St Florian.22

Both these new towns were to become future rivals of Cracow in the wake of
commercial development during the later Middle Ages. Kazimierz Wielki's
interest in education was also reflected in the growing number of schools
founded in Cracow for its citizens during the second half of the fourteenth
century. His concern for higher education culminated in the foundation of
Cracow University in 1364, the second, after Prague, to be established in
Central Europe;23 it was based on the Italian model, where law was the
principal subject and enabled the training of state officials. Finally, mention
should be made of Kazimierz Wielki's attempts to give Cracow greater
financial significance through the establishment of its own currency. In 1338
the large Cracow grosz (grossi Cracovienses) was first minted, with the
further hope of creating a unified Polish monetary system; continued
debasement by the royal treasury and greater stability enjoyed by the Prague
groschen (grossus Pragensis), unfortunately failed to achieve this aim.24

Further proof of Cracow's increasing political significance came in 1364.
The great Congress of Cracow on the instigation of the Polish ruler, led to
the meeting of all the important rulers and princes of central Europe.25

Initially the impetus came from the King of Cyprus, whose island was
threatened with invasion by the Turks; he consulted Kazimierz Wielki on
matters of defence against the Ottomans which eventually led to this con-
gress which Knoll believes, 'If one were to single out a specific event which
symbolized the emergence of Poland as an important central European
power, it would be difficult to make a better choice then the great Congress
of Cracow in 1364.'26

The death of Kazimierz Wielki in 1370 and the succession of Ludwik
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W^gierski (of Hungary), in 1370-82, did not diminish the significance of
the royal capital. From the outset Ludwik extended great favour to the city,
giving it free access to all the main trade routes, and confirmed staple rights
for the city's merchants. Such privileges were not given without reason, for
the king wished to solicit the goodwill of Cracow's citizens in the hope of
securing the Polish throne for his younger daughter Jadwiga. His plans were
realized and her accession in 1384 was followed two years later by an
important historical and political event. In 1386 she married the Lithuanian
Prince Wladyslaw Jagiello (1386-1434) and thus added a new large
province to the Polish kingdom and to the cause of Christianity. Wawel
castle became the seat of the new Jagiellonian dynasty which was to last for
over two hundred years. This event, as Francic confirms, increased the city's
ranking as an important political centre.27

Within the city other changes were taking place. Between 1380 and 1400
the Drapers' Hall (Sukiennice) was rebuilt in stone in the centre of the main
square; this replaced the original building which had consisted of four rows
of booths severed by a narrow gangway and covered by a timber roof.28 This
was also a period of great local activity; in 1388 Cracow city bought up the
village of Grzegorzowice (today Grzegorzki) with its quarry and a year later
the small settlement of D^bie. About 1394 the Church of St Barbara began
to be built, and in the next year first mention was made of parchment
manufacture in the city.29 In 1399 an aqueduct was constructed (called
'rurmus'), tapping water from the Rudawa river by means of 'a special
contraption and conducting it throughout the town', in which 'separate
pipelines even supplied water to the palace'.30

The fifteenth century was to see further consolidation of Cracow's posi-
tion as the leading city of the Polish state. Externally, Cracow's age of
splendour coincided closely with the era of the Jagiellonian dynasty. The
Union of Poland and Lithuania had strengthened the country politically,
militarily and economically; the historic victory of the new state over the
Order of Teutonic Knights at the famous battle of Tannenberg (or Griin-
wald / Zielone Pole) in Prussia (1410),31 marked the beginning of Poland's
rise as a great power. The following year Cracow's Wawel castle provided
prison facilities for 51 knights captured in the battle; confiscated banners
decorated Wawel cathedral, whilst other trophies and objets d'art taken as
spoils of war were distributed among the treasuries of several city
churches.32 On Wladyslaw Jagiello's death (1434) he was succeeded
by Wladyslaw Warnenczyk (1434-44) whose rule had no direct influence
on the city. This could not be said of his successor, Kazimierz IV Jagiellonc-
zyk (the Jagiellonian), 1447-92, particularly after 1454 when he married
Elizabeth of Hapsburg.33 She was a person of refined taste and learning,
whose main interest was promoting closer cultural ties between Cracow and
Nuremburg as well as other centres of German art. In 1465 the first book
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printed in Cracow was by the German printer Giinther Zayner,34 followed in
1491 by the first Slavonic incunabula from the Cracow press of Sweipolt
Fiol, who combined the printer's trade with that of embroidery.35

Internally, the city continued to grow and prosper. Intensive building
activity characterised fifteenth-century Cracow, including such notable
buildings as the Mariacka church and Barbakan Gate.36 The new settlements
of Kazimierz and Kleparz continued to develop, (Fig. 8) whilst the area
around Stradom,37 known as 'pons regalis' developed handicraft trades
geared to the needs of Wawel castle. Other settlements outside the city walls
developed specialist functions such as Garbary (leather and tanning).38 For
Cracow the second half of the fifteenth century was a period of flourishing
intellectual life, contacts with foreign countries, and flowering of artistic
skills, in painting, sculpture and craftsmenship. This era is best illustrated by
the work of Wit Stwosz,39 one of Europe's greatest late-Gothic sculptors,
whose work can still be seen today in St Mary's Church (Mariacki) - the high
altar, and in Wawel Cathedral in the form of Kazimierz Jagiellonczyk's
tombstone. Underlying much of this success, however, was the need for
continued favourable political relations with the city's close and more
distant neighbours.

Relations with other Polish towns

The growth of town and country in Poland led to an increasing stratification
of the population. The urban population varied and was related to actual
town size. At the beginning of the fifteenth century large centres,40 such as
Cracow with about 14,000 inhabitants and the smaller towns like Poznafi
(4,000), Bochnia and Sandomierz (2,000 each), were inhabited by three
distinct groups of burghers, excluding the gentry and clergy, who themselves
often constituted a considerable percentage of the population. At the top of
the pyramid stood a small group of merchant patricians who, in the course of
the fourteenth century, assumed complete control over the political and
economic life of the main urban centres. It is not surprising, therefore, that
Cracow's relations with other Polish towns often revolved around the role
played by commercial politics and the presence of trade wars between
different urban market settlements.

Part of the problem was the development of urban particularism and
protection of each town's own commercial importance.41 Moreover, the
concept of stapling rights encouraged inter-urban rivalry; many towns
obliged merchants passing through them to unpack and offer their wares for
sale to the burgesses before going on, and was a serious hindrance to
inter-local transport. In 1306 Wladyslaw Lokietek granted Cracow such
exclusive and unlimited staple rights for the rich copper trade;42 this
placed the Cracow merchant in the important position of mediator, and
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considerably increased his significance. The city's richer merchants became
members of the patrician class, contributing their skills to the banking
business and even lending money to monarchs. Unfortunately, Cracow was
not alone in imposing stapling rights, for other Polish towns obtained such
privileges during the thirteenth-fifteenth centuries, such as Sandomierz
(1286), Kazimierz (1335), Bochnia (1369), Lublin (1392), Poznan (1394) and
Kleparz towards the end of the fifteenth century.43 Disagreements over
stapling rights often led to trade wars and boycotts between towns, in
Cracow's case especially with the nearby, but independent settlements of
Kazimierz and Kleparz.44 Sometimes the merchants evoked the monarch's
displeasure, as in Cracow after a dangerous insurrection in 1311.45 Privileges
granted to the city were somewhat curtailed, and the king's favour turned to
the town of Sandec (S^cz)46 which began to rival Cracow's commercial
role as a trade mediator for goods en route to Hungary and the East from the
Baltic and Western Europe. High customs duties were imposed upon the
capital, hitherto exempt, the situation remaining sensitive for several years,
although Sandec did not obtain stapling rights till 1554.47 Political conflict
over commercial rights continued up to the mid-fourteenth century when
Kazimierz Wielki confirmed Cracow's monopolistic position over other
Polish towns forbidding non-Cracow merchants from utilizing trade routes
to the East, much to the annoyance of such towns as Lublin, Sandomierz,48

and especially Lwow in 1403.49

Another factor evident during the thirteenth-fifteenth centuries was the
increasing immigration of people to Cracow from other parts of Polish
territory. Analysis of trade guild membership reflects growing polonization
of the city; in 1403 only 13 per cent of the members were Poles, but by 1450
this had increased to 29 per cent and in 1500 reached 41 per cent.50

Mitkowski has stated that 'the Polish element in Cracow was both numerous
and strong during the period from 1257 to the end of the XlVth century. This
is the era of the greatest concentration of German colonization in Cracow
and the era of their greatest economic and political domination.'51 Certainly
increased contact and intermixing with the exclusively rural Polish popu-
lation and from other urban areas could have explained this phenomenon;
moreover stronger ties by the newly founded university in the city with other
parts of the country, and contacts by the Polish clergy, encouraged students
from other areas to study in Cracow. The acceptance of numerous Poles to
the freedom of the city also swelled the number of inhabitants, many coming
from the nearby urban centres of Kazimierz and Kleparz.52 According to
Ladenberger, Poles formed about half of Cracow's population in the four-
teenth century, whilst they completely dominated the towns of Kazimierz
and Kleparz (Table 2).

The third largest group after Poles and Germans were the Jews who
constituted a separate national, religious, cultural and legal group in Polish
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Table 2. Ethnic structure of Cracow, Kazimierz and Kleparz population
during the fourteenth century

Ethnic Group

Poles
Germans
Jews
Hungarians (and later,
Italians)
Others
Total
Court, soldiery, clergy

Grand total

Cracow

Circa 5,000
Circa 3,500
Circa 800

Circa 200
Circa 500

10,000

Kazimierz

Circa 1,500
-
—

-
-

1,500

Circa 2,500

Circa 15,000

Kleparz

Circa 1,000
-
-

-
-

1,000

Source: T. Ladenberger, Zaludnienie Polski na poczqtku panowania Kazimierza
Wielkiego, Lwow, 1930, p. 63.

towns.53 Liberties originally granted them in 1264 by Boleslaw Wstyd-
liwy were extended by Kazimierz Wielki to the whole Polish Kingdom
(Statute of Wislica, 1346) and once more confirmed in 1453 by Kazimierz IV
(Jagiellonczyk).54 Jews in the surrounding villages and smaller towns had
played an important role in the Cracow region since the end of the thirteenth
century. They devoted themselves to the traditional activity of money
lending, which promoted the growth of a commodity/money economy; one
of their number, Lewko, became banker to Kazimierz Wielki and to his
successor.55 Kazimierz Wielki granted privileges to the Jews of Little Poland
in 1367.56 During the last decade of the fifteenth century, however, anti-
Semitism in Cracow led to many Jews resettling in the nearby town of
Kazimierz.57 In 1495 the king, Jan Olbracht expelled all Jews from Cracow
resettling them in the Jewish quarter of that town.

Cracow's relations with other urban centres in Poland were closely tied
with her development as an important trade centre during the period from
her municipal charter to the end of the fifteenth century. Harmonious
relations appeared to be most noticeable the further towns were from
Cracow, such as Warsaw, Jaroslaw or Wilno (after 1386)58 where little
competition arose over trade and transit commerce.59 Closer to home ques-
tions of customs tariffs60 and control of trade routes61 often led to domestic
disputes, although in general Cracow had an important influence on the
overall development of other towns in Little Poland at this time.62 Perhaps
of equal significance at this time was Cracow's connections with her various
foreign neighbours, not least the lands of the Magyars to the south (Fig. 9).
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9. Cracow's land routes with northern Hungary in the Later Middle Ages.
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Relations with Hungary

For the medieval monarchs of Poland, the Magyars and their Angevin rulers
provided a traditional ally against the Czechs of Bohemia and the omni-
present threats from the east. Closer ties between Poland and Hungary
originally emerged during the reign of Wladystaw Lokietek (1306-33)
when fears of an expansionist policy by the Bohemian rulers brought them
closer together. Geographical proximity may also have contributed to
greater Polish-Hungarian friendship. Both states were neighbours, profiting
from close cultural and economic contact, yet far enough apart to prevent
those sorts of unconstrained connections which might have led to inspiring
incursions into each other's territories; the anfractuious and roughly broken
terrain of the Carpathian Mountains helped dispel such ideas. Perhaps of
equal, if not greater, importance in the political relations of these two
countries was the close family ties between the ruling houses of Poland and
Hungary.

It was against this favourable background that Cracow developed her ties
with Hungary (Fig. 9) and, more particularly, those nodal commercial
centres on the main trade routes passing through Poland to Budapest and
the river Danube. Internal struggles in Hungary during the thirteenth
century had led to support and intervention by the Austrian Hapsburgs;
unfortunately for them they backed the losing side and surrendered the
strategically significant city of Pressburg (Bratislava) to the Hungarians.63

Moreover, commercial contacts between Hungary and Western Europe
began to decline as a result, so the Magyar merchants began to look for
alternative routes to Germany and the Baltic via Poland,64 particularly
through Cracow.65 The first evidence of an Hungarian merchant in Cracow
dates from 1301.66

Political relations between Poland and Hungary took a favourable turn
during the reigns of Kazimierz Wielki and the Magyar king Karol Robert
(1308-42).67 He was concerned about securing the throne of Poland for his
son, Ludwik, in the advent of Kazimierz Wielki dying without issue. A
document signed in 1339 was granted in principle68 but the agreement was
incomplete and required further amplification and more precise definition.
The thought of living in Cracow obviously appealed to Ludwik, for it was at
that time 'not only a rich town but also one of considerable political
importance'69 and in this document it was agreed that he and his brothers
would respect and preserve the laws and privileges of Cracow, if Kazimierz
died childless, and the crown would go to the house of Angevin. Further
discussion on the succession problem was again confirmed in 135170 whilst
Cracow's commercial interests were additionally enhanced by these closer
political ties. In 1358, Kazimierz Wielki, with Hungarian approval, decreed
that all merchants from and to Hungary en route to Prussia, Silesia or
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Bohemia, must travel via Cracow; this in turn meant Cracow now had
control over trade between the important Prussian emporium of Torun with
Hungary.71 A decade later Ludwik I (King of Hungary since 1342) gave all
Polish merchants access to Hungary free of all taxes and customs tariffs as
far as the city of Kassa (Kosice).72 This in turn greatly profited Cracow, since
Kosice had strong commercial ties with the Polish capital and had imposed
stapling rights on all merchants in 1361.73

On the death of Kazimierz Wielki in 1370, Ludwik I (W^gierski)
succeeded to the Polish throne and thus created a Polish-Hungarian alli-
ance; this was the outcome which Kazimierz Wielki's brother-in-law, King
Karol Robert planned and hoped for in 1339 - an eventual Angevin succes-
sion in Poland. Kazimierz Wielki's nephew managed to keep Poland as a
unified country, although Ludwik always regarded Poland as his secondary
kingdom. The Polish aristocracy, a deciding factor in the succession of 1370
and of Ludwik's heir in 1382, obtained from the king the grant of special
privileges at Kosice in 1374; which formed the basis of a Polish 'Magna
Carta'. For Cracow, his reign was a period of excellent commercial pros-
perity.74 The city also benefited from a quarrel which prompted Ludwik to
close the trade route from Torun to Hungary via Sandomierz;75 furthermore
Cracow's greatest competitor for the Hungarian trade, Nowy S^cz, was
forbidden by Ludwik to utilize the newly opened river route via the Dunajec
and Vistula to Prussia in 1380, forcing S^cz merchants now to bring their
goods through Cracow.76 With the death of Ludwik in 1382, Cracow's most
successful period of commercial politics was over.

Ludwik's eventual successor to the Hungarian throne in 1387, Sigismund
of Luxemburg, was much less disposed to Poland and its new ruler Jadwiga,
or her husband Wladyslaw Jagiello. Sigismund's fear of their claim to an
hereditary right for the Hungarian throne eventually led to a Polish invasion
of Northern Hungary in 1396, disrupting trade with Kosice.77 Moreover,
Sigismund's internal policy of downgrading Kosice at the expense of devel-
oping other Hungarian towns eventually led to the economic decline of most
of them and was reflected in Cracow's trading contacts there. The damage
done to Polish-Hungarian relations could not be quickly restored after
Sigismund's death in 1437, although his successor, Elizabeth, and the Polish
king, Wladyslaw Warnenczyk, did improve the situation. Wladyslaw
obtained sixteen mainly German inhabited mountain cities in the Spisz
(south of the High-Tatra Mountains) in 1412, thus giving Poland a share in
the mining activities of upper Hungary, the richest in Europe at that time.78

Privileges given by Ludwik were confirmed in 1440,79 giving freer access to
Hungarian towns and reversing some of Sigismund's policies. Wladyslaw
Warnenczyk's short reign (to 1444) unfortunately only led to a continuation
of Sigismund's ideas and were further disturbed in 1473 when the Polish
king, Kazimierz Jagiellonczyk, confirmed Cracow's stapling rights,80 thus
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encouraging Hungarian merchants to by-pass the city. Even an agreement
signed in Cracow in 1498 between Poland, Lithuania and Hungary guaran-
teeing merchants from each country free trade in the others81 was not a
success due to the unstable political conditions of the time. The century
therefore ended on a rather sour note for Cracow and its merchants in their
relations with Hungary. Unfortunately, possible connections with Bohemia
over the period 1257-1500 were not to provide a much happier story.

Relations with Bohemia

For the first three decades after obtaining its municipal charter, Cracow
found the kingdom of Bohemia of little interest either politically or
economically. Internal problems and a disastrous foreign policy culminated
in defeat for the Czechs in Marchfeld (Lower Austria) in 1278 and loss of
their king, Pfemysl Otakar.82 Failure to expand southwards beyond their
natural territorial boundaries therefore led Pfemusl Otakar's successor,
Vaclav II (1278-1305) to cast his eyes over the possibility of eastward
expansion for the kingdom of Bohemia. Poland at this time was troubled
with internal strife and badly needed a strong ruler. Vaclav's eastward
ambitions were carefully prepared; prudent diplomacy won him the support
of various Silesian lords83 providing Vaclav with a footing in Poland. In
1291 he gained the favour of the inhabitants of Little Poland with promises
to guarantee all the privileges and prerogatives of the knights, clergy and
urban centres of that territory. In return the population of the Dukedom of
Cracow elected him their lord.84 Vaclav was not without opposition, for an
anti-Czech coalition led by Przemysl II of Greater Poland styled them-
selves as 'heirs to Cracow' with the intention of regaining territory lost to
Vaclav together with the right to rule over Cracow. Their failure, combined
with the assassination of Przemysl II (1279-96), paved the way for Vaclav
to be crowned Polish King (Waclaw Czeski, 1300-5) in September 1300.85

He now ruled over about two-thirds of all Polish territory, which he con-
sidered an extension of Bohemia, and in turn was part of the Holy Roman
Empire. His early death and assassination of his son, Waclaw III in 1306
left vacant both the Polish and Bohemian thrones.

The moment had arrived for one of the minor Polish princes,
Wladyslaw Lokietek to establish his claims to the Polish throne. In 1306
his army laid siege to the Czech garrison in Cracow86 and, with support
cleverly obtained from Hungary, occupied Little Poland; moreover
Lokietek inherited two significant factors from Vaclav's reign. Firstly, fiscal
reforms initiated by Vaclav in Bohemia (1300), based on the Prague gros-
chen (grossus Pragensis), provided a stable coinage throughout much of
Central Europe. During his reign there is evidence that 'silver groschen were
brought to Cracow'.87 Secondly, because Vaclav ruled Poland largely 'in
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absentia' he was dependent on an efficient system of representatives; he
therefore introduced into Poland his 'capitanei' (in Polish starosta) respon-
sible for numerous administrative tasks including tax collection, garrison
control and judiciary organisation.88 The starosta was, according to Knoll,
'in effect, a territorial prince',89 who was to achieve immense royal import-
ance during the later reign of Kazimierz Wielki.

As far as Cracow was concerned one of the more negative aspects of
Vaclav's reign was the founding and granting of a municipal charter to
Nowy S^cz, in 1292.90 This new settlement lay on the main commercial
artery from Cracow to Hungary (Fig. 9) and controlled not only the land
route to Cracow and beyond, but S^cz merchants could also utilize the
natural river route down the Dunajec and Vistula right through to Torun,
thus by-passing Cracow and avoiding any staple rights or compulsory
customs tariffs the city imposed. Vaclav's reasons for establishing the settle-
ment were not only financial gain from trade tariffs imposed on Hungarian
trade, but also a means of defending the Cracow region from possible attack
by his adversaries in Hungary.91 The seeds of discontent and dispute sown by
Vaclav in founding Nowy S ĉz were to linger on long after he and
Bohemian rule had departed from Little Poland.92

With the demise of Vaclav, Bohemian influence in Cracow, as in much of
the rest of Poland declined. Internal troubles in Bohemia continued
throughout much of the first half of the fourteenth century only to be
relieved by the accession to the Czech throne of a strong ruler Charles
(Karel) IV, who managed to consolidate his country, kept the nationalist
issue in cold store and created the 'Golden Age' of Bohemian history.
Contact with Cracow was minimal, although in the last year of his reign
(1378) he granted a special privilege whereby Cracow merchants were
allowed to trade in Prague, the Bohemian capital.93 Nevertheless, as Kutr-
zeba has stated, 'Cracow's relations with Prague and Bohemia were of little
importance as they had nothing to offer each other.'94

The Hussite Wars of the early fifteenth century according to Bradley
'were less glorious and more damaging than is usually admitted. They lasted
for almost twenty years; and the following half century was far from
peaceful. Throughout these long years the Czech kingdom lived in cultural
and political isolation.'95 The calmer waters of the second half of the
fifteenth century saw greater contact between Cracow and Bohemia; Czech
merchants increasingly came to the city after mid-century.96 Greater contact
between Poland and Bohemia came after 1471 when the Czech nobility
thought that only a foreign monarch could effectively play the role of arbiter
and conciliator in their disunited kingdom. The Czech Diet turned to
Wladyslaw (Vladislav) brother of the Polish king Kazimierz Jagiellon-
czyk, and elected him to the throne. Unfortunately, the choice was not a
happy one, for Wladyslaw failed to help in solving Czech problems and
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quickly complicated those of Poland. Struggles with Hungary by
Wladyslaw did little to help Cracow's trading prospects in the Magyar
lands, although by the end of the century closer trading contacts between
Prague and the city were evident especially amongst Jewish merchants.97

Another ingredient in this complicated story of political relations was the
role played by Silesia.

Relations with Silesia
Even before the mid-thirteenth century attempts were made by the Silesian
Dukes, Henry I (the Bearded) (1201-38) and his son Henry II (the Pious),
(1238-41), to unite all the lands of southern Poland, from Lubusz and
Wroclaw, to Sandomierz and Lublin, only to be frustrated in their plans by
the Mongol invasion of 1241.98 Later Silesian efforts at Polish occupation
were thwarted during the second half of the thirteenth century, by Bohemian
expansionist plans under King Vaclav (Wladyslaw) who managed to
make several of the Silesian duchies his vassals.99 More significant for
Cracow was the development and growth of Wroclaw as the main trading
centre for Silesia and a future competitor in trade with the East.100

Wroclaw obtained its municipal charter in 1242 and had it reconfirmed in
1261,101 four years after Cracow. Perhaps even more consequential was the
granting of staple rights to Wroclaw in 1274,102 three decades before
Cracow. In practical terms it meant that much of Germany's trade with
Poland went through Wroclaw, which at this time had far more contacts
with Toruh and northern Poland than with Cracow.103

More direct involvement of Silesian interests in Cracow came during the
late thirteenth century. The death of the Polish king Leszek Czarny (the
Black), 1279-88, who died without issue, meant the greater share of his
inheritance, including the city of Cracow, went to Duke Henry IV Probus of
Wroclaw.104 The smaller share of the inheritance went to Wladyslaw
Lokietek, half-brother of Leszek Czarny, who by devious means managed
to make himself master of Cracow. Henry IV, on hearing of this event sent
an army from Silesia to lay siege to Cracow. Wladyslaw Lokietek beat a
hasty retreat,105 not to become master of Cracow again until the death of
King Vaclav in 1306. Henry IV continued his ambitious plans to achieve the
Polish crown; he had managed to obtain and unite Silesia with Little Poland
but his tragic death in 1290 led to the disappearance of effective Silesian
control in Cracow.106 It was now the Bohemian, King Vaclav II, who gained
supremacy over the Duchy of Cracow in 1291-2.

The early years of the fourteenth century saw the Polish king,
Wladyslaw Lokietek, successfully ruling his new kingdom, if with some
difficulty. Meanwhile, in 1310, Jan of Luxemburg arrived in Prague with a
small imperial army to claim the Bohemian throne, which he was to rule until
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his death in 1346 at the battle of Crecy. Against all natural expectations the
reign of King Jan was a success; although he abdicated all internal power to
the Czech nobles, he was very successful in acquiring foreign territory and
keeping it.107 When the Bohemian crown reduced the Silesian dukes to
vassalage between 1327 and 1329, the Polish king, who was elsewhere
engaged in battle against the Teutonic Knights, was powerless to resist.
Wladyslaw Lokietek had taken some precautions, however, leaving a
garrison of Hungarian troops in Cracow (July 1327) to defend the city
against King Jan's possible invasion.108 Fortunately for Cracow such a
catastrophe was averted as the Bohemian king moved northward in an
alliance with the Teutonic Order; their combined armies terribly devastated
Greater Poland,109 especially in the war of 1328-32 against Wladyslaw
Lokietek. Nevertheless, Cracow remained perilously close to the Polish/
Silesian border (Fig. 10).

As Knoll perceptively notes, 'originally part of the Kingdom of Poland,
Silesia had followed an independent path of political and even cultural
development', of which a striking characteristic had been the 'penetration
into the region of German and Bohemian influences; which had 'brought
significant changes in the region'.110 Further evidence of the de-polonization
of Silesia came in 1335, when King Kazimierz Wielki renounced all claims to
Silesia, formerly Poland's most densely populated and wealthiest region; in
return the Bohemian king renounced all pretences to the Polish crown.111

Kazimierz Wielki's chance for revenge was to come later, and directly
benefited Cracow.

During the fourth decade of the fourteenth century relations between
Wroclaw and Cracow deteriorated, mainly over problems of customs duty
and trade connections with the route eastwards to Ruthenia, and the towns
of Wlodzimierz and Lwow. The only route went via Cracow but, according
to its stapling rights of 1306, copper alone was subject to such restrictions;112

these did not affect Wroclaw merchants travelling to the East. The new
customs duties imposed by Kazimierz Wielki in 1348, however, did impinge
on their commerce;113 in revenge Polish traders were retained in Wro-
claw,114 an act which prompted Kazimierz Wielki to occupy Ruthenia in
1351-2 for the Polish crown and close all routes through it for non-Polish
merchants.115 Although this new situation affected Prussian traders,
especially from Toruh, it was felt most acutely by Wroclaw merchants, who
could no longer take their caravans by any other route than via Cracow.116

Consequently a trade war emerged between Cracow and Wroclaw which
was to last for over a decade.117

Even after Kazimierz Wielki's death (1370), renewed confirmation of
Cracow's stapling rights by his successors in 1372 and 1387118 did little to
ease the situation for Silesian (and Prussian) merchants.119 Although alter-
native routes to Ruthenia were found around Poland via Lithuania,120
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pressure to utilize the shorter trip through Cracow finally materialized in
1402, when all routes through Poland were reopened.121 In spite of further
confirmation of trade access to the East for Wroclaw traders in 1417122

(subject to customs duty), the conflict with Cracow continued; a trade war
between the two cities existed from 1440 to 1490 aggravated by the fact that
Cracow's stapling rights were reconfirmed as compulsory for Silesian traders
in 1457 and again in 1473.123 As Myslinski has stated, 'in spite of all
documentary evidence it seems that the kings of Poland from Kazimierz
Wielki to Jagiellonczyk wanted profits from the Ruthenian trade to be kept
for their own Polish towns'.124 The last decade of the fifteenth century saw
little improvement in the situation. In 1490 Silesia closed its borders to
Polish merchants; this affected particularly traders from Cracow who were
cut off from links with Germany, especially Nuremberg and Leipzig.125

Polish retaliation led in 1499 to the prohibition of certain goods, especially
cereals and oxen, being exported to Silesia, with disastrous results for transit
towns like Wroclaw.126 For Cracow, therefore, the century ended on a
difficult note in her relations with Silesia and particularly Wroclaw; a
similar pattern was to emerge with regard to her northern neighbours,
Prussia and its main city, Torun.

Relations with Prussia

During the thirteenth century the expansionist plans of the March of Bran-
denburg and the Teutonic Order of Knights into Polish territory were to
provide forerunners for the later Prussian state. Conterminous with these
events was the large migration of German colonists into the Polish lands,
attracted by the rapid economic growth and ample opportunity for settle-
ment.127 The last quarter of the thirteenth century was to witness a consoli-
dation of these German colonists into many parts of Poland, where efforts
were made to build a united state. Cracow itself felt repercussions of the
phenomenon in 1311 when a rebellion of German burghers, under their
bailiff, wojt Albert, occurred against the Polish ruler, and was only put down
with some difficulty.128 Germanization of Western Pomerania led to the
dissolution of its political ties with other parts of Poland, whilst German
influence, though much weaker, was also experienced in Silesia.129

In 1308, King Wladyslaw Lokietek sought the help of the Teutonic
Order to regain Eastern (Gdansk) Pomerania seized the previous year by the
Brandenburg Margraves. Unfortunately, he was opposed by important
internal pressures, above all by the Bishop of Cracow (Muskata),130 and
failed to obtain the necessary military personnel to combat the March. A
treaty was therefore concluded with the Teutonic Knights, who promised to
relieve Eastern Pomerania from Brandenburg occupation and return it to
Poland. Instead, after defeating the occupants, they established themselves
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in Eastern Pomerania, founding their capital at Malbork on the lower
Vistula.131 Lawsuits instituted against the Order by Wladyslaw Lokietek
over Eastern Pomerania brought little success, further complicated in 1331
by their occupation of Kujavia (Fig. 10) a province to the south of Torun.132

For Cracow all this activity meant that trade outlets to the Baltic coast via
the lower Vistula were now effectively controlled by the Teutonic
Knights.133

The reign of King Kazimierz Wielki was to see little fundamental change
in the situation. In 1339 he renewed his predecessor's legal action against the
Order to regain Eastern Pomerania, but to no avail; further pressure through
family ties in Western Pomerania and the hope of a united coalition against
the Knights failed134 and in the Treaty of Kalisz (1343), Kazimierz Wielki
relinquished all claims to Eastern Pomerania in favour of the Teutonic
Order.135 This state of affairs remained unaltered until the first decade of the
fifteenth century, but the union of Poland and Lithuania under the Jagiellon
dynasty in 1382 did mean the former had to defend the latter against possible
incursions from the Teutonic Order.

Within Prussia the main inland trade centre was Torun (crossroads of six
main routes through Poland) and its coastal counterpart was Elb^g.136

Their contacts with Cracow were long standing, particularly Torun for the
copper trade. During the rule of the Order, Cracow's links with them were
intermittent depending on the prevailing political relations between Poland
and the Teutonic Knights at any period of time.137 Kazimierz Wielki's
closure of trade routes through Poland to Ruthenia and the East (1352) was
acutely felt by Torun merchants. In retaliation, trade routes through Prussia
were closed to Polish merchants in 1360,138 which particularly affected
Cracow's commercial links with Flanders via the Baltic ports. Pressure was
placed on Kazimierz Wielki by Polish traders, routes were once more open,
and no trade wars took place for the remaining years of his reign. His
successors were not so fortunate; the Prussians fully realized the importance
of stapling rights and their significance for Polish trade. Torun received her
staple rights in 1382139 and, less than a decade later, the Teutonic Knights
applied the principle to their whole territory.140 This intensified trade rivalry
between Cracow and Torun, the law of 1389 being finally rescinded in
1403,141 allowing Cracow merchants freer use of the lower Vistula river.

In 1410 the Poles defeated the Knights in the battle of Tannenburg
(Griinwald) and from then on the acquisitions of the Order were gradually
eroded, a process to which restive subjects and disobedient Knights actively
contributed.142 However, Eastern Pomerania, although its return to Poland
was discussed at this time, still remained in the possession of the Teutonic
Order. Continued conflict in two later wars (1421-2 and 1431-5) ended
commercial relations between the Baltic coast and the Polish lands, although
some guarantees of access to Polish shipping along the lower Vistula were
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made.143 The inter-war years saw Cracow traders once more traversing the
Prussian lands en route to Bruges, but a further disagreement in 1440
effectively ended use of the Vistula by Polish ships.144 Torun, one of
Cracow's main commercial rivals, suffered heavily during the first half of the
fifteenth century and, in spite of rigorously applying her stapling rights,145

began to suffer from increased competition; the rapidly developing Prussian
port of Gdansk (Danzig) was growing at her expense.146

Within Prussia dislike of the arrogant Knights led to the formation of the
so-called 'Prussian Union' which looked southward to Poland for help.147 It
readily came from King Kazimierz Jagiellonczyk, who began the Thirteen
Years War by invading Prussia in 1454. Support for Poland came from the
cities of Gdansk, Torun and Elb^g, the Teutonic Knights eventually
making peace at Torun.148 Poland recovered Eastern Pomerania (renamed
Royal Prussia) and won back access to the Baltic Sea that it had lost in 1308.
For Cracow the political scene remained rather uneventful, although old
disputes between the various Prussian towns over trade remained.149

Perhaps more significant was the overall decline of commerce ploughing
along the lower Vistula and adjacent lands, merchants changing to safer, and
more certain alternative routes.150 After the Peace of Torun (1466), Polish
rule stretched from the Baltic to the Black Sea for a period of 32 years;
Poland became a trading partner with access to the most profitable trading
routes crossing the European continent,151 and it was open to Cracow to
exploit these opportunities to the east and south towards the Pontus
Euxinus.

Relations with the East

In the thirteenth century peoples from central Asia, known as the 'Golden
Horde'152 swept through the Caspian Gate, conquered Kiev in 1240 and
most of the Russian principalities, before defeating the Polish army at
Chmielnik and the Silesian knights of the Teutonic Order at Legnica (1241)
(Fig. 6). Cracow was devastated in 1241,153 and again on further raids in
1259154 and 1287.155 Although these Mongol invaders had short sojourns on
Polish territory, they still remained masters of Red Ruthenia (Red Russia),
directly to the east of Little Poland, for another 50 years after 1242; from this
base their repeated raids laid waste many of the towns and villages in the
Polish lands. It also prevented Cracow and other trading centres from
developing strong commercial ties with their eastern neighbours.

In the second half of the fourteenth century, and in the course of the
fifteenth century, the disastrous economic and demographic consequences of
the Tartar/Mongol invasions were overcome, although they did not cease.156

During the fourteenth century the powerful rule of the khans of the Golden
Horde were on the wane, when serious dynastic rivalries in the khanate
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occurred.157 Cracow's trade links with the Black Sea were mainly through
intermediary towns like Wlodzimierz and Lwow158 for, as Knoll points
out, Tolish-Ruthenian relations before 1340 are imperfectly reflected in
those documents which have survived', but 'It is probable that Lokietek
paid little attention to his eastern neighbour because of his involvement in
the west.'159 His successor, King Kazimierz Wielki adopted a more positive
eastern policy and between 1340 and 1352 occupied Red Ruthenia with the
cities of Przemysl, Lwow, and Halicz; by 1366 he had extended his rule over
the Ruthenian principalities of Chelm, Belz, Wlodzimierz and Podo-
lia.160 Already by 1344 new trade routes through the area were created by
Kazimierz Wielki, to the great benefit of Cracow and other cities involved in
east-west transit trade,161 and reconfirmed in 1371.162 Moreover, in 1380,
Cracow received a privilege from the prince of Lucho-Wlodzimierz, which
lowered customs duties for her merchants by half.163

One of the political reasons for favouring a dynastic alliance between
Poland and Lithuania in 1382 was the chance for the former to regain Red
Ruthenia and Podolia, which had become estranged from Poland during the
reign of Ludwik W^gierski. In August 1385 one of the most important
treaties in Polish history was signed at Krewo in Lithuania;164 here the grand
duke of Lithuania, Iogaillas, (Wladyslaw II Jagiello) promised to
unite his Lithuanian and Ruthenian lands to the Polish crown. In reality it
meant that by this union a state was created about four times as large as the
original Polish realm. It included the old Russian capital of Kiev, now a
border town against attacks from the Golden Horde; to the south-east there
stretched over 48,000 square miles (150,000 km2), of thinly settled steppe
land, belonging to Lithuania in name only. More significant for Poland,
these lands provided a bulwark against further Mongol/Tartar incursions
including the great principality of Moscow, then under their control.165 In
1387 Poland, with the help of the Lithuanians, was able to renew the
incorporation of Red Ruthenia and Podolia and to assert its authority over
the principality of Moldavia (1387-1497), which had previously been under
Hungarian rule and of minor significance. All this political activity was of
profound importance for Cracow. The city was now capital of a state which
had common access to two seas - the Baltic and the Black Sea. It also meant
accessibility to the direct trade route to the Orient, Cracow now becoming a
partner in the rich eastern commerce that flowed through the cities of Caffa
(Theodosia, in the Crimea) and Akkerman (now Belgorod-Dnestrovsky).166

Profits from this lucrative trade inevitably led to conflict between Cracow
and Lwow, particularly over the sensitive issue of stapling rights which
occurred in 1403.167 Much of the competition was for the growing markets of
Moldavia and the right to trade in 'ad partes Valachiae'.168 Unfortunately,
whilst both cities were locked in their personal trade wars, something far
more sinister was emerging - the growth of the Ottoman Empire. King
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Wladyslaw III, with the help of the Bishop of Cracow (Zbigniew Oles-
nicki),169 organized a cruasade to try and save Byzantium, already threat-
ened by Ottoman incursions. Sadly all was to no avail; the Polish king was
killed at the Battle of Varna (1444) and the Ottoman troops successfully
conquered Byzantium. Proposed plans for the Ottoman occupation of
Hungary were then considered but delayed for several decades, due to their
defeat by the Hungarian military leader Jan Hunyadi in 1456.170 Neverthe-
less, the Turks now controlled access to the Black Sea ports; feverish
diplomatic activity on the part of Polish ambassadors,171 together with the
privilege of Mahomet II in 1456,172 still enabled Cracow merchants and
other Polish traders to keep in contact with the eastern trade. Meanwhile,
King Kazimierz IV Jagiellonczyk, successor to Wladyslaw III, signed a
treaty with the principality of Moscow in 1449 establishing the Polish/
Lithuanian boundary about 90 miles (150 kms) west of Moscow; this secured
the eastern boundary for 37 years.173

The Turkish capture of the Genoese Black Sea colonies of Caffa (1475),
Kilia and Akkerman (1484) was a severe blow to Oriental trade conducted
by Lwow and Cracow.174 This meant that Poland was now cut off entirely
from sources to eastern goods, further complicated by the appearance of yet
another enemy - the Tartars from the Crimea. These people were ruled by
the khans of the Girey dynasty (e.g., Khan Mengli Gherai) and became
vassals of the Ottoman Empire. They pursued a pastoral economy, augmen-
ted by the spoils of raiding and plunder. The Crimean Tartars now became a
hostile force invading the borderlands of Poland and Lithuania, for their
favourite targets were the settled agriculturalists to the north and north-
west, a rich source of booty, livestock and, most of all, slaves.175 Raids into
Red Ruthenia and Little Poland intensified after 1492, pushing further into
Polish territory with Ottoman help; they reached the banks of the Vistula
and Cracow in 1498-9.176 Kazimierz IV Jagiellohczyk saw this danger for
Moldavia, coming to the assistance of its ruler, Prince Stephen, who became
a vassal of Poland in 1485.177 In spite of Polish tributes paid to the Turks in
1490178 a n ( j s o m e Polish military successes against the Tartars, defeat for the
Moldavians in the forests of Suceava in 1497 and Polish recognition of
Ottoman conquest, effectively spelt the end of Cracow's trading interests in
the area; Poland's entente with the Turks further alienated the Moldavian
rulers against possible contacts with Polish merchants and their goods.

The other great external threat to the lands of Kazimierz IV (which
covered about 336,000 square miles (870,000 km2) in 1491-1 was the ally of
the Ottoman Empire, namely the tsar of Moscow. Tsar Ivan III (the Great)
carefully manipulated the disturbed political situation at the end of the
fifteenth century;179 he allied himself with the Crimean Tartars, and twice
attacked Lithuania (1486-94 and 150O-3).180 His efforts were rewarded with
the capture of all the principalities on the Oka and Desna rivers as far as the
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middle Dnieper River, further closing possible avenues of commercial
contact for Polish merchants in this area. Thus by the end of the fifteenth
century, Cracow, along with other Polish trading towns like Lwow, saw a
decided shrinking of their potential market area in the East, which, along
with overall changing trading conditions, was to lead to reorientation of
their commercial attitudes in the ensuing centuries.

Relations with the West

While much of Cracow's commercial activity was closely associated with the
political events of central and eastern Europe, it should not be forgotten that
her trade links reached the more western margins of the European continent.
The thirteenth century, which had been an era of trouble and confirmed
weakness in Polish history was, beyond doubt, a period of prosperity for
medieval culture and trade in the West. Medieval Poland's strongest connec-
tions with this area came as a result of her existence as an ecclesiastical
province of the Holy See, and recognized by Christianity's highest authority.
The bishops of Cracow continued to have close relations with Rome, and the
Duchy of Cracow, along with other Polish provinces, was under the patri-
mony of the Church and paid the Peter's pence.181

The reign of Kazimierz Wielki saw an extension of Poland's political rela-
tions with the West. Polish embassies succeeded each other at the Papal court
in Avignon (1305-76) without a break; if trade 'followed the flag', then the
foundation of the Lyons fairs continued to attract merchants, particularly
the Genoese, to the valley of the Rhone, the main overland trade route
between Italy and north-west Europe. King Kazimierz Wielki sent reinforce-
ments to the Pope during the Italian wars of the fourteenth century and ties
between the Polish capital and Avignon were considerable. During the Later
Middle Ages however, the River Rhine became the most important routeway
in west-central Europe, with navigational facilities from Zurich to the North
Sea. The Rhineland routes handled the largest volume of traffic, but increas-
ing emphasis at this time was being placed, particularly by Venice, on the
trans-Alpine passes (e.g., Brenner) which led to Augsburg, Regensburg,
Nuremburg and Prague, linking Cracow with western Europe.182

The other major political entity for Cracow at this time was the Low Coun-
tries, especially Flanders, the route focus centre of north-western Europe.
Political development in western Europe in the Later Middle Ages was
frequently connected with the series of conflicts between France and England,
often termed the 'Hundred Years War'. Flanders, with its wealthy wool
manufacturing towns, was closely connected with England through its trade,
and supported the English cause. Bruges, with whom Cracow had known
commercial links, reached the peak of its prosperity between 1300 and
1350, and then declined, disadvantaged by the eastward shift of European
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trade routes towards Brabant and the Lower Rhineland. Its successor was
Antwerp, which enjoyed unrivalled prosperity as part of Brabant from 1406
till the end of the sixteenth century, and again was known to have commer-
cial ties with Cracow.183

King Kazimierz Wielki's political interests also stretched northward; he
allied himself with Valdemar Atterdag of Denmark, and had himself named,
together with the Scandinavian kings, protector of the archbishops of Riga.
From early times the Baltic had attracted merchants as a rich source of
supplies of food products, especially grain, as well as the raw materials vital
for the construction of shipping fleets. By the mid-fourteenth century the
former organization of the Wendish cities in the southern Baltic, began to
develop into a larger and more powerful unit known as the Hanseatic
League, of which Cracow was part, if only as a peripheral member. The
League carried goods from such ports as Gdansk (Danzig), Krolowiec
(Konigsburg), Riga and Revel, to Liibeck and other North Sea destinations,
enabling Cracow to be linked via the Vistula river with places such as
Bruges, Antwerp and London. Its political organization held together a
confederation of some sixty-seventy trading towns, of which Liibeck was the
undisputed leader; even in 1500, the Hansa as a power bloc, still seemed a
formidable political force to many in northern Europe.184

Conclusion

In studying Cracow's political relations during the Later Middle Ages, three
characteristics emerge - in order of importance - firstly, the close ties of
Poland with both Hungary and Lithuania at various periods of time,
secondly, the rise and fall of the Teutonic Order along the Baltic coast and
lower Vistula valley, and thirdly, the growth of Turkish power in Europe.
These three factors must be thoroughly understood before an appreciation of
the city's commercial relations can be attempted. The link between politics
and commerce was strong. The quest for profits dominated the minds of
Cracow merchants. Their achievements depended, however, very largely on
the vagaries of political events. It was the continental trade of Europe at this
time which formed a genuine link between different regions and which helped
to give a sense of economic coherence to politically divided and sometimes
warring areas. The foresight of Cracow's merchant class in utilizing the rights
of staple and developing transit trade between Hungary and Western Europe
is to be commended, together with the skilful diplomacy used in contacts with
the Infidel. The fear of Teutonic hegemony in Poland is understandable
seeing that the Order had similar commercial interests to her own. The
overall considerate rule of the Polish monarchs is to be applauded for they
allowed Cracow to develop her commerce during a period of intense unrest
and mistrust amongst the powers of central and south-east Europe.



European trade through Cracow,
1257-1500

The main basis for Cracow's prosperity was trade. It was upon trade,
particularly transit trade and industry that many of Cracow's citizens had to
depend for their means of livelihood. The period from the granting of its
municipal charter in 1257 to 1500 was to witness probably the greatest era of
commercial success in its history, when the city was one of Europe's more
significant emporia.1 Moreover, the years around 1500 may still be regarded
as a convenient and satisfactory point at which to draw a line between the
Later Middle Ages and the Early Modern Period. The sixteenth century
awoke to new political and economic situations throughout the European
continent and beyond;2 the growth of the Spanish Empire, discovery of
America, new routes to the East, growth in the money supply, eclipse of the
Mediterranean ports at the expense of the Atlantic seaboard,3 decline of the
Hanseatic League and, perhaps most important for Cracow, the increasing
pressure of the Ottoman Turks4 now being felt at the eastern extremities of
Europe. Thus, in many ways other than the purely geographical, the six-
teenth century was to see a slow process of change; adoption of radically new
techniques, different business methods and independent solutions in areas
experiencing a similar husbandry, all contributed to a wind of economic
change blowing through much of the known world. Prior to these events,
one still found cities like Cracow tied to the circumstances of medieval
commerce. It is therefore necessary here to discover more systematically
what importance Cracow had for the men who made their living by trade,
the commodities they handled, the routes they followed, the markets they
served, and the way they organised and conducted their businesses.

Trading organization

Medieval commercial enterprises displayed a wide variety of sizes and
patterns.5 At one extreme, the seller might be a small shopkeeper or a
craftsman who sold his own products.6 At the other, he was a member of a
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firm engaged in large-scale long-distance commerce and banking, including
high financial dealings with popes or kings.7 In between one found every
conceivable kind and scale of business. The economic climate in the four-
teenth and fifteenth century was, however, dictated, according to Thrupp, by
'War financed by heavier taxation, contractions of long-distance trade, the
inroads of plague, inter-town competition for markets that were for long
periods more or less static, deliberate holding down of production by
privileged guilds, and continued shortages of money supply', which 'cloud
the late medieval scene until the 1470s.'8

It is therefore useful to differentiate between three kinds of commerce
associated with the Late Middle Ages.9 There were the local markets in most
towns where the products of the immediate region were bought and sold.10

Secondly, there were the larger urban centres which not only transacted local
business, but also dealt in commodities which had emanated from the more
distant parts of Europe.11 Finally, there was a limited traffic in the more
glamorous, tramontane products of the East.12 Whilst the first category may
be termed provincial traffic, the second could be designated continental
commerce and the third inter-continental trade; for a considerable part of
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, Cracow could be said to have been a
participant in all three categories.

Cracow was firstly a local trade centre. One may guess that the greatest
volume of commerce was to be found in the numerous exchanges between
the city and the many small villages and even hamlets in the Cracow region;
the city was the focus for the numerous regional products which were
bought, sold and bartered. At this level there was little need for the pro-
fessional merchant, for it was the agricultural products of the surrounding
area, or goods made by the small handicraftsmen, that reached Cracow's
market place; small quantities were the general rule where producers and
consumers could deal with each other without the intervention of a trader. It
was therefore mainly local products being exchanged by local people:
animals, locally woven cheap cloth, and jumble ('kramme'), the goods and
services of small craftsmen, smiths and carpenters above all.13 Trade
exchange was mainly centred on stalls put up in the market place, and held
on a weekly or bi-weekly basis. Less frequently fairs were held at designated
times throughout the year,14 which attracted buyers from other larger
centres intent on acquiring the specialities of the region, a common feature
throughout much of medieval Europe.15

Cracow also participated in the continental trade of Europe. In its way
this meant that the city, through its transit trade connections had a genuine
link with the different regions of the continent which provided a sense of
economic coherence to often politically divided and sometimes warring
areas. Moreover, up to and during the course of the fifteenth century the
urban centres of Europe were the sole nuclei of commerce and industry, to
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such an extent that little of it was allowed to escape into the surrounding
countryside. A sharp division of labour existed between the latter practising
only agriculture, whilst the former controlled trade and the manual arts.16

Critical in this scenario were the merchants. From the thirteenth century
onwards, they lived under the protection of their individual town, reciprocal
guarantees often being given between urban centres. The merchants, in turn,
traded in a wide spectrum of merchandise, of which some of the main
commodities included the basic necessities such as grain, salt, fish, timber
and metals, less essential products such as quality cloth and wine, and sheer
luxuries.

The merchants of Cracow were no exception to this overall picture. The
organization of trade had two separate forms, namely the merchant com-
panies (either single or in groups) and the mechant unions or associations.
There were many types of commercial companies which varied according to
the prevailing economic conditions, imposition of customs duties, and
economic relations. Admittedly, during the Middle Ages their form was
more simplified than today, but even then one cannot compare those of
Cracow or even in Poland as a whole, with the Italians and the commercial
empires of Venice and Genoa.17 Even the commercial centres in Germany
pale beside such institutions as the Casa di San Giorgio,18 whilst the
companies in Cracow, although similar in form to the German towns, were
economically weaker.

The simplest form of organization was the single company, in which one
man provided the capital, ideas, energy, risks and reaped the profits for
himself. He was often a man who had built up a business in the city which
eventually obtained materials from some distance, produced goods in quan-
tities beyond local needs, and exported them. One of the largest such
merchants in Cracow during the first half of the fifteenth century was
Sweidniczer19 whose company had connections as far away as Flanders20

and Hungary,21 and dealt in a variety of goods on a large scale. Only at the
end of the fifteenth century were firms of a similar size and importance to be
found in Cracow again. More common in the city was the specialist mer-
chant who only traded in one commodity, and had connections in one area,
e.g. Flanders or Silesia. Sometimes there were merchants who specialized in
one transit trade route such as Hungary to Flanders, or Lwow22 to Wro-
claw.23 Help in such a company was often forthcoming from assistants,
usually relatives, who were needed when goods had to be sent beyond the
bounds of the city, to organize their actual transport, etc. Real trans-
portation was carried out by a Turman' or waggon driver, who was not just
a carter but was responsible for merchandise from collection to delivery
according to specific instructions. They are rarely mentioned specifically in
Cracow's documents, but two examples are particularly noteworthy.24

Furmen were not tied to one merchant, but free agents who worked on
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whatever commissions they wished, stating their own individual terms, etc.
Another person who provided services for a company was the 'lieger' or
commercial agent who was responsible for selling a Cracow merchant's
goods in some distant place like Flanders or Kosice. He may have been a
Cracow citizen or a foreign merchant, selling goods supplied from Cracow.
There were also commission agents who collected goods from Cracow
companies, delivered the merchandise at their own expense to some other
place, sold them and, with the money, bought other goods to take back to
Cracow. Their reward was usually a quarter of the profit earned on any
transaction.25

Individual companies, however, often lacked sufficient capital to partici-
pate in long-distance trade, especially to places like Flanders or the Black
Sea coast, where large sums of money were involved. This was especially true
in cases where it was only profitable to transport large quantities of goods
for sale, and entailed hiring boats to Flanders or caravans to the East.
Moreover, in an era when routes were not all that safe, risks were high and
individual merchants, except perhaps the richest, were hesitant to partici-
pate. The answer was found in commercial partnerships,26 which provided a
larger capital sum and reduced financial loss through risk. Partnerships were
found in Cracow from the end of the fourteenth century, particularly for
merchants involved in the Flanders trade and also commerce with Molda-
via.27 Unlike foreign partnerships mentioned in Cracow documents, e.g.
from Nuremburg28 or Wroclaw,29 the city's own companies were not
complicated and usually had only two or three partners; lead-mining ven-
tures were the only exception.30 Some of Cracow's partnerships were formed
for only one venture, such as sending goods to Flanders in exchange for
other merchandise; furthermore, merchants could belong to more than one
partnership, but always for a set time period such as one, two or perhaps
three journeys. Capital was supplied jointly, often with one merchant
making the journey himself;31 sometimes the city's merchants joined partner-
ships from other places such as Torun or Gdansk, but this was later
forbidden. Contribution to the partnership was not always equal in amount
or type; some merchants gave money, others did the work, and profits gained
were divided amongst the partners accordingly.32 On occasions, such agree-
ments led to misunderstandings and disputes, but sparcity of information in
Cracow's law-case documents suggests such conflicts were settled out of
court by the merchants themselves.

Continued commercial growth led to the second form of trade organi-
zation, namely the merchant union/association/corporation. The great dis-
advantage of the individual companies and partnerships was their inability
to obtain and defend the privileges of greater size. The object of these
merchant associations was, while allowing traders to carry on their normal
dealings, to create favourable conditions for the protection of commerce as a
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whole.33 In Cracow the necessity for such an organization did not seem to
arise until the beginning of the fifteenth century. Prior to this the functions of
such an organization were performed by the city council. Privileges were
given to its merchants in the city's name34 and acts were passed to guarantee
commercial freedom for its merchants both within the city and outside its
walls. The acts not only stressed the need to protect their merchants from
abuse, but reflected certain aims for improving their situation in the com-
mercial world. The town council consisted mainly of handicraftsmen and
councillors, the latter were mainly merchants. The composition of the city
council in Cracow was rather different from other cities, for whereas the
latter usually had a predominance of handicraftsmen, already during Kazi-
mierz Wielki's reign it was suggested in Cracow that it should consist half of
handicraftsmen and half councillors.35 Although this idea was never applied,
it set the pattern for later times, and therefore the city council had a more
aristocratic character than other medieval centres, composed mainly of a
patriciate, which was dominated by a large number of merchants.

In Cracow, as in other Polish urban centres, guilds for handicraftsmen had
existed long before the fourteenth century,36 but the city was the first in
Poland to have a merchants' guild. In 1405, Polish merchants were forbidden
by the Hungarian king, Zygmunt Luksemburg (1387-1437) from trading in
his country. Places most involved in the Hungarian trade (i.e. Cracow,
S^cz and Dobczyce) agreed to a meeting of their merchants in Cracow; it
resolved to form a community of common traders37 and become members of
a west European organization known as the 'Kumpanie der Kaufmann'; in
this way the merchants could continue their participation in the Hungarian
trade. The oldest extant city council book (dated 1410) records the names of
merchants elected as senior members of this merchants' corporation.38 No
further reference is made to the corporation for fifty years39 and then silence
until the eighteenth century. As a result Cracow remained remote from other
Polish trading towns like Lwow, Poznan, Gniezno, Lublin and Kalisz which
through mutual jealousies, distance and self-preservation, would have found
it difficult anyway to work together on a larger scale. Cracow's strength lay
in the privileges guaranteed by the town council and the power of the Polish
king but, beyond the country's boundaries, e.g., in Flanders, his influence
was less; for this reason Cracow was to accept a rather loose relationship
with the Hanseatic League.

Within Cracow one of the strongest privileges obtained from the city
council was the law on stapling rights. The staple rights of many European
towns consisted in the privilege of forcing all passing merchants/caravans/
ships etc. to stop, unload, and offer their goods for sale, and to reload and
proceed on their way only if there was no demand for them. Conditions
varied from town to town, some goods being entirely exempt, whilst other
merchandise was strictly controlled; in some places goods had to remain
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exposed for as much as two weeks.40 The staple right (Stapelrecht/prawo
skladu) was rigorously enforced in parts of Germany, particularly along
the Rhine Valley; in Poland the idea was also very appealing due to the
transitory nature of much of the trade passing through the country. The
concept of stapling came to Poland from western Europe via Silesia and
western Pomerania circa 1250;41 its application spread eastwards with
certain Polish towns utilizing the idea quite early (e.g., Nysa, circa 1250), and
others much later (e.g., Lwow, 1379, Toriin 1382). Cracow obtained her first
staple rights in 1306.42 Stapling in Cracow was only applicable to foreign
merchants, referred to in documents as 'Hospites' (Latin) 'dy geste'
(German), 'obcymi' (Polish) and were deliberately designed to protect
Cracow's traders. Due to its fortunate geographical location, Cracow was
able to make great use of this idea and was 'in the best position for this type
of trade in the whole of Poland'.43 Although the 1306 document refers only
to copper, the reconfirmation of the city's stapling rights granted by Kazi-
mierz Wielki in 1354,44 included all commodities and was basically aimed at
protecting Cracow from the commercial exploits of other non-Polish towns,
notably Toriin45 and Gdansk,46 and illegal dealing of foreign merchants in
the city e.g., from Nuremburg.47 Jews were treated separately and subject to
special laws; one of the oldest dates from 1485 which explicitly forbad them
from taking part in any commerce,48 but they were allowed to sell goods
during the time of fairs, and on market days i.e. on Tuesdays and Fridays.

Many other ordinances and laws were promulgated by Cracow's city
council regarding the security of fair play and equal competitive conditions
between merchants. There were strict directives on production control in the
city,49 and rigid rules on the problem of weights and measures,50 money and
exchange values, especially as transit trade to Flanders and Holland was
common. The use of bills of exchange, which began in Italy circa 1300 and
became the general practice in long-distance trade by the mid-fourteenth
century,51 did not seem to be of much importance in Cracow. Evidence for
them from the city's archives is rare before 1500, with only two known
examples from 1429 and 1492.52 Up to the end of the fourteenth century the
main form of insurance made use of a merchant's real estate but, as the
fifteenth century progressed, greater use was made of credit connections in
Cracow. Circa 1400, therefore, real estate credit was replaced by a mer-
chant's personal credit; merchants and commission agents gave information
to a registrar notary who entered it into a special book.53 Difficulties arose,
however, if goods were lost by a Cracow merchant whilst he was abroad, in
which case only the king could make protestations on their behalf.54

Finally it should be remembered that Cracow also participated in inter-
continental trade. As Hay has noted 'No trade had been more stimulating in
earlier centuries than that between Europe and the East.'55 Compared with
the local and even continental exchange of merchandise, the quantities
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involved here were relatively small, but their economic significance was as
high as their intrinsic value, namely the importation of precious commodi-
ties. Although such products from Asia Minor, the East Indies and the Far
East were largely in the hands of Venice and Genoa during the thirteenth
and early part of the fourteenth centuries, for Cracow it was Caffa in the
Crimea that was important, as it tapped the resources of southern Russia
and formed one outlet for the overland routes to India and China. For
Cracow, the key to success lay in the exchange of such precious oriental
goods, for the specialities of the various European regions, e.g., amber, furs
and manufactured products en route to the East, which changed hands in her
market place. Vital in all this trade, for the city at local and continental level,
was connection to an efficient system of land and river routes.

Land and river routes

Commercial distribution was an expensive operation for, apart from toll
stations, the main element of cost was undoubtedly transport. In the whole
period prior to the railway age, transport was wasteful of time, equipment
and manpower. Between the collapse of the Roman Empire and the
eighteenth century efficient road making seems to have been a lost art. In
general a road was a strip of land on which people had the right to travel,
rather than an improved surface, whilst over moors, through passes or
forests, and across swamps it was often little more than a path. In easier,
flatter and drier country it was often wide enough to allow a horseman to
ride more quickly on an unbroken surface, whilst cattle could more easily be
herded along them finding food en route; wheeled vehicles, however, found
the going difficult in wet weather. On such roads the normal speed was the
walking pace of a man or animal, in which twenty miles (32 kms), was a good
day's journey, and some daily stages were much shorter.56 The shortcomings
of the roads were in part counterbalanced by the widespread use of rivers,57

but even these suffered from some natural defects. Spring floods, summer
low water and winter ice impeded navigation, and there were many perpetual
shallows, rocks and rapids. Most waterways were, however, capable of use;
downstream traffic moved easily, but upstream movement was slow, since
poles, oars or simple sails were the only power available for combating the
current. Moreover the disadvantages of river transport were in some ways
even greater than that of the roads; imposition of tolls by some feudal lord
on river traffic passing through a section of his territory provided easy prey,
whereas carts and pack animals could more easily avoid such fiscal dues,
plague, banditry, warfare, or such physical obstacles as floods and land-
slides, simply by taking an alternative route.

This was the background which Cracow, like other medieval commercial
centres, had to accept and make allowances for if its commerce, particularly
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transit trade, was to be a financial success. At the local level within the
Cracow region, goods including fresh meat, fish, wheat flour and wine were
mainly carried from village to village by oxen-pulled carts (e.g. 1261).58

Peasant carting was, however, in the nature of things seasonal and could not
supply the needs of trade all the year round. However, horses pulling carts
are also noted as carrying merchandise between the villages of the Cracow
region (e.g. 1256)59 but these were usually articles of greater value, or larger
sized loads.60 Horse transport appears to have been utilized by local knights
for conveying valued articles like gold or cloth, whilst the village peasantry
relied mainly on oxen for conveyance.61 On more long distance and con-
tinental trade in the Later Middle Ages, merchants rarely travelled with their
own goods; these were entrusted to regular carters (furmen); it therefore
became more necessary for the merchant to get his instructions to his agents
quickly, to receive their replies, and to appraise market conditions in which
he wished to do business. It is not surprising, therefore, that, in comparison
with local trade, regular traffic along the main lines of communication was in
the hands of men who specialized in the business of transport and acted as
messengers and common carriers. For this the merchants relied upon cou-
riers who travelled much more quickly than the carters. A courier on
horseback could cover between 60 and 100 kms in a day, but if he travelled
on foot he could not expect to do more than 30 to 40 kms.62

Four principal communications lines radiated from Cracow, to the north,
south, east and west (Fig. 11). The northern route to the Baltic coast was
known as the Torun or Prussian (Torunska/Pruska) road and was already in
use at the beginning of the fourteenth century.63 The central part of this
route left Cracow going via Miechow, Kurzelow, Przedborz, Pilica, Piotr-
kow, L^czyca, Brzesc in Kujavia to Torun.64 From there it followed the
banks of the Vistula river to Gdansk. The route also had a small branch
which by-passed Torun (Brzesc, Inowroclaw, Bydgoszcz, Tuchola, Choj-
nice and Skarszewo) allowing access to the Baltic coast for Cracow mer-
chants, at times when the Torun staple laws were seen to be too prohibitive.
The tendency to introduce the principles of staple trade actually provoked a
sharp conflict with the Prussian towns towards the end of the fourteenth
century leading to a dislocation of communications with Gdansk (Danzig)
and Torun.65 For Cracow, however, also significant was the Great (Wielka)
road,66 which partly utilized the Prussian route as far as L^czyca, then
branched off towards Konin for Poznan,67 and on to Skwierzyna, Santok
and the Baltic ports of Szczecin, Stralsund and Greifswald,68 and called the
Flanders (Flandryska) route after about 1400.

The route from Prussia connected at Cracow with the road southwards to
Hungary. It too had been in use since the thirteenth century. It linked
Cracow with Bochnia and Lipnica and then went on to Czchow,69 Nowy
S^cz,70 to Stary S^cz and Rytro.71 It then continued through the
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Carpathian Mountains via Stara L'ubovna and Presov72 and on to Kosice.73

This route together with the previous one, was the main artery for trade links
between Kosice and Gdansk, which formed the basis for exchange of
merchandise between Hungary and Flanders/England, during the latter part
of the Middle Ages. Although the principal route, it was not the only one of
importance. A shorter section went from Kosice via Bardejov and Grybow74

to join the main route at Czchow; its use was restricted, however, probably
because it had fewer toll-stations. There was also an alternative route
connecting the Baltic coast with Hungary which by-passed Cracow and was
the source of much friction in the world of commercial politics. This
Mazovian road (Mazowiecka) was already in use prior to 132075 running
from Torun via L^czyca, W^chock, Opatow to Sandomierz,76 with
tributary roads along certain sections.77 Only in the second half of the
fourteenth century was the route extended southwards from Sandomierz to
Hungary, via Zmigrod Nowy and the Dukielska Pass to Bardejov.78

Routes following a westward direction from Cracow were numerous, but
the Wroclaw (Wroclawska) road going to the north-west was most
important for the city and much more significant than those leading on to
Prague and Vienna. The road left Cracow for Olkusz,79 on to B^dzin,
Bytom, Toszek, Opole and Brzeg to Wroclaw.80 A shorter version of this
route went from Cracow to Oswi^cim and joined the former road at
Brzeg.81 An alternative route came in to use during the mid-fourteenth
century leaving Cracow for Lelow, Krzepice and Olesnica82 but was
regarded as often unsafe by merchants sending goods to Wroclaw.83 In the
reverse direction Wroclaw traders were always looking for alternative
routes through Little Poland to by-pass the Cracow staple laws. As trade
competition intensified in the fifteenth century, three routes were found to
avoid the Polish capital. The most important was from Wroclaw eastwards
to Wieluh, Opoczno, Radom, across the Vistula at Kazimierz Dolny and on
to Lublin,84 then via Hrubieszow to Lwow.85 Two less significant alternative
routes from Wroclaw existed, one via Lelow and Dzialoszyce to Tar-
now,86 to the east of Cracow, and the other via Opatow and Sandomierz to
Lwow.87

Eastward routes from Cracow were mainly concerned with connecting the
city to the important emporium of Lwow.88 The principal road to the east
followed the banks of the Vistula out of the city to Opatowiec, Wislica,
Pacanow and Polaniec to Sandomierz.89 Here there was a bifurcation, one
branch going north-east to Lublin and on to Wlodzimierz en route for
Kiev, and south-east to Lwow. During the first half of the fourteenth
century, this important latter road went up the San river valley from
Gorzyce, Krzeszow to Kopki where it left the valley and cut across country
to Lubaczow, via Grodek to Lwow.90 During Kazimierz Wielki's reign,
however, an alternative section from Kopki via Jaroslaw91 and Przemysl92
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developed, which rejoined the old route at Grodek.93 This latter diversion
was more attractive to some merchants, because these two larger urban
centres offered more opportunity for trade, especially Przemysl. Although
this remained the principal artery from Cracow to Lwow, the route was long
and uncomfortable, particularly for heavy loads. It is not surprising, there-
fore, that a second, shorter version, known as the 'Ropczyca' road was
established. This route left Cracow for Bochnia, and on to Tarnow over the
Biala river, continuing to Ropczyce94 and finally arriving at Jaroslaw via
Rzeszow to join the main Sandomierz-Lwow road.95 At Ropczyce a tribu-
tary branch went south to Krosno, across to Sanok and on to Lwow,96 but
this was only utilized during periods of difficulty through trade wars or
adverse weather conditions.

These four axis routes therefore connected Cracow with the more distant
trade centres in Europe and beyond. Although merchandise arrived in the
city from far-away places, constraints sometimes prohibited Cracow's mer-
chants, or their representatives, from travelling to their markets of origin.
For example, the staple laws in Lwow were compulsory for all merchants
travelling on the Tartar (Tatarska) road to southern Russia, the Crimea and
Sea of Azov.97 If caught attempting to by-pass Lwow, traders had their
goods confiscated and were forbidden to utilize the city's warehouses.98

Conversely, Cracow's merchants were allowed to travel via Lwow to Molda-
via, with prior permission, but strictly forbidden to trade amongst them-
selves in Lwow, having to buy and sell from local traders.99 These facts
should not suggest, however, that Cracow's merchants were limited to the
confines of Lwow, Wroclaw, Kosice or Gdansk. Evidence has shown that
her merchants travelled to Italy, especially Venice, taking a route via Vienna,
Neunkirchen, the Semmering Pass, Bruck, Leoben, St Veit, Villach, Pontebe
Chiuse, Cremona, St Daniel, Portogruaro and Treviso,100 as a result of
agreements made between Kazimierz Wielki and Rudolf IV, Prince of
Austria. Venetian merchants were allowed to trade freely in Cracow and vice
versa.101 An alternative, longer route to Italy was also utilized via Nurem-
burg, Augsburg, Innsbruck, Bruneck, Capo di Ponte, Conegliano to Treviso
and Mestre, utilized from about 1350 when Nuremburg merchants arrived in
Cracow and gave permission to travel via their city.102 Perhaps Cracow's
strongest trade links during the Later Middle Ages, however, were with
Flanders and the Low Countries, a position enhanced by membership of the
Hanseatic League.

River routes were also a possible means of sending certain merchandise
through Cracow. The main alternative to wheeled traffic was the barge and
the boat; moreover, in the Middle Ages as in modern times, carriage by
water was much cheaper than by land. This was one reason why river traffic
was able to bear the heavy tolls, whilst traffic in heavy goods, such as timber
and salt, over long distances was only possible where cheaper waterways
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were available. As Postan states, 'The classical country of river navigation
was east of the Elbe and more especially east of the Oder - in Lithuania,
Poland, Galicia. Among the Western Slavs there were whole societies -
villages and regions - which lived on and by their broad sluggish rivers.'103 It
appears that during the Early Middle Ages the Vistula river was little used as
a trade route due to the weak development of Polish commerce up to the
thirteenth century.104 With the growth of towns in this century and expan-
sion of trade in the fourteenth, especially transit trade from Hungary to the
Baltic coast, river routes gained in importance. Wood seems to have been the
first article in such trade, being floated down the larger rivers of the
Carpathian foreland, e.g., Dunajec, and along the Vistula to Gdansk.105

Soon, however, goods from Hungary, particularly copper and iron, were
being exported from Nowy S^cz down the Dunajec and thus avoiding
Cracow's staple laws; this in turn led to a trade war between the two places in
1329, and was resolved when S^cz merchants agreed to send all their
goods through Cracow, and not use the river route except for transporting
salt.106 No mention was made of wood as it was not an article subject to
staple dues. It was half a century before the agreement was again put to the
test107 but once more Cracow asserted her authority; in spite of occasional
freedom for the S^cz merchants the agreement remained intact well into
the next century.108

During the fifteenth century Cracow merchants continued to use the
Vistula river for transporting some of the heavier loads to the coast. The
imposition of stapling laws through Prussian territory in 1389 was imposed
on all transit trade109 and, although it added costs to Cracow's goods,
particularly copper, it did mean that there was also a guarantee of safe
passage along the lower Vistula.110 In 1403 the staple laws were lifted for
Cracow merchants111 to the great benefit of such traders as Jerzy Morsztyn
who imported in his own ships large loads of cloth from Flanders to the city
for resale.112 Intermittent wars interspersed with guarantees of free transit
along the Vistula for Polish boats113 continued throughout much of the
century, to be more clearly defined in 1505 by King Aleksander (1501-6)
who declared the Vistula free of stapling obligations.114 For Cracow's
merchants, therefore, there was a continual need to adapt to the changing
conditions imposed on both river and land routes throughout the Later
Middle Ages, and reflected in the various routes taken in order to ensure that
her goods reach their destination.115

Hanseatic League

Cracow's involvement in long-distance transit trade at a continental and
inter-continental level attracted the attention of the Hanseatic League.
Initially the League emerged during the thirteenth century from the union of
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German merchants abroad which developed into a loose confederation of
German cities,116 organized under the leadership of Liibeck.117 Separate
German cities, which had already evolved their own spheres of trading
activity, felt the imperative need to safeguard their trade routes by concerted
action. The raison-d'etre of the League was the absence of any ruler capable
of protecting the commercial cities' interests, but it was an ad hoc political
entity and never created a firm constitution of its own.

The League came into being about 1260-5, with its centre at Liibeck, and
at one time or another its membership included nearly a hundred cities.118 A
condition of membership prescribed that cities should be situated on the
seacoast, at the estuaries of rivers or on the banks of navigable streams and,
although the rule was not stringently applied, it does suggest the importance
of water transport in the Hanseatic world. The League's commercial terri-
tory operated over a wide area, between Russia and the Low Countries in
one direction and between northern and central Germany and the Baltic
ports in the other. Its merchants searched for merchandise as far away as
Portugal119 and Andalusia (salt),120 and Novgorod (Russian products),121

for 'It is well known that the Hanseatic trading system, thus extending from
the Gulf of Finland to the Straits of Gibraltar, was essentially based
abroad.'122 One of the main supports for the League's trade came from the
Baltic,123 where purchased commodities were sent to Flanders (especially
Bruges),124 by its merchants in Revel,125 Riga,126 Danzig (Gdansk),127

Stettin (Szczecin),128 Rostock,129 and most of all from Liibeck.130

The Baltic cities were located in advantageous geographical situations
where the numerous inlets provided port facilities, together with deep estua-
ries which were connected to the hinterland by long, slowly moving rivers.
The hinterland was rich in all the resources of forest, field and mine, a
natural wealth which only needed the demand of trade to begin their active
exploitation.131 The gentle currents of even the smallest rivers allowed the
light-draught craft of the Middle Ages to help open up the country to
trade,132 while the longer rivers made connection over passes or lower
watersheds with the headwaters of the South European rivers and brought
the commerce of the south and Far East into the Baltic sphere of influence.
According to Semple, 'This is the explanation of the fact that even such
remote cities as Breslau (Wroclaw) and Cracow, the emporiums of the
upper Oder and Vistula, were eventually drawn into the commercial league
of the coastal towns,'133 giving access to 'The Russian trade-routes which
were perhaps the most vital arteries of the Baltic commerce of the Middle
Ages.'134

Given this background of the League, how and when did Cracow become
involved in its organization? The first evidence of connections between
Poland and the Hanse dates from the beginning of the fourteenth century; at
a meeting of the latter organization a letter was sent to Poland inviting it to
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12. Cracow and the Hanseatic League, 13th to 16th centuries.

send a representative.135 At this time the only Polish city to have connections
with Flanders was Cracow, but there is no proof of this first probable link.
During the second half of the fourteenth century, when the League was
experiencing a particular period of strong economic growth, a letter (dated
1368) was sent from a Polish city to a meeting of the Hanse being held in
Stralsund,136 but again one may only speculate that it came from Cracow.
The first positive information on Cracow's link with the League dates from
1376,137 whilst ten years later, at a meeting of the Hanse in Marienburg
(Malbork), there was a request to call upon the Prussian towns to help
Cracow merchants reach Flanders.138 Thereafter, Cracow is frequently men-
tioned in Hanse correspondence, and may have joined the League sometime
after the end of Kazimierz Wielki's reign (in 1370). By 1401, Cracow is
clearly counted as amongst the cities located within the League139 (Fig. 12).
Two and a half decades later a letter firmly reiterates Cracow's membership,
and suggests that it had been a partner for some time.140 Further correspon-
dence from 1438 confirms Cracow's membership of the League.141

The initial impetus for Cracow to join the Hanseatic League probably
came from those German merchants who had originally emigrated to the
city. This, combined with the strong commercial connections between
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Cracow and Bruges, at that time dominated by Hansard merchants, must
have contributed to the decision for affiliation. The benefits of trading
through the Bruges counting house, then under the League's authority, the
defence of commerce in the Flemish lands142 and other towns allied to
the Hanse, and advantages of safe conduct for Cracow merchants displaying
the Hanseatic flag, were privileges that must have seemed attractive to the
city's traders. Conversely, certain aspects of the League's activities must have
appeared rather alien to the city. Geographically, Cracow was situated at
one of the farthest extremities of the League's influence, its nearest neigh-
bours being Wroclaw in Silesia to the west and the Prussian town of
Torun143 to the north; there were no settlements immediately to the east or
south that were members. Moreover, Cracow was also alien to the political
activity of the League, centred on the north German towns144 and the
Baltic,145 and a factor which eventually led to a weakening of the associ-
ation. Although Cracow was in the first rank of importance for Poland and
the Poles, it could not have been compared at this time with the large
commercial cities such as Liibeck, Bremen,146 Antwerp147 or Cologne148

which each had its own political policy. Cracow, like other Polish towns,
only had its own industry and commercial importance to rely on, and could
therefore not afford to meddle in the larger political intrigues of Europe.
Perhaps this helps to explain Cracow's rather passive attitude towards many
aspects of the League's organization.

Membership of the Hanse provided certain rights and demanded some
basic obligations. For example, all member cities were allowed to attend the
sessional meetings (Hansetage) of the League held on average once every
eighteen months; the first extant document inviting Cracow dates from 1429
(although there may have been earlier ones), concerning a meeting in Liibeck
towards the end of the year.149 Similar invitations, usually sent from Liibeck
via Frankfurt on Oder and Wroclaw or through Gdansk, are found up to
1487,150 when meetings were held only once every six or seven years.
Unfortunately, Cracow was conspicuous by her absence from such meet-
ings151 sometimes with justifiable reasons, such as late arrival of invita-
tions,152 but other times without any justification.153 Continued absence
eventually led to Cracow being deputized for by some other Prussian
town.154 Copies of the minutes of all these meetings (i.e. voting decisions)
were sent to Cracow,155 but none seem to have been preserved in the city's
archives.

Cracow's obligations to the League also seem to have been defective. Each
member city was supposed to contribute financial help, but Cracow never
did as witnessed, for example, in 1494 when a tax was placed on each city;
Cracow was specifically mentioned as not having made a tax return156 but
the only sanction against towns which defied decisions (Rezesse) of the
assembly, expulsion, was in practice largely unenforceable; in the case of the
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larger centres they found it easy to secure readmission, or distant cities like
Cracow which the League was reluctant to expel anyway. Only twice in 1407
and 1430 is it recorded that Cracow upheld her obligations, on both occa-
sions supplying armed personnel for protecting the League's interests.157

Protection of merchants' interests appeared of minor significance for
Cracow, having little recourse to demand the Hansards' help. Only in the
rare case of accidents158 or complaints to Bruges about short measure on
Flemish and English cloth,159 is it possible to see how Cracow called on the
League for help or intervention.

As the fifteenth century progressed and Cracow's participation in the
Flanders trade began to wane, so did the importance of the Hanseatic
League for the city's merchants. For a time formal relations between the two
partners remained, and invitations to the Hanstage assembly still arrived in
Cracow as a right of membership, but links weakened; by the sixteenth
century there are no traces of information on the partnership, which it may
be assumed ceased to exist. The Hanse itself was being eclipsed at this time
for, as Malowist notes, 'Each sector of this organization acted politically in
defence of its own interests. The Swedish, Danish, Polish and Russian
merchants, like the English and the Dutch in the west, tended to free
themselves from the commercial domination of the Hanse.'160 Antwerp and
Bergen became the chief markets of Northern Europe, whilst the Dutch
emerged as the new carriers of merchandise (as witnessed by the Sund-
tolls),161 creating for themselves an impregnable position in northern com-
merce. As Postan has observed, 'They now traded as far east as Breslau
(Wroclaw) and Cracow, and the towns of Prussia themselves began to look
with dismay at the Dutch entering Poland.'162 For Cracow and its mer-
chants, the years after 1500 were to provide a new challenge to the city and
its commercial organization.

Transport costs

The question now arises as to how much it cost to take merchandise by road
from and to Cracow? Postan maintains that 'the final test of a transport
system is not its density on the map but its effects on costs; and the costs were
doubtless higher than the plethora of routes and quasi-routes might suggest
to the uninstructed. What the average costs in fact were, no historian could
now so much as guess, and it is doubtful whether the guess would be worth
making even if it could be made. The most salient feature of trading costs in
the Middle Ages was their infinite variety - a variety which would distort and
falsify any attempt to strike an average for the system as a whole.'163

Certainly inland transportation for Cracow's trading empire had many
problems. The shortcomings of the medieval road system were in part
counterbalanced by the use of rivers, in spite of their many defects. Safety
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was more important than speed and the human enemies might be worse than
the physical. To these dangers of travel were added the financial burdens.
Medieval princes and land owners collected tolls from travellers and traders
but spent little of the revenue on road improvement. A merchant wishing to
send goods from Cracow to Kosice had to pay tolls on the Polish side at
Zmigrod, Sanok, Grybow and Czchow164 (Fig. 13), and on the Hungarian
side at Makowice, and go through stapling rights at Bardejov,165 Presov,
Sabinov, Levoca and then again at Kosice.166 Furthermore, the condition of
this route in the fifteenth century meant that it could not be used throughout
the year, lying as it did through the heavily forested Carpathians. Much of
the area surrounding the route, according to the sixteenth-century chronicler
Cromeri, was wild; in autumn the rivers overflowed and in spring the slushy,
thawing roads made communications difficult.167 The question of safety in
the Carpathian foothill region also proved hazardous. Merchants sending
merchandise through the region suffered from brigandage, the smaller
traders who accompanied their goods being exposed to physical attack,
which in some cases led to their death.168 Such factors help explain why
Postan believes that 'on routes which were so heavily taxed, or were so badly
served by transport, or were so profoundly disturbed by war and piracy as to
be unsuited to active trade, traders were not in fact active. They frequented
instead those routes on which transport was relatively free and cheap.'169

Evidence suggests, however, that the Cracow-Bardejov route was far from
unpopular. Above all it was necessary for the Cracow merchant to carefully
choose his carter, and give him the correct amount of money to dispose of
whilst en route. Rewards were very varied, depending on distance, freight
and its quantity, and the need to bribe in difficult situations. During the first
half of the century carters on the Cracow-Bardejov route were paid from 1
to 3 grzywnas (Latin: 'marca').170 Articles also differed in conveyance costs;
for example, the transporting of 25 cetnars of salt from Bochnia to Bardejov
cost 5 florins.171 Couriers were usually paid from lA to 2 grzywnas for
carrying messages from Cracow to Hungary at this time.172 Another item
which one may add to total transport costs concerned gifts to buy privilege,
or influence some important Cracow city councillor, a common and prized
gift, for example, from Hungary being wine.173

Customs duty also provided some financial burden on the total outlay of a
journey. This fiscal imposition was a tiresome strain on transit trade, which
the merchant who paid it regarded simply as an exaction, or an unjust levy
on his goods. Of all the obstacles placed in the path of commerce none was
more annoying or more general. Throughout the Middle Ages customs duty
and tolls continued to be a hindrance on all the highways of traffic. At the
end of the fifteenth century, there were still 64 of them on the Rhine, 35 on
the Elbe, and 77 on the Danube in its course through Lower Austria
alone.174 Likewise in Poland it was customary in the Middle Ages for
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13. Document: Customs Tariff List at Czchow, March, 1432.
Source: Kodeks dyplomatyczny miasta Krakowa, F. Piekosinski (Ed.), Krakow, 1882.
Document 310, dated March, 1432. Customs tariff list at Czchow, en route from
Cracow to Nowy Sacz.

customs duty to be paid at stations lying within the country not just near
borders, and found most frequently along the main trade routes. Higher
duty had to be paid in the larger towns or key crossroad junctions such as
Cracow, Czchow, Stary S^cz and Rytro,175 Grybow, Biecz, Zmigrod and
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Sanok,176 and much lower in centres of less commercial importance, like
Myslenice, Dobczyce and Skawina.177 The significance for trade of these
centres was reflected in the total annual sum collected from customs duty; for
example, in 1390 this amounted to 1,089 grzywnas for Cracow, 890 grzywnas
for Czchow and only 87 grzywnas for Skawina.178 Admittedly preferential
treatment existed in the form of tax reductions for certain traders; in
Cracow, Polish merchants only paid half that levied on foreign merchants.179

In Hungary, customs duty was on the whole lower than in Poland, where a
system of special rates operated, known as the 'harminczad', or 'thirtieth'
(tricesima, Dreisgstamt, tryatok), because duty was collected at ^th of the
nominal value of the merchandise.180 Furthermore, customs duty tended to
vary according to the reign of a king; when Ludwik W^gierski was in
power many Hungarian towns were freed from duty obligations,181 whilst
during Wladyslaw Lokietek's reign Cracow merchants were released
from paying customs levies in Nowy S^cz.182

Other incidental factors could also suddenly influence overall transport
costs for the Cracow merchant. During the time of actual transportation of
goods, the merchant always had to be prepared for the unexpected. It often
happened that carters were detained at certain places en route and waggons
held up due to the confiscation of horses and goods on charges of debt by
their owner.183 Similarly events also happened on the open road.184 On
occasions the carters did not supply goods to their correct destination, but
sold them freely during the journey, exposing the owner in Cracow to
financial loss.185 Inevitably, this led to conflict arising between the owner
and carter over the accounts or even worse failure on the latter's part to
properly reckon up the bills.

Finally, commercial contracts with Flanders involved Cracow merchants
in some maritime transportation. Goods were sent either down the Vistula to
Gdansk, or overland to Torun, then from there to Gdansk by barge along
the Lower Vistula. There is a dearth of documentary information on trans-
port costs for such journeys to the Baltic coast prior to 1500.186 In com-
parison to overland movement, however, Postan states that 'Sea transport
was even cheaper, so long as it followed the well established and regular sea
lanes',187 concluding that, 'Transport and expenses of handling were obvi-
ously not the main constituent of costs.'188 Unfortunately, transport costs
were often hidden in documentary evidence under the term 'freight costs'
which, according to Vogel, totalled just over a quarter of the outlay for a
voyage.189 Within the global figure for freight expenses it has been estimated
that about 5 per cent was for actual transport, a further 10 per cent for
customs duty, port taxes and warehousing costs, 3 per cent went on payment
for the crew, and 9 per cent on victuals and beverages.190 How typical these
costs were is open to question, for one may cite a much higher percentage for
transporting some commodities, like salt.191
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One may conclude, therefore, that during the Middle Ages the proportion
of trading costs to total costs was probably less than at present. In short, for
the Cracow merchant, medieval communications, like other trading activi-
ties, suffered much more from instability and uncertainty, political in origin,
than from high costs generated by an inefficient transport service. In prac-
tice, those merchants in Cracow engaged in the main branches of medieval
trade could therefore, at most times, find routes which were reasonably
cheap, or at least 'not so costly as to justify excessive "traders margins" or
greatly to restrict the demand for commodities and their supply'.192

The time factor

How slow was commercial traffic for the Cracow merchant? It is generally
accepted that there was little improvement in the speed of transport up to the
nineteenth century and we are told that 'Napoleon moves at the same slow
rate as Julius Caesar.'193 Nevertheless, the speed of travel varied greatly; a
courier on horseback could cover up to 100 kilometres in a day, but if he
travelled on foot he could not expect to do more than 30 to 40. Laden carts
and waggons moved even more slowly. Yet, for the Cracow trader, the longer
the journey the greater the prospect of profit in an age when prices were
chiefly dependent on the rarity of the imported goods and where this rarity
was increased by distance. It is easy, therefore, to understand that the desire
for gain was strong enough to counterbalance the hardships and risks taken
with the transport system. Up to the eighteenth century sea journeys were
interminable and overland transport almost paralysed.194 Moreover, the
merchant and his carters were subject to a limited range of choice. Perhaps
they could choose one itinerary over another to avoid a toll or customs post,
but even then they might have to turn back in case of difficulty. They
followed one road in winter and another in spring, according to frost or
pot-holes, but they could never abandon roads already laid out, which meant
drawing on services provided by others. Perhaps the most notable character-
istic of the medieval roads was the multiplicity of routes which linked the
same urban centres; plurality of roads enabled a greater number of minor
places to be included in the network. Furthermore, trade wars between
different cities imposed many unnecessary detours into the trade-route
pattern.

As part of the continental trade network, Cracow was subject to the same
general conditions as other cities. Ideally, one would like to be able to
estimate with some exactitude the isochronal pattern for European com-
merce during the Later Middle Ages. Unfortunately, the scantiness of
known information is such as to deter any such attempt, but those isolated
details that exist may give some indication of the time factor in continental
trade.
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Merchants must have been accustomed to two forms of transportation,
one carrying information through couriers, and the other actual conveyance
of merchandise. When news and mail had to be carried quickly, couriers
might cover 64—80 kilometres in a day and some cities and large business
firms ran regular fast services. A journey of 1,600 kilometres from Calais to
Rome took a relay of express riders 27 days to complete in 1200. By the early
fifteenth century a regular mail service carried letters from Bruges to Venice
in about 25 days; the Romans had been able to do the same journey in about
the same time a thousand years before.195 Admittedly emergency journeys
could be achieved by messengers travelling over 17 kilometres an hour, but
these were exceptional for couriers normally did not ride by night.196

Moreover, even with urgent dispatches there was a margin between prompt
and late delivery as evidenced by late-fifteenth-century information, where
the difference for Venice to Augsburg was 16 days (maximum 21 days:
minimum 5) or Venice-Vienna, 24 days (32:8).197 In summary, therefore,
other calculations would give the same conclusions, namely 'that with horse,
coaches, ships and runners, it was the general rule to cover at the most 100
kilometres in 24 hours'.198

Conveyance of merchandise was obviously much slower, where one calcu-
lated in weeks rather than days. In the carriage of goods the packhorse or the
two-wheeled waggon, moving at the easy pace of a horse or oxen, set the
speed and the day's journey. A drover who steered a small herd of cattle and
a large flock of sheep along 208 kilometres of fairly level English road in
thirteen days probably made good time (i.e. 16 kms a day). There was a
reliable overland route from Cologne, utilizing a combination of river, cart
and packhorse transportation which led southward to the Alpine passes and
Italy; by 1500 this route was so well organized that merchandise could
traverse it in about two months (and a courier, two weeks).199 More nor-
mally a convoy of horses and mules might cover between 24 and 32 kilo-
metres a day, whilst packhorses took seventeen days to carry loads of wood
from La Rochelle to Nimes (600 kms).200 Local traffic could have been faster
due to the absence of tolls etc. In the thirteenth century peasant carts in
Cheshire, England, transported stone from a quarry to the Cistercian
Abbey, a distance of 13 kilometres; carters made two complete journeys a
day, a distance of about 50 kilometres,201 mainly during the winter months.

Water transport increased in popularity during the Middle Ages. Surpris-
ingly, even on a favourable network of canals and rivers the speed was little
better than overland. Goods came down the Rhone valley at about 33-35
kilometres per day, and it was reckoned normal for barges to take about 18
days to cover the distance between Milan and Venice, a journey a fast boat
could do in 3 days.202 Maritime shipping naturally assumed a greater
importance than river trade but slowness was also a predominant feature.
Up to the fifteenth century in northern Europe, before the mariner's
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compass became more general, ships were forced to coast along the shores,
ever wary of the threat from piracy. At sea, while ships could make 120-30
kilometres a day, they were usually only able to steer straight for their
destination for very short periods. From Liibeck to Bergen might take
between 9 and 20 days; a voyage from Venice to London varied between 9
and 50 days.203 Longer voyages, like those ventured by the Hanse, were
always undertaken in convoy for security reasons, and usually made slow
progress.

Given these varying times for European commerce in the Later Middle
Ages, how did Cracow's experience fit into the pattern? With reference to
local trade, perhaps Braudel encapsulates the whole situation when he
writes, 'The spectacle remained timeless and unchanging. I still saw convoys
of narrow four-wheeled peasant wagons on the Cracow roads in November
1957 going to town loaded with people and pine branches, their needles
trailing like hair in the dust of the road behind them. This sight, probably
now living out its last days, was just as much a feature of the fifteenth-
century scene.'204 Overland travel may be estimated from a document dated
1402.205 Goods sent from Cracow to Torun took 9 days (16/III-25/III), a
distance of some 370 kilometres. The land route from Szczecin to Florence,
for example, took 5 weeks,206 whilst a journey down the Vistula could last
from 8 to 10 weeks.207 Again quoting the 1402 document, the goods sent
from Cracow via Torun arrived at Gdansk by the beginning of April, where
they were immediately placed on board ship, which set sail for Flanders. The
merchandise arrived in Flanders during the first days of May, i.e. a total
journey of some 7 weeks. Variations existed according to the time of year.
Samsonowicz has analyzed ships leaving Gdansk between 1420 and 1460 by
month208 and has noted that the winter months saw only 11 per cent of the 82
ships leave port compared with 42 per cent in the spring, 33 per cent during
the summer months and 14 per cent in the autumn. Therefore, though
fragmentary in nature, these snippets of information tend to suggest that
Cracow's merchants were no more, or less, favoured by the element of time
in their commercial dealings, than other parts of Europe given the differ-
ences of climate, and other physical controls combined with the human
barriers existing throughout much of Europe at this time.

Expensive raw materials

If Cracow was as important commercially as all this evidence suggests, upon
what regions and commodities was the commercial pre-eminence of Cracow
based? There was an important commerce in raw materials, which can be
subdivided into precious commodities - various metals, spices and salt, and
into cheaper goods such as skins, wax, livestock products, wood and cereals;
and also into manufactured goods concerned mainly with the importation of
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textiles from western Europe for the Central European and Eastern markets.
The primary products came to Cracow principally from the south and east
beyond the Carpathian Mountains, such as Hungary (Slovakia) or, as in the
case of salt, from sources in the immediate vicinity of the city.

(i) Metals
Minerals seemed to have the greatest significance for Cracow's entre-
preneurs in the lands of northern Hungary/southern Poland during the Later
Middle Ages. Metals were essential to medieval civilization, but they were
used in small amounts and were relatively valuable. Iron was most widely
used for it was indispensable for tools, weapons and armour; similarly lead
was much in demand as a roofing material and for making water-ducts;
whilst, when alloyed with tin, it produced pewter. Copper was used to
manufacture bronze, and the precious metals like gold and silver, were in
demand for currency as well as for making utensils for both church and lay
use and as a form of decoration. Pounds underscores the situation when he
states, 'Metals were never produced in sufficient quantities, owing in part to
the technical difficulties of mining and smelting, but also to their highly
localised occurrence'209 whilst it should be remembered there was a constant
drain on particular European metals such as lead, tin and other precious
metals, to the Middle East markets.

In medieval industry mining showed a great diversity of organization.
Where minerals were found near the surface, or in outcrops, little capital was
needed and the mining unit was small. Deeper deposits required larger
outlays for the mine and for the smelting and refining equipment. In some
cases Cracow merchants either provided the capital or bought a lease on the
right of the mine,210 granted as a concession in return for some loan, or
handed over as collateral. Mining, therefore, became a field for investment
by Cracow merchants bringing their capital to the mountains and back-
woods of the Carpathian region. Geographical literature has criticized the
lack of theoretical underpinnings to the study of mining activity211 or even
the presence of descriptive papers212 on the contemporary scene, which is
even more apparent for the medieval period with its paucity of extant
documentary material.213 Nevertheless, for Cracow at least, some assess-
ment can be made of its mining activity during the Later Middle Ages.

The three most important minerals, according to Cracow documents, were
silver, lead and copper, not necessarily in that order, together with less
significant ones like iron, zinc, mercury, gold and sulphur. Cracow's interest
in mineral exploitation and its transit trade continued throughout the period
under review, if anything intensifying towards the end of the fifteenth
century. A generalized picture of mineral trade movements can be construc-
ted (Fig. 14), but this does not give complete accuracy since documentary
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sources fail to record all the transactions which took place. Such references
as occur are often fortuitous, occurring in wills, lawsuits, or accidents rather
than as a result of meticulous systematic recording of merchants' agree-
ments. It should also be remembered that many transactions, particularly
concerned with precious metals like gold and silver, were never committed to
paper. Sometimes archival sources mention the actual mine where the
mineral was bought, but in other cases reference is only made to the market
town in which it was purchased.

Silver had an international market in the Middle Ages, for credit was then
little developed and supplies of silver played a greater part in determining the
wealth and political power of sovereign states. As Matowist has stated, 'We
already know that very important export articles from Poland to Hungary
were lead and salt, and from Hungary to Poland copper, iron, silver and
certainly gold.'214 Conversely, with silver Kutrzeba thought that it did not
play an important role in Cracow's commerce,215 but its significance may
have been veiled somewhat by secrecy. Postan clearly maintains that 'Rela-
tively less prominent in the annals of northern trade and in the records of its
shipping were the exports and imports of metal. The mining of precious
metals, especially of silver, was a great industry and its products played a
part in the economic development of Europe so critical that they should not
perhaps be treated as mere items in a list of commodities.'216 Two source
areas of silver for Cracow's merchants were Upper Silesia and Upper
Hungary. In Upper Silesia the favourable geological conditions217 led to
exploitation of the argentiferous ores around Bytom, Slawkow and Olkusz
already in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries;218 during the following
century documentary evidence reveals that Bytom silver was sent direct to
Cracow.219 The mines of Upper Hungary, as the Slovak area was commonly
called, were opened up for silver mining by Germans in the thirteenth
century; silver was being sent to Cracow under strict control by the early
years of the fifteenth century.220

The real breakthrough in silver mining came in 1451 with a new invention
for separating silver from rich argentiferous copper ores with the help of
lead.221 Prior to this event the production of silver in central Europe had
reached a low point during the Hussite wars in the twenties and thirties of the
fifteenth century; moreover, when the richest and shallowest deposits had
been exploited, deeper deposits lay below the water level. Further exploita-
tion was beyond the capabilities of the small producers and individual mine
owners, their small capital accumulation being insufficient for continued
success; hence many mines were abandoned between 1350 and 1450.
Improved technical methods led to the revival of former drowned or buried
mines, accompanied by the discovery of ore seams in many old mining
centres and in some new places e.g. the region of Tarnowskie Gory.222 The
enormous rise in the value of central European silver for minting coins
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led to continued exploration for lead ores, since they frequently contained
silver. The Silesian mines had small lead deposits with an admixture of silver,
but the high silica content made separation a difficult technological task;
fortunately Cracow could still be sure of supplies from the Slovak mines. A
Cracow citizen, Jan Thurzo, together with the legendary Jacob Fugger223

became proprietor of all privately owned mines at Stare Hory, Piesky and
Spania Dolina between 1494 and 1496,224 the new company obtained a royal
privilege in 1496 which enabled it to export silver from its mines at free
market prices in contradiction of the usual obligation to sell all gold and
silver at a fixed price for minting purposes.225 By the end of the century,
therefore, Slovak silver was being sent to Cracow, where part was retained
for processing at the king's mint226 and the rest sent via Torun and Gdansk
to western Europe.227 Moreover, the overvaluation of silver in the Burgun-
dian coinage from 1465 onwards had turned the Low Countries into a
particularly profitable outlet for this metal,228 with Antwerp the centre for
such trade.229

Lead, like silver, had an international market despite the problem of
weight in transportation. This metal was used either in the pure form for
domestic utensils, church ornaments and church roofing, or mixed with
other metals to make armour, trappings for horses, chains for livestock and
prisoners, candlesticks, arms, etc., and was exported in large quantities by
Cracow merchants to Hungary and western Europe. In contrast to the
search for silver, Cracow's citizens rarely went outside the local region to
obtain lead, firstly because the transport costs would have seriously affected
the profit margin and secondly, because there appeared to be enough lead
extracted close by to satisfy Cracow's needs.

The most important local lead mine was at Olkusz;230 here lead deposits
were found in the Triassic limestone and dolomite sediments which were first
seriously exploited towards the end of the fourteenth century. Royal privi-
leges were granted (the earliest in 1374) for exploration,231 although mining
at Olkusz had been known since about 1250.232 Lead mining was important
at nearby Slawkow, first referred to in documents in 1412.233 Cracow
merchants also obtained lead from Trzebinia, Ch^ciny and Chrzanow,234

where they owned mines235 and sent ore in pieces (called 'szrotowane'), to
Cracow for export. As Malowist points out, 'The riches of the earth in
these regions (Silesia, Upper Hungary and S.Poland) were less than in
Bohemia, but they were considerable. There it was .. . lead .. . in Little
Poland.'236

The earlier impetus for lead mining had consisted of exploiting rich ore
deposits which extended above the level of the water table; once this was
reached mining stopped. The mining of lead, of which Cracow held a near
monopoly, increased steadily in the later fourteenth century, and reached its
medieval peak about 1425. Output then sank for a couple of decades, but
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basic changes in mining technology and water removal after 1450 led to half
a century of rich exploitation. This, in turn made fortunes for some mining
firms in Cracow and elsewhere, at first managed by city burghers and later by
the state and feudal lords. During the first half of the fifteenth century, much
of Cracow's lead trade was in the hands of Jan Sweidniczer,237 whilst Jerzy
Morsztyn238 became a prominent dealer at the end of the century. Documen-
tary evidence, however, does not support Pounds' claim that 'It is not
without significance that the price of lead increased steadily in the market of
Cracow - not far from mining regions of Bohemia and Hungary -
throughout the fifteenth century, at a time when the prices of most other
commodities were tending to fall.'239 Evidence suggests (Fig. 15), the highest
price was reached in 1423, followed by the depression of the 1430s and an
uneven price decline after a secondary peak in 1442.240

The chief market for Cracow's lead was Hungary. The lack of known lead
bearing deposits in Upper Hungary meant that already in the thirteenth
century it was being exported from Cracow to towns in Slovakia. At the
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16. Document: Lead from Cracow to Kosice, 1408.
Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie: Consularia Cracoviensia, Vol. I,
p. 315; M/s 427. In 1408, a Cracow merchant, Lang. Seidel sent 4,000 cetnars (258.85
tons) of lead from Prague, via Cracow to Kosice in Slovakia (N. Hungary).
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beginning of the following century it was one of the city's important export
commodities to Hungary;241 whilst in 1393 lead is specifically mentioned in
the customs tariffs of Stary S^cz and Czchow as en route for Hungary via
Kosice.242 Further documentary evidence from 1405 refers to a Nuremburg
merchant in Hungary with a monopoly for buying Polish lead from
Cracow's merchants;243 reaction came from the mine owners in Olkusz who
boycotted the Hungarian market, preferring to send their lead ore to Flan-
ders via Torun, and Bohemia via Wroclaw thus eclipsing Cracow's middle-
man role. Hungary, however, was too large a market for Cracow merchants
to lose, and a satisfactory outcome of the conflict was soon found, as
evidenced by a document from 1408 (Fig. 16). This records the dispatch of
260 tons of lead to Kosice, to be paid for in Prague currency.244 Even during
the depressed years of the 1430s documents still record lead sales to Hun-
gary245 but it was the discovery of the cupellation process by Lazarus
Ercker246 at mid-century that was to transform commerce in lead for
Cracow's entrepreneurs.

Smelting of the complex silver-copper Slovak deposits required the addi-
tion of adequate quantities of lead to the ore during the assaying process.
The use of reaction smelting was only possible at this time on ores with a low
or non-existent silica content since lead silicates and sulphates coagulated
with the other ores producing impurities.247 Fortunately, the lead ores from
the Upper Silesian-Cracow region contained very little of the critical silican
dioxides;248 by importing these lead ores through Cracow's merchants it
meant the Slovak deposits could be smelted on site, since the mountains
provided adequate supplies of wood for fuel. Naturally, Hungarian demands
for Cracow's lead exports increased during the second half of the fifteenth
century, providing her merchants with an open market, even in face of
competition from Hungarian traders;249 some technical problems still
existed, like the use of the restrictive short-shaft furnace for smelting, and the
organization of working methods, often calculated on a short-term basis and
low capacity.250 Nevertheless, the foundations were laid for the halcyon days
of the next century, when not only the Fuggers and Thurzos were to reap
rich rewards,251 but also such Cracow merchants as the Boners, Morsztyns
and Salomons, together with other less-known entrepreneurs from the
city.252 In comparison, Cracow's lead exports to other areas including
Flanders via Gdansk,253 paled into insignificance in face of the Hungarian
market with its profusion of precious metals - with the exception of lead
(Fig. 17).254

Copper was apparently of greater importance than either silver or lead,
especially in the second half of the fifteenth century, and there is a surpris-
ingly large amount of information on it in Cracow's archives. The reason for
this is obvious. Copper from Hungary travelled westwards and northwards
across Europe to supply the brass and bronze industries of Germany and the
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17. Distribution of North Hungarian Mining in the Later Middle Ages.

Low Countries, much of it being sent by a combination of land, river and sea
transport to Antwerp, which, in the sixteenth century, was the chief copper
market in Europe. Cracow's merchants participated in this trade, in which
their city was one of the significant transit links between mine and market.

The Slovak ore mines were opened up by Germans in the thirteenth
century255 and late in that century copper was exported to Cracow as transit
trade for western Europe. By 1306 it was the main Hungarian commodity in
the city; the stapling law on copper acquired in that year meant Cracow
merchants had a monopoly on its further movement.256 The tariff lists for
1310 verify that copper was the most important article sent to the city from
Hungary.257 The copper was varied both in type and price, depending not
only on its quality but also mine of origin; the most common places
mentioned in Cracow documents were Gelnica, Smolnik and, later, Krem-
nica and Banska Bystrica.258 Kosice remained the commercial centre of
Hungary's copper trade up to the end of the fifteenth century,259 partly due
to its proximity to the rich mines of the Gomor district, and partly to its
commanding position on the routeway through the Carpathian via S ĉz to
Cracow. For their part, Cracow merchants such as Jan Bartfal and Mikolaj
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Crenmark,260 around 1400, were heavily dependent on supplies from Kosice,
as local supplies of copper (at Kielce) were minimal.261 Their other great
worry must have been competition from Nuremburg merchants, equally
searching for quality copper ores to send westward, especially to Venice,262

and from Gdansk to Flanders.263 In spite of the occupation of Pomerania by
the Teutonic Knights in 1309, Cracow's merchants continued to send copper
via Toruh and the Vistula river to the Baltic coast, and there freely nego-
tiated with foreign merchants for transport to Flanders.264

The fifteenth century saw an intensification of commercial competition
between Cracow and Toruh for mastery of the Hungarian copper trade.
Cracow always seemed to have the upper hand with the threat, as in 1442, of
route closure for all Prussian merchants travelling to Hungary.265 The issue
was always a sensitive one between the two cities, but with the eclipse of
Torun after the peace of 1466, Cracow's monopoly position with Hungarian
copper supplies was assured; but this ideal situation was soon to come under
threat. Gradually, during the fifteenth century, the copper trade was being
organized through foreign capital, especially merchant companies from
Nuremburg.266 Vital in the new situation was the part played by Gdansk,
with its new warehousing facilities; it, too, wanted its own stapling laws
(granted in 1443) which meant that thereafter Cracow must sell its copper to
Gdansk merchants, not foreigners, at the port.267

Gradually the transit trade in Hungarian copper to the Low Countries
declined in the second half of the fifteenth century, but its export to Gdansk
through Cracow and along the Vistula route continued to prosper, thanks to
the commercial activities of such rich Cracow merchants as Jan Sweidniczer;
links with his son Jerzy in Torun led to active participation in Polish-
Prussian trade between 1460 and 1477,268 particularly in copper. Moreover,
there were still opportunities for exchanging Polish lead (from Olkusz) for
Hungarian copper,269 especially after 1465 when Jan Thurzo became resi-
dent in Cracow.270 He benefited from the numerous commercial privileges
offered inhabitants by the city whilst his son, Jerzy, remained in Slovakia (at
Banska Bystrica) to control their mines.271 Partnership with the rich Augs-
burg family of Fuggers late in the century,272 and increased investment in
Hungarian mining had its effects on Cracow. By 1490 copper prices in the
city (Fig. 15), reached a new peak and Cracow became the main storage
centre for Thurzo's ore. In 1494 he built a large copper-smelting works at
Mogila273 on the outskirts of the city, connected a year later by special
route via Cieszyn to the mines in Banska Bystrica.274 The refined ore
(together with separated gold and silver) was then sent via the Vistula to the
Baltic coast; the basis was therefore laid in Cracow for renewed prosperity
from copper after 1500, and from which Thurzo was to make his fortune.

Of the other minerals sent to Cracow, mention should be made of iron.
This was the least tractable of the metals known and used during the Middle
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Ages because of numerous smelting difficulties and the great variety of types
each requiring different treatment. Much less information is forthcoming in
Cracow documents on iron, than either lead or copper; local supplies of ore
were not utilized until the sixteenth century.275 The earliest documentary
reference to iron in Cracow dates from 1222 and may have been imported
from Italy.276 During the fourteenth century Cracow merchants began to
import iron ore from Upper Hungary, coming from the mines around the
Spis district of Slovakia. No mention was made of it in the 1310 tariff lists,
but around mid-century it was bartered for salt from Bochnia.277 It is first
definitely recorded as imported from Hungary in 1380278 and is further
mentioned in the customs tariffs of 1393.279 As the fifteenth century pro-
gressed, iron is mentioned more frequently; in 1405, a Cracow merchant sent
it to the city from Hungary, together with a load of copper,280 whilst the
tariff lists for 1432 mention Hungarian iron-ore imports.281 Usually it
arrived in Cracow in smaller quantities282 than either lead or copper, whilst
there was never any mention in documents of merchants who specialized in
the ferrous ore trade. Iron prices seem to have reached a peak during the
depressed mining times of the 1440s (Fig. 15); there is no information on the
purchase of iron or steel goods in Hungary for the Cracow market. Surplus
ore requirements over local needs were re-exported from Cracow to Prussia
and perhaps further to Flanders.283

During the second half of the fifteenth century the mining of sulphur at
Swoszowice, near Cracow, became of increasing significance.284 It had
numerous uses; as a bleach for cloth, as a base for colours, soap and
explosives, and also utilized for medicinal purposes for treating animals and
as an antidote for syphilis.285 Cracow citizens owned some of the sulphur
mines;286 demand for the chemical as a disinfectant was particularly high
after outbreaks of plague in the city and elsewhere. Another chemical traded
through Cracow was kermes, a cherry-red mineral (antimony oxysulphide)
which was popular as a dyestuff. Quantities are recorded in documents being
sent from Cracow to Italy early in the fifteenth century,287 usually trans-
ported via Nuremburg or Flanders, to Venice and Florence. Other examples
occur later, when demand for the dye coincided with the period of increased
textile production in Italy.288 Finally, mention should be made of calamine
(hydrous zinc silicate) first mentioned as imported to Cracow from Slovakia
in 1432.289 Along with tin it was used in Cracow for bell-making,290 and also
transported to Gdansk for sale in western Europe in the manufacture of
canons and other monumental and ornamental 'dinanderie'.291

(ii) Spices
The medieval spice trade was essentially the movement of various types of
aromatic seasoning in Asiatic origin from certain Levantian emporia to the
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ports of Italy; from these places they were distributed, usually overland, to
much of western and central Europe. Amongst the goods thought of as
precious and expensive merchandise292 in European trade, the bulk would
have been spices, of which there were more than a hundred different
varieties.293 In spite of Gibbon's remark that, 'the objects of orient traffic
were splendid but trifling'294 the demand for spices was noticeable. As
Salzman states, 'Medieval man had neither a delicate palate nor the means of
gratifying it with choice meats; their meat was coarse and they liked it highly
flavoured.'295 Consequently the spice trade grew in importance throughout
medieval times, but it was a trade which had many intermediate stages and
innumerable middlemen; Cracow's Genoese merchants residing in the city
were amongst those who took on this role.

In 1261 the Genoese became the predominant commercial power in the
Black Sea.296 The chief base for their trade was the Crimean peninsula,
which besides many local advantages was ideally located in relation to the
caravan routes from Persia, the Far East, and the plains to the north of the
Euxine coast. This advantage, too, was the more valuable in the late thir-
teenth and fourteenth centuries, since the Tartars, whose territories included
the south Russian plain, the Crimea and Persia, maintained with consider-
able success the security of the roads. The greatest trading colony of the
Genoese was the city of Caffa (Theodosia), whilst they had trading quarters,
along with the Venetians, at the Tartar town of Tana (Azov) at the mouth of
the river Don. Tana was very important as a terminal of trade caravans
which brought, amongst other goods, spices from India by way of Kabul,
Ourengj and Astrakhan, or across Persia to Asterbad, thence to Astrakhan
by boat. Apart from their direct trade with Genoa, the Genoese at Caffa
traded with Constantinople, the lower Danube, Caucasian coast, and north-
ward via Suceava, Lwow and Cracow with the Baltic coast297 and Flanders
(Fig. 18).298

Although there is no positive information that the Geneose living in
Cracow and Lwow went to Caffa in the fourteenth century, according to
Ptasnik, 'one may assume so';299 moreover, he maintains with some certainty
that Genoese merchants in Cracow were only involved in the Bruges-Caffa
route and had no direct trade contacts with Italy.300 They were further aided
by the commercial policy of Kazimierz Wielki after his accession to the
Ruthenian territories;301 soon after 1350 the king became 'determined to
take advantage of the fact that the overland routes to the Black Sea lay under
his control and to make Cracow a great emporium acting as an intermediary
between Western Europe, Hungary and the East'.302 Competitors for this
lucrative eastern trade soon emerged including the Order of the Mother of
God (Zakon najsw. Mariji Panny), who used the land route to transport
goods such as spices to Lwow, Cracow and, further, to the main markets in
Bruges.303 Pach has recently provided further documentary evidence of
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19. Price of certain spices in Cracow, 1390-1500

oriental spices from the Black Sea region moving northward through Tran-
sylvania and Hungary to Poland in the fourteenth century.304

Of the various types of seasoning, often cited in documents as either
'spices' or 'aroma', pepper seems to have attracted the most attention. Prior
to the fifteenth century, pepper was regarded as a rarity. In Europe it was
literally worth its weight in gold, and was often used for methods of
payment.305 In Cracow its price rose steadily during the first two decades of
the fifteenth century (Fig. 19), only to decrease with an erratic pattern until
the end of the century when military conflict between Turkey and Venice had
wide repercussions on pepper prices.306 Cracow merchants purchased
pepper from Lwow; much of the spice trade in that city was in the hands of
Armenian merchants who purchased large quantities from Caffa.307 No
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documents indicate the profit Cracow merchants made on pepper but they
did re-export it to other parts of Europe. Other spices referred to in Cracow
documents as coming from the Black Sea coast included cloves, which were
used extensively in medicines, as well as in cooking and aromatic drinks;
ginger, cinnamon, caraway seeds and nutmeg and were also in demand.308 A
document of 1432 gives precise details on the minimum amounts of each to
be sold in Cracow market.309 Saffron, a popular ingredient in many medieval
sauce recipes, was the most costly of all herbs sold in Cracow (Fig. 20),
coming from the saffron crocus; only the stigmas of the flowers were used
and it took about 75,000 flowers to make one pound of saffron.310 Con-
sequently Cracow's merchants only bought small quantities.311

Continued warfare during the fifteenth century greatly hampered
Cracow's transit trade in spices and other oriental goods. The wars between
Poland and the Teutonic Order impaired communications between the Baltic
coast and inland centres of Polish trade. Cut off from Cracow and Lwow,
the Prussians now obtained their eastern goods from Venice by way of
Bruges;312 the spice accounts from 1419 to 1434 in Bruges clearly show this
trend.313 Cracow now had to find an alternative outlet for her spice trade,
namely via Silesia, reaching the German market through Nuremburg, and
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beyond to Flanders.314 Instead of importing spices from Hungary, Cracow's
traders began exporting them to towns in Slovakia like Bardejov.315 The
source areas for spices were also changing; during the second half of the
fifteenth century trade with the Black Sea region entered upon a period of
decline. The disintegration of the Khanate of Kipchak and the rapid advance
of the Turks brought about an entirely new situation. The Italian settlements
in the Crimea fell in the 1470s316 to the Ottoman advance followed by the
Moldavian emporia of Citatea Alba and Chilia in the 1480s;317 the Black Sea
trade dwindled away and with it Cracow's supplies of oriental wares. Future
spice provisions would have to come from western Europe,318 until such a
time that amicable relations between Poland and the Porte made restoration
of commodity exchange a viable proposition.

(in) Salt
Salt was fundamental in the medieval economy. It was needed for curing fish
and meat, for making butter as well as for seasoning; salt was produced in
many parts of the European continent, but only in modest quantities.
Coastal salt pans could be constructed anywhere that had enough fuel, e.g.,
peat, to help evaporation, whilst inland rock-salt deposits were mined.
Locally produced salt was often impure and of poor quality, unable to
compete with the finer output of the Liineburg brine springs, or the natural
sea-salt found south of the Loire estuary in France.319 Cracow's salt trade
was entirely dependent on the rock-salt deposits mined at nearby Bochnia
and Wieliczka.320

From earliest times salt must have been one of the rarer minerals in
Poland and an expensive article in the medieval economy.321 The nearest
known large deposits to Wieliczka/Bochnia were in Kujavia to the west of
Torun, and around Holyh Kalusz south of Lwow. During the second half
of the thirteenth century salt mining was reformed by King Boleslaw
Wstydliwy, who placed a controller (zupnik) over each mine responsible for
salt production and sale.322 A dearth of known salt deposits in Silesia
provided Cracow with an early market, successfully competing with Halle
salt in Wroclaw.323 Like Silesia, Slovakia also lacked known salt beds; the
mineral was acquired from Cracow even during the reign of Bela IV (1235—
70).324 For Cracow's traders, however, the great ordinance issued by King
Kazimierz Wielki in 1368 on its saltworks at Wieliczka was most signifi-
cant.325 Besides codifying all Polish mining customs it gave Cracow merchants
a monopoly in salt selling over a wide area stretching from Mazovia, Rus,
Silesia, Lithuania and Lublin.326 Growth in the popularity of Cracow salt on
the Silesian market was soon experienced; in 1387 it fetched over a third
more in price than equivalent amounts from Halle.327 Clear evidence of
Cracow's salt sales in Slovakia at mid-century are found in documents from
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Saris and Liptov dated 1354.328 Cracow's merchants, however, only
managed to capture the markets of places in southern and central Poland,
the northern part relying on supplies of French salt from Brittany organized
through the Hanseatic League (Fig. 21).329

The dawn of the fifteenth century saw some opposition on the part of the
Hungarian king, Sigismund, to the importation of Polish salt from Cracow.
His political fears of Polish claims to the Hungarian throne led to a decline in
commercial contacts between the two at the turn of the century; already in
1398 he complained about 'all the merchants arriving from Poland',330 whilst
in 1405 he issued an ordinance limiting the importation of Polish salt,331

which was again renewed in 1439.332 His attempts to create an Hungarian
salt monopoly seem to have failed, for documentary evidence for Slovakian
town archives record obtaining supplies from Cracow merchants who
arrived from Bochnia and Wieliczka.333 After his death in 1437, his successor
Queen Barbara was more openly disposed to salt imports, particularly from
Bochnia.334 The main markets for Cracow's salt were the towns of Barde-
jov335 and to a lesser extent, Levoca, Sabin, Presov, Zemplin, Abov, Borsod,
Uzska, Saris, etc.336 although they had to compete with supplies from
Marmoros in Transylvania.337 Nevertheless, Cracow salt still dominated the
markets of northern Hungary to such an extent that in 1483 Queen Beatrice
stated in one document that the whole of the country relied on foreign and
particularly Polish supplies.338

The two other outlet areas for Cracow's salt sales were Silesia and Little
Poland. Evidence suggests that throughout the fifteenth century salt from
Cracow held its market in Silesia. Most of it was transported to Wroclaw
via Krzepice, referred to in documents as 'the salt road'; on one occasion,
however, the Silesian rulers wanted to stop the free import of Polish supplies
and tried to close the frontier in 1437, probably due to pressure from
Hungary, but the event passed without long-term effects.339 As Kutrzeba has
stated 'Silesia was an important market for Polish salt and much of it was
organized by Cracow merchants.'340 These included such people as Antoni
de Florentis, who obtained a lease on the Wieliczka mine in 1434341 and
Mikolaj Serafin who did likewise in 1456, paying a substantial sum to the
king for the privilege.342 Nonetheless, such traders had to compete in the
Silesian market with Marmoros supplies from Transylvania, just as they did
in Slovakia.343 Fortunately, such worries were not experienced in Little
Poland where the city's merchants had unrestricted access to the domestic
salt market.344 Gradually, other towns like Kazimierz, Oswi^cim and
Ch^ciny obtained the right to sell salt, thus breaking Cracow's mono-
poly.345 This was further exacerbated in 1454 when individual nobles
received the privilege of buying and trading in the commodity.346 To some
extent this event was alleviated for Cracow's traders with the permission at
mid-century to transport salt down the Vistula to Dobrzyh, Plock,
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Wloclawek, Bydgoszcz and even Torun in Greater Poland.347 Thanks to
the efforts of Wieliczka's mine controllers, such as Serafin and de Sancto
Romulo, not only were local supplies sent to Greater Poland, but also
purchases made from Russian mines and re-exported down the Vistula.348

Cheaper raw materials

Luckily for Cracow her economy was not solely dependent on trade in
precious raw materials; otherwise the decline of these products would have
had a disastrous effect on the city's economy, through reasons quite beyond
her control. Fortunately the flourishing states of Silesian, Slovakian and
more distant Flemish towns, which were among Cracow's best customers
during this period, were not built exclusively on trade in high-quality
merchandise; in practice much the greater part of the goods which were
traded consisted of skins, wax, livestock products, fish, wood and cereals - in
fact the cheaper commodities. As Postan maintains, commercial dealings in
luxury articles 'were something of an exception, for the main articles of
northern trade were bulkier and cheaper necessities of life. Its main, and
certainly the most permanent, branch was traffic in food.'349

It should be remembered that the Russian, Polish and Lithuanian markets
produced several important commodities which, ever since the beginning of
the Middle Ages, were distributed on a growing scale by international trade
to the markets of central and western Europe. Van Houtte has stated 'the
main support of German trade came from the Baltic and consisted of cereals
from the coastal plain from Mecklenburgh to Prussia, of ores from the
Carpathians brought to the coast along the Oder or the Vistula and, finally,
of the produce of the tremendous forest zone of Russia, not only timber and
its by-products ashes, tar and pitch, but also the yield of forest-hunting and
-collecting'.350 Such products as flax, hemp, tallow, wax, skins (leather) and
furs were transported to Germany and the Low Countries for, as Attman
believes, 'Eastern Europe had a virtual monopoly of these products.'351

Pounds further reiterates this impression concerning Bruges for 'Its imports
consisted mainly of the goods . . . required by its Flemish hinterland',352 and
'These commodities were shipped to Flanders mostly by merchants of Reval,
Riga, Danzig, Stettin, Rostock, Lubeck'353 and, of course, either directly or
indirectly, by traders from Cracow.

(i) Skins
Skins were exported both in their raw and treated forms and had an
international market in the Middle Ages. They were a commodity that
attracted merchants from both East and West Europe; source areas for
Western Europe included Bohemia, Moravia, Poland and Lithuania, whilst
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Russian skins and leather had been well known on the European market for
a long time. There appeared to be two types of skins - the ordinary hides
from cattle, sheep, horses and goats, and the rarer skins from wolf, marten,
fox, lynx and other wild animals living in the forest areas. Certainly thir-
teenth-century customs returns for Pomerania refer to skins being sold in
small quantities for export including not only horse, cattle and even wolf
pelts, but also beaver.354 The tolls at Szczecin during the reign of Barnim I
(1250-60) record the skins of ox, horse, cow, goat, sheep, lamb, beaver,
otter, fox and marten.355

At the beginning of the fifteenth century the main Polish centre for the
skin trade was Poznan; Rutkowski has estimated that about 50,000 pelts
were imported annually to the West from Poland, mainly via Poznan.356 The
skins were usually designated as 'Russian', 'Lithuanian' or 'tymczami' (i.e.
smaller-sized ox or cow skins). After Poznan, Cracow was probably the
second most important centre for the Polish skin trade, but did not enjoy the
strategic position of the former city on the main trade route from Russia/
Lithuania to Germany and the West; it did, however, have the nearby
forested foothills of the Carpathian Mountains to draw on for supplies, and
even beyond to the Hungarian plain and Moldavia.

The increased political stability of Europe between the thirteenth and
sixteenth centuries had allowed greater economic growth and the develop-
ment of a richer society and higher culture. Towns in Poland had formed
their own handicraft organisations to cope with the growing demand for
more sophisticated commodities. Evidence of the leather trade is found in
several Polish towns during the Middle Ages including Opole, Gdansk,
Mi^dzyrzecz, Warsaw, Wroclaw, Kalisz, Plock and of course Cra-
cow.357 As capital city, Cracow found there was also demand from furriers
not only to produce the goat and sheepskins, or modest furs of peasant wear,
but ceremonial wares which represented the insignias of wealth and
standing.

A great fillip to the trade in skins and furs for Cracow came at the end of
the fourteenth century with the political union of Poland and Lithuania.
Henceforth the city's merchants had easy access to one of Europe's largest
fur-producing regions,358 utilising trade contacts in Lublin first evolved
through the Cracow patriarchy around 1400.359 Malowist believes that 'it
was the relatively low price of these furs which enabled them to be exported
in large quantities towards the west'.360 The other area of importance for
Cracow merchants was Hungary. In 1402 one of the city's merchants,
Slepkogil sent 35,000 'black Hungarian skins' via his agents to Flanders;361

above all, however, furs were sent to Cracow from Hungary, especially
weasel and wolf.362 Furthermore, the area around the Polish-Hungarian
border was noted for its skin exports, particularly in the form of sheepskin
coats, whose price in the city remained fairly constant throughout the
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22. Average price of wax and sheepskin coats in Cracow, 1390-1500.

fifteenth century (Fig. 22). Leather fancy goods were sent from Hungary via
Cracow to the rest of Poland,363 whilst in the opposite direction leather and
fur products from Little Poland were found in the markets of Hungary
(Fig. 23). For example, in 1488, the wife of the Hungarian king requested a
Cracow merchant to buy her a fur coat in the city for the winter.364

The leather, furrier and tanning industries developed firstly as rural
occupations which invaded the towns of Europe only in the Later Middle
Ages. During the fifteenth century Cracow acquired numerous specialists in
these various branches of manufacture; for example, residence in the city was
granted to furriers from Kostice and Kezmarok on several occasions
between 1425 and 1500.365 The process of tanning skins and hides and
conversion to articles of clothing and of everyday use consisted essentially in
removing the epidermis and hair, as well as flesh particles, and in so doing
treating the hide so that it would not putrefy or decay. This involved use of
various chemicals, most important of which was tannin, derived primarily
from the bark and galls of the oak tree. The process gives off an offensive
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smell, consumes large quantities of water, and produces a highly polluted
effluent. Urban tanneries were usually situated by a river bank, as far as
possible from human habitation and water supply. This helps explain why in
Cracow tanning was carried out in Garbary (Garbarnia, Polish for
'Tannery') which later developed into a north-western suburb of the city.366

Tanning was very slow and a large amount of capital was tied up in the
production process; this helps explain why tanners in Cracow, as elsewhere,
were often obliged to work for a merchant entrepreneur who provided his
raw materials and marketed his finished goods.

(ii) Wax
Wax was another cheap commodity which Cracow merchants found worth
exploiting. Bee-keeping was a significant feature of Slavonic settlements
during the Middle Ages; some Polish towns, especially in the east, were
located in areas where an abundance of honey was produced and its bypro-
duct provided enough wax for export.

It was collected in special town buildings where workmen melted and
kneaded the wax, weighed it and provided it with a town stamp. Only wax
thus ensured against counterfeiting was transported abroad, to Germany,
Flanders and Italy. Such wax-processing plants were established in Lwow at
the beginning of the fifteenth century, and another towards the end of that
century in Vilna (1492) which was known as a 'zaboynicza'.367 In Cracow,
documentary sources refer to two different types of wax; 'ordinary wax'
which consisted of beeswax with tallow fat to produce candles (Fig. 24), the
main form of artificial light in medieval times, and used extensively in the
home and city's numerous churches; and 'chancellery wax', red in colour and
used for sealing purposes in official and business matters.368 With the
increased organisation associated with European business life there arose the
need for more documentation. Consequently quantities of wax were
required for the sealing of letters and legal documents since, without a
proper seal, the authenticity of any medieval communication was suspect.

The Baltic coast had a long tradition of trade contact with the Russian
lands to the east, where goods like wax and furs arrived from the northern
forests.369 Wax was produced in the areas around Pskov, Novgorod,
Polotsk, Smolensk and Vitebsk, together with the large area which stretched
from Smolensk southwards towards Kiev and Lwow; during the fourteenth
century noted sources of wax were around Novgorod, Rjazan and Riga as
well as Lithuania.370 Some of the wax came along the main route connecting
Vilna with Cracow via Lublin371 whilst other source areas for the city were
Moldavia372 and Hungary.373 Evidence suggests that the wax trade never
assumed the proportions of such merchandise as minerals or salt, but a
steady import to Cracow continued during the fifteenth century and beyond.
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Wax surplus to local needs was then re-exported to Silesia,374 and both
overland and by river to Gdansk375 where it eventually found its way to
Flanders and the west.376

(in) Livestock products
The breeding and nurture of animals provided a livelihood for many Euro-
peans during the Middle Ages; from them they obtained certain basic
necessities of life - clothing, meat and dairy products for themselves, whilst
any surplus was sent to the local market. In eastern Europe, not only the
mountain pastures were suitable for sheep- and cattle-rearing but also the
steppe and downland areas. Large numbers of animals, especially cattle,
reared in the less populous parts, like Polish Galicia, the Hungarian Plain
and Moldavia, were driven westwards along the main trade routes to supply
the growing cities of central and western Europe. For Cracow, where many
of the east/west routes converged, livestock and their products became of
increasing importance towards the end of the Middle Ages. The transit trade
in cattle was probably of greatest significance.

Malowist has written, 'It is not known for certain when larger scale trade
developed in Silesia for cattle driven from Podolia and Moldavia to the west.
It surely started in the fourteenth century, but only in the following century
did they arrive in Wroclaw ... from where they were taken further to
western Germany, Bohemia, Austria and northern Italy.'377 Moreover,
according to Eberle there was 'a dynamic growth of cattle breeding towards
the end of the fourteenth century'.378 Attman maintains that 'Central
Europe had a growing demand for cattle for slaughtering, and from the
fifteenth century an increasing production of oxen developed in the Lwow
area, in Poland (round Lublin), in the Ukraine, in Hungary and in Moldavia
and Wallachia (from the last two areas even after the Turkish conquest).
From the eastern production areas large quantities of cattle for slaughtering
were transported via the Polish towns. They came through Lwow, Lublin,
Cracow, Poznan and Breslau.'379

Documentary evidence suggests that Cracow merchants bought cattle
from Carpathian foothill towns like Rzeszow,380 Krosno,381 Jaslo,382 or
farther afield in Lublin,383 or Jaroslaw.384 By 1440 live animals were
already an important transit article in the city's commerce.385 One of the
major source areas was Moldavia; the Polish/Moldavian trade treaty of
1408386 had opened up this trade which was organised by merchants from
Seret and Suceava, sending their bullocks and steers to Lwow and on via
Bochnia to Cracow, from whence they were sent to Silesia.387 Cattle in much
smaller quantities were also sent to Cracow from Slovakia.388

Other types of livestock seemed to have figured much less prominently in
Cracow's trade. According to live animal costs recorded in Cracow's
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25. Price of livestock in Cracow, 1390-1500.

documents, horses fetched the highest prices throughout the fifteenth century
(Figs. 25,26). Oxen, although lower priced, reflected the same erratic changes
between years as horses; calves, pigs and rams were more evenly priced,
with little change in value over the whole period. A large number of horses
were imported into Poland from Hungary. They were sent to fairs at towns
like Jaslo,389 Biecz, Gorlice, Zmigrod, Miejsce Piastowe, Krosno, Sanok,
Zagorze390 etc., but particularly from Bardejov.391 Lwow merchants
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also traded in horses, obtaining them from parts of Transylvania and
Moldavia;392 they were sent along a shorter route to Cracow (via Ropczyce),
in order to reduce feeding and maintenance costs.393 Besides horses and
cattle, sows394 and goats395 were sent from Slovakia to Poland often to the
fair at Sanok,396 and may eventually have reached the Cracow market where
they were bought for local consumption, or sent further to Silesia (Fig. 27).
Trade in live animals was probably much greater than is suggested by
documentary evidence, because livestock was brought to Cracow from the
hinterland, often without any formal transaction being signed.

(iv) Fish

The quantity of fish consumed in the Middle Ages was, according to Ball,
'very high in relation to that of meat, both for economic and religious
reasons'.397 This statement is further confirmed by Postan, for 'the consump-
tion offish in the Middle Ages was high, and sea fisheries were many. Some
fish was caught in and off all the estuaries of Europe and along its sea coasts.'
For Cracow, so far inland, this may not appear important, but 'throughout
the greater part of the Middle Ages, and certainly from the thirteenth
century onwards, by far the most important of the fishing grounds of
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Europe, and also the busiest centre of the curing industry and of the herring
trade were the Baltic fisheries of Skania'.398 Although Malowist laments,
with reference to products sent to Poland from the lands of the Teutonic
Knights, 'there was amongst them undoubtedly fish, not much however, can
be said about this trade',399 evidence from Cracow archives provides some
information. Moreover, there is proof that Cracow obtained fish not only
from the Baltic, but freshwater species from the rivers of Poland and lands to
the East, both for domestic consumption and re-export.

By far the most important trade was in herrings. The fishing grounds off
the Scanian coast had been a noted source of herring since the eleventh
century;400 the autumn fish fair at Skanor provided much of the salted
herring sold in Europe, for they were one of the best fish for preserving, had
a high value as a source of food, as popular medicine, and as a product of a
major industry,401 until their decline around 1425 when they ceased to
frequent the Sound off Scania.402 By the second half of the thirteenth
century, herrings were an important source of income for such ports as
Szczecin* and Gryfice,403 whilst towards the end of the fifteenth century it was
Gdansk that became the chief importer, over half from North Sea catches by
the Dutch.404 Cracow therefore obtained its supplies via the Oder River and
Wroclaw, or up the Vistula River from Gdansk.

In Cracow there was a special herring market, in which particular empha-
sis was placed on the freshness of the fish.405 The market was leased from the
castle as it lay within its jurisdiction406 whilst special pools were constructed
to hold live fish. Salted fish from Gdansk were also subject to specific rules.
In Gdansk, herrings for Cracow were placed in barrels and given a special
mark to prove their authenticity. Falsification sometimes occurred and was
dealt with by city officials.407 Herrings were quite cheap, but suffered from
shortages during the troubles with the Teutonic Knights, as reflected in
prices around 1420 (Fig. 28). Not all the herring imports to Cracow were for
the local market; evidence from the tariff records of 1393 show herrings as
re-exported to Hungary,408 whilst in the fifteenth century they became an
important article of trade over the Carpathian Mountains.409 Not only
Gdansk provided Cracow with herrings; a dispute in 1452 reveals that
Wroclaw supplied the city, some of the fish being sent further east to
Russia.410

Salted eels were sent to Cracow from Torun to be consumed in the city, or
sent farther inland to places like Levoca in Slovakia. On occasions there
were complaints about the freshness, which led to disputes in court.411 Other
evidence of the fish trade refers to specialities often ordered by the king's
court;412 for example, in 1395 beluga roe was obtained from a merchant in
Kosice, which had been sent from the Black Sea.413 Lwow merchants sent
salted pike and sturgeon to Cracow, which had been bought in Brailov, the
main Moldavian centre for fish, coming northward on the route via Suceava
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and Bakow414 (Fig. 29). Amongst other varieties mentioned in Cracow
documents one finds examples of salmon, ordinary and crucian carp, perch,
stockfish (i.e. cod) and different types of pike.415

(v) Wood
One of the most important basic raw materials during the Middle Ages was
timber. Most medieval town building, outside the Mediterranean region,
was predominantly wood, whilst it also formed the main ingredient for
shipbuilding and certain types of armour such as bowstaves. Timber
resources became increasingly scarce as countries, particularly in western
Europe, grew in population, and their inhabitants pushed back the forests in
favour of fields and pastures. The forest resources of Eastern Europe,
especially coniferous timber, became increasingly available to Western
Europe with the opening up of Baltic trade during the fourteenth century.
From the mid-fourteenth century onwards 'eastern timber shipped from the
Baltic and more especially from Danzig, all but ousted from the western
markets the other types of 'white' timber. Pine, yew and fir of Baltic origin
and occasionally some birch . . . became one of the main articles of Hanseatic
imports into this country [England].'416 Moreover, during 'the first two
decades of the fifteenth century, the wholesale prices of Baltic timber .. .
were exceptionally low in Poland, very high in England'.417

For Cracow, one of her great advantages in the wood trade was the River
Vistula (Fig. 30). The bulkiness of timber meant it was an article best suited
to water-borne traffic and, by way of the Polish rivers, was sent to the Baltic
ports of Gdansk and Konigsberg. Postan speculates that 'The bow-staves
which won the battles of Crecy and Agincourt probably came from the
Carpathian mountains and were shipped to England through Hungary and
Prussia.'418 Furthermore, 'At Leipzig and Breslau, and at Cracow, Poznan
and Lwow in Poland, south German merchants found a positive welcome',
for their 'establishment of a trade route from west to east... enabled them to
tap the produce of the Polish interior as it descended the rivers. By the end of
the fifteenth century... The gravitational pull of the new route was sufficient
to lead Breslau to quit the Hanseatic League in 1474, and to encourage .. .
some of its exports of grain and timber to the south-west in return for
Flemish and Italian luxuries.'419

Cracow's proximity to the Carpathian foothills gave her merchants easy
access to timber sources. The wood was floated down the Dunajec and
Vistula rivers and, although mainly in the hands of merchants from Nowy
S^cz, according to Korzon, Cracow was also involved in the trade.420

Dense forests extended along the whole of the sub-Carpathian region; trees
from this area were particularly sought after for ship-masts e.g., deal (sch-
neidedielemdyl),421 and also staves for making barrels (klappholz:klepki), and
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sawn boards (Wagenschoss'.Wanczos) for wainscot, the split oakwood
especially favoured as shipbuilding material. A wood particularly prized
from this area was yew (eybenholzlbogenhola'.cis) which was sent from
Cracow and Nowy S^cz direct to Gdansk,422 where it was exported to
England for making its famous archery bows,423 and also to the Nether-
lands.424 Besides timber, Cracow also appears to have imported wooden
utensils from Slovakia,425 probably to be used locally for domestic purposes.

(vi) Cereals
Apart from timber, grain exports began to play an increasingly important
role for Poland during the second half of the fourteenth and fifteenth
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centuries.426 Besides the general development of production and trade
throughout most of Eastern Europe at this time, two developments, namely
greater cereal output and the opening up of mines in Hungary and Bohemia,
were to have wider repercussions over the whole continent. While Cracow
was pre-eminently involved in the latter trade, there is little evidence of her
commitment in the former. Kutrzeba has confirmed the lack of evidence
from Cracow's documentary sources427 and states that around the city,
cereals were of little importance.428

Despite this lack of information it is probable that Cracow was a sig-
nificant importer of various grains, as suggested by documentary evidence
on prices assembled by Pelc (Fig. 31). Malowist has stated that, 'In the
course of the fourteenth century not only Great Poland, but even the most
distant Polish provinces . . . show an increase both in cultivated area and in
the number of little towns and markets. Peasants and lesser nobles settled in
the towns and engaged the peasants to increase their productivity.'429

Cracow, as the capital city, grew accordingly and there must have been a
constant need to procure sufficient grain for its inhabitants. The region of
Little Poland was capable of producing grain crops; towards the end of the
fifteenth century sufficient was being grown for surplus stocks to be exported
via Torun to Gdansk,430 for example by Jan Tarnowski, voivode (wojewoda)
of Cracow.431

Manufactured goods

The number of people who made their living by manufacturing or by trading
in medieval Europe was much smaller than those engaged on the land; it was
also less than those involved in food processing or the production of simple
articles fashioned in the home and based on local supplies such as fibre,
wood, clay or metal. Four requirements were essential for manufacturing,
besides adequate sources of raw material, namely manual skills in the use of
tools and a knowledge of how to combine or treat the various components,
access to more elaborate equipment than the average person, sufficient
quantities of power and finally, though not always, fuel supplies, especially
when the application of heat was required. As Hay has pointed out, 'The
volume of manufactured goods which was traded from one end of Europe to
the other was impressively great. But the goods that were bought and sold
were made without exception by very small producers.'432 Specialised pro-
duction was always relatively more important in the larger towns, and aimed
to supply a very much wider market. For cities like Cracow, with its
extensive market and transit trade, this in turn necessitated a community of
merchants, and a whole complex of craftsmen; these were supported by a
large tertiary employment (builders, butchers, bakers, servants etc.) whose
task was to satisfy the material needs of the specialised workers. Many of the
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most sought after manufacturers were obviously the product of craftsmen;
jewellery and the fine work of goldsmiths, illuminated manuscripts, manu-
script books and in Cracow, towards the end of the fifteenth century, printed
books, together with the manufacture of armour and weapons. Nevertheless,
it was from transit trade in manufactured goods that Cracow secured its
prosperity and from which it obtained considerable financial benefit.

(i) Textiles
Clothes more than anything else responded in the Middle Ages, as they do
now, to the lust for variety and change; innovation and the attraction of
foreign apparel led to the importation of textiles and acceptance of new alien
styles throughout much of medieval eastern Europe. Cloth manufactured in
the West became, just like the trade in metals, a major branch of Cracow's
commercial activity. In the opposite direction oriental textiles were also in
demand in the West, whilst the city's merchants were involved, to a lesser
extent, in the sale of various types of Polish cloth.

The major source of western textiles for Cracow was Flanders and, on a
smaller scale, England and Italy. There is reliable evidence that the capital of
Poland maintained commercial relations with fourteenth-century Flanders;
documents from 1342433 and 1364434 confirm that quantities of textiles and
readymade clothing were being imported. Flemish cloth overshadowed all
other European textiles,435 and by the end of the thirteenth century it
reached the more remote parts of the continent.436 Evidence from the second
half of the fourteenth century illustrates how Cracow merchants imported
cloth from the principal textile centres - Bruges, Ypres, Ghent, Malines,
Brabant, Herenthals and Wallonia, in some cases in an unfinished state, to
be finished locally.437 The most expensive cloth came from Brussels;438

manufacturing centres most frequently mentioned were Tirlemont439 and
Ypres,440 whilst other places included Malines,441 Louvain,442 Dinant,443

Lier,444 Courtrai,445 Herenthals446 and Enghien447 (Fig. 32). In the middle of
the fourteenth century the English cloth industry made a sudden leap
forward which brought it to its peak at the turn of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. This is reflected in Cracow's documents at this time with
evidence of imports from Beverley,448 London449 (Fig. 33), Kersey,450 Col-
chester, and the county of Kent.451 Together with the Low Countries and
England, Northern Italy was one of the most important concentrations of
the clothing industry during the Middle Ages. Cracow's links with Italy were
enhanced by Papal connections,452 whilst Ptasnik claims that 'Already in the
fourteenth century Italian cloth was sold in Cracow.'453 In 1373 a merchant
is recorded as selling Italian cloth and silks in the city,454 whilst Malowist
states that merchants from Venice, Florence, Genoa and Bologna were
engaged, or their agents, in selling particularly Florentine cloth in the city.455
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CCLXII, 1364. die 24. mcnsis Octobris.
^ Tie venditione piscium, lebi, cretae, pic is rerumque vicfua-

imm. — Dc mcrccde tonstoris pannorum.

Von dem forkoutfe der /nsche an dcr Strode gem&ort firia quinta
post vndecim M rirginum 1364.

5 1. Welch man ader vnwoner fische von andenwo her brcngct
czw der strozen, der zal mil den fisschen blciben iteen Jir eant«e
tagc, vnd autX itczliche neste fast tags xal her aws i'czlkhcm hutfasse
cinen czober, den man an der Siroza fleget czw habent mil lUschcn
off den margkt t ragen vnd forfcowflcn: vnd zo her dy tir ttge vor-
brocht hot, zo zal denne der zelbige, der dy tissche brocht hoi, zal
nymandes andcrs tly fisschc vorkowllen ack den, dy dy strozc hal-
den vnd vu re* in sen. Zunder ein ynwoner, dcr dy fmche brengct, ab
der dy fisschc nkht vorkowffen mochte, als oben gwehriben sitt,
dennc^ mag her zy yn cincn hdd<r seiczcn yn sutchcr weyze, das her
auff «inen id^ren fastogk aws dem holder ccwene czobcr fisichc off

•den margi irage vnd dy 7elbcr vorkowffc vnd $y nkht den rorfcowf-
flcren wcybcrcn a der mannen vorkowffe.

§ H. Vonjitschen, dy du oberbkyben. Mcr jsi beschlosscn, das
vorbas von der Stroatn wl man tragen dy fissche ack yn «oberen
owtr den margi czw vortowtfen t vnd nlchi yn piachren, noch mit
emcren, noch kcyne fissche zal man wider tragen von dem marfikthe
on dy Stroze, sunder dy teubner sullen yn dy czfigd obschneyden
otf dem margkte.

§ 3, Vnd wcr dy obcngcschribcn artitel mcht halden wird, %-nd
v>irt erfunden ein obertretcr, dcr zal dcr Stad ein schock bussc « w
gebcti, vnd dor czw dy fissche vorJiren» vnd dcr Hutman an der
stroxen, dcr den obcrireter nicht m«Idcn wflrdc vtid das vorsebwige,
den zal man yn dem siocke achl tape busscn.

§ 4. Vonforkmvff vnsktft, kreydt <tdtr pecfi etc Nymanndt tal
tawften vnsleth, kreyde, pech, Smer ader derlcy fs yn zeincm hatv&ze
als vnslcth sullen kawlfen lichiczihfir vnd ondcrc, dy mft orbete^
vnd oicht dy forko/fler auf den forkowjf vor der woge.

g 5. Was matt den gejpant Scherern c^w tone gtben \aL Von
dem Scherlon desgewandes ist alzo beschlessen, das dy scherer mcht
mer oemem fallen von dcr elen

Hrwkesch 1
florcnciesch czw XII hetlem
Eyprisch J

von Mechiescb |

gemeyn eyprisch }
Englc&ch czw VI hclleru vnd vom landruch czw fir hellern von ider

- clen vnd nicht anders.
5 6. Von rortovff asender wart. Nymandt zat vorkowff treiben

off dem murgfcte mil eisendcrware ollcrley bey 1 nrdung buss« vnd
vorlusi der war^ vnd das sullen dy tewbner besen vnd das stroffen.

Ikhctn fol, *>g.

CCLXI11. Sine anno, die et mensc.
De pensa maiori et minoru

5 1. Was man yn itr Woge den wegeren vnd der Stad geben
»on der wogen \ah Wenne man hundert centner bley ader koppcr
wegen lc*l, zo nympt man von einem mitpurger, der do burgcrrccht
hot, 3 fir. vnd von einem gast 6 gr.

§ 3. Von cinem stuck biey. Zocrkein burger ader gast ein stuck
d l e t w dcr wogc brengen zo »st der ynwoner ader

ben, welcber yn g ,
vnd halb den wog knechtcn, dy vnder dcr woge erbcien.

§ 3, Wenne man biey tveg tadet. Zo das bley, das vor der wogen
hot gelegcn lang oder kurcz, durch cinen burger ader gast zal wcg-
gefurt werden, zo ist dcr, dcr dai bley weg ladct, zo her ein burger
i « ,  das wog gelt ols oben schutdig czw czolen, nemlich von C ct.
3 gr. yst her ein gast, zo gibct her 0 gr. ys sey kurcz ader long do
gewest ader getegen.

§ 4. Van bley das man cju> sehrotfa Wenne abcr mtin sulch bley
lest schrotcn ader czw hawen, zo zal marr-von einem stuk ein gr.
beczalen, von wekhen man zal geben 11 heller (den knechtcn) vnd
das obrige der stad.

§ 5. Von eyxen vnd ander dingk op tvegen was man geben \aL
Wenn« man eyzen zal wegen ader andcrc krom dingk als baltcn vnd
sulcli dingk, 10 gibet man von aclit centner ein groaschen. Von Xll
centner fcle 1 gr. ys zey ein burger ader tin gast, wenne yn keynem
woge Ion hot der burger fortcl, alleyn am bley vnd kopper czw we-
gen, sust h altes gleich.

§ 6. Von der kleynen wogen. So ein purger Icat cinen lapis ader
einen halben ader mynner vngefcrlich wegen, zo zal her von einem
idem sulchen gewicht ader wegen eyn heller geben. So is aber ein
gast ist vnd lesi wcgon als oben a\v$ gedmcket ist, zo zal her von
sulchem wegen czwene heller geben, \$ wcrde gewegen, was h zey.

§ 7, Von ittber CT,H> tvegen. Zo ymandt burger ader gast lest
zilber wegen yn dcr Stad brengadem ader woge, zo gibct der is we-
gen lest, von einer idem margk,

Bchtm f. aaa T.

Wilkjn ten nie ma djty, by4 niwct mole, 1c z popfftiiftim wtlfcir«m Nr.
CCLXII jeJn* <*loit *wnowi". E|iiltl«ni; go jwtnik o»bn* dUtego, tc prxe Pi»y
nin obiet* da jtdntgo pn«<imtota tie odnotx^ le nie losuj* w tidnym xwi^lu
1 prnpiumi wUUru pooncdnfego, nitmniej, le w kodcfciie B
kine iMcinera >air«n mieji«m H praedtielone. Wpf«wdiie
d y te pus:e tnEtjjca u Behma nie byly pierwotnit yneznaciontt aby w ttie w

d U g , p P y
* w tidnym xwi^lu
e Bchtna ob« te wil-

32. Document: Flemish cloth in Cracow, October 1364.
Kodeks dyplomatyczny miasta Krakowa, Vol. II (edt. F. Piekosinski) Krakow, 1882, Document 262 dated October 1364.
Evidence of Flemish cloth for sale in Cracow.
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.i>§*zr iw^iAx (WW*»M firt7 fit/1 itit«C>i-{j,-£' nn,^

33. Document: English cloth in Cracow, 1423.
Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie: Consularia Cracoviensia, Vol. II,
p. 198; M/s 42. Document dated 1423 refers to purchase of English cloth 'stamen
Lundencense' in Cracow.
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34. Document: Shop inventory of Cracow merchant, 1414.
Source: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie: Consularia Cracoviensia,
Vol. II, p. 64; Ms. 428. A shop inventory dated 1414, of a Cracow merchant, Jan Borg.
English cloth is mentioned twice as "pecia albi de Anglia", and "pecia albi Anglicani".
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Table 3. Shop inventory of a Cracow cloth merchant, 1414

Origin of Colour Amount Origin of
cloth cloth

Colour Amount

Malines
Malines
Louvain
Louvain
Louvain
Brussels
Brussels
Brussels

Louvain
Louvain
Brussels
Brussels
Malines
Brussels
Malines

Red
Black
Red
Green
Black
Black
Gold
Black

Gold
Black
Gold
Green
Black
Black
Red

1 warp
Vi "
V2 "
Vi "
lA "
VA "
lA "
Vi "

in pieces
lA "
Vi "
1 "
1 "
Vi "
y2 "
lA "

Brussels
Brussels
Brussels
Malines
Tirlemont
Tirlemont
Malines
England

Tirlemont
Beverley
England
England
Zittau
Hainaut
Bohemia

Black
Green
Brown
Red
? (Long)
Green/Long
Black
White + small amount
red & gold
Black/Long
Green
White
Grey
Red & Green
Black
? (Woolly)

3 warps
1
2
1

13

lA
lA

1
Vi
lA
y2

Small amount
XA warps
1

TOTAL 343/4 warps

Source: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Consularia Cracoviensia,
Vol. II, p. 64.

Chance survival of a shop inventory of one merchant in Cracow, Jan Borg
(see Table 3), gives some insight into the types, origins and colours of cloth
for sale in the city during the early part of the fifteenth century (Fig. 34).
Certain limited deductions can be made from this table. Firstly, cloth from
Brussels seemed most popular, mentioned in nine of the thirty items (30 per
cent), and provided 10% warps of the total (30 per cent). Secondly, Tirle-
mont provided nearly 40 per cent of the total warpage, although only
recorded twice. Thirdly, the most desired colour appears to have been black,
mentioned eleven times (38 per cent) with a total of S3A warps (25 per cent),
even though two items failed to record the colour. Finally, white and grey
were only found amongst the English cloth, and may have been dyed
different colours at a later stage of their purchase, yet still preserving the
known quality of English woollen goods456 (Fig. 35).

The peak of Cracow's textile transit trade appears to have been around the
turn of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries (Fig. 36). The fullest information
is for the period 1390 to 1405 when a total of 228,100 warps457 were sent to
Cracow by foreign merchants, an average of 16,293 warps annually. This
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35. Document: English cloth in Cracow, 1436.
Source: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie: Consularia Cracoviensia,
Vol. II, p. 354; Ms. 428. Document dated 1436, refers to purchase of English cloth by
Cracow merchant, John Czenmark, and mentioned in his will.
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Ibid.
Table 1.

36. Transit trade in cloth through Cracow, 1390-1500.

total must have provided the city with considerable financial remuneration
as all foreign merchants were liable to customs tariffs, only Cracow traders
being exempt. The fifteenth century was to experience an overall decline in
Cracow's cloth imports; disruptions caused by conflicts with the Teutonic
Knights in the early decades was followed by a decline in direct trade
contacts with Flanders after 1450, especially in cloth; further frustration was
created by the Prussian War (1454-66) which disturbed cloth imports so that
by 1487 the total was only a sixteenth of the average for the years 1390-1405.
This can be partly explained through rises in customs duty by the city, but
also a fall-off in trade with her best customers, namely, Hungary, Silesia and
lands to the east.

The lands to the south-east and west of Cracow provided important
outlets for the city's transit cloth trade, as well as a source for some of the
more exquisite oriental textiles. Hungary provided the major market for
Cracow's transit role in cloth; earliest evidence of this commerce dates from
the thirteenth century;458 by 1310, it was one of the main articles sent from
the city over the Carpathian Mountains.459 The most frequently mentioned
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Source: J.Pelc.
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Tables 34-36: p 48-51, 165.

1 lokiec = 23.5 inches
(60cms or 0.5955m).

37. Price of certain textiles in Cracow, 1390-1500.

Flemish cloth sent to Hungary was from Tirlemont460 followed by
Malines,461 Herenthals,462 Termonde, Brussels, Ypres and Arras.463 Highly
prized was material from England, especially London,464 and from
Cologne,465 but Cracow also sent cheaper varieties of Silesian466 and
Polish467 cloth. Although most of the cloth was destined for the nearest
Hungarian towns,468 Kezmarok, Levoca, Bardejov,469 Yarin (near Zilina),
and particularly Kosice,470 it was sent much further to Varad (Oradea) and
beyond.471 Certain Cracow merchants specialised in this trade including
Jerzy Morsztyn, Jan Sweidniczer, Piotr Huenerman and others.472

Lwow was an important centre for Cracow merchants, both for buying
and selling cloth. In Lwow they were able to purchase various types of
oriental textiles - 'Istanbul' silk, scarlet, demi-satin, velvet, damask, muslin
and muslinet,473 which arrived in the city via Moldavia, from the East. Such
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material was then transported back to Cracow for its local market, or to be
sent further down the Vistula to Gdansk and Western Europe.474 In the
opposite direction Cracow traders sent Flemish, Italian and English cloth to
such cities as Lwow,475 the fairs at Jaroslaw,476 or to the more distant lands
of Moldavia and Multenia,477 where they supplied towns like Suceava,
Belgorod and Kiliya with textiles from Bruges, London and Florence,
together with local varieties of cloth e.g., from Krosno.478 Distance and
quality are clearly reflected in price differential at Cracow, where velvet,
satin and English cloth cost more than Polish linen material, over the whole
period from 1390 to 1500 (Fig. 37).

Another source of both foreign and local cloth for Cracow was Silesia; a
flourishing trade existed between the city and Wroclaw except when the
two centres were involved in trade wars (1350-60; 1440-90). The Silesian
capital maintained lively commercial relations with Flanders in the thir-
teenth and early fourteenth centuries, when great quantities of cloth were
being imported.479 Only part of the Flemish cloth imports was absorbed by
local buyers; some of the material found its way to Cracow for further export
to the east.480 Silesia also produced its own varieties of cloth, and although
not having the same quality as its Flemish or English counterparts, neverthe-
less was bought by Cracow merchants. Transactions most frequently
mention Gorlitz (Zgorzelec) cloth (Fig. 38), especially its quality white
material,481 together with 'szleftucha' (sky-blue cloth) from Zittau.482 Green
cloth from the Wroclaw workshops, and from Swidnica and Opava,483 are
also mentioned, but as it was not customary to record trade agreements in
ledger books, so evidence is sporadic and accidental; nevertheless, examples
quoted offer some illustrations of commercial movement in the Later Middle
Ages. Certainly the customs tariffs collected at B^dzin on the Silesia/Little
Poland border suggest that cloth was the most important commodity travel-
ling along the Wroclaw-Cracow route.484 It is noticeable, however, that
from about 1440 onwards Silesian cloth is less frequently recorded in
Cracow documents, corresponding to the intensification of trade hostilities
between the capitals of Silesia and Little Poland at that time.485

Finally Cracow was involved in the production and trade of Polish
domestic cloth. Malowist has stated that 'It is difficult today to state
precisely the geographical position of the principal regions of cloth manufac-
ture in Poland in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries',486 but it was
important in the western part of Great Poland, along the Silesian border
(e.g. Mi^dzyrzecz, Koscian, Wschowa, Kozmin). Poznan became the main
textile centre for the whole region,487 whilst Torun was its equivalent in
Prussia.488 In Mazovia the main production centres were at Plock, Wyszo-
grod, Sierpc and Plonsk. The textile industry in Little Poland developed
along the foothills of the Carpathian Mountains, where adequate supplies of
wood led to the growth of cloth manufacture at Biecz, Lelow and other small
towns, as well as in the capital, Cracow.489



38. Document: Cloth from Cracow to Kosice, 1406.
Source: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie: Consularia Cracoviensia,
Vol. I, p. 231; Ms. 427. In 1406, a Cracow merchant, Peter Huenerman, sent 110
warps of Zgorzelec (Gorlitz) cloth from Cracow to Kosice in Slovakia (N. Hungary).
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Several varieties of cloth were manufactured in Cracow (bloser, selbfar,
loden (or fleecy cloth) and szotte)490 (Fig. 39), and in Kazimierz,491 which
satisfied local demand, any surplus being exported. Perhaps more important
for Cracow was the attraction it had for other town manufacturers. Mer-
chants from places like Nowy S^cz492 and Krosno493 and, to a lesser
extent, Biecz and Lelow, who were unable to trade in large quantities there,
brought cloth by the cartload to Cracow for sale; in this way they were able
to receive the benefit of better organisation and contacts. The dominance of
Cracow in the cloth trade of Little Poland eventually led to resistance by the
smaller towns who wished to limit the method of sale;494 the conflict was
finally solved in 1449 with the king's intervention and support for Cracow
merchants.495 Henceforward, there was no reference to further disputes and
the city's supremacy in the cloth trade of Little Poland remained supreme.

In general, Polish cloth merchants looked for markets to the north and
west - to Prussia, Flanders and Novgorod in the search for greater profit,
avoiding outlets in Little Poland. Only the poorer quality cloth, of which
Cracow's own variety was one, had to look southward for sales; Hungary
offered a substantial market. Cloth from Cracow and Biecz appear to have
been the most popular varieties sent to Hungary, especially Kosice496 and
Bardejov;497 from the latter place they were also exported further south into
Transylvania.498 In 1460 a company was formed consisting of Cracow, Biecz
and Nowy S^cz merchants, who wished to monopolise the Polish cloth
trade in Hungary through contacts in Bardejov;499 cartloads of linen cloth
and yarn were sent to places like Bardejov, Stropkov and Humenne from
small Polish production centres like Krosno, Dukla, Muszyna, Grzybow,
S^cz, Tarnow, Jaslo, Pilzno, Strzyzow, Ropczyce, Wielopole, Ci^zko-
wice and Czchow.500 Although cloth from Little Poland had small demand
in the west, examples of Krosno material being sent to Silesia via Cracow are
recorded501 whilst some linen cloth was sent down the Vistula River to
Gdansk502 (Fig. 40).

(ii) Wine and beer
Air and water are indispensable: nothing else is. There is, of course, much
else that is highly desirable, but not indispensable: wine and beer for
instance. Beer was the ordinary person's drink in the Middle Ages and large
quantities were consumed for nourishment as well as pleasure; wine was the
everyday beverage of the more affluent members of society, save in the
grape-growing areas of Europe where it was cheap. Nevertheless, Postan has
observed that 'Historians do not know enough about medieval consumption
in different places and at different social levels to be able to judge to what
extent wine and beer were true substitutes',503 but it appears that 'Wine cost
much more than beer, even local wine, and artisans took it only on special



erste krcwcze. Und vorbas obir daz crste krcuate von cyntr scheiben
Vlt heller.

§ 3. Item von I centner ysin I hellir bis an das erstc kreticzc.
Und vorbas obir daz krucze II heller von 1 centner.

Ms* Con*. I, A, ttr. 69.—Monum. IV, part if, p. 143,

CCLXXXVI. 1396. die 18. mensis Octobris.
Statutum dc pretio mercium, annonae, operutuque manu

factonim.

Nota, quod Anno domini MCCCCX1/I in Annali foro fetti Sancti
Stanisiai in Mayo injrascripta sunt prochmata et in tedttta conjeripta

at> antique ct in pretorio inuenta, atius tenor tatis cst:
Vatidt ac no biles viri domini Petrnssius Upis/ka Curie, Jacusslus

coquine.Magistri, Nawogius de lankawa, Pefrassius de Sczckocacin
Subdaplfer Serenissime Prindpis domine nostre graciose Rcginc Po-
ionie, Borko dc Tschczenccz et Andreas de Sprowa per ipsam do-
minam Keginam ad infroscripta spccialiter deputati, Cum circum-
spectis Consull bus Ciuitatis Cracouiensis de vnmersis et sin gulls in-
fra script is vendibilibus et emptibitibus tarn in terra quam ciuitate Cra-
couiensi constitute, mclioribus quibus potuerunt mod is, saluo la men
meHori Consilio Concordarunt, composucrunt ac Amicabiliter pro pu-
blico communitatis conseruando conujctu ordinare statucrunt.

Primo mensura tritici pro VII grossis. — Siljginis mensura pro
V gr. —' Auene mensura pro II gr, — Order mensura pro fill gr.—
Pisarum coretum pro ]ll,s gr. — Atllij coretum pro III gr. — Papa-
ueris coretum pro IIII gr. — Canapi core mm pro II gr. — Cepium
coretum pro I. gr. — Duos bonos pulJos pro I gr. — Caponem pro
i gr. — Duo oua modo pro denario, past pascha tamen pro vno de-
nario, ~ Auca viuens pro XVI denarijs, dcplumata pro XII den. —
An eta pro */t gr. — Po reel I us bonus pro  I V| gr. com munis pro I gr. —
Aues III pro 1 den. — Szemenuszky alias Brochfogil VII1 pro I gr.—
Asperiolus excoreatus pro 111 den. — Lepus pro El gr. — Capriolus
pro VIH gr. — Castratus pro VI gr. viuus, Excoriatus pro V pros.
Communis vero pro IIII gr. — Vitulus saginatus pro VI gr. — Sepi
vnus lapis pro VIII grl — Aruinc lapis pro X gr. — Scgiminis tapis
pro X gr. •— Lane Autumpnalis lapis pro X scot  is, — Lane yemalis
lapis pro VIM scotis, —  Lane agnine lapis pro */i marca, et non de-
bet comisceri cum alia Jana; — Cutis major bouina pro XI III gr. scd
comunt^, quantum vale re poterir; — Cutis castratina rasa pro i  l/i gr-
non rasa pro II gr. — Cutts hurina melior pro III gr. — Sdlindrio*
rum centum pro 1% gr. — Asscrum serratorum I pro I gr. — As-
scrum scilindriorum sexagena pro VI gr. — Tegularum bonarum se*
xagena pro X gr. — Lattenstebe i de bonis pro */ t gr. — Lignum
scindibil« alias sneydholcz pro VIII gr. melius, - Cnnale vltra XXX
vlnas pro XII gr, — Dalista pro I mrc. et I gr. — Statua baliste pro
IIII gr. — Amentum pro 1 gr. — Nux pro I gr. — Catcarta com-

munia non debent fieri meliora quam pro II gr. — pro luuunibu*
t par edeariorum pro 1 gr. — ct pro milittbus I par pro VI gr., qui
autem meliora habere voluerit, cmat pro qunnto potest. — Cerdortes

i de maiore cute recipient III gr. — d« leuiori ucro II gr., dc minori-
bus I'/t gr. — De CastratiuU hurtnis et a)ij$ pa ruts dc qualibei Vi
gr.— Ocree dominorum pro XII gr. famulorum pro VIJI gr.  —  hem
luucnum et kme(honum pro Vll gr. — Par fkrtorum pro III I gr, —
par Sjotularium mgrorum pro II gr. militarium scilicet, — par com*
munium sotularium pro \ l

t gr. — par subsolearum non vnctarum
, pro I gr. — par subsofcarum pro ocreis pro  I •/, gr. — par cooper-

torij batiste pro ill gr, — frenum dilatum esr, quousque sciatur vcra
taxa. — Par streparum communlum pro H gr. melbrum pro HI gr.—
Par strcpalium pro It gr. — De Uabato nouo V, tfr. de antiquo suf-
fcrundo HIE den. — Sdla pro curru pro VI gr. — Sell* commynis
pro BalLstario pro XI t gr. — Sell a pro militc decupreata in capite
t t retro in circumferencifs pro XX gr. — farctra tecia cum taxo pro
VI gr. — : Alie vere farctre, quanto leuius po.wunt cmt, —. Cingulus
baliste communis cum vnco pro Hit gr. — Vncus per  &c pro II gr.—
Item quando septem libre pipcris dantur pro I marca, tune libra in.
Institis Jcbct dari pro Vllt gr. — Quando libra croci emitur pro 1
marca tt VIM gr. soluct in Instita i scxagenam, — Parchanus bonus
pro I mrc. — Libra bam bids pro III gr. — Tele bone de Sucuia
vlna pro III gr. — Dupli alias czwelich vlna pro P/, gr. — De Sni-
donc alias golcz vlna pro I gr, — De Rressella curti meliori^ vlna
pro XX gr. —  Longi de Thyn \lna pro XIIII gr. — Cunht de Thyn
vlna pro IX gr. — De Mechil boni vlna proXVII gr.— De lira vlna
pro IX scot. — Curti dc Louana boni vlna pro VHI scot.— De An*
glia vlna pro XHIl gr. — De Corttr boni vlna pro XI1 gr. — Kirsingi
vlnam pro III gr.— EJdingt vlna pro VIJI gr,.— Girinsberg vlna pro
VIII gr. — Strigonicnsis vlna pro V gr. — Swidn icons is vlna pro
lill gr. — Longi WradslauicnsU vlna pro V gr. Curti ucro pro IIII
gr. — Albt et grisei Cracouiensis vlna pro II gr. cuiuslibct ct IIII
den. — Bloscr Cracouiensii vlna pro II'/» gr., Item selbfar pro III
gr. — Lodcn Cracouien. alias kosmcthe vlna pro II gr, —  S^otte
Cracouicn. vlna pro III gr. — Dillirmundisch vlna pro XV gr. —
Settauiensls boni vlna pro VI gr, — Harras vlna pro  111 gr. — Ficusj
Amtgdafa, vuepassc etc. modo statul non possuntt quia pro present!
non adducuntur, sed cum venerint, statuentur iuxta forpiaro. ••". •

Actum icria quarta die sancti Luce Hwangcliste.
Domini: Clemens Vicecanj)ellarius, Petrassius Rpischka, Nauogius

dc Lankawa nomine domini nostri Regis Polonie:
Primo currus non ferratus pro dominabus pro V» marca,  —  Item

currus cursorius pro II equU pro I'/, mrc, cum coopertura, — Item
pro IIII equls pro II mrc, cum opcrtura, — Currus vectorum pro
VII fenonibus, — Currus kmethonum de II equis lignorum pro II gr.
et quando ducitur cum duobus bobu» pro IVi gr. — Item currus
Kadicum pro IV, gr. — Item octuale carbonum prd II gr. medictas
pro I gr. — Item pro vibracionc giadij et vagina IIII gr. sed pro va-

39. Document: Foreign and domestic woollen cloth sold in Cracow, October, 1396.
Kodeks dyplomatyczny miasta Krakowa, Vol. II, (edt. F. Piekosihski), Krakow, 1582, Document 286, dated
October, 1396. Evidence of woollen cloth for sale in Cracow, both of local and foreign origin.
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394

ginis gladij H gr. — Ucm pro lopusa subductiua dc Parchano V gr.
de sericca VIU gr, — qui autcm per modum alcioris suture hnbere
voluerli, conueniat pro quanto potcst; — hem de tunica ampla longa
de pecicbus simplici VI gr. et dc subducta cum panno aut tcla soluct
octo gr. — Item de tumca MI01* pectaram non subducta 11II gr, de sub-
ducta VI &r. qui nutcm (vcrgarc) zottare (sj aut alitcr contra communcm
consuetudincm sibi fieri iusscrit, conueniat pro quunto potest.— Item
dc califs cum opcrturis I1/, f,r. de bono panno. scd de simplici pro
I gr. — Item Capucium subductum pro )I yr, scd simplum pro I gr.—
Item dc pallio subducto VI gr. de simplo 111! gr. — Pellicium Ion-
gum album dc cutibus tcrrestribus pro 1 mrc Nipftim uero pro I
scxayena. — Roiarum frustru circumfercndalta 1 solidunt pro I gr.—
Pixis rote III pro I gr. — vnum plausirum dc cantubus in numcro
XXXVI solidos pro I fertone, trcs scilicet solidos pro v-to gr. — Qua-
tuor rotas vectori pro IX scot. — pro HIIor cquis currus domlnorum
pro INI gr. Rote In paruo curm aque vet Rimvagin pro 1 fcrt. —
frenum militarc circumcuium vndiquc cum electro antclam ct poste^
lam communcm pro X scot.— frcnum clicntare circufneusum lamnis
fcrrcis cum omnibus uitincncijs pro XV yr. — frenum cum stanno
circumcuso ct omnia attinencia pro XII gr. — Circumcusum cum
fcrro simplici slmilitcr pro XII gr, — frcnum simplex dc coreo cum
duobus tractorijs ct omnibus attinencijs pro VIII pr. — frenum cir-
cumcusum paruis fibulis quinquc line is cum omnibus attinoncijs pro.
'/j marca, frenum vectorum pro II*gr. — Capistrum pro 1% yr.

Com. Ub. ii3C paj. 38.

Powyisie uitanowlcnie ccn iowar6w i iicmiop(pd6*r, iapublikowane ilopicro
pod^ias jarmarku mijowtgo r. 141!, Jalcko wcitiniejuy ma poc7q'rk» WidiKznem
jest nawet, ii: uitadowieni pricez kr6lowjj tJaJwis;^ Jo oznacienis ten powyisxych
komisarn-, po tlwakrot do pney zasiadaii. Pierwuy wykat ccn nosi dar^ ic srodyt
z itrua iw, Lukjiii ewangwP-iyj dru-i \cu bci Jity. JaVkoliskk rot nic jt»t
w tadnym wyksilc podany, ptiec'tt Jokbdnic oinaciony Jxiei*i 1. tiuv^lqdnienicm
ur/qd6w pne'z komisarey piutowanycb, doiwila roV ten z cala, iclstoJci^ ozn&-
c^yi. Mianowicic priypaiii u «hyHiu XIV ivjclto, kicdy n'jidic komisarzy owych
w itlrtych pt>tnnikacli Jilttarycznych spoiykamy, iw*. tukaii eivanpiclisia na irod^w itlrtych p&tnnitacli Jilttarycznych spoiykamy, iw. tukaii ewangtclUin rta
tylko w litocb i3gr, 13g6 i 140}, Otii picnvJ*y mrai 1 wyzauzonych p
k*r6low4 komi«r*y, Pietraiz Kpisika, msnfcilek 'Awotu krdilowej, nJc piaitowat
j«icxe w t, i3gt r*go unqJu, niJTiialkiem krolowcj byl bowicm poJiiwciai Kry-
styn {i3&9, r3go, 1^ J r3g+. Pr«idiiccki: 2ycic Jomowe Jadwipi i JnR?c(Iy, 1J,
17, 36, 5o i 7̂ >; 7oi w r -401 Rpiwka jlii ivlko kiiitclanem wiilkkim icM ty.
tylowany ^Riyn, Mucz. I, 17a). Poiottiije nam wl̂ c zatcm tUVo rok 13̂ C- Jakot
spolykanty iiiotnic Pittrasza Rpisik$ w roku 1396 mursiaHfijr^ dworti krAiawcj
(Monum.'lV, pan I], 1S0, tGi); inni tci VomUir/e mtiiej wî .-*) na ten sim czaj
pnvpadajq. I uk wyst;puje lakusz ; bomriynn jako kuchmiftrz Vrilowcj w Uiuch
i3g4, i3rj5 i 1397 (Fmtdtivdii 1. c, S3. 6»t kodeksu nlnlejiHgn Ci. I, N.LXXXV1I]),
A N'aw6j z L^kmy \tka podskarbi kr&lowej w btach [?93, )3g4 i i3g5 (Prici-
d;::«ki I. c. Monura. IV, pars II, 119); Borck r Trzciefiw wra* it pomicnionym
Nawojem z t^kawy iwiadkuia. Mtcm'il. 1 prudofj i3q& w Krakowie {Ciqii I ni-
nlejsitgo kodekiu N. LXXXII|; n*i\ct Kltmcns padkanclerzy, k(6ry jut tylko pny
ukltdantu drufltego wykazu ctn bral uJti.it, rdwnirt w In(«ch 13^3. 13<>7 i 1401
wysltpuje ^Kod. Slog. 98, — Riyjx. Mucz. l> 17a i lll» 353"!,

39. (cont.)

occasions.'504 Certainly wine was widely distributed in medieval Europe: the
vine was cultivated even in unlikely northern areas until the specialisation of
certain great regions enabled them to supply a higher-grade product
wherever needed. Attempts at viticulture in the more climatically marginal
areas of the continent were gradually abandoned as the Middle Ages pro-
gressed and northern Europe began to rely on imports from more favoured
regions such as the lands of the Mediterranean. As a result, very large
quantities of wine were involved in the export trade.505 In some parts of
Europe, where supplies of wine became more difficult to obtain, there was
compensation from augmented production of beer, especially in parts of the
Netherlands,506 Germany507 and Baltic countries.508

In Poland, place-name evidence has suggested the presence of vineyards in
Greater Poland and around Cracow during the Early Middle Ages;509 it was
probably closely associated with the introduction of Christianity to the
country during the reign of Mieszko I.510 The fourteenth century saw the
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peak of Polish viticultural development but after 1400 it began to decline.511

In spite of new vineyards planted in and around such centres as Sandomierz,
Poznah, Plock and Cracow, other factors both climatological and social,
contributed to loss of production.512 Furthermore the gradual introduction
of better-quality foreign wines into Poland during the Later Middle Ages led
to the complete eclipse of Polish viticulture by the beginning of the sixteenth
century. The period after 1500 was to witness the great era of foreign wine
importation into Poland; moreover the taste for alien varieties, especially
amongst the more privileged medieval aristocracy, was in part due to
Cracow's wine-merchant fraternity.

Wine arrived in Cracow from three main areas; Hungary, Moldavia and,
to a lesser extent, western Europe (Fig. 41). Poland provided an obvious
market for Hungarian wines, firstly because it did not produce enough for its
own religious and other needs and, secondly, the other major possible outlet,
Austria, had its domestic Styrian varieties.513 The largest Polish consumers
were the king's court, the magnates and the rich city dwellers. Hungarian
wines appear from documentary evidence to have been of two basic types:
mountain wines from Zemplin and Abaiijszanto (referred to as 'zieleniaki
samorodne' and 'maslacze asu' in north-eastern Hungary (Hegyalja)), and
included the famous 'Tokaj' varieties; lowland wines (called 'piaskowe')
which were mainly light wines from Eger, Szekszard, Buda, Lake Balaton,
Sopron etc.514 (Fig. 42).

According to both Kutrzeba515 and D^browski516 Hungarian wine was
transported to Cracow already in the thirteenth century. Certainly the tariff
lists of 1310 include Hungarian wines amongst the articles imported to
Cracow,517 whilst vintage 'Tokaj' varieties were sent to the courts of Ludwik
W^gierski (1370-82) and Jadwiga (1384—99).518 The accounts of her
successor, Wladyslaw Jagiello (1386-1434) record such purchases,519

and the trading edict of Jan Olbracht (1492-1501) dated 1498 allowed
Cracow merchants to collect a special duty from the wine.520 Even so, fears
of a Cracow monopoly by Hungarian traders led to some disputes and sales
prohibition on certain types (e.g. 'Syrmska' from present-day Sremska
Mitrovica) towards the end of the fifteenth century.521

Until the sixteenth century documents suggest that Cracow's merchants
only sent wine in small quantities to Poland. Most wine was bought in Barde-
jov522 and Kosice;523 some of the more enterprising Cracow traders even
obtained their own vineyards in northern Hungary524 and employed agents
to conduct the business.525 Purchases were made from the autumn (after the
harvest) right up to Christmas; these remained in Hungary until late spring
when the fear of heavy frosts and snow-blocked routes receded,526 and rivers,
like the Dunajec, were once more open to navigation.527 Another fear came
from wine dilution; on occasions this was detected by wine controllers in
S^cz and led to legal disputes.528 Merchants from the Polish foothill towns
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(Biecz, Krosno etc.) also obtained Hungarian wines which may later have
been sent on to Cracow market.529

Much less documentary evidence is available on Moldavian wine imports
to Cracow; they arrived in the city either from Lwow or Kosice. Certainly
products from the Moldavian vineyards were well known in Lwow,530

together with Greek wines (malmsey) in transit through Moldavia.531 After
the Fall of Constantinople (1453) it was the Jewish merchants who first
exported large quantities of goods, such as rice, alum, spices and wine,
through to Lwow, whilst others sent them as far as Torun via Cracow.532

Even earlier, Kosice had been a source of Moldavian and Translyvanian
wines for the Cracow market, due to well-established contacts in these
regions.533

Finally, wines arrived in Cracow from various west European vineyards.
By the end of the thirteenth century specialised wine production had brought
great prosperity to Gascony, Poitou, the Rhine area, Burgundy534 and the
Rhone valley; there was also a lively trade in wines from the Mediterranean.
Some of these wines were to reach Cracow, largely to supply the nobility and
royal court. Most numerous reference amongst the city's commercial trans-
actions was Rhine wine. From Alsace northwards to Bonn, Rhineland
viticulture during the Middle Ages, as it does today, produced wine for
export. Cracow's town accounts frequently refer to two German wines -
Rhine (renskie) and Ruwer ('Riwula') from the Saar;535 although Cologne
was the main wine emporium, it has been confirmed that Cracow merchants
obtained them in Flanders,536 or through Prussian middlemen.537 The
Pomeranian towns were certainly active in the importation of various wines
from Bruges; at the end of the fourteenth century wines from Spain
(Granada) and France (Midi), and Malmsey (Greece) were recorded in their
customs lists.538 Some of these wines eventually reached Cracow; their prices
between 1393 and 1409 (Fig. 43) reveal the more expensive quality of the
French and Romanian (Transylvania:Moldavia) varieties, compared with
the cheaper German and Hungarian kinds. Malmsey wine (Fig. 44) from
Turkey, Greece and Italy, had, for much of the fifteenth century, arrived in
Cracow via the eastern route and Lwow; Ottoman expansion had disrupted
some of this trade and towards the end of the century, according to Lauffer,
malmsey arrived in Gdansk from whence it was transported southward
particularly by Armenian and Jewish merchants into Poland.539 This is
certainly reflected in higher prices for malmsey after 1485. Finally Italian
wines appear to have been sent direct to Cracow by the usual route via
Villach-Vienna-OswiQcim;540 they were rarely mentioned in documents,
probably because some years the Alps placed an insuperable barrier to the
transport of Italian wines to parts of northern Europe.

Beer, according to Postan, 'made from hops was the product of the Middle
Ages in decline'.541 Certainly in northern Europe from the mid-fourteenth
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century onwards it was brewed in ever-increasing quantities; reasons for this
are open to conjecture, but it may have been due to changing habits, greater
difficulty in obtaining imported wines because various wars interrupted
trade, increased consumption of salted bread and fish by the artisan classes
which worked up a thirst,542 or simply that beer was gradually replacing ales
and other drinks of a humbler kind like mead. In the fifteenth century wine
consumption in Holland declined at the expense of beer production,543

whilst beer was exported from north Germany to Scandinavia and Prussia in
large quantities.544
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Although it is not known when Cracow first imported beer, by the end of
the fourteenth century the Silesian breweries at Swidnica (Schweidnitz) seem
to have had a monopoly in the city.545 The first extant documentary evidence
dates from 1447 when Cracow merchants imported quantities of beer from
Swidnica and Cieszyn (Teschen).546 The other main source of foreign beer
was Bardejov in northern Hungary, which exported it to the towns of
southern Poland. Documentary evidence from the mid-fifteenth century
supports this claim.547 Pressure at this time to protect the home market by
Cracow's domestic brewers, led the king, Kazimierz Jagiellonczyk, in 1456,
to forbid the import of foreign beer into the city.548 This ordinance was to
last for nearly half a century and its impact in lowering the price of beer in
the city is clearly seen in Figure 44. In 1501 it was repealed by King Jan
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Olbracht, when once again Swidnica took over a monopoly in Cracow's beer
supplies.549

Miscellaneous goods
Besides textiles, wine and beer, other products worthy of mention were the
various manufactured articles which had their places in the city's trade
structure. Such products were the result of increased manufacturing activity
in many parts of Europe; within the urban centres craftsmen became
organised into confraternities or guilds during the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries. These were organisations of men who practised the same craft.
Each craft guild had its own special ordinances and privileges, and in
Cracow these were conferred by the City Council or granted by the king. A
revealing insight into the city's workshops at the beginning of the sixteenth
century is obtained from Balthazar Behem, who produced a book containing
illustrations of Cracow's craft guilds, partly by realistic miniature paintings
of the workshop interiors, and partly by symbols.550 These depicted a
movement, begun during the fifteenth century, of intense artisan activity
characteristic of many Polish towns,551 which must have involved consider-
able investment over a prolonged period of time. By 1505, Cracow had
guilds not only producing for local consumption (bakers, blacksmiths,
carpenters, coopers, dressmakers, cobblers and tanners) but manufacturing
articles for more distant trade (bell making,552 goldsmiths,553 sword and
knife manufacture,554 needle making, painters and potters).555

Considerable emphasis in Cracow was placed on the transit trade and
local sale of metal manufactured articles, known in documents as 'Nurem-
burg goods' from their obvious place of origin. They had an excellent
reputation with a wide market throughout Europe;556 Nuremburg 'Tand'
(merceria), especially knives, were preeminent in their time.557 Because
Nuremburg, unlike many other cities, did not find her main markets in the
immediate vicinity her products had to be designed to suit international taste
and demands; hence the enormous variety. In 1365 King Kaziemierz Wielki
gave Nuremburg merchants trade privileges throughout his territory;558

both they and their metal wares are continually mentioned in Cracow
documents throughout much of the fifteenth century.559 In turn, Cracow
traders then re-exported some of these wares, for example to markets in
Hungary,560 and along the Vistula River.561

Cracow merchants were also involved in jewellery goods. These were
always in demand, not only from the royal court and nobility, but also from
the richer citizens of various towns. For example, Cracow merchants sup-
plied places like Jaroslaw with corals, pearls and crystal562 together with
gold and silver goods from Leipzig.563 In 1464 one of Cracow's merchants
sent a ruby weighing 250 carats (5 dekagrams) to England.564 Competition
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for the Hungarian market, however, came via Balkan merchants, par-
ticularly from Dubrovnik.565 Finally, of the other luxury manufactured
goods arriving in Cracow mention should be made of the various oriental
carpets which were sent through Lwow.566 Of the more mundane, everyday
products there seems to have been some importance attached to the trade in
glass.567

Commodity prices
In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries money began to play a greater part
in the economic life of eastern Europe. Throughout the whole of Europe the
period between 1150 and 1350 was one of growth and maturing economies.
Unfortunately, all times of expansion come to an end, and the medieval era
was no exception. For at least a century after 1350, less favourable circum-
stances prevailed for agriculture, industry and commerce. While wages rose
and taxes grew heavier, prices stagnated, or declined, and some commercial
enterprises became less profitable. Therefore, just as the twelfth and thir-
teenth centuries were followed by steep price rises all over Europe, so was the
decline of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries accompanied by price
changes no less continuous but, according to Postan, 'possibly less spectacu-
lar'.568 Certainly, the process of devaluation was 'already under way before
1440, continued well after 1750 and indeed down to the present day'.569

It is now opportune to question to what extent Cracow's own commodity
prices reflected these general trends evident throughout Europe up to 1500.
A word of caution is needed here for it should be remembered that it is not
easy to find out what the prices really were in the past or, once discovered, to
interpret the information correctly. There are many difficulties to overcome
including changes in the intrinsic value of coins, like the grosz (groat),
regional differences in weights and measures (the kersey cloths sold in
Poland, for example, varied from 32 to 37 ells), and fluctuations according to
the season. Therefore information gleaned from documentary evidence
should be regarded as mainly for the record rather than possible interpreta-
tions for a wider sphere.

In Cracow, as in other parts of Poland, control on the quality of goods
was in the hands of the guilds; similarly they supervised weights, measures
and prices. Price catalogues (cenniki) - well known in the Middle Ages -
were concerned with the control and regulation of prices; these were superin-
tended by the city council and Polish government authorities. Effectively,
this meant the local 'Wojewoda' and the city elders.570 Special attention was
paid by the king's price commission on articles brought to the city market
from the surrounding rural area (e.g. cereals, cattle, poultry, wool, etc.), on
handicraft goods manufactured in the towns, and on products from abroad,
especially cloth and spices.571 The town council paid particular heed to the
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quality and price of soap572 and beer,573 whilst comparisons were made with
other Polish cities such as Poznan.574

Longer term price movements in Cracow from the end of the fourteenth
century until 1500, have been graphed by commodity (see Figs 15, 19, 20, 22,
25, 26, 28, 31, 37, 43, 44), thanks to systematic research on the history of
prices in the city carried out by J. Pelc, part of a larger project on several
Polish cities.575 The earliest evidence on prices in Cracow dates from the
second half of the fourteenth century. The overall impression is one of a
general tendency to rise during the first half of the fifteenth century, then a
decline for the next fifty years. The impact of new silver sources into the
economies of Europe do not appear to have had any more spectacular effect
on the regions nearer to the point of origin than elsewhere. As Postan states,
'it is difficult to read into the regional differences between the price series in
Cracow, Alsace, Holland and Norway'.576 Nevertheless, within Cracow
individual products obviously differed from the overall price trend for the
city.

Foodstuffs in Cracow tended to have higher prices circa 1400 than at the
end of the fifteenth century. One of the best examples was peas, which in
1389 cost 4.72 grosz per bushel, in 1419, 6 grosz, but only 4 grosz by 1500.577

Similar trends in Ghent and Cracow reveal 'The smoothness of the latter
hides the very considerable fluctuations resulting from the ravages of
weather and war.'578 Certainly meteorological conditions were reflected in
foodstuff prices; for example, 1440 was a very bad winter in Poland and
prices rose. A wet summer was experienced in 1456, whilst flooding of the
Vistula in 1486 and particularly in 1495 (when it lasted six months around
Cracow)579 led to unstable price conditions. Prices of mining and manufac-
turing goods also mirrored the military and trade wars, which involved
Cracow. For example, demand for lead rose sharply in Cracow during the
second and third decades of the fifteenth century, coinciding with Poland's
conflict with the Teutonic Knights; textile imports were also affected by
trade wars with Wroclaw and Toruh throughout much of the fifteenth
century when not only transit trade in cloth declined, but textile prices in
Cracow stagnated until the more peaceful conditions after 1490. Increased
European conflict with the Ottoman Turks towards the end of the century
was also echoed in higher prices for some spices in the Cracow market place.

Trade treaties and foreign merchants

From the thirteenth century onwards the merchants of the Later Middle
Ages lived under the protection of their own town or city. Reciprocal
guarantees were often given between urban centres and the protection of
their merchants was an object of policy. The merchant operating abroad was
therefore encouraged to settle in other places by the granting of privileges
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agreed in trade treaties drawn up between individual commercial centres. A
trader was therefore able to operate freely within this framework and did so
throughout most of Europe, with the exception of the English and, to a lesser
extent, the north Germans, whose own communities adopted a more disci-
plined form of organisation which theoretically restricted their activity both
at home and abroad.580

One of Cracow's oldest trading partners was Kosice. The latter's attrac-
tive geographical position on the borders of the Carpathian Mountains and
Hungarian Plain helps explain its commercial importance, for it controlled
routes leading south to Transylvania, and trade connections to the north and
west. During the Middle Ages it was a walled town covering 45 ha. with a
population of some 2,500 inhabitants.581 The town first signed a trade treaty
with Cracow in 1324582 in which it was agreed to help each other in
commercial matters. The excellent political and economic relations between
Poland and Hungary during the reigns of Ludwik W^gierski (1370-82)
and Jadwiga (1384-99) encouraged the formulation of a second treaty
between Cracow and Kosice towards the end of the fourteenth century. This
followed more general treaties between the town and Poland in 1375583 and
1378.584

In 1394 members of Cracow's City Council went personally to Kosice and,
on 25 February, agreed to the following treaty known as a 'reciprocal pact'
(pactum mutuum):

Clause I. Kosice merchants have full rights to come with their goods
through Cracow to all other countries.

Clause II. However, at the present time, no authorisation will be given for
Kosice merchants to use trade routes leading through Cracow to
Prussia.

Clause III. Cracow merchants are allowed to bring their goods to Kosice
and unload them according to earlier rights and customs.

Clause IV. If either side does not wish to continue upholding this agree-
ment, four months' notice must be previously given, so that each
merchant can arrange to send his goods to, or from, his home.

Clause V. Both sides agree to help over the problem of debtors.585

Similar trade treaties probably existed with other important commercial
centres, but the general rule seems to have been that the nearer and more
important emporia, like Lwow, Wroclaw, Torun etc., conducted so many
trade wars with Cracow that such agreements would rarely have been
concluded. More distant cities fared better; for example, Nuremburg mer-
chants in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries made pacts for themselves
and their countrymen to trade in a number of European states including
Poland. These agreements were concerned mainly with the reduction and
fixing of customs duties, relief from other commercial restraints, and
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promises of safe conduct. Moreover, her merchants got protection from
reprisals, and overcharging which, although they appear of minor import-
ance, provided considerable advantages in the market competition of the
Later Middle Ages.586 From Cracow's viewpoint, an agreement signed in
1365 between the Polish king, Kazimierz Wielki and Nuremburg, guaran-
teed the latter free trade as far as Lwow; from then on Poland, south of a line
from Poznan to Warsaw, became the commercial domain of her trade for
several centuries.587

Another interesting aspect of Cracow's commercial activity was the city's
attitude towards foreign merchants, and curtailment of their retail selling
opportunities. A body of rules was designed to cover two main fields of
merchant activity; firstly, to prevent a foreign merchant, through collusion
with a Cracow trader, benefiting from the various commercial privileges
given the latter. Secondly, foreign merchants were subject to various burdens
and requirements, e.g. the staple laws, which limited their commercial
ventures. Nevertheless, merchants from abroad found ways of circumvent-
ing these restrictions. One of the more common methods was to obtain
citizenship of some other Polish town, which entitled a merchant to privi-
leges accorded to domestic traders; concurrently he could still utilise trade
contacts with his homeland, and continue to own family property abroad.588

Another popular practice for a foreign merchant was to join a local trade
partnership and thus avoid all the nocuous rules on customs duty, stapling,
selling limitations, etc. In Cracow, laws against this latter modus operand!
were so openly flouted that stiffer financial penalties were introduced589 and
remained operative until the end of the Middle Ages.590

Cracow's city council was very rigorous and strict with regard to awarding
foreigners citizenship (civis Cracoviensis), particularly merchants. This was
quite understandable, for someone obtaining this right acquired the same
freedom to trade as local merchants and was excused other commercial
restrictions applicable to merchants from abroad. In order to obtain Cracow
citizenship a person had to have real estate in the city, be married (bachelors
were seen as unreliable, for nothing tied them to the city and they could
easily leave the country taking their accumulated financial gains with them),
present evidence to the council of being 'of good birth', give information on
their place of origin, and offer a certain sum of money in payment.591 As a
result of such harsh restrictions Cracow inhabitants of foreign extraction
had to remain for long periods guests within the city; many, like ordinary
artisans, and artists in the service of the king, on a permanent basis.

Those inhabitants lucky enough to receive citizenship were duly recorded
in the Libris Iuris Civilis which gives a picture of these privileged people for
over three and a half centuries (mid-fifteenth to early eighteenth century).
Although the number of foreign merchants gaining this honour was rather
limited until the end of the Middle Ages, other supplementary archival
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information on foreign traders does allow their place of origin to be plotted
(Fig. 45). The commercial importance of any city can be measured by its
power to attract foreign nationals to live within its walls. One can see,
therefore, the magnetism of Cracow's emporium for many merchants from
south and west Europe, particularly Italy and north-west Germany, as well
as countries nearer at hand such as Hungary, Bohemia and Austria.

Conclusion

An attempt has been made here to utilise primary and secondary source
material to interpret the commercial activity of one city, and its links with
Europe and beyond. Documentary evidence from the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries has confirmed that the settlement below the Wawel Castle
operated in trade connections over a wide area during the Later Middle
Ages. Cracow proved to be an important link in the chain for transporting
the products of underdeveloped regions like Slovakia and Moldavia, to the
more developed areas of western and southern Europe; the significance of
the Low Countries, especially Bruges, in this latter process was paramount.
It is hoped that the preceding pages have illustrated how Cracow was a
significant centre for men living from trade, the commodities they handled,
the routes they followed, the markets served and the effective, but not over
elaborate way business was conducted and organised.

Although, commercially, Cracow did not rank amongst the great medieval
emporia like Venice, Nuremburg etc., it certainly deserved a position on the
second rung of the European commercial urban hierarchy in the Middle
Ages. The repeated recurrence of East Slovakia, Moldavia, Prussia and
north Germany in the trade patterns of the city tend to suggest that Cracow's
merchants were part of an effective large-scale organisation for inland
commerce. Her traders were concerned with far more than just local traffic,
whilst at a national level she was Poland's major business centre, as well as
capital. The city was able to participate in the most profitable part of distant
or international commerce which helped it to develop and prosper as a
trading centre during the Later Middle Ages. After 1500 events, both
political and commercial, quite beyond her control of sphere of influence,
were to bring fundamental changes to the city's previously exalted position
and to have lasting effects on her future development.



The political situation of Cracow,
1500-1795

There are many signs that the years around 1500 saw a new age dawning not
only in Europe but also in other parts of the world. This date is still regarded
as a convenient and satisfactory point at which to draw a line between the
Later Middle Ages and the Early Modern Period of European history; the
boundary remains in spite of a recent well-justified tendency to emphasise
the essential unit of a period extending from the fifteenth to the seventeenth
or eighteenth centuries.1 The 'early modern' period is a term which refers to
a process applied to an era when the modern Atlantic world emerged from
the confined Europe of the Middle Ages dominated by tradition, agrarian
life and superstitious practices; but it was a process that occurred at various
times in different countries. In England it happened rapidly, but in eastern
Europe the procedure was far from complete by 1800.2 In the East, in Russia
and, to a similar extent in Poland, east Prussia and Hungary, the agri-
culturally based society remained little disturbed by new political and
economic developments, such that the traditional social order continued
largely intact and scarcely challenged even at the end of the eighteenth
century. For Cracow, as an important trade emporium, the years after 1500
were to prove a testing time; Polish commercial policy did not prove
sagacious enough to meet these new conditions, and thus led to a decline of
trade exchange and the general prosperity of the country's urban centres.

Changes in Western Europe

The sixteenth century dawned to new political situations in many parts of
western Europe. The rise of the nation-state headed in many countries by an
absolute monarch was unquestionably one of the salient features which
dominated the history of the Early Modern Period. England under its Tudor
monarchs rose in status and significance as a European power. France, in
spite of many vicissitudes, steadily became more important under its Valois
and Bourbon kings. Politically the most significant factor was the growth of
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the Spanish Empire; in 1400 Spain was still a divided land, but in the course
of a century it became united under one ruler, obtained new dominions and
wealth and was a force in Europe. From 1519 the House of Hapsburg ruled
Spain, the Holy Roman Empire and the Netherlands and was on the point of
consolidating its control over almost the whole of Italy. The political unity
of the empire ruled by Charles V (1519-56) was to be a potent force for
greater economic and financial integration.3 Its political strength emerged
from the fact that within its borders were concentrated most of the
economically advanced centres of western Europe, further enhanced by the
precious metals from Mexico and Peru channelled into the European
economy through Spain.

The discovery of new ocean routes to the East and the American continent
effected a reorientation in European commerce. By 1490, the Portuguese
explorations of the west coast of Africa had passed the Cape of Good Hope,
thanks to the efforts of Bartholomeu Dias who accidentally reached Mossel
Bay in the Indian Ocean in 1487. Thus the way lay open to the trade of India,
dazzling in its variety; in the early summer of 1498 Vasco da Gama made his
epochal voyage ending at the great spice port of Calicut and a year later the
first cargoes of pepper and spices reached Lisbon directly from India. This
furthered the desire of the Portuguese to control the profitable trade in these
commodities. Columbus' voyage in 1492, under the auspices of Ferdinand
and Isabella of Spain, to the New World was a major event in world history.
After many difficulties, he sighted Watling Island in the Bahamas, later
reaching northern Cuba which he firmly believed to be the mainland of Asia.
Before Columbus made his last voyage in 1502 others were already con-
tinuing the work of exploration, which was to prove the basis for coloni-
sation and trade. For example, precisely in 1500 Pedro Alvares Cabral made
the first landfall on the coast of Brazil.

These two events changed the geographical values of European lands. The
Baltic and the Mediterranean lost their former centrality and supremacy in
European trade. Moreover, the geopolitical roles within the Mediterranean
were once more reversed. Spain and Constantinople, whose decay as centres
of civilisation had permitted the rise of Italy in the eleventh century, again
became seats of powerful states. After about 1500, the Italian city-states had
increasingly to rely on local resources, and ceased to exert a dominant
political influence on the European continent; however, in the definition of
bon goiit in art, architecture, music, manners and, to a considerable extent,
religion, they remained supreme.4 Nevertheless, in the new oceanic world
those states which had more westerly situations, with sea-boards fronting the
Atlantic and the North Sea, enjoyed geographical advantages in relation to
the sea routes to the Indies and the Americas.

It was a fortunate circumstance for at least some of these states that the
new opportunities came at a time of political consolidation; certainly in
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Spain, Portugal and England the growth of royal power and national unity
favoured economic advance. The Mediterranean and Baltic seas, although
losing their importance, nevertheless continued to play an active part in
European commerce. The former still distributed its own local products
within and outside its shores, whilst the latter continued to supply western
Europe with essential raw materials like timber and grain. Even so, relation-
ships between the area bordering the North Sea and the Baltic were also
undergoing fundamental changes in their trading pattern. The Hanseatic
League had already passed the peak of its influence as the provider of a
major link between the eastern Baltic and the north-west sea-board of
Europe. Similarly, what affected the Hanse was also felt by Cracow for,
although they were never close associates, these external events were experi-
enced by them both. Industrial change in western Europe was an important
factor in this situation. The Flemish cloth industry had suffered severely
from the political conditions of the fifteenth century, while the increasing
competition of English cloth took English merchants and ships into the
Baltic; perhaps even more alarming inside the Baltic was the very real threat
the Dutch made on Hanseatic supremacy. Unfortunately, the League's
over-aggressive defence of its interests, especially in the Baltic, led to an
exposure of its own lack of unity, and the Dutch became welcome visitors,
both in Germany and the east Baltic.

Perhaps, finally, one should mention that the easy dominion of the high
seas lured west Europeans, especially those living on or near the Atlantic
coasts, to transoceanic adventures. A horde of explorers, missionaries, and
merchants therefore continued to bring new commodities and ideas back for
the attention of their less intrepid contemporaries throughout much of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. New wealth, information, techniques
and concepts flooded into Europe as a result and the scale of European
activities in the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific oceans continued to increase at a
rapid rate. Even for Cracow, somewhat distant from all this activity, the
sixteenth century in many other ways than the purely geographical, was to
see a slow process of change. Absorption and adoption of commercial
techniques, sometimes radically new in approach, together with the indepen-
dent evolution of solutions for places and countries in similar economic
circumstances, were to be a hallmark of the Early Modern Period. In turn,
such changes were to spill out through Poland to the lands farther east, and
their approval could only lead to an intensification of commercial com-
petition for Cracow itself.

Events in eastern and south-eastern Europe

These events basically affected the political life of western Europe, but
Cracow also had to take account of events in eastern and south-eastern
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Europe, situated as she was on the borders between East and West.
Moreover, through the Union of Mielnik (1501), Poland and Lithuania were
once again united5 after temporary separation following the death of Kazi-
mierz IV (Jagiellonczyk) in 1492. This union first under Aleksander (1501-6)
and later ruled by Zygmunt I Stary (the Old) 1506-48, and Zygmunt August
(1548-72)6 has been called the 'Golden Age' of the Polish-Lithuanian
Empire; geographically, it saw the extension of political boundaries far to
the east and south. This political unit, referred to variously as the 'Polish
Commonwealth' or the 'Commonwealth of the Gentry', stretched from the
Baltic Sea eastward to Smolensk in the north, and to the Khanate of Crimea7

around the Sea of Azov in the south; within it was contained a large part of
the Dnieper valley and its tributaries (Fig. 46). Whilst Poland directly
controlled the smaller eastern areas of Red Ruthenia, Chelm and Podolia,
the Lithuanians administered Byelorussia, Black Ruthenia, Polensia in the
northern part and Volhynia and the Ukraine in the south.8

During the second half of the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries
the Commonwealth began to show signs of decline. After 1572 the so-called
'Silver Age' suffered the vagaries of European wars,9 such as the Thirty
Years War of 1618-48 in spite of bright interludes of conquest exemplified
by Stefan I Batory (Stephen Bathory), 1576-86.10 The downward momen-
tum continued with the 'Iron Era' (1648-97) under the reigns of Jan Kazi-
mierz (1648-68) and Michal (Korybut) Wisniowiecki (1669-73) with recur-
ring struggles both along the northern and eastern borders; perhaps some
equilibrium was restored with the exploits of Jan III Sobieski (1674-96) for
his liberation of Vienna in 1683 has been interpreted as a crucial factor in the
development of European history.11 The eighteenth century saw Poland
experience new waves of war and catastrophe during the reigns of the two
Augustus - II, Mocny (the Strong) (1697-1733) and III (1733-63); finally,
the reign of Stanislaw II August Poniatowski (1764-95) - last king of
Poland - was characterised by attempts at reform12 but led eventually to the
partition of the country, in which the former commonwealth was divided
between the Russian, Prussian and Austrian Empires.13

Underlying many of the political events influencing the life of the Com-
monwealth was the growing power of two empires to the east and south,
namely the Ottoman/Turkish14 and Muscovy/Russian Empires.15 Certainly
Poland was seen as the last outpost of western civilisation during the Early
Modern Period, holding the line against Islam and the Muscovite schisma-
tics. Poland, like neighbouring Hungary, was seen by western Europe as the
bulwark (antemurale) against the barbarian nations to the south and east.
For Cracow, the victorious progress of the Ottoman power, manifested in
the conquest of Constantinople by the Turks, was of greater political
significance than events further east. Ottoman successes at Kaffa (1475),
Kiliya and Akkerman (1484) effectively meant that Poland and, in particular,
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Cracow and Lwow, was cut off entirely from trade with the Orient. The
question therefore arose as to whether the city's merchants would have the
sagacity to adapt to these changing political conditions. Before one can
attempt to answer such a question there is need to outline the major factors
behind Ottoman expansion in Europe.

Turkish policy was always founded more on expediency than a far-sighted
diplomacy, whilst Turkish aggression was usually a response to external
pressure or foreign alliances. Thus prolonged war was often astonishingly
indecisive. Of the four themes which governed Turkish policy16 it was
probably opposition to the Hapsburgs in eastern Europe and, to a lesser
extent, in the Mediterranean, that had greatest significance for Cracow. The
Ottoman Sultan could be relied upon to harass the Hapsburg army in
Hungary and the Hapsburg fleet in the Mediterranean. Even so the large-
scale military and political operations on which the Ottoman empire
embarked after the fifteenth century were made possible by the development
of commercial and economic life in the empire, and by the increase in state
revenue that followed. In fact from Cracow's viewpoint, the political order
established by the Ottomans produced conditions of safety, provided a link
between remote areas and brought about an economic integration of the
region as a whole. Foreign merchants from non-Muslim lands such as
Cracow were allowed to trade under treaties of capitulation (in Turkish,
amdn-ndme, literally document of mercy) provided they paid a 5 per cent
customs tariff on goods.17 During peaceful periods, therefore, trade
flourished; in Poland a strong political element consisting of the gentry and
those magnates opposed to Hapsburg absolutism, realised the importance of
diverting Poland from a dangerous war with Turkey in the interests of
Vienna. Preservation of peace along the country's southern borders was
essential for commercial prosperity; that peace was broken only once during
the reign of the last Jagiellonian kings (i.e. up to 1572) when Ottoman
troops, with a strong Tartar contingent, advanced all the way through Little
Poland in 1524, under the leadership of their Sultan (Sulaiman I the Magni-
ficent, 1520-66) but Cracow seems to have avoided the worst of this
onslaught. Poland found it expedient to conclude an agreement of 'eternal
peace' which was signed with Turkey in 1533.18

Unfortunately, this agreement did not prevent the Muslims from threaten-
ing Poland's southern boundaries from bases in Hungary - a threat that was
to last for about 140 years. In fact 1526 was a momentous year for
Christendom. The Turkish Wars with Hungary had been going on intermit-
tently for many years, with first one side gaining the advantage, then the
other, but no decisive operations had taken place recently. In 1526 Sulaiman
again invaded Hungary and, in the battle of Mohacs, the Hungarians were
totally defeated; 20,000 soldiers including the King were killed.19

Poland remained aloof from any anti-Ottoman league throughout much
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of the sixteenth century, considering such a course to be the best means of
preserving her own position between the Hapsburg realm and Muscovy.
This basic tenet of Poland's policy to avoid direct military engagement with
the preponderant military power of the Ottoman empire was severely tested
during the last years of the century. Pro-Ottoman Tartar forays into Poland
had repeatedly strained relations between the two countries; Turkish incur-
sions into Moldavia, Wallachia and Hungary,20 critical areas for Cracow's
trade-route connections with the Balkans, were warily watched by the Polish
rulers. Similarly, the Sultan became increasingly aware of the damage
caused by Cossack marauding parties from the south-eastern part of the
Commonwealth, who ventured into the Ottoman dominions of the Black
Sea coast in search of loot, in the form of booty from Turkish galleys.21

Poland's political brinkmanship and readiness for war with the Ottomans
over such events was often severely tested, but in some way open conflict
was averted.

During the early years of the seventeenth century relations between
Poland and Turkey deteriorated. Poland's policy of neutrality finally broke
down when Zygmunt III Waza (1587-1632) supported ideas of eastward
expansion for the Commonwealth, combined with continued Cossack raids
on Black Sea ports like Varna. The former agreement of 'eternal peace' was
revoked by the bellicose Sultan Osman II (1618-22) who embarked upon war
with Poland; in 1621 negotiations for an armistice were quickly concluded
and the ensuing peace treaty restored the political boundaries present during
Jagiellonian times. The frontier followed the Dniester river, whilst Chocim,
an important trade centre for Cracow merchants, was to remain under
Turkish control, both sides agreeing to respect each other's territory; in
practice, the treaty did nothing to prevent continued incursions of Tartars
or Cossacks into opposing lands.22

After a lapse of forty years the peace of Poland's southern borders was
broken once more with an Ottoman invasion bent on reducing the whole of
Poland to Ottoman vassalage. In 1672, Sultan Mehmed IV (the Hunter,
1648-87) sent a large army commanded by grand vizier Kdpriilu Fazil
Ahmed Pasha into Poland, conquered the fortress and trade centre of
Kamieniec Podolski, and advanced as far as Lwow; besides disrupting all
commercial contacts through this area, in 1672-73 the Poles lost Podolia
and two-thirds of the Ukraine. Such ignominy was not accepted lightly and
the following year Jan Sobieski reversed these encroachments, which gave
him the accolade 'vanquisher of the Turks'.23 In spite of further success
against the Ottomans in 1675-76 he was unable to regain the south-eastern
regions of the republic; ironically Turkish claims to the Ukraine were not
maintained, the area eventually becoming part of the Russian Empire in
1681 after the Turkish army had left it in ruins. Although the right bank of
the Dnieper and Podolia were returned to Poland, and the Turks withdrew
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from the contested area, the foundations were being laid for Russia as a new
great European power.24

The eighteenth century saw the gradual withdrawal of Ottoman influence
in Europe, whilst Austrian troops little by little regained Hungary for
Christendom. For Poland, and Cracow in particular, it was the growing
might of their eastern neighbour, Russia that was to have increasing influ-
ence on political events after 1500. At the beginning of the sixteenth century
the united Polish-Lithuanian monarchy seemed to be entering a period of
growing wealth and steady progress, having firmly asserted the union against
all foreign foes. However, the Muscovite Empire was growing irresistibly in
strength under its determined, absolute rulers. Even so, as Inalcik has
observed, until the end of the first quarter of the sixteenth century, the
Ottoman Porte looked on Muscovy as an element in the balance of power in
the north and considered Moscow as its natural political ally against
Lithuania-Poland.25 By the middle decades of that century, however, cir-
cumstances had changed and it became clear that an impending conflict was
looming between the Ottoman and Muscovite states. At stake was hegemony
over the vast territories into which the former empire of the Golden Horde
had disbanded, including the commercially viable area of the Crimea.

Early warning signs came at the beginning of the period under review, for
Tsar Ivan III (the Great, 1440-1505) attacked Lithuania (1550-3) and, with
the aid of Crimean Tartars, captured all the principalities on the Oka and
Desna rivers as far as the middle Dnieper River. Russian advances were not
curtailed during King Zygmunt Fs reign,26 either through sacrifice of the
territory of Smolensk (1514), or with successes inflicted upon the Russians
by the united Polish-Lithuanian power in military conflicts at Orsza in
1514;27 further encroachments continued during the reign of Zygmunt
Augustus, last of the Polish Jagiellonians. For twenty-four years Tsar Ivan
IV (the Terrible, 1530-84) had led a war of conquest in order to obtain the
remaining lands belonging to the Teutonic Order in Livonia between 1558
and 1582, and was partially successful. Such aggression prompted Zygmunt
Augustus to enter an agreement with the last Grand Master of the Livonian
Order, Gotthard von Kettler; this treaty, known as the Union of Vilna,
1561,28 directly integrated Livonia into Poland while Courland (a secular
duchy) was subjected to Polish authority. In retaliation and suitably
antagonised, the Tsar during the 1560s invaded Poland and conquered lands
around Polock on the Dvina River. Pressurised by Russian threats and the
fact that there was no heir apparent to the Polish throne, the government
(Sejm), combined all the former Crown Lands (Lithuania, Royal Prussia and
Livonia) to create a unified and indivisible republic - the Union of Lublin
(1569).29 This, in turn, generated a feeling of greater unification in the
Commonwealth; the Polish population began to integrate the nobility, the
burghers and a large part of the peasantry in the Lithuanian-Ruthenian
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regions to the east. Migration, particularly between 1540 and 1580, from the
heavily populated region of Mazovia led to resettlement in the largely
forested area of west Lithuania, especially in Podlasie; noticeably by 1580
there were over 150,000 Jews among the numerous nationalities of the Polish
Commonwealth, more than anywhere in Europe, and the largest community
in the diaspora.30

For Polish Jewry the sixteenth century was a golden age, and its numbers
may have risen from about 50,000 to 500,000 between 1500 and 1650.31

Unfortunately, many of its professions, of moneylender, tax-farmer, estate-
manager, were not such as to endear it to the common man, any more than in
old Spain; while, as there, its presence hindered the rise of a native middle
class.32 Christian burghers in the Polish cities and some of the Polish nobility
resented Jewish competition; in Cracow, the adjacent suburb of Kazimierz
had a Jewish community which was one of the most important in Poland.
Nevertheless, during the sixteenth century, Jews moved from western Poland
to the east and south, for economic competition and anti-Jewish feeling in
the older cities of Poland was offset by the opening up of large tracts of land
owned by the Polish nobility in the south-east.

Such settlement was partially encouraged by the successes of Stephen
Batory against the Russians, a constant threat to the stability of the Com-
monwealth's eastern lands. His defeat of Tsar Ivan IV in three brilliant
campaigns between 1578 and 1581 forced the Russians to return the occu-
pied territories of Livonia and Polock by 1582. This triumph retarded for
more than a century Muscovite hopes for an outlet to the Baltic, and
encouraged Batory to devise plans to conquer Moscow itself and create an
immense Christian empire in eastern Europe, with the ultimate aim of
driving the Turks from Constantinople; such limitless personal ambitions
were never upheld by the Polish nobility, even before Batory's untimely
death in 1586.33

It was not until the middle decades of the seventeenth century that serious
threats of Russian invasion again worried the Polish state. The reign of the
last Vasa king in Poland, Jan Kazimierz (1648-68) is remembered in his
country's history as one of bloody wars and political disasters. The epoch
began with a rebellion of Ukrainian Cossacks; they heavily defeated the
Polish army in 1648 and 1651 and in the compact of Pereyaslavl, 1654,
recognised the authority of the Russian ruler Tsar Alexis Mikhaylovich
(1629-76). Flushed with success Tsar Alexis, supported by Cossack troops,
attacked Poland, conquering in 1654-55 almost the entire eastern part of the
country, as far as the important emporium of Lwow. Further encroachments
were averted due to the military success of the Swedes who, in the summer of
1655, invaded the Commonwealth; Sweden took advantage of Poland's
predicament and marched into the country, receiving en route some support
from local aristocrats. Russia, fearing the rise of Swedish power, withdrew
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from Poland; concessions were made to the Poles in a peace treaty, among
which was an agreement to form a joint campaign against Sweden34 - such
are the vagaries of war.

The eighteenth century saw two major events in Polish/Russian political
relations. The whole century was characterised by foreign powers interfering
in the internal affairs of Poland, often encouraged by the Poles themselves.
The country's armed forces appeared unable to suppress a Cossack uprising
in 1702; appeals were made to Russian troops to quell the disturbance which
was effectively achieved.35 Such favours were not easily forgotten by Russia,
further enhanced by Tsar Peter Fs (the Great, 1672-1725) aid in securing for
the king (Augustus II Mocny, 1697-1733) his position on the Polish throne.
Attempts by Prussia to acquire territory along the Baltic coast in 1715 met
with some success until the intervention of Peter the Great. Negotiations
between Poland and Prussia proceeded with difficulty, until Peter, who
resided in Gdansk at the time, frustrated further Prussian advances by
ordering 18,000 Russian troops into Poland in 1716, and who stayed on
effectively to control the southern Baltic coast. By the treaty of Warsaw
(1717)36 Peter the Great thus assumed the role of protector of the territorial
integrity of the Polish state; more profoundly this event meant that from
then on Poland was to all intents and purposes a protectorate of the Russian
government - a relationship that was to last until the dissolution of Poland
in 1795.

The second event concerned the intervention of Catherine the Great
(1729-96) of Russia, in Poland's internal affairs. Like one of his predecess-
ors, Augustus II Mocny, the last king of Poland, Stanislaw II August
Poniatowski (1764-95) gained the Polish throne with the aid of 14,000
Russian troops, and financial support from Catherine;37 such an act tended
to uphold the view that Poland's internal affairs were an exclusive Russian
preserve. Nevertheless, introduction of political reforms by the new Polish
ruler appeared to arouse the displeasure of the Empress of Russia, and his
plans never bore fruition. Religious turmoil in Poland also enabled Cath-
erine to meddle in the discord surrounding Poland's internal problems.

The period between 1716 and 1768 had by Polish standards, been a fairly
peaceful era in which the country's population had risen to nearly eleven and
a half million. Part of this growth resulted from steady immigration both
from the German lands to the west, and from Russia, mostly composed of
refugees escaping from the system of enslaved peasantry. By 1770, Poland's
population contained not only a large Jewish element scattered throughout
the country38 (more than half the world's Jews lived here at that time), but
about a million dissidents, half Protestant, half Orthodox. The predomin-
antly Roman Catholic population had witnessed laws passed in 1717 and
1733 which restricted the secular and spiritual rights of the dissidents i.e.
non-Catholic inhabitants; opposition to this situation by Catherine led to a
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repeal of these laws, only to be met by a Catholic uprising (with Turkish
support).39 Four years of civil war (1768-72) eventually saw Russian troops
again act as the decisive factor in Poland's internal affairs, with the suppress-
ion of Catholic ambitions. Unfortunately, this event indirectly led to
Prussian demands for the partition of Poland, the first of which occurred in
1772.40

Although Cracow itself was not directly involved in the maelstrom of
Poland's political affairs throughout much of the period under review, it has
been necessary to outline the major events generated by the Russian and
Ottoman Empires, in order to obtain a better understanding of the vicis-
situdes of trade experienced with these regions during this time. Even with
this political backdrop however, the picture is not yet complete. This can
only be achieved when the component parts created by the sweeping changes
of the European Wars of the seventeenth century, are fitted into the overall
scene.

Cracow and the European Wars

Religious intolerance had been a feature unknown to Polish life until the
early years of the seventeenth century.41 It made its appearance during the
reign of King Stefan Batory's successor, Sigismund Wasa, heir to the
Swedish throne, who also became King of Poland. The Catholic church
provided Poland with a sense of national unity which the divided Protestant
faith could not, against enemies of other religious beliefs. As Batory died
without issue in 1586, the election of Sigismund seemed to favour the
preservation of this Catholic tradition; he was a nephew of the last Jagiello-
nian king and brought up as a Catholic. The king-maker role had been
played by Jan Zamojski, Grand Hetman of Poland, who favoured, along
with his gentry party, the Swedish heir to the Polish throne. Together, they
saw Sweden as a possible useful ally in the Baltic - that one goal of Polish
Imperial policy.42

A rival faction supported Maximilian of Austria, but the House of
Hapsburg was seen by Zamojski as a mortal danger to the future of Poland.
Nevertheless, Maximilian's candidature was predictable, for the Hapsburgs
saw the rise of the gentry in Poland as a warning to themselves, a spur to
their efforts to make sure of their power at home. To the Hapsburg nobility
it was an incitement to thwart their own gentry and, by winning the Polish
throne they might be able to suppress such developments, as well as enhance
their position in Europe. Zamojski's one political creed was to keep Poland
free from Austrian influence, and the succession to Batory led to passions so
extreme, that it was necessary to have recourse to arms.43

Maximilian was encouraged by his Polish associates, particularly the
Zborowski noble family, to enter Poland quickly with his armed followers,
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which he did in late September 1587.44 By mid-October he had reached
Cracow along with about 8,000 supporters.45 Zamojski, in the name of the
new king, fortified the city, which lay under siege for the first time during the
Early Modern Period. Maximilian delayed his attack on Cracow in the hope
that his actions would impress the Polish nation; he summoned a meeting of
the Polish nobility at the nearby town of Mogila, but attendance was
poor.46 The Archduke, therefore, again resorted to force in an attempt to
achieve his objective, and assailed the walls of the city, only to be repulsed
with heavy losses. Maximilian retired to Silesia in December to await
reinforcements for a march on Greater Poland; before this could be
organised, Zamojski attacked his position at Byczyna in Silesia in January
1588. The Archduke suffered a crushing defeat, was captured and
imprisoned for a prolonged period in Zamosc and, in the ensuing Treaty of
B^dzin47 between the Polish Grand Hetman and the Austrian Emperor,
Rudolph II, all Hapsburg claims to the Polish throne were renounced.
Cracow's inhabitants could once more return to the peace of their everyday
lives, whilst the chance that the Hapsburgs might become rulers of the
Polish-Lithuanian realms passed for ever.48

The early years of the seventeenth century proved troublesome times for
the Swedish king of Poland. His plan to limit the powers of Parliament with
the help of Austria and to suppress Protestantism by force led to civil war.
Nicholas Zebrzydowski, Palatinate of Cracow, and successor to Jan
Zamojski, gathered around him a group of dissidents, who objected to the
king's plans.49 In 1607, the malcontents under Zebrzydowski went into open
rebellion at Sandomierz, but were decisively beaten by the royal army. The
failure of the rebellion meant the Polish Constitution remained unchanged,
so that Poland did not pass through a period of absolutist reaction, unlike
England under the Tudors and several continental states during the Early
Modern Period.50

The reign of Sigismund survived this national calamity, but the wars with
Sweden proved more long-lasting. Sweden objected to Sigismund's claim to
the Swedish throne made at the beginning of the century, which entangled
Poland in a dispute which lasted for thirty-five years and continued more or
less uninterruptedly for over half a century under his two successors from the
same House of Vasa. These wars were intended to settle the issues whether
Sweden was to gain a foothold on the southern shore of the Baltic, and so
convert this sea into a Swedish lake or, conversely Poland was to extend her
influence over the Baltic coast to the north-east, and thus strengthen her
position as a maritime power in that part of Scandinavia. Poland's early
successes included control of Latvia, but the territory of Estonia remained
inconclusively decided.

Poland's international situation entered a difficult phase early in the third
decade of the century. Although Sigismund's policy during the Thirty Years
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War (1618-1648) was to remain neutral at all costs, it brought the country
little profit. Poland's involvement in suppressing a massive Turkish invasion
along her more southerly borders allowed the Swedes under Gustav II
Aldolphus (1594-1632) to occupy Livonia and capture Riga, along with
other important Baltic ports belonging to Prussia, confirmed in the Peace of
Altmark.51 Moreover, the hoped for reunion of Silesia with Poland as a
result of the latter's neutrality did not materialize; even worse Poland's
distinctly pro-Austrian and anti-Protestant neutrality had not prevented a
conflict with that champion of Protestantism, Gustav II Aldolphus so that
by the end of Sigismund's reign in 1632,52 the whole of Poland's Baltic shore
was still at stake. In fact the gradual process of isolating Poland from its vital
outlet to the sea had irrevocably begun. For Cracow, distanced from these
events, the effects were not so rapidly felt, but conflicts along Poland's
southern and northern borders were certain to curtail the free flow of
commerce on which the city was so dependent.

A far more direct influence on the city came with the invasion of the Polish
and Lithuanian lands by Charles X Gustav (1622-60) of Sweden, who
launched the War of the North in 1655. Poland's involvement in that year
with trouble in its eastern lands, including continued exposure to Cossack
intrusions, undermined the country's ability to meet challenges elsewhere,
especially in the Baltic. The Swedish king was made aware of Poland's
vulnerability by a Polish magnate Hieronim Radziejowski53 who, after a
private quarrel with Poland's ruler Jan Kazimierz (1648-68), fled to
Stockholm and advised Charles X Gustav to attack a weakened Poland. The
treacherous attitude of other magnates in Greater Poland enabled the
Swedes, helped by their veteran soldiers from the Thirty Years War, to
occupy, in August 1655, large parts of Poland54 with little local resistance.
The Swedish ruler, having therefore already obtained Polish Prussia and
Pomerania as part of his plans for a dominium marls Baltici, extended his
ambitions, with the aid of 30,000 troops, to control the whole of Poland. By
September 9 he had captured Warsaw;55 he marched southward and, on 25,
the siege of Cracow began.56

Experience had warned the city's inhabitants always to be prepared for
war;57 nevertheless, fires and pestilence, especially during 1651-52,58 had
reduced Cracow's population and, together with those who fled to the
highlands and forests59 left about 5,000 citizens to face the Swedish force.
The overwhelming odds of 12,000 Swedish soldiers quickly led to capitu-
lation and Cracow faced a dark period in her history. Amongst the many
impositions placed on the city was a compulsory system of taxes on all
merchandise brought into its precincts,60 which discouraged even local
trade. The oppressive conditions continued until 1657. In that year Jerzy
Rakoczi, ruler of Transylvania, Moldavia and Hungary, was approached by
the Swedes for help;61 40,500 of Rakoczi's troops marched across the Tatra
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Mountains and helped occupy Cracow for Charles; it was not until 30
August that King Jan Kazimierz at the head of Austrian and Polish troops
finally forced all occupying forces to leave the city.62 Not only Cracow but
also the surrounding villages and small towns presented a sad sight;63 many
lay in ruins, razed to the ground by the occupying forces. Those settlements
still standing contained few inhabitants, whilst Cracow's walls suffered
severe damage; inside the city the churches were vandalised, houses damaged
by cannon artillery, and even the Wawel had, in parts, been destroyed.64

Cracow's fears of further occupation were not over. On the death of the
Polish king Jan III Sobieski (1674-96), several candidates presented them-
selves for the vacant Polish throne. The successful competitor was Augustus
II Mocny (the Strong), 1697-1733, under whose reign Poland experienced a
new wave of wars and catastrophies.65 His alliances with Peter I the Great of
Russia and King Frederick IV of Denmark against Sweden led to the
Northern War of 1700-21. The Swedish king, Charles XII (1697-1718)
repelled Denmark and Russia in 1700 and marched from Livonia to Poland
in 1701-2.66 The Swedes occupied Warsaw in May 170267 and, as in 1655,
once more marched on Cracow, which they captured without a shot being
fired after the battle of Kliszow in July of that year.68 The second Swedish
invasion proved even more disastrous than its predecessor; Wawel Castle was
burnt down, but it was the city's inhabitants who suffered most from the
constant presence of foreign troops.69 Charles XII squeezed over 60,000
thalers from Cracow in retributions, causing severe poverty amongst the
local population. Merchants and craft guilds were even forced to relinquish
their precious insignias.70 If this was not enough, in 1703 a strong wind swept
through the city causing considerable damage.71 In 1705, the Swedes under
General Stromberg billeted over a thousand soldiers in the city,72 and again
in 1709 it was subjected to heavy Swedish harassment and control.73 In 1711
Russian units entered the city and occupied the Wawel castle for the next five
years.74 The Swedes may have departed never to return, but further occu-
pation of the city was to take place during the 1730s.

Russia's relations with Poland became increasingly important as the
eighteenth century progressed. For Russia, Poland was the essential land
link with the West, and Russian influence became a predominant feature of
Polish history, especially after the battle of Poltava in 1709.75 Its growth was
further illustrated by the War of the Polish Succession (1733-35);76 during
these years Russia, with Austrian support, imposed on the Polish nobility a
king (Augustus III, Elector of Saxony) whom the majority obviously did not
want, at the expense of another claimant (Stanislaw Leszczynski, father-in-
law of Louis XV of France), whom most of the nobles were prepared to
accept. Stanislaw Leszczynski actually travelled from France to Warsaw,
where the Polish Diet proclaimed him king in September 1733; Austria and
Russia, however, feared this might be followed by French interference in
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Poland and decided to support the eventual ruler August III (1733-63).77

The noble families remained divided on the possible methods of saving their
country; the Czartoryski family supported ideas of internal regeneration,
while the Potockis aimed to shake off the foreign yoke by armed force.78 In
addition, there was a strong party among the Polish nobles who were jealous
of the influence and power of such families as the Czartoryskis, and par-
ticularly the latter's ideas on parliamentary reform. Such internal disagree-
ments eventually led the Czartoryskis to actually extend their hands to
Russia for help;79 perhaps unwittingly the first step had been taken towards
the situation which ended the existence of Poland as a nation.80

Against this political background, Cracow remained a detached observer
for much of the Polish Succession War, as the main theatre of operations was
located in the northern part of the country.81 However, in 1735 Russian
troops under General Lascy were quartered in the city82 during their march
across Poland to support August III in defence of the country from possible
attack by France and Stanislaw Leszczyfiski's supporters. In fact, by the
thirties of the eighteenth century, the stationing of large Russian military
forces in Poland had become a permanent institution; Russian troops
marched through the country on their expeditions into Germany and Tur-
key;83 Cracow's strategic situation on an important routeway proved an
obvious halting place; in 1749, 30,000 Russian troops marched through
Cracow on their way to Silesia.84 Moreover, not only was the city subject to
a deluge of foreign soldiers moving through her precincts with all its
disrupting circumstances but, in 1736, Cracow suffered an inundation of a
more natural kind; in that year the R. Vistula overflowed its banks85 causing
considerable damage. It is not surprising therefore, that, by the middle of the
eighteenth century, Cracow showed signs of stress and decline; its inhabit-
ants numbered barely 20,000,86 whilst commerce, craftsmenship, learning
and the arts were virtually at a standstill.

The future was to prove little better for the city; Cracow found herself in a
country whose army was ridiculously small in proportion to its real size and
the length of its exposed land frontiers, and was poorly equipped and
trained. During the Seven Years War (1756-63),87 Poland was made into a
thoroughfare and even a battlefield by the various combatant foreign armies.
Between 1757 and 1763 much of the country was occupied and plundered by
Russian troops en route to the battlegrounds of Brandenburg and Pomer-
ania, which left Poland exposed to retaliatory raids by the forces of Freder-
ick II (the Great) of Prussia.88 Cracow was not to escape these calamities.
Whilst the territories of Gdansk, Torun and Poznan were used as
operational bases by the Russian army against Prussia, Cracow was utilised
by Russia's allies, Austria, in the struggle with Prussia for control of Silesia.
In 1759, General Laudon marched his Austrian troops through the city89

during one of the Silesian campaigns, whilst Russian troops were also
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quartered there for a short while in that year en route from the battle
grounds of the north.90

The Seven Years War continued for another four years when, in 1763, the
way to peace finally materialised with the Treaty of Hubertusburg.91 The
European wars, whether based on religious intolerance, or territorial greed,
had proved disastrous for Poland and her cities in particular. Cracow, the
ancient capital of the country, had degenerated into a dull provincial town
by the end of August Ill's reign in 1763. His successor King Stanislaw II
August Poniatowski (1764-95) was to rule during a period of reform and
genuine national regeneration, in which Cracow was to see a partial revival
of her former glory. Unfortunately, it was to end with the partitions of the
country and ultimate disappearance of Poland from the map of Europe - a
catastrophe which could not have been averted. Cracow, however, had
already experienced her own demise as capital of Poland; this came with the
transfer of this position to Warsaw, early in the seventeenth century.

The capital moves to Warsaw

There has been some disagreement in Western geographical literature as to
the exact date when the capital of Poland was transferred from Cracow to
Warsaw. Dickinson states it was 'after 1595, when Warsaw became the seat
of kings, who attracted courts, Parliament and nobility in their train';92

Osborne maintains that 'Krakow succeeded Poznan as capital . . . until
Warsaw became capital at the end of the 16th century'.93 Mellor has written,
'In 1596 Zygmunt III had moved the capital from Krakow to Warsaw
because the latter was geographically more central for the state at that
date.'94 Davies points out that 'By the 17th century the rise of oceanic
commerce and the dwindling of the Asiatic overland trade had crippled the
commercial importance of the city [Cracow]. Warsaw became the political
capital.'95 Various encyclopedias have also given different dates; for
example, a French source gives 1596 as the date of transfer so that the official
capital would be nearer the Baltic Sea.96 An Italian citation prefers 159597

and a Spanish one gives two dates - 18 March 1595 under the section on
Warsaw,98 and 1610 for Cracow.99 Similarly, an American source describes
how Warsaw became capital after a fire in Cracow (i.e. 1595),100 but that
Cracow remained capital until 1609 when the king's court was transferred to
Warsaw.101 A major German encyclopedia also has two contradictory dates,
one stating 1596102 and the other 1609;103 a Swedish reference declares that
although the Polish capital and king's court was in Warsaw in the sixteenth
century,104 another tome gives Cracow as capital until 1610.105 The Encyclo-
pedia Britannica categorically states that on 16 March 1596 the Polish king
decided to have his capital and court in Warsaw.106

The Soviet account appears more accurate. Under the heading 'Cracow',
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it maintains that at the end of the sixteenth century, as a result of the union
between Poland and Lithuania, Warsaw was a more centralised location for
capital, to which the king brought his court;107 under 'Warsaw' it asserts that
in 1596 the official residence of the king was moved from Cracow to
Warsaw.108 Even Polish publications have this event taking place between
1595 and 1611.109 The Ukrainian encyclopedia states that Cracow was
Poland's capital up to 1609,110 but the section on 'Warsaw' states that with
the joining of Mazovia to Poland in 1550, it became capital of the Polish
state.111 An Hungarian version puts forward 1610 as the year the capital
moved from Cracow to Warsaw,112 but when describing the latter city in
another volume, 1573 is given as the year it took the mantle of Polish
capital.113 A Romanian source affirms the date as 1603 under 'Cracow',114

but for 'Warsaw' gives 1587 as the year it became capital city.115 Clearly
there is a need for a greater precision in determining what actually happened.

It is more than possible that the movement of Poland's capital from
Cracow to Warsaw was part of a long-drawn-out process. No specific date
can be attributed to this event. No contemporary chronicler from Sigismund
Ill's reign is known to have recorded the move.116 Some nineteenth-century
Polish scholars believed the transference of the king and his court to Warsaw
in 1596 signalled the permanent movement of the capital from Cracow,117

but evidence is not conclusive. It appears the king decided to leave Cracow
for Warsaw to attend a sitting of the Parliament (Sejm) and it was necessary
for the court to accompany him there; also a disastrous fire in the Wawel
Castle in 1595118 must have provided difficulties of accommodation, whilst
in Sweden contemporary manoeuvring for a successor to the throne
demanded the king's closer connections with parties supporting his candida-
ture.119 A document dated 1598, in which the king gave the city of Warsaw
increased privileges, particularly for trading purposes, has also been inter-
preted as supporting the view that Warsaw was the new capital, but again the
argument is unconvincing.120 Both 1596 and 1598 therefore lack the neces-
sary credibility for positive proof.

The year 1609 suggests a more probable transfer date. It has been noted
that this was the last time the king was in Cracow.121 He had resided in the
restored Wawel Castle between 1607 and 1609, only making journeys to
Warsaw for parliamentary reasons. However, on 28 May 1609 he left
Cracow for Lithuania. The phenomenal rise of the Muscovite State in recent
years and the ambitions of their Grand Princes to rule over all the Russian
lands, began to provide a direct threat to Polish supremacy in the East. In
February 1609 the Muscovite army had signed an alliance with Charles IX of
Sweden122 which precipitated Sigismund's departure from Cracow; he was
never to return, an event prophetically noted by a contemporary Jesuit
chronicler.123 In September 1609, the king advanced with his troops to
Smolensk and its strongly garrisoned fortress; failure to capture it outright
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led the Polish forces to settle down to a two-year siege.124 By mid-June 1611
Sigismund had forced the garrison to surrender and he returned in triumph
to Warsaw, where he took up residence in the recently restored Royal
Castle.125

In spite of such compelling facts the actual transfer of the capital to
Warsaw is, according to Malecki, an 'open question'.126 Certainly, no
official act for the transfer was ever passed; also if Cracow lost its place as the
king's residence in 1609, but he did not live in Warsaw until 1611, this hardly
implies that for two years Poland was without a capital. It is also interesting
that parliamentary sessions throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies still referred to the 'capital city of Cracow'.127 Even as late as 1789
Parliament alluded to Cracow, 'as capital of the Polish kingdom';128

moreover, in 1792 Warsaw was still never mentioned in parliamentary
debates as the capital, only the city containing the king's residence.129 In
1793, Cracow, for the first time, lost its title of capital city130 and ranked
second to Warsaw, but above Lublin, in official pronouncements by the
state.131 Perhaps another indicator of change concerned the coronation
ceremony. Up to 1637 this had always been held in Cracow, but in that year
the coronation of Queen Cecilia Renata took place in Warsaw.132 Others
were held there in 1670133 and 1764,134 but each time the coronation regalia
were sent from Cracow, and returned after the ceremony.

Much of this discussion really depends on what is understood by the term
'capital'. In the present-day context it is usually synonymous with location of
the seat of government,135 but in Poland's feudal society this definition did
not apply. Warsaw was only seen as the senatorial residence of the king and
his immediate advisors; after 1717 this august body obtained a larger
membership, but not until the second half of the eighteenth century was
government, in the sense of a more modern political instrument, applicable
to the Polish state. This came with the creation of new administrative
machinery, central ministries and other trappings associated with changes in
the political system.

All these above facts tend to suggest that the transfer of power was a
gradual evolutionary process, and the loss of Cracow's character as Poland's
capital city only emerged slowly over time. Admittedly, one may isolate
critical dates in the chronological process, which hindsight has shown were
of significance in this development (Table 4).

Other factors may also be proposed that could have contributed to the
locational change of the capital city. The expansion of the Polish state and
accompanying boundary changes in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
meant that Cracow was becoming increasingly peripheral in relation to the
centre of the country. This was clearly demonstrated in 1569 following the
union of Poland and Lithuania;136 Cracow suddenly found herself tucked
away in the south-western corner of the state, whilst Warsaw unexpectedly
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Table 4. Important dates in the loss of Cracow's capital status

Year Event

1550 Last time the ceremony of feudal homage held in Cracow.
1559 King Sigismund August permanently left his residence in Wawel Castle.
1569 Warsaw chosen for holding future Parliamentary (Sejm) meetings.
1573 Warsaw assigned as electing place for future Polish kings.
1578 The establishment of the Coronation Court in Piotrkow and Lublin.
1603 The last Parliament (Sejm) to be held in Cracow.
1609 King Sigismund III leaves Cracow for the last time.
1637 First coronation outside Cracow.
1697 Final performance of the Coronation Parliament in Cracow.
1734 The last coronation (August III) in Cracow.
1734 The last king to be buried in Wawel Castle.
1734 The final Coronation Parliament planned to be held in Cracow (did not

take place).
1765 The Coronation Archives transferred to Warsaw.
1787 The last visit of a Polish king (Stanislaw August Poniatowski) to

Cracow.
1795 Coronation treasures stolen by Prussian army.

Source: J. M. Malecki, 'Kiedy i dlaczego Krakow przestal bye stolica^ Polski',
Rocznik Krakowski, Vol. XLIV, Krakow, 1973, p. 34.

obtained a more centralised location. Indicators demanding a more
northerly political capital were also appearing; growth in the importance of
the Baltic Sea, Poland's annexation of Latvia, the increasing danger of war
with the growing Muscovite state, would all be better served by a political
centre nearer to these areas of possible conflict.

Such events were, in turn, to have a negative effect on Cracow. The city's
significance in the economic life of feudal Poland noticeably declined after
the mid-sixteenth century. Changes in the importance of various trade
routes, growth of the estate system run by noble families and the emphasis
on the grain exports through the Baltic ports to western Europe, were
pointers towards the emergence of the more northerly regions of the country.
These were to become the most economically viable areas. At the same time,
the decline of the old routes for the Eastern trade, and rise of the Ottoman
Empire, meant Cracow's merchants saw themselves outflanked as the com-
mercial gravity of Poland moved northwards. Coupled with these external
events, the removal of the king's court to Warsaw, with all its commercial
advantages and profit for the city's richer merchants, proved an internal
blow to the city's future prosperity. No longer was there a need for the richer
city merchants, who had specialised in the costly luxury trade associated
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with the ruler's court; great merchant families like the Boners and Wier-
zyneks found themselves eclipsed by events far beyond their control.137

Their fate, however, was but a precursor to that awaiting Poland itself just
two centuries later.

Finis Poloniae

Nine months after the death of August III in 1763, a new king, Stanislaw
August Poniatowski was elected to the Polish throne, the first native
holder of that title for over sixty years.138 Formerly a diplomat in St
Petersburg, he gained his regal position thanks to the help of Russian troops,
support from Catherine II (the Great),139 and co-operation of Frederick II
(the Great) of Prussia.140 Both Catherine and Frederick found it in their
interests to keep Poland weak, while the other European powers stood idly
by; the Poles themselves could do little to resist the combined willpower of St
Petersburg and Potsdam and suggests the inability of Poland to control, or
even influence her own destiny during the latter years of the eighteenth
century.141

In spite of his weak character and complete subservience to the wishes of
Catherine II, Stanislaw August was a man of intelligence, considerable
education and well-founded appreciation of culture. Under the influence of
the Czartoryskis, and using their great wealth, he was able to bring about
their liberal political reforming ideas, and extend the scope of Polish litera-
ture, science and the arts under the new regime; under the King's protection
the press and the theatre were to develop, whilst groups of scholars and
writers enjoyed the support of royal favour.142 However, foreign intrigue
was never far from the domestic scene; Catherine's first open intervention
was to try and assert Russian power in Poland, only two years after
Stanislaw Augustus' coronation, with the demand for equality of rights
and freedom of worship for members of the Orthodox Church. Contempo-
rary Polish public opinion meant that such an action would not be tolerated
by the Catholic majority, and the government (Sejm) promptly rejected the
ideas in 1766.143 The following year Orthodox dissidents formed their own
Confederation of Radom and Catherine II sent troops into Poland to
support them; such interference in Poland's internal affairs led many of the
nobility to unite in their disapproval of such Russian action; in 1768 they
formed the Confederation of Bar and appealed to France for help. France
took the opportunity to incite Turkey to aid a Catholic uprising, for the
Ottoman Empire was already alarmed by Russia's intervention in Poland.
Turkey's declaration of war on Russia led to four years of fighting (1768-72),
which threatened to involve both Austria and France, but this was finally
diverted and Russian troops were able to gain the upper hand over the Bar
confederates.144 For Cracow, together with nearby Tyniec, this conflict
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meant another period of sustained siege, in which the Bar confederates
defended themselves in Wawel Castle for three months, the town was once
more devastated and the inhabitants had to pay financial retributions.145

The conflict also directly led to the First Partition of Poland in 1772.146

The idea of a partition of Poland, rather than wholesale annexation by
Russia, was the joint work of other jealous neighbours, namely Prussia and
Austria,147 who both looked with dismay at the advance of Russian power in
Poland and Turkey. Anticipation of Russia's intentions led Austria and
Prussia to occupy portions of their border territory with Poland, and then
approach Catherine, who was not strong enough to resist their joint
pressure, with a fait accompli. In the treaty of August 1772,148 Prussia
annexed Gdansk Pomerania (excluding Gdansk itself), thereby uniting its
East Prussian and Brandenburg possessions, Austria seized the southern
territories, and Russia the eastern White Russian region. Thus Poland was
deprived of about a third of her territory and four million inhabitants and,
even more important, left with only a narrow corridor for access to the Baltic
Sea (Fig. 47). The treaty was generally accepted by the rest of Europe in
silence, although public opinion in some countries was aroused.149

Although Russia received the largest areal share of territory (92,000
km2)150 it was Prussia with the smallest amount (36,000 km2) who obtained
the most valuable possessions, due to the vital economic importance of the
Vistula River outlet to the Baltic Sea. In comparison Russia only acquired a
comparatively poor and thinly populated area. The Austrian annexation of
83,000 km2 covered the area of Galicia and stretched northward to the banks
of the R. Vistula, upstream from Sandomierz; it contained, however, some
rich and densely populated areas, as well as the valuable salt mines of
Bochnia and Wieliczka.151 Thus while Cracow remained in Poland, the city's
suburb of Kazimierz on the eastern bank of the Vistula passed to Austria.152

For Cracow, the years immediately after the First Partition proved diffi-
cult. The city now found itself as a frontier settlement cut off from previous
markets in the Carpathian foothills and further east in Russia.153 Even
worse, the Austrian Emperor, Joseph II, founded a rival commercial centre
on the Vistula River opposite Cracow called Josephstadt (present-day
Podgorze).154 This port siphoned off much of the transit trade activity on
which Cracow's commercial prosperity had been so dependent. Even the
return of Kazimierz suburb to Cracow in 1776 did little to improve the
situation,155 and many of the merchants and richer magnates sold their
residences in the city and moved elsewhere, particularly to Warsaw.156 Any
hopes of Cracow developing increased trading links with ports on the Baltic
coast also suffered a blow from the First Partition. Now that Prussia
controlled this coast, she had approximately four-fifths of Poland's total
foreign trade going through her territory, i.e. along the River Vistula; by
levying enormous customs duties on this commerce, Prussia was able to
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obtain an important new source of income.157 Hopes in Cracow were raised
in 1787 when King Stanislaw August visited the city; he promised an
annual subsidy of 300 ducats to help Cracow's financial situation.158

However, what remained of the former Polish territories was by this time so
poor that the allowance never materialised.159 Although the city tried to
develop port facilities for long-distance trade in salt and wheat, the Russo-
Swedish war (1788-90) prohibited commerce through the Baltic ports;160

any commercial development, therefore, had to be restricted to the city's
local hinterland and within the reduced area of the Polish state.

The 1790s were to witness further harmful partitions of the country. As
Reddaway has aptly stated, 'All the world knows that the Poland of the First
Partition endured for barely twenty years. The three-power dismemberment,
proclaimed in 1772, accepted by Poland in September 1773, and finally
ratified by the Diet in 1775, was transformed beyond recognition in 1793.
The two-power dismemberment of that year gave the Republic its
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death-wound, and in 1795 it ceased to live.'161 In spite of this tragic outcome,
the 1780s and early 1790s had seen genuine efforts by the Poles to recover
something of their pride after the First Partition; it was still a country of
large dimensions (about 224,400 miles2) with a population of approximately
seven million. The shock of the First Partition caused political and economic
reforms in Poland,162 in which attempts were made to eradicate certain
weaknesses in public life and organise an improved system of administration
within the state. The task was achieved by the 'Great Parliament' over a
four-year period lasting from 1788 to 1792. Of the various improvements,
the new Constitution signed in May 1791 has been hailed as its greatest
achievement;163 this altered the whole system of government, restored the
rule of law, gave urban dwellers more rights and improved the lot of the
peasants. Unfortunately, it came too late to preserve Poland's independence
from the encroachments of neighbouring states.

The appearance of a new Constitution led directly to the Second Par-
tition;164 it differed from the first in that only two powers, Prussia and
Russia were involved. The Russo-Prussian treaty of 1793 (the Second Par-
tition) emerged after Catherine II considered the revised Polish Constitution
dangerous to the existence and continuation of her own governmental
system, and therefore ordered Russian troops to invade Poland in 1792; the
reforms were destroyed by force. This now meant that the Red and White
Ruthenian lands came under direct Russian rule, while Prussia received
Gdansk, Torun, Greater Poland, and part of Mazovia.165 Cracow, as part of
Little Poland, was not directly affected by the Second Partition, but obvious
ferment in the city was to manifest itself in 1794, with the Kosciuszko
insurrection.

Tadeusz Kosciuszko (1746-1817), born into a family of the lesser nobility,
had left Poland in 1776, to fight for American independence.166 He returned
to Poland in 1785 and, after distinguished service in the Polish army, he was
elected the leader of a new patriotic party which based its membership on
those opposed to the Second Partition. On 24 March 1794, Kosciuszko
launched an armed insurrection from the Market Square in Cracow, which
soon gained nationwide support.167 Mobilisation of over 15,000 men helped
create early successes; at Radawice, a village north of Cracow, his army
defeated a small Russian force, which encouraged him to march on Warsaw
and set up a provisional Polish government. The decision of Frederick
William, King of Prussia, to join Russia in crushing the uprising made defeat
inevitable; ultimately Kosciuszko was defeated by better-equipped Russian
troops at the Battle of Maciejowice in October 1794; Warsaw also capitu-
lated at the end of the year. At the same time, Russia and Austria, later
joined by Prussia, agreed to the Third Partition of Poland in 1795.168 Russia
annexed all the territory east of the Niemen and Bug rivers, Austria obtained
almost the whole of Little Poland, including Cracow, and Prussia received
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the remaining lands, together with Warsaw (Fig. 47). Stanislaw August II
abdicated in 1795 and to all intents and purposes the Republic of Poland was
erased from the map of Europe for the next one hundred and twenty-three
years.

For Cracow, the euphoria generated by the Kosciuszko insurrection of
early 1794 was soon replaced by despair as Prussian troops advanced and
occupied the city after its capitulation on July 15 - and whose presence was
to last until January 1796.169 Then Austrian soldiers replaced them, for
Cracow lay within the boundaries of Hapsburg rule according to the Third
Partition - this stretched along a line from Pilica, the middle Vistula to the
River Bug.170 Cracow's destiny now lay within the hands of Austria. The
outlook was bleak, for its streets 'looked like heaps of ruins'171 and its
inhabitants, who numbered less than 10,000,172 were to be subjected by the
Austrian government to a strong campaign of Germanisation; the German
language was to be officially used in all offices and schools.173 The path from
the happier, wealthier days of the early sixteenth to the late eighteenth
century had certainly been a hard and long one, whilst the immediate years
of the dawning nineteenth century offered little hope for a brighter future.

Conclusion

Political events in the Early Modern Period provided Cracow with new
problems for her commerce. The discovery of sea routes to Asia and
America by the Spanish and Portuguese diverted the old trade routes from
the Mediterranean and Black Seas. The wars of Europe meant that Poland
was subjected to mass movement of foreign troops across her soil; the
Swedish campaigns around the middle of the seventeenth century with their
sieges, plunderings and fires, created terrible havoc in the countryside.
Urban centres, like Cracow, did not escape - the siege of 1655 dealt a hard
blow to the welfare of the city and brought about its economic decline.

Turkish foreign policy and ambitions caused disturbance not only in the
Balkans but also in eastern and western Europe, Poland often finding the
need to walk a political tightrope as a result of sudden incursions; for
Cracow, future trade lay in the harder earned markets of the West. Further,
political danger lurked in the growing aspirations of the Muscovite/Russian
state as it pushed its boundaries and influence slowly westward. Poland,
clamped between Swedish, Prussian, Russian and Austrian claims on her
territory, was gradually reduced in size; for Cracow this meant a shrinkage
of her former market areas and greater concentration on national and local
commerce.

In spite of these difficult times created by the political patchwork of
events, Cracow may have been able to maintain its previous high level of
living standards, culture, influence and the like by means of the accumulated
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resources of centuries. However, King Sigismund III ultimately lowered the
city's importance by transferring his residence to Warsaw together with the
numerous trappings that accompanied the royal presence.

The eighteenth century was not to prove a happier era for the city. Wars,
and Cracow's strategic position brought new misfortunes; soldiers, Swedish,
Saxon, Russian and Polish alternately occupied the city, leaving it poorer
each time. As the century progressed the whole country grew more destitute
and the First and Second Partitions only aided the eventual downfall, in
which Cracow now played the role of a small provincial centre on the edge of
a dying state. Even the war of independence in 1794, under the aspiring
leadership of Kosciuszko and begun in Cracow itself, only helped sound the
death knell of the Polish state. The following year Cracow awoke to find
herself allotted to a foreign power, Austria. The lasting fear of her dwindling
population had been realised. Even worse, Cracow was now tied to the
Hapsburg Empire and no longer allowed such a free hand in exploiting her
own commercial advantages - a severe blow to any centre dependent on the
flow of commerce for its own livelihood.



7
The commerce of Cracow, 1500-1795

The period known as the 'Golden Age of Cracow' covered the first half of the
sixteenth century and roughly coincided with the reign of King Zygmunt
Stary (Sigismund the Old) from 1506 to 1548. The vigorous development of
intellectual life in the city, combined with foreign contacts and a flourishing
artistic life was supported by commercial prosperity.1 This was reflected on a
larger scale within Poland, expressing itself in the wealth of the country and
a favourable growth in foreign trade.2 Raw materials such as grain, timber,
livestock, hemp, flax and potash led to a lively export trade, especially with
the Low Countries and England; the production of raw materials, however,
was in the hands of the propertied Polish nobility who were gradually
becoming farming entrepreneurs. Here one sees the first hint of looming
disaster for Cracow, which helped precipitate the city's decline. Not only in
Poland but also in other parts of Eastern Europe,3 the nobility were taking
advantage of the rural origins for raw materials such as grain and wresting
control of them from urban merchants; in Poland the nobility decisively
asserted its dominance over the towns which led to a steady flow of restric-
tions on the wealth and authority of such places as Cracow. The city also
suffered from external factors; the great geographical discoveries had
opened up new sea and ocean trade routes, while the old land routes, on
which Cracow was so dependent, gradually diminished in importance.4

Moreover, following the Union of Poland and Lithuania in 1569, Cracow
found itself tucked away in the south-west corner of Poland and had to cede
its prime position in Poland to Warsaw.5 Such events, combined with the
ravages of war during the seventeenth century, meant the prosperity of its
merchants declined. As the eighteenth century progressed and the clouds of
depression gradually lifted, the shape of things to come for Cracow was
becoming fairly clear; gone were the days of profitable long-distance transit
trade, to be replaced by greater emphasis on the import/export of individual
commodities, combined with increasing dependence on Polish and local
market areas.6 The question therefore arises as to how Cracow adapted to

195
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these changing conditions, not only in the spatial contraction of its trading
sphere but also in the commodities involved.

Trade decline in expensive raw materials

(i) Spices and other colonial goods
Much has been written on the impact of new geographical discoveries and
conquests by the Portuguese in the East Indies at the beginning of the Early
Modern Period together with their importance for the spice trade.7 Simi-
larly, military successes by the Ottoman Empire, not only in Syria and Egypt
but also in the Balkan Peninsula, have been seen as influential in altering the
trade pattern of routes supplying spices to the growing European markets.8
Just as Venice and Genoa had been the main centres for the spice trade in the
earlier centuries, after 1500 the spice market moved to Lisbon, later to
Antwerp9 and by the end of the sixteenth century, to Amsterdam.10 How
were these changes to affect Poland, and Cracow in particular?

Admittedly, one of the previously most important products to decline in
profitability in Cracow's trade structure was spices, but this was no over-
night phenomenon. With the fall of Kaffa, Kiliya and Belgorod to the Turks
in the late fifteenth century the effect on Polish purchases of eastern mer-
chandise was quickly felt by cities like Cracow. The Ottomans realised this
situation and treaties signed between the Turks and Poland in 1490 and 1494
allowed free trade to continue between them.11 More serious for Cracow was
the sharpened tension between itself and Lwow for transit trade through
Poland to Western Europe. Onerous tariff customs imposed on Cracow by
Lwow in 1507 and 150912 seriously affected the profits obtained on eastern
goods by the city's merchants, but the flow of products, like spices, con-
tinued. As Rutowski baldly states, 'Spices, southern fruits and oil came [to
Poland] through Danzig and from Turkey',13 whilst Malowist adds, with
reference to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, 'the valuable products .. .
[from Turkey] cotton and silk fabrics, spices, for which there was then a
great demand in Poland',14 suggests that absolute decline was not yet at
hand.

In spite of the opening up of the Cape route to India and Portugal's role as
the 'Grocer King' it was still quicker for places like Cracow to import spices
though the Balkan Peninsula or via Lwow.15 In fact one may draw a
demarcation line through Cracow-Lublin-Bresc which separated spices
coming to Poland from Venice, Antwerp via Gdansk and those arriving
through the Ottoman lands, via Wallachia, Moldavia, Transylvania, or
Kamieniec Podolski and Lwow16 (Fig. 48). Koczy has shown that spices
arriving in Poznan from Goa via Lisbon17 and Gdansk took over six months,
whilst those coming via Lwow travelled half the distance and were twice as
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cheap.18 Cracow's position on the margins of both marketing spheres meant
that during the first few decades of the sixteenth century spices, along with
other colonial goods, better described as tropical and subtropical products,
arrived in the city. They were referred to in documents as merces or res
aromaticae and included various southern fruits such as figs, oranges and
lemons, which came to Cracow mainly from Mediterranean countries.

Evidence of spice imports to Cracow from Turkey during the early years
of the sixteenth century exists19 although changes were taking place; pepper
imports from the Ottoman lands declined, in preference to sources brought
from Venice via Vienna and Wroclaw, but other spices such as ginger,
saffron and cinnamon continued to arrive in the city, usually through
Armenian merchants.20 Southern fruits, however, were from the Mediter-
ranean, particular Italy, and organised in Cracow by Italian traders mainly
from Venice.21 Towards the end of the sixteenth century spices rarely arrived
in Cracow from Lwow or Lublin,22 but increasingly from Wroclaw - the
main suppliers - and other Silesian towns; seasoning included saffron,
ginger, cloves, pepper, almonds, bay leaves and caraway seeds, together with
Mediterranean oranges, raisins, figs, olives, and diverse types of sugar.23

Throughout much of the sixteenth century the various spices and colonial
goods arrived from numerous directions. Comparison of the customs books
for 1538/9 and 1584 reflect this theme. Herbs from Tartary came via Lwow
and sent on to Wroclaw; cinnamon was further relayed from Cracow to
Prague;24 sometimes merchants in Cracow received consignments direct
from Nuremburg (sugar), Leipzig (almonds) and Wroclaw (spices and
rice).25

Comparison of earlier and later customs books from the sixteenth century
does, however, reveal interesting changes in the use of trade routes. The
dominant route for colonial goods (spices and southern fruits) circa 1540
was from Italy via Vienna; by the last two decades of the century they came
mostly via Gdansk. This suggests the growing popularity of sea as opposed
to land routes, although Wroclaw continued as Cracow's other supplier of
colonial goods; these arrived either via southern Germany for the early years
or through Hamburg and Szczecin26 during the later period. The importance
of Lwow as Cracow's major supplier of colonial goods decreased as the
century wore on, with only Tartar herbs and Turkish saffron being noted in
the customs books for the closing years. In direct contrast, one gradually
sees as the century progressed the rise of Gdansk as Cracow's major sup-
plier. The customs books for Wloclawek on the Lower Vistula rarely
mention spices being sent on to Cracow during the first half of the sixteenth
century,27 whilst in 1537 a document was sent by Torufi merchants to
Gdansk complaining that Cracow traders were buying pepper in Wroclaw
and not from them,28 a theme reiterated in 1544.29 Many other spices were
increasingly being sent from Gdansk to Cracow as the century progressed,30
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including ginger, cinnamon, nutmeg, mace, cloves and saffron; southern
fruits also figured in this trade with examples of figs, raisins, almonds, olives,
citrus fruits, olive oil and citric acid. Rice was transported in small quantities
whilst there seems to have been a growing market for sugar31 and, in later
years, sugar-coated products, e.g. orange peel.32

The seventeenth century saw a strengthening of Gdansk's position as chief
supplier of spices and colonial merchandise to Cracow. For example,
Gdansk was the largest market for pepper imports to Poland; as Jeannin
states, 'The market for pepper at Poznah was smaller than that of the ports
of Danzig and Liibeck, and there was an enormous tenfold increase in
imports at Danzig between 1538 and 1634.'33 Malecki's analysis of mer-
chandise imported by Cracow from Gdansk during the first half of the
seventeenth century reflects this development with consistently large quanti-
ties involved during the first and third more peaceful periods of this troubled
century.34 Supplies to Cracow via Gdansk were partly in the hands of
various consortia, of which the Fugger enterprise was a notable example,35

or increasingly in the seventeenth century by the Dutch and, to a lesser
extent, the English.36 Other spices such as ginger and cinnamon arrived in
Cracow via Gdansk during the first half of the seventeenth century but in
much smaller quantities than pepper;37 perhaps this may be explained by the
fact that pepper was widely used as a seasoning in Polish cooking and also
for meat packing and curing illnesses.38 Of the other colonial goods through
Gdansk, the most popular appear to have been raisins, olives, lemons,
aniseed and of course sugar.39

Cracow also obtained various spices and colonial goods during the early
part of the century direct from Italy;40 the major condiments and fruits were
brought to Cracow straight from central Italy by way of Venice, Krems and
Vienna and in smaller quantities through Olomouc. Oranges were very
popular amongst the upper echelons of Polish society, becoming an
extremely fashionable fruit during the reign of King Zygmunt (Sigismund)
III Waza (1587-1632), along with other types of citruses famed for their
curative properties.41 Of the spices, pepper, saffron and Tartar herbs appear
to have been in most demand, whilst other delicacies included Parmesan
cheese (via Vienna) and olives.42 Finally, there is evidence that Cracow was
still obtaining some of her spice supplies from the East through Lwow
during the early part of the seventeenth century, particularly pepper and, to
a lesser extent, saffron and ginger.43

During the second half of the seventeenth century documentary evidence
suggests that Cracow continued to import certain spices through the
Ottoman Empire mainly via agents in Transylvania. The customs registers
for Turnu-Ro§u reveal that quantities of saffron,44 ginger,45 sugar46 and
rice were sent to Poland, especially Cracow, during the 1680s and 1690s. This
helps support the idea that the Turks continued to allow trade with the
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Infidel. Netta has noted that 'the Ottomans monopolised certain products
and exploited both the producers and the merchants in the consumers'
interest';47 nevertheless, the Turks were no merchants and neither were they
commercial intermediaries. This role was practised for them by foreigners.
Further, it appears 'they were not interested in the commercial income some
conquered regions enjoyed',48 which may help to explain the reason for
commercial exchange with Poland long after the Ottoman occupation of the
Balkans.

The eighteenth century was to witness a decline in Cracow's role in longer
distance international trade and concentration on local and regional mar-
kets.49 Spices and other colonial goods continued to be imported mainly
from western Europe, through Gdansk,50 largely to satisfy the city's home
market and towns in the immediate vicinity. There were no longer opportu-
nities for extensive profits from the re-export of such goods, probably due to
increased competition from other Polish cities such as Poznan51 and Sile-
sian,52 and German towns, who now successfully competed in areas like
Upper Hungary, Cracow's major spice export market in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries.

The earlier trade relations between Cracow and Hungary took a further
stage in their development during the sixteenth century. The Ottoman
expansion into southern and central Hungary after the Battle of Mohacs in
1526 gradually cut off Upper Hungary from southern trade routes which had
previously brought merchandise, including spices and colonial goods, from
the Mediterranean and Levantine markets.53 Merchants from Upper
Hungary, especially the Slovakian towns and those still lying within the
Monarchy, now looked to Cracow for their supplies of spices, etc. The
transformation came around mid-century, and is clearly evident from the
customs books of such towns as Kosice (Kassa). Granasztoi has shown how,
around 1555, spices began arriving in the town mainly from Cracow, but
also from Germany via Wroclaw in Silesia.54 The most important spices
sent from Cracow to Upper Hungary were pepper and ginger, exported in
small quantities in sacks55 and transported with other general goods referred
to in documents as res institoriales. During the first half of the seventeenth
century Cracow's spice trade developed particularly strong links with certain
Slovakian towns like Levoca,56 although the effects of the Thirty Years War
and the Swedish-Polish war tended to reduce Cracow's significance as a
source for spices. Gradually these towns began to look elsewhere, e.g.
Vienna and Wroclaw, for future supplies. Eastern and Southern Moravian
towns also sought spices on the Cracow market. Merchants from places like
Opava, Krnov, Tesin, Jablunkov, Ostrava, Frydek, Frystat, Pfibor, Roznov,
Valasske Mezifici, Jicin, Pferov, Olomouc and Uhersky Brod, are all noted
in the customs books as having visited Cracow for the purchase of spices.57

Again pepper appears to have been most important, followed by ginger,
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saffron, cloves and bay leaves; less important spices included aniseed,
brought by Armenian merchants from Lwow to Cracow, and mace.58 Other
colonial goods included raisins, and sugar, described as a luxury article used
on occasions to replace honey.59

Besides Slovakia and Moravia, the Princedom of Transylvania also pro-
vided Cracow with an export market for her spices. Transylvania appears to
have played a dual role in Cracow's spice trade, merchants from some towns
exporting them to the city, others, like Cluj, importing certain varieties of
seasoning.60 The time factor, however, reveals that whereas Transylvania
was largely exporting spices to Cracow in the late seventeenth century,61 the
customs books for a century earlier clearly illustrate that towns like
Oradea62 obtained certain spices - saffron (from Aragon, Catalonia), cloves,
ginger, fruits such as oranges, and nuts (almonds) - from merchants in
Cracow.

Finally mention should be made of spices/colonial goods prices in Cracow
in relation to the general European trend during the Early Modern Period.
There is one economic occurrence which affects all developing economies -
inflation. When historians discovered this phenomenon in the sixteenth and
early seventeenth centuries, they called it, rather exaggeratedly, the 'price
revolution'. This was contrasted with the long period of static or declining
prices of the Later Middle Ages. To people living in the sixteenth century
this inflation was not immediately obvious as prices, especially of foodstuffs,
fluctuated extensively according to season and type of harvest.63 Over the
century as a whole there was a general upward trend of between 2 and 3 per
cent annually; by the middle of the sixteenth century the cumulative effect of
prices was becoming evident throughout Europe.64 Spices and colonial
goods were no more immune from inflation than other merchandise; perhaps
more so because of their long-haul characteristics and the impact of new
geographical discoveries.65 Nevertheless spice prices, for example, did suffer
fluctuations, as witnessed around 1600 when a fall in consumer prices led to
a dramatic surge in European consumption.66

In Poland, and more generally in central Europe, the price revolution was
closely related to its counterpart in western Europe.67 Graphs for certain
spices and colonial goods (Figs 49, 50) in Cracow show price increases in the
sixteenth century commensurate with the general European trend. More
particularly the drop in pepper prices throughout Europe after 1600 is also
clearly visible from Cracow's documentary sources,68 but the city's pepper
prices remained higher than in other Polish towns.69 After 1650 both graphs
illustrate the steeper increase and greater fluctuations in prices, again evident
in many other parts of Europe.70 In Cracow, merchants during the early
decades of the eighteenth century had difficulty coping with such vacilla-
tions, many of them continually having to obtain long extensions on credit
facilities for, as Hundert has written, 'The rate of inflation during that
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period, though it cannot be calculated with precision, was extremely high.'71

This perhaps helps to explain why spices in particular and, to a lesser extent,
other colonial goods, declined as transit or re-export commodities in the
city's commercial structure during the later years of the Early Modern
Period, in contrast to the first half of the sixteenth century, when Cracow
was enjoying its 'Golden Age'.
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(ii) Salt
Salt, like food and clothing, was needed everywhere. For Cracow the salt
trade was another product to suffer decline as a profitable export commodity
after 1500, but this was not an immediate process. Salt continued to be in
demand from the surrounding countries and regions throughout the six-
teenth and seventeenth centuries. The rock-salt mines of Wieliczka and
Bochnia near Cracow were the greatest industrial enterprises in Poland well
into the eighteenth century;72 these and the small salt-producing centres of
Red Ruthenia (Przemysl, Drohobycz, Stara Sol), were sovereign monopo-
lies, the revenue covering expenses at the royal court. Everything was done
to promote domestic production and to protect the home market from
threats of river salt competition from outside. In the eyes of Cracow's
merchants, working for a state monopoly must have provided added impetus
for trade, and lasted until 1772 (First Partition) when Cracow's mines were
appropriated by the Austrian monarchy; they became part of the Austrian
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state monopoly which has been described as the 'brightest jewel in the
possession of the Hofkammer'.73

The 'golden age' of Poland in the sixteenth century also coincided with the
period of greatest significance for Cracow's salt mines. Increasing pro-
duction has recently been noted by Keckowa; 'Information dating from the
late XVth and early XVIth century shows an output of approximately
12,000-13,000 tons. Towards the end of the XVIth and first half of the
XVIIth centuries, the output rose to approximately 30,000 tons, and in the
mid-XVII century to about 37,000 tons. The second half of the XVIIth
century and the start of the XVIIIth were marked by a considerable decline
in output.'74 It appears that for much of the eighteenth century the state
limited production to about 30,000 tons annually until the Austrian takeover
in 1772.

The profits to be had from selling salt attracted not only local merchants
from Wieliczka,75 but Cracow itself; well-known families such as the Morsz-
tyns held leases at the mines over several generations, as did the Betmans,
Sapiehas and Boners (Fig. 51).76 Besides wealthy Cracow burghers,77

foreigners, particularly from Germany and Italy, had mine tenancies and
sometimes made large fortunes for themselves from commerce in salt.78 The
Italian connection was especially strong;79 all foreign merchants had
received an unexpected filip in their activities when, in 1565, a new Polish law
stated that 'no goods could be freely exported over the Crown's frontier by
merchants - only foreigners'.80 This complemented the acts of 1507 and 1538
when foreign merchants were allowed into Polish markets not only as
wholesalers but also as retailers.81 This meant merchants from abroad now
took up residence in cities like Cracow and used contacts in their homeland
to foster merchandise exchange. Italians were particularly active in the salt
trade;82 one Gaspar Gucci had trade links with Poznan, Lublin, Lwow and
Vilna, acting as a middleman for trade with Italian and German towns.83 He
had been asked by the King (Zygmunt Stary) to arrange for salt to be sent
from Cracow to Torun and Prussia due to devastation of coastal salt-pans
during wartime.84

Transport costs were a major factor in this trade, some governments even
assisting in the movement of salt.85 Cracow merchants utilised both land and
river routes for transporting this commodity. The obvious river route was
along the Vistula and reliable documentary sources from the first half of the
sixteenth century suggest the cost of movement (e.g. in 1527) from Cracow to
Warsaw was about half the initial purchasing price.86 By mid-century trans-
port costs had risen further, while the price of salt in Wieliczka remained
fairly stable throughout the century.87 It was not until the eighteenth
century, however, that some form of transport organisation by independent
owners emerged; previously all river transport was co-ordinated by the
king's representatives.88 Nevertheless, as Rybarski states 'It is important to
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remember that river transport costs were not as great as on land. Actually
getting the salt blocks from Wieliczka to the banks of the Vistula at Cracow,
a short distance compared with the boat trip to the warehouse at Kazimierz
nad Wisl^, was more expensive.'89 He has also proved that generally land
routes were more expensive, irrespective of their nearness to a warehouse,90

but they had the advantage of being in use for most of the year. Whereas the
Vistula often froze for several months in the winter, salt could be transported
by sledge, whilst in other months wheeled transport, especially across the
Carpathians91 was more popular in spite of the often muddy conditions.

Markets for Cracow's salt supplies were to be found both inside the
country and beyond its borders (Fig. 52). Within Poland there seems to have
been a strict geographical division of purchase areas. Up to the end of the
fifteenth century Cracow tended mainly to supply the province of Little
Poland within the domestic market, whilst the salt springs of Red Ruthenia
supplied areas further east; the more northerly territories of Poland were
then dependent on local or foreign supplies.92 Increased state production
encouraged these northern areas to obtain Cracow and Red Ruthenian salt,
thus making them less dependent on foreign sources. Attempts to supply
Greater Poland and Kujawia from internal markets was evident by the
mid-fifteenth century, but it took a state decree forbidding foreign salt
imports93 to activate the situation. Thereon, Cracow mines were intended to
supply the middle Vistula basin largely for Mazovia and the adjoining
Podlasie, whilst Ruthenian supplies were for Greater Poland, Kujawia, and
territories to the north and north-west.94 According to Keckowa, 'This
division determined the range of the internal market for the Cracow rock
salt, which prevailed until the end of the royal management of salt mines.'95

Cracow's foreign trade in salt largely lay beyond the southern and south-
western borders of the country. Certainly Silesia, Moravia and Slovakia
were important markets. Evidence from French travellers to the Wieliczka/
Bochnia mines in 1574 and 1585 confirm the export of salt to 'several
neighbouring kingdoms'96 and the purchase of it by merchants from Silesia
and Moravia.97 Some comparison between domestic and foreign markets in
the sixteenth century may be seen from Table 5.

Throughout the sixteenth century Silesia appears to have been the main
salt market for Cracow. Unfortunately, the large number of unknown
destinations for salt movement abroad in 1591 tends to distort the picture,
but, even so, Silesia remains the chief buyer. Wyrozumski has analysed
documents referring to salt customs tariffs at B^dzin on the Polish-
Silesian border during the last decade of that century, which confirm the
importance of the Silesian market for Cracow's salt merchants.98 According
to customs books in Cracow from the 1590s99 the main Upper Silesian
destinations were Tarnowskie Gory, Piekary, Gliwice, Pyskowice, Bytom,
Pszczyna and around Opole;100 in Lower Silesia, it was Wroclaw, Strzelin,



Table 5. Domestic and foreign markets for Cracow's salt supplies, 1519, 153819, 1584

Destination

Domestic market

Foreign markets
of which:

Silesia
Moravia
Hungary

Unknown

TOTAL

1519

No. of Horses* % total

7,335

3,354

2,911
302
141

485

11,174

65.6

30.0

86.7
9.0
4.3

4.4

100%

Destination

Domestic market

Foreign markets
of which:

Silesia
Moravia
Hungary
Unknown

Unknown

TOTAL

1538/1539

No. of Horses

3,767

3,111

2,242
234

50
585

779

7,657

% total

49.2

40.6

72.1
7.5
1.6

18.8

10.2

100%

Destination

Domestic market

Foreign markets
of which:

Silesia
Moravia
Hungary
Unknown

Unknown

TOTAL

1584

No. of Horses

18,661,

15,241

3,279
190
40

11,732

558

34,460

% total

54.1

44.3

21.6
1.3
0.2

76.9

1.6

100%

* It is accepted that the average load for one horse was 5 cetnar (i.e. 500 kgs), or the load of one waggon. See R. Rybarski, Handel i
polityka handlowa Polski w XVI wieku, Vol. 2, Poznan, 1929, pp. 332^0.
Source: Ibid. pp. 178-9; 184^5.
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Brzeg, Nysa, Klodzko, Z^bkowice, Swidnica, Z^bice, Olawa and Psie
Pole that were the main receiving centres.

Moravia appears to have been much less significant. Perhaps it should be
remembered that much of the salt trade was in the hands of less wealthy
Cracow traders, the powerful rich merchants specialising in more profitable
commodities. This may explain the rather limited distances for the salt
market, the traders usually organising business through their 'Furman' or
waggon driver. Salt was therefore transported to the nearest markets at the
border, e.g. Olomouc, Jicin, Hranice and Lipnik.101 Nevertheless, a docu-
ment dated 1557 confirms the willingness of King Ferdinand I to allow
Polish salt to be sold in an area between Ostrava and Holesov (near
Kromefiz).102

Finally, salt from Cracow went to Upper Hungary. During the Middle
Ages there was a long history of objections on the part of the Hungarian
monarchy to the importation of Polish salt; the fifteenth century had seen
laws passed specifically forbidding it from entering the country (1405, 1417,
1439,1458, 1464)103 in an attempt to protect their own state monopoly. This
theme continued into the sixteenth century with a mandate published in
1518-19 which forbad, under threat of confiscation, the importation of
foreign salt.104 Northern Hungary was particularly affected by this decree as
there was only one small salt mine in the whole area, at Sovar;105 in general,
Hungarian salt production was insufficient to supply the whole population.
Several towns in Northern Hungary (Slovakia) had managed to obtain
permission to import foreign salt during the later part of the fifteenth
century,106 in particular Presov which had the right to import (mainly
Polish) salt, a privilege its citizens enjoyed until 1616.107 It was not until the
personal intervention of King Zygmunt August in 1550 over salt disputes
that the Hungarian government gave official permission for the importation
of Polish sources,108 most of which came from Wieliczka. Such action may
have been prompted by the Ottoman occupation of southern and central
parts of Hungary, the increasing difficulty of obtaining supplies from their
main mine at Marmaros (Maramure§),109 and general inaccessibility of
Transylvanian salt.110

Malecki maintains that there is no information on the sending of salt from
Cracow to Hungary111 and suggests Hungarian/Slovakian merchants pur-
chased their supplies at Nowy S ĉz or Nowy Targ. He disagrees with
Pieradzka's view that salt could not be bought direct from Wieliczka112 but
had first to be sent to Cracow. Whether the city exported salt to Northern
Hungary by direct or indirect methods, evidence exists to prove that trade
took place. The main route lay through the Carpathians via Tvrdosin, Stara
Kubin to Ruzomberok; Nowy Targ lay on this route and in 1593 obtained
warehousing rights for salt and lead.113 Throughout the second half of the
sixteenth century there appears to have been an increasing demand for
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Polish salt in the towns of the Spis region, especially Levoca.114 In 1581, the
Polish king, Stefan Batory (1576-86) issued a mandate whereby the thirteen
towns of the L'ubovna district could purchase salt from Nowy S ĉz and
Wieliczka, provided they observed the obligatory three-day stay in the
former town.115

The deepening economic crisis in Poland during the first half of the
seventeenth century naturally affected Cracow's trading sphere; during the
first quarter of the century commerce remained lively, but around 1630 this
stopped, with overall decline in the second half of that century. The salt
trade was also affected; nevertheless, if the description of the French travel-
ler Le Laboureur's visit to Wieliczka during the 1640s is to be believed this
was far from true. He states 'The salt from Wieliczka is bought by Poles,
Silesians, Moravians, Austrians and Germans. The Hungarian rivers of
Orawa [Orava] and Wagus [Vah] are utilised for transport purposes. Two of
the salt columns [balwans], measuring perhaps six feet long and four feet
wide, are carried on one raft, which quickly transports them to Trnava,
about five miles from Pressburg [Bratislava]; there they arrive at the Danube,
not only for sending to the whole of Hungary, but even Turkey, the salt
going as far as Istanbul.'116

Documentary evidence certainly supports the importance of Cracow's salt
trade with neighbouring areas over the Carpathians during the first three
decades of the seventeenth century. In 1606 large quantities of Polish salt
were sent to the main Bohemian warehouse at Jablonec nad Nisou, some of
this presumably coming from Wieliczka.117 Even the great merchant Jan
Thurzo had an interest in salt purchases at this time.118 During the 1620s,
carters delivering Slovakian handicraft goods to Cracow often made the
return journey with salt supplies. For example, in 1624 customs books reveal
that salt was sent to Jicin, Opava, Krnov, Ostrava, Pfibor, Frydek, Lipnik,
Unicov, Olomouc, Frystat, Hlucin, Pferov and Mirov.119 Later examples
may also be found of purchases throughout the seventeenth century.120 On
the domestic front Cracow's salt trade suffered from a shrinking market to
the north and north-east of the city, faced with increasing competition from
Baltic port supplies121 and further complicated by the vagaries of war in the
later part of the century.

The second half of the seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth
centuries were marked by a considerable decline in output at Cracow's salt
mines.122 Wars, internal unrest and natural disasters did little to improve the
situation. Certain years also suffered from the illegal importation of foreign
supplies to some parts of Poland, notably Mazovia and Podlasie, in spite of
stiff legal penalties and close guarding of frontiers.123 For Cracow, some
improvement in the salt trade took place in the second half of the century, as
seen from Table 6.

Prior to 1778 there appears to have been lively trade in Cracow, with 1775
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Table 6. Salt transported from Wieliczka to Cracow 1750-1785 (No. of cart
loads)

Year

No. of cart loads

Approx. weight
(in tons)

1750

2,596

1,298

1755

1,396

698

1760

3,181

1,591

1765

883

441

1770

3,601

1,800

1775

4,736

2,368

1780

119

60

1785

3,674

1,832

Source: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Varia Cracoviensis, Akta i
Rachunki do handlu solq(1588-1794), sygn. 2991.

having the highest amount of salt sent through the city during the second
half of the century. Production was temporarily affected in 1778-79 after
Maria Theresa passed a law allowing a new salt warehouse to operate in
Galicia, the only place where the commodity could be obtained. In turn, this
led to a rise in both contraband and prices in Poland but, fortunately for
Cracow, the law was rescinded by her son Joseph II between 1781 and
1783.124 Such action helps explain the phenomenal drop in salt movement to
the city in 1780, and subsequent rise five years later.

The main receiving areas for Cracow's salt appear to have been the
northern part of the Cracow region and Greater Poland via the Vistula river
route, whilst quantities travelled by land to Prussia and Silesia.125 Opportu-
nities for exporting salt to Hungary during the eighteenth century were
severely hampered by protectionist policies on the part of the Hapsburg
government, particularly after an edict of 1721.126 Salt from Wieliczka still
reached towns in Slovakia and other parts of Hungary, but it met with
increasing competition, especially from Transylvanian127 and Crimean sour-
ces.128

The price of salt in Cracow between 1500 and 1795 suggests three phases
of development (Fig. 53). During the whole of the sixteenth century prices
seem to have been very stable; Rybarski has illustrated how a balwan
(1,075 kg), cost 4 zlotys, 3 grosz in 1499 and only one grosz more in
1588.129 Prior to 1500, both wholesale and retail salt was sold in Wieliczka,
to allcomers; after it became a state monopoly, price differentials appeared
between the nobility, ordinary Polish merchants and foreigners.130 The
average price for a barrel of salt (390 kg),131 however, remained stable until
after 1600, when the disturbed political situation of the seventeenth century
began to reflect changes; early Polish involvement in the Thirty Years War
{circa 1620) and the period 1647-61 (Cossack and Swedish Wars) reflect
higher prices, particularly in 1656 when Wieliczka was partially des-
troyed.132 The final phase began around 1710 followed by price-rise fluc-
tuation on a much steeper scale than previously and lasting to the end of the
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1500 1550
I I
1600 1650

Years

1700 1750 1800

Source: J.Pelc.
Ceny w. Krakowie
p 163.

E.Tomaszewski.
Ceny w Krakowie
Table 47; p 67.

53 Average price of salt in Cracow, 1500-1795.

century. The years 1766-70 show a phenomenal price rise, which perhaps
prompted the increased production seen in Table 6. The impact of the 1778
law concerning the new Galician warehouse and its abolition in 1781-83 is
also reflected in the price pattern, thereafter rising further and making
Cracow's salt merchants even less competitive in their traditional foreign
markets by the end of the century.133

Throughout the period 1500-1795 the main centres abroad for Cracow's
salt were in Northern Hungary (Slovakia), Silesia and, to a lesser extent,
Moravia and Bohemia; on the domestic front it was Little Poland and
Mazovia that provided the main outlets. Prior to 1500, Slovakia had greater
importance as a market for salt than Silesia, but between 1500 and 1700 this
situation seems to have been reversed. The main reason was opposition on
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the part of the Hapsburg Monarchy to foreign salt supplies, and state
encouragement for production.134 Similarly, in northern Poland, Cracow's
merchants found growing competition from the Baltic ports,135 which, in
turn, meant a further shrinkage of her former commercial sphere of influence
by the end of the eighteenth century.

(Hi) Metals
Not only spices and salt gradually lost their meaning in Cracow's commerce
but mineral trading also declined; they were still entering the city's trade
throughout the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries but the character of
their commerce had changed. Partly, the answer lay in the Ottoman occu-
pation of some former source areas, which now depended, unfortunately, on
the consent of the Turkish authorities, who realised their value both for
armament manufacture and minting of coinage. Another factor was the rise
of international companies involved in the mineral trade; they could raise
more easily than Cracow's merchants the necessary capital for new mining
technology, a costly item with increasing inflation. Finally, Cracow's near
monopoly of certain minerals in the Middle Ages had now been broken, and
the city's merchants had to compete for markets in the face of much wider
international rivalry.

Nevertheless, a wide range of minerals, precious/semi-precious and
ferrous/non-ferrous still entered Cracow from various quarters, but the
city's grip on transit trade in these metals was no longer so firm (Fig. 54).
Perusal of documentary sources indicates the wide variety of minerals
traded: lead, copper, silver and gold constituted the more expensive variants
whilst sulphur, saltpetre, iron, tin, calamine and vitriol formed the bulk of
cheaper deposits. For Cracow, the first half of the sixteenth century was to
be the zenith of its involvement not only in mineral trading, but also in
metallurgical processing, being third in importance after Lwow and Vilna in
Poland at that time.136 Malowist has stressed the value of 'exports of the
products of Polish mining and handicrafts'137 for this period, but the overall
prominence of Poland's position in these industries began to decline after
about 1560.138 According to Piekosihski, 'the export of lead completely
ended in the seventeenth century' for Cracow,139 whilst Topolski laments
with reference to southern Poland that 'in metallurgy' there was 'a sharp
decline in the seventeenth century, worsened further by growing imports and
a decrease in artisanship in the towns'.140 Some revival has been noted by
Rusinski, for 'transport in the first half of the seventeenth century comprised
also small deliveries of minerals (copper, iron, sulphur)', but, 'In the second
half of the eighteenth century they increased again and iron ore from the
frontier regions of Greater Poland was exported';141 for Cracow it was a case
of too little, too late.
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Lead was the major mineral exported from Cracow during the sixteenth
century. The mining of Polish lead and silver was mainly concentrated in
Olkusz and Ch^ciny,142 the latter some 100 km to the north of Cracow
and the former only about 40 km to the north-west. Exploitation was mainly
in the hands of the miners, organised in special guilds, who themselves
worked in the mines assisted by hired labour. The actual trade in lead was in
the hands of Cracow merchants who, early in the sixteenth century, obtained
leases from individual mines.143 Up to the mid-sixteenth century merchant
capital was only invested in the richest mines, with the aim of quick and
immediate profits; the majority of mines, however, were still in the hands of
small individual producers, often unable to afford important technical
improvements e.g. for draining galleries, and constantly hampered by
inflation, particularly oat prices for feeding the mine horses.144 Richer
merchants, such as the Cracow burghers, brought in outside capital when
obtaining quantities of lead, which allowed some mines to invest in better
drainage systems and deeper shafts down to 40-50 metres. Nevertheless by
the mid-sixteenth century many mines were abandoned, not through lack of
ore but rising production costs, e.g. large number of horses needed to
provide power for drainage equipment. Higher investment possibilities were
not to materialise until well into the second half of the sixteenth century.

Average annual production of lead has been estimated at between 100-420
tons in Olkusz for the years 1520 to 1530, rising to 700 tons from 1540 to
mid-century. Improved technology after 1550 saw production at Olkusz rise
to 1,000-1,200 tons of lead annually over the next century;145 from these
sources at Olkusz merchants funnelled the minerals into the Cracow market
for further movement either north to Gdansk, or over the Carpathians to
Upper Hungary. The first half century saw most lead transported south to
Hungary, where it was used to smelt silver for the Hungarian Royal mint.
Certain Cracow families (e.g. Tratkop, Haller)146 became well known in the
lead trade and had links with Nuremburg147 and Transylvania148 as well as
the north Hungarian towns and Lithuania.149 During the second half of the
sixteenth century Cracow's commerce in lead continued to prosper.

The Hungarians became increasingly dependent on Cracow's lead
exports; in spite of higher Polish prices after circa 1550, and the purchase of
some cheaper lead by the Hungarians from Villach in Corinthia,150 Cracow's
market remained buoyant. This is evident from documentary sources during
the second half of the century,151 whilst comparison of customs books for
1538/39, 1585/86 and 1591/92 support this fact.

These figures suggest that about half of the lead exports went to Hungary,
in particular the main silver smelting centres of Slovakia.152 Although the
sending of minerals to Turkey was strictly forbidden, some of Cracow's lead
exports were still reaching the semi-independent parts of Transylvania at the
end of the century.153 Far less was sent down the Vistula to Gdansk;154 in
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Table 7. Lead exports from Cracow in the sixteenth century

Total amount
recorded in
Cracow

of which to
Hungary:
arriving in:

Levoca
Banska Stiavnica
Kezmarok

of which to
Gdansk via
Vistula R.:

of which to
Moravia/Silesia:

of which to
Austria:

Unknown
destination

1538/39

Cetnars (

4,597
(4,60 tons)

2,105
(210 tons)

64 tons
59 tons
55 tons

1,100
(110 tons)

1,392
(140 tons)

Vo

100

45.7

(30.4)
(28.3)
(26.2)

23.9

30.4

1585/86

Cetnars

22,600 V2
(2,262 tons)

13,335 V2

(1,334 tons)

1,179
(118 tons)

7,885
(790 tons)

201
(20 tons)

%

100

59.0

5.3

34.8

0.8

1591/92

Cetnars

3,208
(320 tons)

1,573
(157 tons)

100
(10 tons)

359
(36 tons)

262
(26 tons)

914
(91 tons)

%

100

49.0

3.2

11.2

8.1

28.5

Source: R. Rybarski, Handel i polityka . . . op. cit., Vol. II, p. 184; Ibid., Vol. I,
pp. 140-2; Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiegi celne, rkp
2116k.l5v.

1588 lead from Cracow was sent to Spain via Gdansk, perhaps coinciding
with demands for supplying the needs of the Spanish Armada. Moravia and
Silesia also provided outlets for Cracow merchants but this seemed to
decline in importance towards the end of the century.155 Finally, it was also
sent to Austria, especially Vienna and Krems, often in the same consignment
as wax.156

Trade in lead from Cracow, particularly to Hungary and Gdansk, con-
tinued during the first half of the seventeenth century; decline after mid-
century was largely due to flooding problems and poor maintenance of the
Olkusz mines. During the early years of the century lead was transported
over the Carpathians to Slovakia,157 and even further to Oradea in Transyl-
vania.158 Increasing use of the Vistula was made by Cracow merchants for
sending lead to Gdansk as seen in Table 8. According to Bogucka, between
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Table 8. Lead exports from Cracow to Gdansk 1600-1650

Cracow
Merchant

M. Gerstman
W. Celesta
J. Celesta
W. Gerstman
M. Szembek
Z. Celesta

Years
operating

1612-1616
1605-1641
1634^1641
1617
1609-1612
1651

G. Wizemberg 1605-1649
K. Kestner
K. Celesta
K. Pszonka
Z. Hipolit
J. Celesta

Total amount

1632-1641
1649-1650
1650-1651
1648-1651
1651

No. of separate
years recorded

four
eighteen
five
one
three
one
four
five
two
one
three
one

Total

cetnars

15,030
53,325
13,905
2,250
6,660
1,350
3,150
3,863
1,260

400
1,097

209

102,499
cetnars

amount

tons

1,503
5,332
1,390

225
666
135
315
386
126
40

110
21

10,249
tons

Annual

cetnars

3,757 ^
2,962 !/2
2,781
2,250
2,220
1,350

787lA
772 V2
630
400
365 V2
209

18,485 !/2
cetnars

average

tons

375
296
278
225
222
135
79
77
63
40
37
21

1,848
tons

Source: Calculated from Table 18, H. Obuchowska-Pysiowa, Handel wislany w
pierwszej polowie XVII wieku (Ossolineum), Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krakow, 1964,
p. 144.

1608 and 1618, 4,391 cetnars (440 tons) of lead was sent from Gdansk to the
Iberian peninsula,159 some of which may have resulted from consignments
sent by the above merchants, or other sources recorded in Cracow docu-
ments.160

A partial revival of the lead trade took place during the second half of the
eighteenth century with evidence of several purchases sent from the Olkusz
mines to Cracow circa 1750-60;161 some was re-exported from the city
towards Gdansk, Toruh and Warsaw,162 but by the 1780s the overall decline
of lead mining became complete.163

Silver and gold also entered Cracow's metal trade. The very nature of
these precious metals often meant their movement and trade were shrouded
in secrecy. Whilst Hoszowski maintains that 'there was practically no pro-
duction of silver or gold in Poland'164 it is known that both minerals were
mined at Olkusz and in Lower Silesia.165 Moreover, sources in Hungary
were in decline for, according to Nef, 'Beginning in the late twenties of the
sixteenth century the Turkish invasion and the growing dislike of the local
population for the German capitalists who had gained partial control of the
local enterprises, apparently brought about some decline in the output of
silver at Neusohl and most other Hungarian mines.'166 The existence of gold
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and silver smiths in Cracow during the first half of the sixteenth century167

meant that such metals must have been brought to the city; furthermore, it is
known that the Fugger and Thurzo families were involved in silver-mining
enterprises168 and must have sent quantities to Cracow either for domestic
use or re-export,169 e.g. to Vilna.

Domestic sources of other, less expensive, minerals, also entered Cracow's
trade structure in the sixteenth century and similarly were to decline in
importance after 1700; sulphur, calamine and iron were the most significant.
Although it has been stated that 'The export of sulphur had always been
small and without importance',170 more recent research has shown this to be
rather overstated. The earlier impetus of sulphur mining at Swoszowice, near
Cracow, continued during the Early Modern Period. There was certainly a
local demand for sulphur in Cracow, especially during the years 1508, 1543,
1555 and 1591, when the worst plagues were recorded in the city;171 there
was also national and international markets for the city's sulphur supplies.
In 1581, 90 per cent of the sulphur produced went for export abroad172

usually down the Vistula to Gdansk,173 but also south to Transylvania.174

The first half of the seventeenth century saw continued development; par-
ticularly via Warsaw to Gdansk (Table 9).

The other outlet during the seventeenth century was Upper Hungary,175

particularly Slovakia, but here it was in direct competition from Sicilian
supplies.176 Silesia was also a market for Cracow's sulphur mines.177 By the
mid-eighteenth century the Swoszowice complex was run down and neg-
lected and Cracow merchants had to buy their supplies from Gdansk, Toruh
and Opava;178 sulphur mining was revived at Swoszowice under Austrian
rule in the 1790s,179 but the profits were to go to Vienna not the merchants of
Cracow.

Calamine, previously imported into Poland during the earlier centuries,
began to be exploited by Cracow merchants around Chrzanow, 35 km west
of Cracow, at the end of the sixteenth century. Its importance as an ingre-
dient for brass founding led to increased trade in the seventeenth century;
not only was the powder used locally by metallurgical works, e.g. in Cra-
cow,180 but also it was in demand by Gdansk merchants for export to
western Europe.181 The peak years of local production in the mid-
seventeenth century appear to have coincided with considerable quantities
stored in Cracow's Vistula warehouses for further delivery to Gdansk.182

Decline in the eighteenth century meant a return by Cracow traders to earlier
sources, notably around Tenczyn.183

Domestic supplies of Polish iron ore were not utilised in Cracow until the
sixteenth century. The extraction of iron ore and production of iron was
carried on by small undertakings, scattered in many parts of the country,
mostly near Cz^stochowa, Radom and Ch^ciny.184 In 1511, King
Zygmunt I granted a royal privilege for mining iron ore near Ch^ciny185



Table 9. Export of sulphur from Cracow to Gdansk via Warsaw, 1589-1636

1589 1597 1607 1617 1632 1636

268.2 kamien 992.3 kamien 223.5 kamien

3.5 13.0 2.9

Sources: Calculated from R. Rybarski, Handel i polityka Vol. I, p. 146; Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiegi
Celne, for 1589 and 1597; H. Obuchowska-Pysiowa, Handel wislany w pierwszej polowie XVII wieku (Ossolineum), Wroclaw-
Warszawa-Krakow, 1964, Table 40, p. 164.

Annual amount

Tonnage equivalent

26 cetnars
4 faska

2.08

3 faska

0.29

465 kamien

6.04
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and, by the end of the century, several villages in this area were engaged in its
extraction;186 unfortunately, this was insufficient for Cracow's needs, and
throughout the sixteenth century the city was very reliant on Hungarian ore
from the Slovakian mines,187 sent over the Carpathians often to the iron
foundry at Nowy S^cz,188 whence it arrived in Cracow in a malleable
form. It was in great demand in the city largely for the manufacture of
various metal goods189 (e.g. knives) some of which were then exported
abroad. In other cases, the iron was dispatched in loads down the Vistula to
Gdansk,190 or eastward to Lithuania and Belorussia.191 The seventeenth
century witnessed further iron imports over the Carpathians via places like
Krosno,192 eventually arriving on the Cracow market; after 1640, however,
iron and iron goods were supplied to the Baltic coastal towns almost entirely
by the Dutch and Swedes,193 relieving Cracow of her northern markets.
Although ironworking had long been carried out in the Holy Cross moun-
tains, near Kielce, in central Poland, the methods used remained simple and
output small until the last decades of the eighteenth century.194 Cracow's
metal handicraft industry, therefore, still had to rely on imports of worked
metal during the second half of the century, often supplied by Opava
merchants.195 Transit trade in the ore through Cracow had, however, long
ago suffered decline.

Of the other minerals entering Cracow's commercial sphere, perhaps
mention should be made of saltpetre. Its attraction for military purposes,
meant a steady demand from places like Transylvania196 and Gdansk in the
sixteenth century197 and, though usually transported in small quantities,198

continued to be in demand in the eighteenth century.199 Production was
concentrated in eastern Poland (Brody, Zolkiew, Przeworsk) whence it
was sent to Cracow, largely by Jewish merchants.200 Part of the saltpetre
consignments were then exported from Cracow to places farther west, e.g.
Wroclaw201 probably for re-sale on the German market.

The purchase of metal ore and its refinement was a business in the hands
of Cracow's patricians. Individuals and firms combined to invest in the
opening of ore mines and to finance metal purchases and then sold the crude
material to the owners of liquation works for smelting in the case of copper
and lead, or forges for iron. Besides the purchase of domestic ore supplies,
Cracow was dependent for certain minerals on mining sources abroad, of
which by far the most important was copper. This metal, in demand for both
bronze and brass and for use in coinage, was produced mainly in Slovakia
and at Mansfield in the Harz Mountains.202 From these sources it was
distributed to Italy and north-western Europe. For Cracow, the former area,
Slovakia, was the main source of her copper ore.

On 15 November 1494, Jacob Fugger of Ausgberg203 and the Cracow
patrician Johann Thurzo204 signed a deed of partnership upon which was
based their joint exploitation of the North Hungarian copper mines at



Table 10. Fugger transit

Amount
Tonnage equivalent

trade in copper through

1512

2,200 cetnars
220 tons

Cracow, 1512-1517

1513

5,103 cetnars
510 tons

1514

9,337 cetnars
935 !/2 tons

1515

2,439 cetnars
544 tons

1517

16,357 cetnars
1,636 tons

Source: Calculated from J. Ptasnik, Trzedsi^biorstwa kopalniane krakowian i nazwi^zanie stosunkow z Fuggerami w pocz^tku
XVI wieku', in J. Ptasnik (ed.), Obrazki z przeszlosci Krakowa, Seria 1 (Biblioteka krakowska No. 21), Krakow, 1902, pp. 77-8.
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Banska Bystrica.205 This alliance of technical ingenuity and financial
resource proved highly successful; by 1500, mines around Banska Bystrica
had been extended and new ones opened up further east at Smolnik206 and
Gelnica.207 As the accumulated wealth of the Fugger Empire was poured
into the enterprise, return on investments increased and further expansion
took place. Although Cracow no longer had a monopoly position in the
copper trade, and had to compete with places like Wroclaw for its con-
trol,208 nevertheless it was a major transit point en route to the Baltic coast.
Some idea of Fugger's trade during the early years is illustrated in Table 10.
The Fugger/Thurzo enterprise was only one, though probably the largest,
that sent copper through Cracow. Others existed throughout the sixteenth
century, e.g. Linke Langnauer and Haug,209 each paying money into
Cracow's coffers for the privilege of using the city as a transit centre.210

Thus, although the full profits from copper did not remain in Cracow, as in
the former monopolistic days, at least the city was partly able to benefit from
these links in international trade. Of course, there were always companies
who tried to avoid paying Cracow's copper taxes,211 whilst others were freed
of tax commitments; this was especially so if the copper was for the King's
court, for building purposes in the city, or armament manufacture.212 There-
fore, figures recorded in the customs tariff books, e.g. 1538/39, 1584 and
1593,213 were probably much smaller than actual amounts of copper entering
the city.

Copper imports from Hungary gradually lost their importance for Cracow
in the following century. Even during the second half of the sixteenth century
some of the earlier impetus had been lost when exports from the Slovakian
mines were increasingly sent via Silesia and Bohemia to Hamburg.214 The
copper trade did not disappear entirely in Cracow thanks to the efforts of
such entrepreneurs as Wolfgang Paler215 during the first three decades of the
century, together with some of the merchants previously mentioned (Table
11) as active in the lead trade.

According to Kulczykowski216 the copper trade was still lively during the
first half of the eighteenth century, but then declined completely. The second
half of the century saw very small amounts enter the town, largely for local
use by Cracow boiler-makers.217

The main export market for copper travelling through Cracow in the
sixteenth century was Gdansk, en route for the major copper emporium at
Antwerp.218 Copper was sometimes transported entirely overland on the
route from Banska Bystrica via Wroclaw and along the 'Hohe Landstrasse'
to Leipzig, where the Fuggers had a separating plant;219 but the route from
Slovakia via Cieszyn, Cracow, Sandomierz, Torun to Gdansk, utilising the
R. Vistula was often preferred, because the water route was cheaper.220

Documentary sources prove the use of this route early in the sixteenth
century221 whilst figures for the period 1495-1529 suggest that peak move-



Table 11. Copper exports from Cracow to Gdansk, 1605-1651

Cracow merchant

W. Celesta
G. Wizemberg
K. Kestner
Z. Hipolit
J. Celesta
W. Orseti
J. Furmankowicz

TOTAL

Years operating

1605-1641
1605-1649
1632-1641
1648-1651
1651
1650
1648-1650

No. of separate
years recorded

sixteen
one
three
three
one
one
two

Total amount
cetnars

5,322
210
573

1,128
181
395
494

8,303

tons

532
21
57%

113
18
39%
49%

830%

Annual
cetnars

332.6
210
191
376
181
395
247

1,932.6

average
tons

33%
21
19%
37%
18%
39%
24%

193%

Source: Calculated from Table 18, H. Obuchowska-Pysiowa, Handel wislany w pierwszej polowie XVII wieku (Ossolineum),
Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krakow, 1964, p. 144.
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Table 12. Copper exported from Cracow via Gdansk to Western Europe,
1495-1529

1495-1504 1507-1509 1510-1513 1514-1516 1517-1529

Amount in cetnars 24,000 36,000 77,000 50,000 46,000
Tonnage equivalent 2,400 3,600 7,700 5,000 4,600

Source: A. Diveky, Felso Magyaror'szdg kereskedelmi osszekottetese Lengyelorszdggal
folog a XVI-XVII szdzadban, Budapest, 1905, p. 329.

ment was reached at the end of the first decade of the sixteenth century (Table
12). It should be noted, however, that much of this trade was in the hands of
non-Cracow merchants, particularly traders from Torun.222 Others were
agents acting for the Fuggers, who organised the movement of copper
through Cracow and Gdansk to Portugal,223 Spain224 and other west Euro-
pean countries including Denmark225 and Holland.226 This situation con-
tinued until the dissolution of the Fugger agency in Cracow in 1548,227

although the stream of copper sent through Cracow did not dry up immedi-
ately. However, as the second half of the sixteenth century progressed less and
less copper from Hungary came through the city.228

Copper from Cracow was also sent to Lithuania in the sixteenth century,229

especially to Troki230 and Vilna.231 Other consignments to places like Lublin
may also have been en route to the Lithuanian markets,232 but both the size of
loads and frequency were infinitesimal compared with copper movements to
Gdansk and western Europe.

Even at the end of the sixteenth century copper was still being sent from
Slovakia via Cracow to Gdansk, but changes in the export routes were
clearly visible with preference given via Wroclaw to the German towns.233

Some respite for Cracow was given by the trading activities of Wolfgang
Paler during the first two and a half decades of the seventeenth century
(Table 13). Beside Paler's near monopoly in Cracow's copper trade with
Gdansk, Table 13 also reveals that over 40 per cent of his copper exports
from Slovakia reached Gdansk. Little of this amount now seemed to be
reaching the Iberian peninsula for, according to Bogucka, copper exports
there only totalled 18 cetnars in 1612, none for 1613/14, 5 in 1615, 56^3 in
1617 and 36 cetnars in 1618.234 Between 1625 and 1650 copper movement
from Cracow to Gdansk declined, largely due to increasing amounts now
sent from Slovakia to western Europe via Wroclaw-Frankfurt and the
Oder and Elbe rivers to Hamburg.235 Copper is last recorded as sent from
Cracow to Gdansk in 1649;236 after that the eclipse of this transit trade was
complete.237

Of the remaining minerals imported to Cracow from abroad mention



Table 13. Copper exports through Cracow to Gdansk, 1612-1624

Year recorded

1612
1613
1614
1615
1616
1617
1618
1619
1623
1624

Total

Copper sent from Slovakia
to Cracow by Paler

Cetnars

358
748
703

1,752
3,087
1,584

321
4,026
2,370

124

15,073

Tonnage Equiv.

36
75
70

175
309
158!/2
32

402 !/2
237

12!/2

1,507 V*

Cetnars

288
178
-
782

1,444
968
121

2,123
391
-

6,295

Copper sent from

Through Paler

Tonnage Equiv.

29
18
-
78

144 Vi
97
12

212
39
-

629 V2

Cracow to Gdansk

By other merchants

Cetnars

40
—
-
-
-
-
-

50
-
-

90

Tonnage Equiv.

4
—
—
—
—
—
—
5
—
-

9

% of copper sent by Paler 98.60% 1.40%

Source: Calculated from J. M. Malecki, Zwiqzki handlowe miast polskich z Gdanskiem w XVI i pierwszej polowie XVII wieku,
(P.A.N.), odd. w Krakowie (Prace Komisji Nauk Historycznych No. 20) Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krakow, 1968, p. 136.
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should be made of tin and vitriol. Tin was in demand in the city mainly by
metal craftsmen238 and was imported, usually in small quantities, from
Silesia239 and, to a lesser extent, from Germany240 and Moravia.241 Surplus
amounts in the city sometimes led to re-export, mainly to other parts of
Poland and northern Hungary.242 Vitriol, referred to in documents as
Kupherwasser and Koperwasser243 was imported from northern Hungary
together with copper consignments.244 Its general application for the metal-
working trade meant steady demand in Cracow, whilst in some years small
quantities were sent down the Vistula river to Gdansk.245

Mineral prices over the period 1500 to 1795 (Fig. 55) show dramatic
changes after 1600, especially up to the Thirty Years War. As Vlachovic has
stated, 'The attempts at obtaining higher prices for copper were begun as
early as 1599, even for copper of inferior quality';246 Braudel and Spooner
have shown that 'with the beginning of the sixteenth century, we see a sharp
rise in copper prices [in western Europe],247 and after that.. . there is a trend
towards equilibrium and a steady market', reflected in Cracow's figures for
the sixteenth century and supported by the general evidence for west and
central Europe collected by Hoszowski.248 The decline of Cracow's heavy
involvement in the copper trade after 1650 saw a rapid rise in the city's prices
after mid-century; it also meant less income for the city council from taxes on
minerals which, according to Pieradzka, were 'some years yielding
nothing'.249 Iron, a rival to copper in everyday life, and another metal for
coinage, showed a steadier price rise than some of the other metals. Braudel
and Spooner have discussed iron prices with reference to western Europe
and maintain that 'prices were steady with a marked - though late - upswing
after 1750'.250 Cracow seems also to fit that trend, but Lwow deviates from
this general pattern.251 The price of tin shows it was the most expensive metal
arriving on the Cracow market, a cetnar costing twenty-six times more in
1748 than 1525; this compares very unfavourably with some other West
European countries, for example, 'Between 1480 and 1740 prices of English
tin only doubled.'252 Of the other minerals, sulphur rose considerably after
1600, a trend similar in lead, whilst calamine, according to Molenda, had a
pattern resembling lead but only a quarter the price.253

The decrease in importance of spices, metals and salt in Cracow's trade
structure during the Early Modern Period meant it had to find alternative
commodities to trade in; the results from these changes were to cause a
reorientation in the city's commercial sphere. This meant a decline in the
intensive exploitation of transit trade, particularly the more expensive raw
materials, coupled with a need to adopt more extensive trading connections
over a wide area in the import/export of cheaper merchandise. Perhaps of
necessity this was a wise move; Kula has shown that in Poland, as probably
elsewhere, luxury goods gradually became more accessible in the Early
Modern Period. What did become dearer were the necessities of life.254 This
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was particularly the case in eighteenth-century Europe, where luxury began
to spread and established itself widely among the middle classes,255 whilst
demand for basic goods, like the population, continued to grow.

Trade in cheaper raw materials

With the decline of the more expensive raw materials in Cracow's commerce,
particularly after 1650, there was a greater emphasis placed on cheaper
unprocessed merchandise - skins, wax and livestock, all of which were
produced in large quantities throughout parts of Eastern Europe and had a
ready sale in the West. Pounds has commented on sixteenth-century Euro-
pean commerce for 'There was change also in the pattern of trade .. . the
internal routes of Europe were very far from being neglected; indeed, the
volume of goods transported over them increased .. . In eastern Europe new
towns sprang up, and a few grew rich on the profits of trade in grain, metals
and forest products.'256 It now remains to be seen how Cracow's trade
structure adapted to these changed conditions and what commodities
replaced diminishing profits from such vendibles as spices, copper and lead.

(i) Skins and furs
The close of the Middle Ages saw a new chapter open in the historical
geography of Cracow's trade. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries its
development became mainly dependent on the general processes of
economic expansion in Poland and on those transformations which affected
the main tendencies of European commerce. The trade route leading from
the Black Sea through Poland to Western Europe had lost its significance,
which inevitably weakened the leading position of Little Poland, and
Cracow in particular, in certain branches of Polish commerce. Certainly the
new geography of European trade was to make northern and central Poland
increasingly significant areas in East-West commercial exchange, but in
some commodities Cracow was more than able to hold its own position.
While cloth, hardware, metal and metal goods were in the main traded
within Poland and the East, the exchange structure with the West favoured
the export of cattle, hides, furs, wool and even feathers.257 Cracow seized the
opportunity to develop its leather/tanning industry, in direct competition
with its main rival Poznan,258 now better located in terms of East-West
links. For Cracow, it was now not enough just to trade in skins and furs, it
also had to offer semi-processed or manufactured items for sale; this in turn
led to a strengthening of the artisan element in the city.259

Cracow imported skins from various sources (Fig. 56); some came from
Silesia (Wroclaw),260 from Russia and Lithuania, usually through
Lublin,261 from Moldavia, via Lwow262 or, as Malecki has shown,263 from
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56 Skin trade through Cracow, 1500-1795.
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Table 14. Raw cattle hides exported from Cracow to Moravia in the
sixteenth century

Importing centre

Brno
Jicin
Lanskroun
Nove Mesto
Olomouc
Opava
Prostejov
Pfibor
Moravia (general)

Total

1509/10

36

876

912

1533/34

909
702

3,140
200

2,270

6,221

1549/50

4,253
113

2,393
600

7,359

1584

2,335
4,859

1,222

8,416

1591-1593

2,363

870

3,233

Sources: R. Rybarski, Handel i polityka, Vol. II, pp. 175; p. 194; Wojewodzkie
Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiqgi celne, rkp. 2116, 2117; F. Hejl, 'Cesky
obchod na Krakovskem trhu po Bile Hofe' Sbornik Prace Filosoficke Fakultety
Brnenske University, Vol. 10, (fada historicka c. 8), Brno, 1961, p. 240.

the local region, and Greater Poland.264 Besides the larger skins of oxen,
cow, calf and heifer, the first half of the sixteenth century saw increasing
demand for small skins; sheep, lambs, goats, etc., often based on local
supplies. Markets for Cracow's skins and leather goods were as varied as
their places of origin. Moravia appears to have imported skins from Cracow
throughout the sixteenth century, especially cattle hides, as seen in Table 14.
In the peak year, 1584, a third of all Cracow's exports of raw cattle hide went
to Moravia.265 Decline in the 1590s may have been due to an increasing
amount of cured or worked leather being sold by the city's workshops. In
Bohemia, Prague was Cracow's main export centre for skins.266

The city's customs books from the end of the sixteenth century reveal that
Wroclaw was the main destination for skins, followed by Nuremburg
(chamois) and Austria (Vienna and Krems).267 Other places importing
varied skins and leather goods from Cracow included Gdansk,268 Leipzig269

and, to a much lesser extent, Transylvania, Slovakia270 and Italy.271

The fur trade was also important in sixteenth-century Cracow. Perhaps of
less significance than the skin trade, nevertheless, Cracow's furriers bought
pelts and furs from a wide area of north-east Europe. Russia and Lithuania
emerge as the main sources of supply. Russian furs have always had a high
market reputation throughout the world, the more expensive varieties such
as sable, ermine, marten, mink etc. coming from the great trading centres,
like Ustjug on the Dvina river, Novgorod, Smolensk, Vitebsk and
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Polotsk;272 they arrived in Cracow usually via Lublin.273 The decline of the
Hanseatic League did not signal the fall of Lithuanian trade; many of her
merchants now came overland through Mogilev-Vilna-Warsaw-Poznan-
Leipzig,274 some bringing not only the more expensive pelts but also cheaper
varieties of grey/red squirrels, rabbit and hare, beaver and badger.275 In spite
of competition from Poznan, Cracow's furriers had lively connections with
Lithuania and Russia, but the turnover, according to Malecki, was
small.276 Customs returns from the end of the sixteenth century refer to
quantities of squirrel, marten, fox and rabbit (collectively called Nowogrod-
kowa),277 whilst Rybarski has found similar amounts for the early part of the
century.278 Pelts also arrived from Transylvania,279 and Lwow280 whilst,
towards the end of the century, furriers in Cracow obtained some supplies
from the Baltic region via Gdansk.281

Outlets for Cracow's fur trade were mainly to the west and south in the
sixteenth century. Most furs seem to have left for Wroclaw and Prague,
with business largely in the hands of Jewish traders282 who had connections
further west in Germany. A small, though profitable market was found in
northern Hungary; Slovakian merchants came to Cracow for the purchase of
Lithuanian/Russian sable, lynx, marten, fox, etc. These traders arrived
chiefly from the mining towns where expensive luxury goods had a ready sale
amongst the rich mine-owning classes.283 Likewise, Polish fur traders,
especially from Cracow, visited these mining areas, often spoiling the com-
mercial interests of local furriers; their frequency reached such a stage in
Banska Bystrica that a statute issued by the local council forbad Polish
merchants from selling fox, marten and beaver furs in the town.284 Finally,
some of Cracow's furs found markets amongst the ruling elite of the
Ottoman Empire,285 largely due to the commercial activities of Andrej
Halkokondil, a merchant from Constantinople, who supplied Sultans Selim
I and Siileman I during the last two decades of the sixteenth century with
sable, fox and squirrel furs, principally through his Polish connections.286

The seventeenth century was to witness further development of Cracow's
skin and fur trade, at least until the 1640s, when the ravages of war began to
disrupt commerce until the last three decades of the century. The basic
source areas remained as before; cattle skins were sent to Cracow largely
overland from Moldavia and via Lwow.287 This meant the city's furriers
could not benefit from the cheaper water transport afforded skins from
Podolia and the Ukraine which profited from easier river connections,
particularly along the Vistula288 and San rivers.289 The early part of the
century also saw increasing competition for Cracow from Toruh, which now
began to import large quantities of furs and skins from Lithuania, and
Belorussia;290 some came to Cracow from Moscow,291 via Lublin. Skin
imports from Elbl^g,292 in these early years, could have been in transit
from more northerly ports like Turku.293 Revitalised trade in the 1670s and
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Table 15. Export of skins from Cracow to Gdansk, 1633-1647

Year

1633
1636
1637
1643
1644
1645
1646
1647

Total

Sent by H. Thiring

By Land

1,315
500

2,100
400

4,315

22,

By River

1,840
2,100
6,071
8,325

18,336

651

Sent by Gdansk

By Land

800
1,025

1,825

2,352

merchants

By River

527

527

Sent by other
Cracow merchants

By Land

1,205
1,100

Total

1,205
1,100

800
2,340
2,340
4,200
6,998
8,325

77 Qnc

Sources: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie,
Ksiegi celne, rkp. 2145; 2146; 2157-2161; J. M. Malecki, Zwiqzki handlowe miast
polskich z Gdanskiem w XVI i pierwszej polowie XVII wieku, (P.A.N.), Wroclaw-
Warszawa-Krakow, 1968, Tables XVII, A.B.

1680s experienced renewed imports from the Ottoman-occupied lands - fine
skins being sent through the Turnu-Ro§u customs post for Poland, and
Cracow in particular294 probably originating in Bulgaria.295

Skin and fur exports from Cracow during the first half of the seventeenth
century were predominantly destined for western markets. Bohemia and
Moravia imported consignments of raw cattle hides as in the sixteenth
century, but not in such great quantities. For example, customs returns for
1624 show a total of 1,417 hides sent there, 40 per cent designated only as 'to
Moravia', whilst a further third went to Lipnik.296 Many of these skins, as
with Cracow's exports to Slovakia,297 were destined for Austrian markets.
Such movement disappeared in the war-torn 1650s and 1660s, with no goods
of any description being sent to Transylvania or Bohemia in the 1660
customs register; little appears to have changed even by 1688.298 Gdansk was
also an important outlet for Cracow's skin dealers, of whom H. Thiring299

was the chief merchant in the 1640s as seen in Table 15. This illustrates not
only that Thiring sent over 80 per cent of all Cracow's skins to Gdansk
during this period but, more generally, one sees the attraction of cheaper
water transport (69 per cent) over land routes (31 per cent).

Another outlet for Cracow's furs and skins was Italy, particularly during
the early years of the century. Obuchowska-Pysiowa states that 'Leather and
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Table 16. Leather and furs exported from Cracow to Italy in 1604

Origin of merchant Pieces of Leather Number of Furs

Ox Hide Calf Russian Chamois Grey Fox
Leather Leather Leather Squirrels

Cracow 1,955 2,512 400
Italian in Cracow 2,217 1,832 677 5,950
Intermediary town 52,380 121
Venice 240

Total 4,172 2,512 2,472 53,057 5,950 121

Sources: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiqgi celne, rkp. 2126
(1604); H. Obuchowska-Pysiowa, Trade between Cracow and Italy from the
Customs-House Registers of 1604', Journal of European Economic History, Vol. 9,
No. 3, Rome 1980, Table 15, p. 649.

furs exported to Italy [in 1604] were partly of home production, from areas
near Jaroslaw, Przemysl, Rzeszow and Cracow, partly from the East,
reaching Cracow through Lublin.'300 These are seen in Table 16.
It is clear from this table that chamois (suede) leather was most important,
and sent from Cracow via Nuremburg to Italy, whilst grey squirrel pelts took
second place. Fox furs consisted of 120 white from Russia and one red from
Germany.

Eighteenth-century Cracow seemed gradually to lose its importance in the
international commerce of skins and furs; locally and regionally the tanning
industry preserved its significance, still having the most important and
largest guild in the city. This was partly explained by the increasing resident
population, and the large demand for meat; residue skins, especially from
cattle, were then supplied to the city's leather workers, or to nearby tanneries
in places like Pinczow, Bochnia and Biala. Ox, cow and calf hides seemed
in plentiful supply but on occasions ram skins had to be imported from
Hungary via Nowy Targ, for example in 1763.301 During the last quarter of
the eighteenth century a two-way traffic developed with the Carpathian
foothill region; raw skins would be sent from local villages to Cracow for
tanning; some of these were then returned, the rest going for export
(Table 17).

Quantities of the prepared skins were sent from Cracow to Bohemia
(Opava), Silesia (Wroclaw) or northward to Piotrkow and the main textile
centres of Greater Poland.302 Some local Jewish merchants had connections
in Wroclaw, and Skoczow (Silesia), Gdansk and even in Frankfurt.303

Nevertheless, the general decline, according to Attman, of Russian sources
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Table 17. Cracow's skin trade 1775-1785 (in cart loads)

1775 1780 1785

To Cracow 24 101'/i 60
From Cracow 6 41 84

Total 30 142 !/2 144

Source: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Varia Cracoviensis, Akta i
Rachunki, (1588-1794), rkp. 2991.

for skins, leather and furs to western Europe,304 the growing importance of
England and Scotland in supplying skins and hides to the Baltic,305 and the
weak demand for Polish leather goods in south-east Europe,306 all helped
force Cracow's merchants to increasingly concentrate their efforts on pro-
viding skins and furs for the local region.

Prices for skins (Fig. 57) showed a continual rise throughout much of the
period under review; the gradual increase in skin prices for the sixteenth
century rose dramatically the following century, particularly in the 1650s as
a result of the Swedish incursions. Although some types, e.g. heifer, dropped
in value after 1663, the general upward movement continued well into the
eighteenth century. Interesting details for one year, 1604, have been
published by Obuchowska-Pysiowa; the Trice of oxhide [raw] was 15
grosz; dressed 1 zloty; calf leather - 5Vi grosz; Russian leather - 15 grosz;
Chamois leather - 11A grosz; grey squirrel - 3 grosz; white fox - 11A
grosz; red fox - 1 zloty.'307 This at least gives some idea of comparative
values placed on certain skins and furs in the early sixteenth century, before
the political and military events of that century created price rises of
enormous proportions.

(ii) Wax and honey
There was always a great demand for Polish wax in West European markets
and, according to Rybarski, Cracow was the country's main exporter.308

Both inside Poland and beyond there was a need for wax in the form of
candles for the large number of churches that existed and to supply the
requirements of numerous court residences.309 Crude wax came to Cracow
from various sources (Fig. 58); important were local/regional supplies from
the Carpathian foothills and forested areas of the Little Poland High-
lands,310 but the major source came from Lwow311 and Podolia. Wax was
also an important export from Russia and continued to hold this position
until the seventeenth century.312 In 1555 the Council of Gdansk referred to
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the quality of wax in sixteen Polish and Lithuanian towns; according to this
document the production zone stretched from Minsk in the east as far as
Lwow in the south-east.313 There was also large-scale production in Lith-
uania, Belorussia and Galicia, in addition to other Polish provinces in the
east which, according to Jeannin, 'probably provided more of the wax
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Table 18. Wax exports from Cracow, 1509-1592

Year

1509/1510
1533/1534
1534/1535
1536/1537
1541
1542

Weight in
kamien

12,123
8,041
6,035

10,389
8,756
9,313

Tonnage
equivalent

231
154
115
198
167
178

Year

1549/1550
1553/1554
1584
1591/1592

Weight in
kamien

11,188
14,169
22,695
18,812

Tonnage
equivalent

213
270
433
360

Sources: R. Rybarski, Handel i polityka handlowa Polski w XVI stuleciu, Vol. II,
Warszawa, 1958, pp. 172-3, 198; Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie,
Ksiqgi celne, rkp. 2116 (for 1591/1592); J. M. Malecki, Zwiqzki handlowe miast
polskich z Gdanskiem w XVI i pierwszej polowie XVII wieku (P.A.N.), Wroclaw-
Warszawa-Krakow, 1968, pp. 121-2.

exported towards Poland and central Germany than did Russia'.314 By the
first decade of the sixteenth century Podolian wax was being sent to Cracow,
by-passing Lwow in order to avoid customs duty there.315 Much smaller
amounts arrived in Cracow from the south, especially Transylvania.316

Once in Cracow the crude wax was clarified and melted down in the local
purification plant; some of the wax was mixed with tallow for candle
manufacture, but the latter, as stated by Pieradzka, 'must have been
difficult to obtain, because large quantities of tallow were continually taken
away to the mines at Wieliczka'.317 Nevertheless, large amounts of ordinary
wax were exported from Cracow throughout the sixteenth century, as seen
in Table 18. From Cracow the wax was sent to the main marketing centres
in western Europe, of which Vienna appears to have been the most
important.318 For example, in 1584 three-quarters of the wax from Cracow
went directly to Vienna,319 whilst exports to Slovakia and Bohemia were
often for further destinations in Austria.320 The 1591/1592 customs registers
also verify the predominance of the Viennese market for Cracow (Table 19).
The other main outlet was northward along the Vistula river to Gdansk.
Data from the Wloclawek customs post for the years around mid-
century show the varying involvement of Cracow merchants in this trade
(Table 20).

Malecki maintains that the wax trade provided a reasonable income for
Cracow merchants.321 Certainly some of the more noted ones in the city were
involved, e.g. Jan Boner,322 whilst towards the end of the century Cracow's
merchants had a near monopoly in the trade.323 The lack of foreigners
involved in wax exports suggests they had insufficient knowledge of the



Table 19. Exports of wax from

Destination

Vienna
Krems
Nuremburg

Weight in
kamien

12,566
1,582
1,898

Cracow, 1591-1592

Tonnage
equivalent

240
30
36

%

66.80
8.40

10.08

Destination

Wroclaw
Unknown

Weight in
kamien

260
2,506

Tonnage
equivalent

5
47

%

1.38
13.33

Source: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiegi celne, rkp. 2116; J. M. Malecki Zwiqzki handlowe miast polskich
z Gdanskiem w XVI i pierwszej polowie XVII wieku, (P.A.N.) Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krakow, 1968, p. 121.



1,333 (23)
100 (2)
8.18

1,148(22)
140 (3)
12.19

490 (9)
400 (8)
81.63

1,325
150
11.

(25)
(3)
32

1,089
560
51

(21)
(11)
.42
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Table 20. Wax shipped through Wloclawek to Gdansk by Cracow
merchants 1544-1561

1544 1557 1558 1560 1561

Total recorded (kamieh/tons)
By Cracow merchants
% by Cracow merchants

Source: S. Kutrzeba, 'Wisla w historji gospodarczej dawnej Rzeczpospolitej
Polskiej, Geografija Wisly, Vol. XI, Warszawa 1920, Table 3; J. M. Malecki,
Trzyczynek do dziejow handlu Gdanska w drugiej polowie XVI wieku (Zwi^zki
handlowe z Krakowem), Studia Gdansko-Pomorskie, Gdansk 1964, Table 1.

Cracow market compared with local traders, who could more easily organise
on-the-spot purchase of wax from their numerous rural contacts.

Closely tied to the collection and sale of wax was honey, although this
never reached the proportions, or significance, attained by the wax trade. As
with wax, honey was collected from the foothill areas of the Carpathian
Mountains, and pastures of the Olkusz and Chrzanow region to the north-
west of the city early in the century.324 Malecki has made a detailed
analysis of this trade during the last decade of the sixteenth century,325 and
shown the importance of those areas previously mentioned, together with
the Little Poland Highlands (e.g., J^drzejow, Lelow, Kurzelow, Rad-
omsko). Honey also arrived in the city from Transylvania.326 Although
Poland seemed to have an active export trade in honey during the first part of
the century, especially to Germany, Bohemia and Moravia,327 Cracow did
not play a significant role. Much of the city's production went for the Polish
market, although local specialities like honeyed gingerbread (miodownik)
was exported in small quantities to Hungary.328 More generally, with the
increasing use of sugar throughout Europe in the second half of the sixteenth
century, honey exports from Poland somewhat declined.329

The early years of the seventeenth century saw continued importation of
wax to Cracow, largely from sources to the north and east. It still
remained an important export article from Russia,330 arriving in Little
Poland either from Smolensk via Minsk, Brzesc and Lublin, or through
Sluck to Lwow. From Lublin, Cracow's merchants also obtained Lith-
uanian wax sold at the annual fairs in Vilna and Minsk.331 Small amounts
also arrived from Slovakia,332 but the largest quantities were obtained
from areas within Little Poland itself. Once processed, it was sent on to
Silesia (about 200 tons a year circa 1600),333 some to Gdansk,334 and
special consignments for the Italian market.335 Less information is forth-
coming on honey, but it is known, for example, that in 1631 a delivery of
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Transylvanian honey was received in Cracow,336 as well as regular small
quantities from Slovakia.337

By the eighteenth century, Cracow had, for two hundred years, been one
of Poland's main commercial centres for wax. The true significance of this
trade may never be fully known as many Cracow merchants utilized their
own conveyances for transport, and therefore were not noted in the city's
customs registers. Even so documentary evidence suggests that the first half
of the eighteenth century had not seen such thriving activity in wax sales as
in the previous century, a phenomenon similarly noted in other commercial
centres like Poznafi.338 As the second half of the eighteenth century pro-
gressed there appears to have been some revival of Cracow's dealings in wax,
particularly in supplies from eastern Poland. Much of it came from towns
like Brody and Jaroslaw,339 together with two towns to the south of
Cracow (Tarnogrod, Wisnicz) and three north of the Vistula river (Pificzow,
Wloszczowa and Ch^ciny).340 The main importer of Cracow wax was
Opava,341 the period after 1780 seeing closer commercial ties between the
two places; smaller quantities went to Wroclaw in Silesia and Krems in
Austria.342 Wax was often used as direct barter for iron goods, especially
scythes, from these places.

Trade in honey seems to have experienced some revival in the later
eighteenth century. After decline in the sixteenth century, and a very minor
role in Cracow's commercial structure during the seventeenth century
(especially with its former major market in Silesia)343 a welcome renewal
took place after 1750. Sugar was still a scarce luxury in eighteenth-century
Cracow, honey forming the main sweetener for its growing population,
together with increasing needs for the production of mead.344 The main
supply areas were similar to those for wax, and Kulczykowski has shown
that of the 116 places providing Cracow with honey, over two-thirds were
from urban centres;345 much of this trade was in the hands of Jewish
merchants, especially from Tarnogrod.346 The demands of Cracow's mead
factory and local consumption left little for export (about 5 per cent)347 most
of it, as with wax, to Wroclaw, Opava and Krems.348

The average price of wax in Cracow remained fairly stable throughout the
sixteenth century, but experienced a steep rise with the advent of military
conflict around 1620; it had reached a plateau of 52 grosz/kamieh (stone)
for over a century but the unstable economic conditions prevailing during
the Swedish invasion set off further price rises which continued unabated
well into the eighteenth century (Fig. 59).

(in) Livestock
Since the Middle Ages there had been a strong tradition of sending livestock
from the eastern parts of Europe to the West; it was a branch of commerce
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Source: J.Pelc.
Ceny w. fCrakowie
Table 60.

E.Tomaszewski.
Cany w. fCrakowie
Table 115.

59 Average price of wax in Cracow, 1500-1761.

which remained well beyond the period under discussion here. This massive
transcontinental trade consisted of thousands of cattle (mainly oxen) on the
hoof, which occupied, according to Jeannin, 'far and away the most impor-
tant place in the exports of the central-eastern countries'.349 Recent studies
have served to reveal in some detail the composition of this trade350 which
consisted of two major areas of movement, one north, the other south of the
Carpathian Mountains. The southern route left the important breeding
grounds of Wallachia/Moldavia and cattle were driven through Hungary to
the West. The other main route left the Ukrainian-Moldavian Steppe and
the Podolian tableland passing through Poland en route to the western
markets. The principal stations on this latter route were Lwow, Lublin and
Cracow, each having its own annual cattle fair.351 At Cracow the route
bifurcated (Fig. 60); one branch led through Moravia/Bohemia, usually via
Plzen, and on to Regensburg and Nuremburg; the other and most significant,



LIVESTOCK TRADE THROUGH CRACOW
1500-1795

• Place exporting to Cracow
• Place importing from Cracow

• • • • • Import route  to Cracow
« • » Export route from Cracow

Source; Cracow Archives, ksiqgi celne;
Wagi;Archives at Lublin, Consularia ; Orava
Podzamek; M.Horn;

60 Livestock trade through Cracow, 1500-1795.
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went through Silesia, with its important fair at Brzeg, and on to Leipzig,
Frankfurt-am-Main and Cologne, supplying meat to the major urban
centres of central Germany (north of the R. Main).352

At the beginning of the sixteenth century this trade totalled about ten
thousand cattle annually, which quadrupled during the second half of the
century to 40,000 head per year.353 Transportation was different to most
other exports as the cattle travelled on their own, but feeding facilities en
route were necessary; this led to the development of cattle stations where
merchants could buy and sell in a specialist market. This explains why these
centres were usually located outside major urban centres, although in no way
was this commerce divorced from the overall trading structure of cities such
as Cracow. Nevertheless, for Cracow the cattle trade did have its geo-
graphical implications; in comparison with most other commercial branches
it did bind the city more closely with central Europe as a whole, compared
with the dominance of the north and Baltic ports found in the trading links
of other commodities passing through the city. It is also interesting to note
that some areas to the north-east of Cracow, such as Lithuania, provided no
evidence of large exports of live cattle. It is important to remember, there-
fore, that when trying to define the geographical movement of commerce,
different trade branches provide varying patterns of spatial distribution;
these lack the precision of more permanent features such as rivers or
coastlines.

The source areas for cattle herded to Cracow were mainly Podolia and
Moldavia,354 but from the customs registers in Cracow it is difficult to obtain
a true trade picture. Before reaching Cracow many cattle were kept during
the winter months on farm estates belonging to the nobility and were only
ready for sale in the spring. These 'winter cattle' were free from customs
duty, so the actual number moving through Cracow may never be accurately
known. Documents from other towns, however, do give some idea of their
movement towards Cracow. From the breeding grounds in Moldavia, for
example,355 the cattle were herded northward through such places as
Suceava and Kolomyja towards Lwow;356 they were wintered in the Carpa-
thian foothills and recorded in Cracow's customs registers as arriving from
there.357 Certainly places like Krosno358 and Jaroslaw359 must have sup-
plied the city's butchers with cattle, as did Lublin;360 certain cattle traders
from Cracow dealt with longer distance movement, of whom one Hieroni-
mus Kriegel in the 1530s and 1540s,361 and Hieronimus Gelhorn in the 1560s
and 1570s, were active merchants.362 Many of the cattle were herded down
the San valley towards the city, and it is interesting to note that in Lwow and
Cracow prices per head showed no great differential, despite the latter's
nearer proximity to central European markets (Table 21).

Considerable numbers of cattle must have been herded along the more
northerly route via Sandomierz and Krzepice, and therefore by-passing
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Table 21. Price of cattle per head in Lwow and Cracow during the sixteenth
century (in grosz)

Year Average price in Lwow Average price in Cracow

68
71
90

160
15972

Sources: S. Hoszowski, Ceny we Lwowie w XVI i XVII wieku, Lwow, 1928, p. 180;
J. Pelc, Ceny w Krakowie w latach 1369-1600, Lwow, 1935, p. 75.

1527
1530
1531
1561
1591

72
75
36

150
157

Table 22. Cattle

Year

No. of cattle

movement

1509/10

3,305

through Cracow in the

1519

4,944

1552

4,460

sixteenth

1584

5,290

century

1591/92

4,452

Sources: R. Rybarski, Handel i polityka handlowa Polski w XVI stuleciu, Vol. II,
Warszawa, 1958, pp. 172, 177, 193^ , 237; Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w
Krakowie, Ksiegi celne, rkp. 2115, 2116, 2117.

Table 23. Livestock registered in Cracow's customs books for 1589, 1593

Type of livestock (per head)

Oxen
Cows
Heifers
Goats
Sheep
Unknown category

TOTAL

1589

2,837
2

292
183
741
133

4,188

%

67.74
0.05
6.97
4.36

17.70
3.18

100.0

1593

2,807
27

-
169
198

-

3,201

%

87.70
0.84

-
5.27
6.19

-

100.0

Source: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiqgi
celne, rkp. 2115, 2117, 2118.
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Cracow, but one still finds large numbers coming to the city throughout the
century (Table 22). This table reflects perhaps the more general trend in
cattle trading for, according to Jeannin, 'The animals in transit through
Wallachia, when added to those from Hungary, explain the record figures
reached in the 1580s - nearly 200,000 head per year.'363 It also puts into
sharper focus, the fact that Cracow was handling only about 2 lA per cent of
this estimated grand total.

Cattle from Podolia and the Ukraine were sent from Lwow towards
Silesia, passing through Cracow or further north to markets such as
L^czyca; in this case they entered Germany via Brandenburg, as did cattle
from the Poznan region.364 However, the markets of Saxony and Thuringia
were supplied not only from this route but also through Silesia. During the
sixteenth century two Cracow families seem to have dominated cattle
exports from the city; the Schilling family365 had strong connections with
Wroclaw, whilst the Gutteters were concerned with sending cattle to
Nuremburg and Frankfurt-am-Main.366

The dominance of cattle trading in Cracow during the sixteenth century
tends to obscure commerce in other live animals. The customs registers
towards the end of the century reveal movement of other livestock through
the city (Table 23). Again, it has to be remembered, these figures only give
some idea of livestock movement because neither the nobility, nor Cracow's
citizens, were subject to customs duty; in practice, therefore, the numbers
would be higher; even so, the overall dominance of trade in oxen would not
have been overshadowed. Horses were also a significant item, particularly
for their greater versatility within society as reflected in their higher price
(Fig. 61). Locally bred horses were certainly exported to Bohemia (Olomouc,
Jicin, Lipnik, etc.) during the last decade of the sixteenth century,367 whilst
Cracow imported horses from Transylvania368 and Slovakia.369 However, it
would appear there was never a large trade movement in horses either to or
from Cracow.370

According to Obuchowska-Pysiowa, 'The trade in oxen performed an
important role in the economy of Cracow',371 at the beginning of the seven-
teenth century. Not only did it provide a constant source of meat supply for
its inhabitants, but brought in profits from abroad for merchants and money
for the city treasury through customs duty. Customs registers reveal how
cattle were sent to the city from Ruthenia, the Ukraine, Podolia and Molda-
via, with a certain percentage being re-exported to Brzeg and Swidnica in
Silesia (Table 24). On average about 400 head of cattle arrived in Cracow
each month, with a peak in August and low in March and May; nearly a fifth
were re-exported. It is difficult to tell how representative 1604 was for the
trade, but the annual sum appears fairly commensurate with other totals in
the sixteenth century (Tables 20 + 21) which suggest that about 4,000 head of
cattle arrived annually in the city from the eastern breeding grounds.
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Source: J.Pelc.
Ceny w. Krakowie
Tables 64.65.68.

E.Tomaszewski.
Ceny yi Krakowie
Tables 14.16; p 316.

61 Average price of certain livestock in Cracow, 1500-1795.

Ruthenia was one of the chief suppliers during the first half of the
seventeenth century, in which Jaroslaw, as in the sixteenth century, held an
important position (Table 25). Despite Cracow's low ranking in this table, it
should be noted that a further 29,273 head of cattle were recorded as going
to Silesian and foreign fairs (8,357 of which went to Brzeg) and for 39,992
cattle no destination was noted. Some of the cattle in these two latter
categories must have travelled through Cracow en route to the West. Other
points of interest in Table 25 indicate firstly the major position of Jaroslaw
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Table 24. Cracow's trade in oxen, 1604

Total
Month Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

No. %

For
Cracow 538 526 58 271 40 262 382 422 438 282 368 356 3,943 82.6
market

For
re-export 97 - - - - - 170 483 - - - 79 829 17.37

Total 635 526 58 271 40 262 552 905 438 282 368 435 4,772 100.0

Sources: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiegi celne,
rkp. 2126; H. Obuchowska-Pysiowa, 'Handel wolami w swietle rejestru celnego komory kra-
kowskiej z 1604 roku', Kwartalnik Historii Kultury Materialnej, Vol. XXII, No. 3, Warszawa,
1973, p. 508.

in this trade (50 per cent of the Polish market went through the town), and
that of the grand total (275,660), over 14 per cent are known to have gone on
to Silesia and Germany, the largest number through Brzeg cattle station,
followed by Glogow, Wroclaw and Olesno.372

Trade in other livestock through Cracow in the first half of the seven-
teenth century continued to be overshadowed by the movement of oxen
through the city. The 1604 customs register records the following variety of
animals entered for tariff purposes (Table 26).

Sheep constituted over 90 per cent of this trade, most going for export; as
expected it was a very seasonal commerce, largely concentrated into the
summer months, most sheep being sent to Silesia to provide wool for its
textile industry.373 Interestingly, there seems to have been little mention of
pigs; according to Rusihski, exports to the West were chiefly from Greater
Poland.374 Horses, with their erratic price differentials between 1600 and
1650 (Fig. 61) were mostly of Polish origin, although there is evidence of
imports from the Orava region of Slovakia.375

In the middle of the seventeenth century significant changes began more
generally to take place in East-West trade relations. On the Polish side there
was a noticeable decline in the cattle trade, a factor also experienced on the
other side of the Carpathians in Hungary.376 Exports of oxen from Poland
were confronted with serious difficulties after having survived the traumas
of the Thirty Years War. Attman believes that 'exports could no longer
compensate for the import of products - especially cloth - from the
West',377 largely due to the development of trade credit, which heralded
the decline of earlier great markets in Polish urban centres. In their place
the fairs at Wroclaw, Frankfurt and Leipzig began to develop, the latter



Table 25. Oxen

Fair

Total oxen
Rank position

exported from Ruthenia to Polish cattle fairs, 1601-1648

Kamionka Jaworow

20,054
4

20,701
2

Jaroslaw

103,772
1

Grodek

20,498
3

Radymno Mosciska

8,299 1,156
6 9

Gdansk

3,621
8

Belz

879
12

Lukow

11,896
5

Zamosc

7,521
7

Cracow

1,074
11

Sources: Centralne Panstwowe Archiwum Historyczne U.S.S.R. we Lwowie, Sqd Grodzki Halicki, pp. 109-21, 354-66, 368-88,
390-3; M. Horn, 'Handel wolami na Rusi Czerwonej w pierwszej polowie XVII wieku', Roczniki Dziejow Spolecznych i
Gospodarczych, Vol. XXIV, Warszawa, 1962, p. 83.
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Table 26. Cracow's trade in livestock (excl. oxen), 1604

Total
Month Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

N o . %

For
Cracow
market:
Cows +
Heifers 5 - 1 12
Sheep - - - -
Goats - - - -

For
re-export
Sheep -

Total 5 - 1 12

132
45
5

182

147
28
28

926

1,129

16
_
2

2,100

2,118

40
74
30

717

861

4
_
—

_

4

15
_
—

340

355

16
16
—

_

32

5
_
—

_

5

393
163
65

4,083

4,704

8.35
3.47
1.39

86.79

100.0

Sources: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiegi celne,
rkp. 2126; H. Obuchowska-Pysiowa, 'Handel wolami w swietle rejestru celnego komory
krakowskiej z 1604 roku', Kwartalnik Historii Kultury Materialnej, Vol. XXI, No. 3, Warszawa,
1973, p. 508.

dominating commercial links between on the one hand Russia/Poland, and
on the other central and western Europe.378 Cracow became increasingly
isolated from these developments not only in the cattle trade, but also in the
general commercial field; the Swedish occupation of the city and its after-
math only contributed further to this deteriorating situation during the
second half of the century.

Indications suggest that by the eighteenth century emphasis in the cattle
trade had moved northward from Little to Greater Poland; it was concen-
trated around Wielun, where cattle were herded to Silesia and beyond.379 It
seems Poznan now took on Cracow's previous role in this trade for, 'Live-
stock commodities were characterised by the highest rates of dynamism ...
The intensive development of the livestock market due to the demands
created in the municipal, regional and foreign markets'.380 Only after the
first partition of Poland (1772) was the old route through Ropczyce-
Bochnia-Cracow again brought into intensive use,381 when the Austrian
government established cattle markets at Oswi^cim, Zator and Cieszyn.
Merchants from Kleparz in Cracow were active in buying cattle from the
city's neighbourhood, but much of the Silesian trade was in the hands of
people from the surrounding villages of Cracow such as Plaszow.

As Cracow meat merchants/butchers were free of customs duty in the
eighteenth century, figures in the city tariff registers are of little use for
estimating actual demand within the urban centre, but one may safely
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assume that a large percentage of the cattle entering the city were for local
consumption. Similarly for pigs, their numbers were an unknown quantity;
for sure they were in demand, not only for meat, but also in the preparation
of salted bacon and lard. The registers do, however, give some idea of the
supply catchment area, pigs arriving in the city from Little Poland (Chrza-
now, Wolbrom, S^dziszow) and farther afield - above all from Zamosc,
Jaroslaw and Stanislawow.382

Horse trading appears to have been very much a local affair, unlike such
places as Poznan, where 'The horse trade, which after the 1770s increased
considerably, was geared first of all to supply the needs of the Prussian
army.'383 Livestock by-products were in demand, such as tallow, for soap
and candle-making, coming mainly from well-known cattle towns
(Jaroslaw, Drohobycz, Tarnogrod) and largely organised by Jewish mer-
chants. It was also supplied by local villages around Cracow, any surplus
usually going for export to Silesia.384 Dairy products (e.g. ewe's cheese) were
mainly for the local market, but some exports went along the R. Vistula to
Warsaw.385 The wool trade was of little significance.386

Prices of certain livestock in Cracow (Fig. 61) follow a similar pattern
experienced with other products. The gradual rise in the sixteenth century
was overtaken by great annual variations in the seventeenth, which con-
tinued into the following century. Horses were clearly the most expensive
animal on sale in Cracow; only in 1555, 1601, 1645 and 1776 were they on
average cheaper than oxen, whilst in 1767 they fetched the same price. The
vicissitudes of war also help explain some of the price variations,
especially in the seventeenth century; the drop in oxen prices at the end of
the period under study to that similar to fifty years earlier may have been
connected with the disturbed economic situation resulting from the second
and third partitions; alternatively, it may have been linked with an overall
European trend alluded to by Braudel and Spooner - 'What people are
generally less well aware of is that the situation sketched in 1750 - large
rations of bread and a little meat - which continued by and large for
another century until about 1850, was itself the result of deterioration . . .
In the German towns the yearly consumption of meat declined from the
fifteenth to the eighteenth century . . . What was true of Germany was
sooner or later true of Europe.'387 Sheep, even though much lower priced,
demonstrate those phases characteristic of other livestock between 1500
and 1795.

(iv) Miscellaneous goods
The above products by no means exhaust the list of goods Cracow traded in
during the Early Modern Period, but perhaps highlight those of greatest
financial reward for the city. There remains however, numerous other
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merchandise sent either to, or through Cracow, most notable of which were
fish, cereals and wood.

(a) Fish
The compulsory fish diet of Catholic Poland was provided partly by local
supplies such as carp, pike, eels, perch, trout, lamprey, salmon and other
river species, but also by cod, plaice and, above all, herrings from the
northern seas. The importance of herrings overshadowed all other fish
imported into Poland; during the first half of the sixteenth century their
importation was rather irregular388 but after mid-century increasing
amounts entered the Polish market. Much of the trade was in the hands of
Baltic coastal merchants and those inhabiting the Lower Vistula valley,
particularly Mazovia.389 During the sixteenth century herrings began to
prefer the North Sea for spawning, possibly due to a change in water salinity.
According to Rutkowski about 60 per cent of the herring supplies came to
the Baltic ports through the Sound;390 from here herrings were only occa-
sionally sent up river to the Polish markets, preference being given to
overland routes.

Cracow was one of the major fish-marketing centres of Little Poland (Fig.
62); it possessed two centres, one in Garbary (mainly local fresh fish) the
other beneath the castle with its warehousing facilities for salted and dried
fish;391 the latter served a wider area, including the Hungarian transit trade.
Documentary sources suggest a steady supply of herrings from the Baltic
ports, especially Gdansk392 to Cracow throughout the century (Table 27).
The table illustrates this continuing trade, but the actual amounts involved
varied considerably from year to year; it also reflects the crisis in Poland's
fish trade by mid-century and consequent price increases. Pieradzka has
calculated that herring prices rose by 71 per cent during the second half of
the century, only becoming more stable after 1584.393 Most of the herring
catch came from Gdansk through Prussia, but were recorded in Cracow
documents394 as having been supplied from inland route towns such
as St^zyca, Warsaw and Sandomierz (river ports), Skierniewice and
Lowicz.395 Other towns included Radomsko, Szadek and L^czyca, the
latter a noted place for eels.396

Although most of Cracow's herrings and eels came from the northern
parts of Poland, the city also imported fish from Lwow. These consisted
mainly of sturgeon and various types of salted, dried fish which were
transported to Cracow in special containers making it easier to identify them
in the customs registers; actual varieties were more difficult to distinguish,
often being referred to as 'Lwow fish'. Similar consignments were recorded
from Lublin.397

Apart from fish consumed in the city, Cracow exported quantities surplus
to requirements. The main receiving areas appear to have been the Carpa-
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Table 27. Baltic herring imports to Cracow during the sixteenth century

Year

barrels

1509/
10

392

1533/
34

1,928

1534/
35

1,171

1536/
37

1,619

1541

302

1542

589

1549/
50

264

1576

48

1588

660

1589

42

1593

11

1595

31

1597

38

1600

193

Sources: Calculated from R. Rybarski, Handel i polityka handlowa Polski w XVI
stuleciu, Vol. II, Warszawa, 1958, pp. 40, 172-3; Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panst-
wowe w Gdahsku, Odpisy korespondencji: 300 R/Ee, No. 1, p. 1435; Missiva 300,
27/14k. 127v—128v; Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiqgi
celne, rkp. 2115-2121; H. Obuchowska-Pysiowa, Handel wislany w pierwszej
polowie XVII wieku (Ossolineum), Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krakow, 1964, p. 149;
Regestra thelonei aquatici Wladislaviensis saeculi XVI, S. Kutrzeba and F. Duda
(eds.), Krakow 1915, p. 70; J. M. Malecki, 'Przyczynek do dziejow handlu Gdanska
w drugiej polowie XVI wieku', Studia Gdansko-Pomorskie, Gdansk 1964, p. 32.

thian foothill region, northern Hungary and, to a lesser extent, Silesia. After
1541 there was a decline in fish recorded in the customs books, whilst
Cracow's fish traders seem to have suffered a takeover by Hungarians and
dealers from Wroclaw; this was particularly apparent by the end of the
century when direct contacts by these merchants began in the smaller towns
of Little Poland.398 Even so, as Malecki's study has shown, fresh fish from
Cracow were transported to many of the Carpathian foothill towns includ-
ing Biecz, Bochnia, Brzesko, Chrzanow, Jordanow, Nowy S ĉz and Nowy
Targ etc., as the 1594 customs registers have shown.399

The other great outlet for Cracow's fish trade was northern Hungary.
Evidence reveals that throughout the sixteenth century such towns as
Kosice, Kezmarok, Bardejov, Levoca, Presov, the Liptov and Orava valleys
received fish consignments from Cracow.400 Less information is forthcoming
for urban centres in central Hungary. However, Dan has proved that fish
was transported to Transylvania, especially herrings to towns like Cluj401

and Oradea.402 Certainly several well-known merchants were involved in the
north Hungarian trade including Thurzo, Spies, Melchjor and the Schilling
family,403 some, like the Fuggers and Hegels, concentrating on trade with
individual places like Kosice and Lwow.404 Finally, evidence suggests that
trade contacts with Silesia and Moravia existed for supplying both herrings
and salted fish from Cracow's fish market.405

In the eyes of contemporaries the seventeenth century was to see an
explosion of Dutch trade in northern Europe. By 1600, according to
Christensen, 'the Dutch were unquestionably the world's leading seafaring
nation';406 their trade with the Baltic continued to increase until the 1620s
when the Swedish invasion of north Germany interrupted commerce. A new
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trading peak was reached in the 1650s followed by a slow decline towards the
eighteenth century. Indirectly all this was relevant to Cracow, for the ports
of the Baltic littoral constituted the largest single market for Dutch cured
herring. Even in 1500 half the herring imported into Gdansk came from
Holland407 and the volume increased over time. The herring, states Unger,
'was consumed in Baltic ports or shipped inland along the rivers of Poland
and Russia. On average, some 11 per cent of the herring that entered the
Baltic in the first half of the seventeenth century found its way up the Vistula
as far as Warsaw.'408

Certainly long periods of religious fasting and skill in preserving herrings
made this fish very popular; it also ensured that herrings were carried in
transit throughout Poland and beyond.409 Obuchowska-Pysiowa's research
on Warsaw customs registers during the first half of the seventeenth century
has shown that Cracow held thirteenth place amongst Polish cities in its
herring imports;410 this position, though not as impressive, was still sig-
nificant within Little Poland. Moreover, documentary evidence suggests that
the city continued to export surplus quantities of herring over the Carpa-
thians to places like Bardejov,411 Presov412 and Opava, often organised by
merchants from Mi^dzyrzecz and Senov.413 Salted fish also left Cracow
for Cluj and Oradea in Transylvania.414

After 1700 Dutch involvement in the herring trade declined sharply and,
according to Unger, 'The destruction of a great part of the Dutch herring-
fleet by the French shortly after 1700 was surely not unconnected with
this.'415 Their heirs were the Scots and Scandinavians who were already
taking over the herring trade at the end of the seventeenth and beginning of
the eighteenth century, a period of instability and war. In the first half of the
eighteenth century it was the Norwegians and, after 1760, the Swedes who
dominated herring sales in the ports along the Baltic coast, and on whom
ultimately Cracow's merchants depended for their supplies. Nevertheless,
even in 1763 Dutch and Scots as well as Swedish herrings arrived in Cracow
from Wroclaw, Gdansk and Torun;416 other fish included lamprey,
salmon, cod, eels, etc.; as for Poznan, some of this fish came from the Baltic
port of Szczecin.417 Inland varieties arrived in Cracow from Lwow,
Jaroslaw and Stanislawow, especially sturgeon,418 but consignments
from the Lower Vistula region were small in comparison due to continued
conflict with Warsaw merchants over their fish prices.419 In contrast, the
Upper Vistula region and the Polish-Silesian border were important sup-
pliers (e.g. from Kopciowice, Wielki and Mali Ochab (Austrian Silesia),
Skidzynia, Grojec, Dankowice (in the Sola valley),420 Babice, Por^bka
etc.); river fish also arrived in Cracow from the Skawa valley and places
nearer to the city.

Documentary sources for the later eighteenth century reveal that
Cracow's herring trade was not on such a large scale as two centuries earlier;
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small quantities were purchased by the city's fish traders in Wieliczka,
Ropczyce, Rzeszow, Jaroslaw, Frydek and Opava. Sometimes fish such as
cod, smoked cod, sturgeon and lampreys arrived in consignments of colonial
goods from Gdansk and Torun along with small amounts of cod-liver oil.421

One thing that changed little over the centuries was the seasonal nature of
the fish trade concentrated in the winter months (November-March), par-
ticularly herring following the summer and autumn catches in the North
and Baltic Seas.422

Fish prices based on Cracow's documentary sources are rather of a
sporadic nature, with several varieties having only short-run data; the
exception are herrings (Fig. 63) with a time series covering the period
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1500-1795. The price of herring in Cracow rose in the 1590s to a point higher
than previously in the sixteenth century,423 followed by yet another rise in
the 1620s and 1630s. Prices continued to increase, peaking during the
troubled war years of the 1700s; by 1720 a long-term decline set in, only
disturbed by the high totals experienced during the Seven Years War. By
1793, however, they returned to a similar level found a century and a half
before.

(b) Cereals
From the end of the fifteenth century the importance of grain in inter-
national commerce was steadily growing;424 during the second half of the
sixteenth and first half of the seventeenth century it totalled from 50-60 per
cent of total trade between Eastern and Western Europe.425 The major
source of grain in the Baltic area at this time was Poland, which accounted
for about half the total cereal exports from the Baltic. Grain production in
the country was approaching the crucial point at which surpluses were being
regularly obtained; thus external demand became closely matched with
favourable prospects for increased internal supply. Many scholars have
emphasised the significance of cereal exports in the evolution of the
economic, political and social structure of Poland in the past. Weighty
arguments have been put forward on this theme, most recently by Topolski
and Wyczanski,426 but critical in this study is to examine its importance as a
product in Cracow's commercial structure.

Documentary sources suggest that Cracow's role in the Polish grain trade
was insignificant although, as a city of several thousand inhabitants, there
was internal demand for grain, especially wheat for making bread. It is even
questionable if many of Cracow's merchants were involved in the grain
trade; according to the customs tariff returns at Wtoctawek, cereals were
sent down the Vistula to Gdansk by them only in 1556, 1557 and 1575.427

Fertile cereal-growing areas lay to the east and north-east of the city, with
easier direct access to the banks of the Vistula downstream of Cracow;
upstream the region was less favourable for cereal growing, whilst arable
land in the immediate vicinity of the city appears to have been utilised for
other crops. Certainly, cereal exports from the whole Cracow region to the
Baltic coast were much lower than for other parts of the country during the
second half of the sixteenth century.428

Any cereal surpluses left over from internal needs, appear to have been
sent, not to the main grain mart in Gdansk, but westwards to Silesia;429 often
this was in the form of return cargo by carters from places like Bielsko-
Biala, who had delivered linen and other textiles to the city.430 Wheat,
barley, millet and buckwheat were most frequently documented as sent to
small centres like Bestwina, Komorowice, Kozy, Lipnik (near Bielsko-
Biala), Mikuszowice, Pszczyna and Zywiec.431
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Cracow's involvement in the grain trade showed a marked contrast
between the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The pattern set in the
sixteenth century of Cracow's minimal involvement in cereal exports has
been confirmed by Obuchowska-Pysiowa as continuing well into the follow-
ing century. Her analysis of goods imported and exported along the River
Vistula between 1605 and 1651 based on customs ledgers from Warsaw
reveal that only 0.4 per cent of the total tonnage for all Polish localities was
recorded as coming from Cracow.432 In a much earlier study Lepszy also
maintained that 'in the seventeenth century the great trade in cereals, in
which Poland supplied the whole of Europe, was absent from Cracow's
trading interests'.433 The decline in vital Polish grain exports after the
mid-seventeenth century has been generally analysed in terms of material
and human disasters brought about by war; this stimulated a fall in
agricultural profits and productivity, to which Jeannin believes should also
be added a satisfactory analysis of the demand factor.434 Whatever the
outcome of such research, it is clear that Cracow's cereal trade was only
symptomatic of the overall situation in the country during the latter part of
this century.

In contrast, the eighteenth century was to witness the development of
Cracow as an important centre for the Little Poland region. Madurowicz
and Podraza have described how Cracow at this time lay on the boundary
between two agricultural regions; wheat and barley production was concen-
trated to the north, oats and other cereals to the south.435 The First Partition
of Poland in 1772 accentuated this development. The Austrians received
territory to the south of the River Vistula which effectively divided Little
Poland into its two grain-producing halves. Inevitably this led to Cracow
becoming the main centre for cereal exchange, and gradually developed to
include markets in Austrian-controlled Galicia. After 1785, however, a series
of poor harvests in Galicia led to decline in Cracow's entrepot position in the
grain trade of southern Poland.436

Cracow's catchment area for obtaining cereals varied on average between
22 and 65 km, although instances were recorded of up to 100 km from some
of the smaller villages in the Carpathian foothills.437 These more distant
traders brought wooden carvings, Hungarian wine and dried fruits, Silesian
linen and rough woollen cloth to exchange for vegetables and cereals; they
came to the main grain market in Cracow at Kleparz.438 Usually, however,
grain arrived from villages nearer to Cracow, such as Proszowice,
Slomniki, Koszyce, Miechow, Skala and Zywiec.439 The most intensive
period of cereal export was during the First Partition of Poland (1773-84)
when the main outlet for grain to Galicia was through Cracow (Table 28).
The table suggests that quite large quantities of cereals were sent annually to
Galicia from Cracow, mainly transported between June and August (i.e. an
average of 40 per cent for the two years).
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Table 28. Cereal exports from Cracow to Galicia, 1780, 1785

Month/
Year Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total

I ? , 598 1,154 63 72 78 166 802 816 440 229 241 268 491/2 5,3477 Load

® T ° n 465 898 49 61 129 624 635 342 178 188 209 382 4,1600 equiv.

I ? , 912 844 804!/2 353 537 869 1,697lA 1,137 33VA 249 SWA 129 8,9787 Load

® T ° n 710 657 626 275 418 676 1,321 884 258 193 400 567 6,9875 equiv.

Sources: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Rachunki miasta Kazi-
mierz, rkp. 665, 670; M. Kulczykowski, Krakow jako osrodek towarowy Malopolski
zachodniej w drugiej polowie XVIII wieku, (P.A.N.), Warszawa, 1963, p. 50.

The last decade before the Third Partition of Poland in 1795 saw a
considerable grain crisis in Galicia due to a series of bad harvests; further,
the Russo-Turkish War of 1787 restricted Polish cereal imports from Kher-
son,440 which in turn led to cereal price rises in Little Poland. Moreover, the
Austrian government forbad cereal exports to Galicia,441 which forced
Cracow to reorientate her grain trade once more towards the Baltic coast -
Gdansk, Elbl^g and Krolewiec (Konigsberg).442 Finally, it should be
remembered that Cracow was also an important flour-milling centre for
Little Poland443 supplying towns like Wieliczka, Bochnia, Skawina and
Myslenice.444

Cereal prices in Cracow between 1500 and 1795 (Figs. 64, 65) show wheat
and rye as higher value crops compared with barley and oats throughout the
whole period.445 As with other product prices it is possible to differentiate
between the centuries; the sixteenth was fairly stable with increasing fluc-
tuations during the latter decades, the seventeenth rising and falling com-
mensurate with the vicissitudes of war and harvest, the eighteenth having
dramatic oscillations related to the economic and political vagaries of the
time.

The survival of grain-price data throughout much of Europe over this
period allows some comparison between Cracow and other areas. In south-
ern and western Europe price rises for cereals were only moderate during the
first half of the sixteenth century. After 1550, contact between Polish and
other European corn markets meant similar price patterns. In Cracow, as in
Gdansk and Malbork, slight price rises in grain were already discernible in
the 1540s;446 substantial price increases for Polish grain during the second
half of the century were the result of growing West European demand for
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cereals combined with the general depreciation of precious metals
throughout the continent.447 The intense price rises in the seventeenth
century were directly related to the devaluation of the grosz vis-a-vis silver
content; this led to the disastrous monetary crisis of 1617-31,448 and was
reflected in Cracow's grain prices. Hoszowski has shown, for example, that
'Within the sixteenth century .. . the price of oats increased fivefold in
Warsaw, Cracow and Gdansk',449 and goes on to suggest that 'corn prices
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were rising faster in Poland than the majority of western countries'.450 The
eighteenth century saw the development of Poland's domestic cereal market,
which was dominated by cities on the Vistula river. Kuklihska has proved in
her analysis of rye and wheat prices in Gdansk, Warsaw and Cracow
(1752-80) that a close correlation existed between these places, suggesting
some measure of interdependence;451 such results further support an earlier
study by Kula452 which suggested a tendency for price standardisation.
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(c) Wood
Apart from grain, timber provided one of the largest items of export from
Poland and Lithuania until the second half of the sixteenth century, when it
was replaced by Norway in the timber markets of Holland and England. The
Polish wood trade consisted of timber for shipbuilding, joinery and cask-
making as well as forest products such as tar and charcoal. Since the Middle
Ages timber had been one of Poland's principal exports and, although less
significant than cereals in the sixteenth century, it still involved large areas of
the Vistula basin, yielding huge profits for the royal court and large land-
owners.453 The decline of Polish timber and allied exports was probably due
to increasing areas placed under arable cultivation at the expense of the
forests; this was most dramatically experienced in eastern Mazovia, pre-
viously a densely wooded area.

Cracow was an important market centre for the timber trade; demand
within the city itself for heating houses, building purposes (e.g. Wawel
Castle),454 constructing river craft and, to a lesser extent, for charcoal in
metallurgy, must have been considerable. Further, its position on the Vistula
provided a collecting point for further wood transhipment down river to the
Baltic coastal ports. The main source of Cracow's timber supply was the
heavily wooded valleys of the Upper Vistula, Sola, Skawa, Przemsza and,
above all, Pszczynka rivers in the Carpathian foothills, and from Silesia.455

The sixteenth-century Polish historian Marcin Kromer specifically referred
to these timber imports when writing about Cracow.456 Besides timber, other
forest products including pitch457 (for coopers, shoemakers, ropemakers),
lubricants458 and resin459 were imported into the city.

Some timber was exported from Cracow down the Vistula to central
Poland and beyond. The Wloclawek customs tolls reveal that Cracow
merchants sent wood to Gdansk throughout the sixteenth century
(Table 29). This table suggests Cracow merchants were most involved in yew
exports, a wood in great demand throughout Europe for making bows.
Other ports on the Lower Vistula received timber from Cracow, amongst
them Warsaw.460

Exhaustion of forests close to navigable rivers in the southern Baltic
during the seventeenth century, meant West European merchants turned to
the northern reaches of the Baltic Sea. Lithuania and especially, Belorussia
now became the chief suppliers of timber for the West, particularly through
the ports of Krolewiec (Konigsberg) and Riga.461 This affected Cracow's
export role in the timber trade, but the import of wood for internal needs
continued. The eighteenth century saw little change for Cracow in this
situation, in spite of a revived demand for Polish timber abroad, particularly
through Gdansk.462

Local demand for wood in Cracow remained. Wood was needed as a fuel
and for building purposes; large quantities were consumed by the brewing,
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Table 29. Timber exports from Cracow to Gdansk in the sixteenth century

Type of
timber Measure 1537 1544 1546 1555 1557 1558 1560 1561 1572 1574

96
80 10

9Vi 20 8

2!/2

Source: Regestra thelonei aquatici Wladislaviensis saeculi XVI, S. Kutrzeba and
F. Duda (eds), Krakow, 1915, pp. 381, 385, 395, 399-400, 419-20.

Table 30. Woodfuel imports to Cracow from Southern Little Poland
1750-1785

Logs

Wainscot

Yew

Grained
wood

Pile
Beam
Bundles
per 100
No. of
Horses
per 100

-
4

50 56

5
18

Year

No. of Cartloads
Tonnage equivalent

1750

1,608
1,251

1755

1,075
836

1760

1,400
1,089

1765

2,995
2,330

1770

3,748
2,916

1775

1,746
1,358

1780

1,742
1,355

1785

1,023 Vi
796

Sources: Calculated from Regestra thelonia civitatis Cracoviensis, rkp. 2216, 2217,
224,2235,2238, for relevant years; M. Kulczykowski, Krakow jako osrodek towarowy
Malopolski zachodniej w drugiej polowie XVIII wieku, (P.A.N.), Warszawa, 1963,
p. 69.

distilling, brick-making and lime-extracting industries together with the salt
mines in Wieliczka/Bochnia.463 Cracow's position on the boundary between
the forested south and arable north of Little Poland led to its significance as
a timber mart. After mid-century, archival sources note wood arriving in
Cracow from many surrounding villages to the south of the city, including
Zarnow, Zawada, Biala, Skawa, Budzow, Jasienica, Palcza, Harbutowice,
Izdebnik, Skawinka, Zachehnna, Makow, Sidzina, Rudnik, Sulko-
wice, Barcice and Zywiec; and such places sent particularly firewood. The
overall annual totals are seen in Table 30.

After the First Partition of Poland (1772) Cracow was cut off from its
southern hinterland and had to rely on other source areas; wood was floated
down the left bank tributary of the Vistula river; some timber was also
exported downstream from Cracow to Brzesko, Nowe Miasto Korczyn and
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Warsaw.464 Other forest by-products such as charcoal (from the Beskidy
Mountains), oak bark for leather tanning, resin and potash according to
documentary records assumed little importance amongst the city's
imports.465

Timber prices in Cracow are difficult to ascertain, due to the varied nature
of use for wood; the only long-run data series is for firewood, whilst timber
used for building purposes only has prices for short-term periods.466 Signs of
the great price fall in the seventeenth century are clearly visible in Cracow, as
in Lwow;467 they follow a pattern found in the German cities. However,
although Polish prices tended to follow the 'German' pattern (i.e. price
decline by 1620-40), Lwow and Cracow escaped this decline until the early
1650s.468 This tendency continued for over a century when, again, timber
prices, and particularly building wood, rose towards the end of the
eighteenth century.

Trade in manufactured goods

Sixteenth-century Europe inherited from medieval times a system of manu-
facturing that remained unchanged in technology and little modified in
organisation and structure; this situation was to continue until the second
half of the eighteenth century. From then on technological innovation, wider
markets and new types of industrial organisation were to transform the
manufacture of goods throughout the continent and make way for the
period known as the Industrial Revolution. Such developments, however,
did not appear at the same time throughout Europe; in Poland manufactur-
ing remained small-scale and predominantly domestic almost everywhere
well into the eighteenth century, and in many areas even longer. The failure
to develop a system of large-scale/factory production may be attributed to
the lack of mass demand for most manufactured goods, shortage of capital
investment, and imperfect knowledge on ideas of management. There was no
European market as it is understood today; except for a few products
demanded by a limited section of society, prices remained stable for, as
Pounds has noted, 'The price of pepper, or of copper, might not vary except
within narrow limits between Spain and Poland, Italy and England. But for
most other commodities there was a series of local markets.'469

Nevertheless, industrial production did expand during the sixteenth
century. There was, for example, an expanding market for cloth in eastern
Europe, but evidence suggests that the overall production of consumer
goods failed to keep pace with the increasing population of that century, and
that real incomes were falling.470 In Poland urban life was decaying, as the
gentry increasingly turned for their purchases to the merchants who
exported their cereals. Conversely, there was a movement of craftsmen into
Poland during the first half of the seventeenth century; these came mainly
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from Germany, a country troubled by the Thirty Years War. The relative
peace of Poland proved attractive; Polish manufacturing, especially cloth
production, was to benefit from this influx of foreign expertise.471 Unfortu-
nately, much of Europe suffered during the second half of the seventeenth
century which in Poland turned to a depression during the period known as
the 'Deluge' (Potop) and the country, economically weakened and politically
divided, succumbed to its neighbours during the eighteenth century.
Admittedly, the landed aristocracy in Poland and, to a greater extent in
Bohemia/Moravia, established factories for themselves in the eighteenth
century, to utilise the raw materials produced on their estates, with work-
shops attached to their own houses.

Given this more general background, one may now ask how Cracow fitted
into this changing scheme of things; to discover which products of the
European manufacturing system were to pass through the city and what
changes took place in the spatial origin and destination of these goods.

(i) Textiles
The international trade of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries experienced a
growing importance of manufactured goods, particularly of cloth for use by
increasing numbers of consumers. Although textiles had been an important
item in medieval long-haul trade, especially in the high-quality cloths for the
central European markets from Flanders and Northern Italy, they were
usually delivered in small quantities at high prices. By the beginning of the
Early Modern Period the international cloth market was producing larger
amounts for an expanding consumer commerce. To reiterate Pounds, 'One
must not, however, underrate the scale and importance of those industries
[e.g. clothmaking] which had developed to supply distant markets.'472

Poland's imports were mostly of manufactured goods. The best cloth was
from Flanders, England, France and Italy and imported either through
Gdansk or overland; medium grades came from Bohemia and Moravia, and
the cheapest types from Silesia and Brandenburg. Silk fabric imports from
Italy and the Orient were much smaller in quantity. Superior quality linen
came from Flanders and the Rhineland, cheaper varieties from Silesia.

Antwerp was the centre of the international textile trade until about 1575,
and it was from here that Flemish and some cloths from England were
exported; while English wool exports diminished in the sixteenth century,
their cloth trade to the continent more than doubled.473 Some of these
exports were sent to Poland, mainly in exchange for grain and timber:474 in
turn these textiles filtered through to the regional and local markets of the
country. Here one found the inferior, cheaper textiles from central
Europe;475 cotton and silk fabrics from the Ottoman Empire were also
evident, for which there was a great demand in Poland.476 Important urban
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centres, like Cracow, Poznan and Lublin, usually with their own annual
fairs,477 provided the ideal environment for textile purchase, either for the
surrounding local area, or for further transit on the long-haul commercial
network by textile merchants.

Cracow was an important textile trading centre in the sixteenth century
(Fig. 66) although it had no significant cloth-manufacturing industry.478

Material arrived in Cracow's Cloth Hall (Sukiennice) from a variety of
sources. More generally, the finer quality cloths came from the distant
workshops of Italy, London, Flanders and Constantinople, the cheaper
from central European sources, particularly Silesia. It is perhaps worthwhile
to note that in spite of changing trade routes, re-orientation of European
trade from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic seaboard, and new varieties of
cloth for sale, Cracow retained its position as an international textile mart in
the sixteenth century; cloth provided an important turnover article in the
city's commercial structure.

Quality cloths from western Europe arrived in the city either via Gdansk
or through Wroclaw in Silesia. In the early sixteenth century the pur-
chase of cloth from Flanders, London and other west European countries
was largely in the hands of merchant families such as the Boners in
Cracow and Popplaus in Wroclaw;479 the expensive English broadcloth,
known as Lunski in Polish documents480 referred in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries both to Dutch and English cloth481 and was regarded
as amongst the best imported.482 In Cracow, the city council bought it,
partly to remunerate its officials and functionaries.483 On occasions it was
called 'Gdansk' cloth, because their merchants sold it.484 According to
Rybarski most of this cloth came through Silesia to Cracow and, to a
lesser extent, via Gdansk.485 Besides cloth rolls, other textile products
arrived in Cracow, such as Flemish tapestries for the decoration of Wawel
Castle.486

Increasingly, during the second half of the sixteenth century, Cracow
market displayed cloth from central European workshops, above all Silesia.
Production was located mainly in central and lower Silesia, particularly the
towns of Lwowek Sl^ski, Zielona Gora, Glogow, and Zgorzelec.487

Linen cloth production (mainly for canvas) was concentrated in the Sudeten
foothills, at Jawor, Gryfow Sl^ski, Klodzko, around Cieszyn, and
Bielsko-Biala.488 Moravian cloth was also present on the Cracow market;
most of it originated from the towns of northern and south-western
Moravia. In the north-central region the most important cloth-making
workshops were in Novy Jicin, Pfibor, Mezifici, Pferov, and Holesov; the
main centres in south-west Moravia were at Jihlava and around Tfebic.489

Linen cloth manufacture was most advanced in northern Moravia near the
Silesian border, where adequate flax supplies could be obtained.490 The
Moravian textile industry was noted not only for cloth material, but also for
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Table 31. Cracow's linen cloth imports from Poland at the end of the
sixteenth century

Region 1589 1593 1594

No.of Metre No. Approx. No.of Metre No. Approx. No. Approx.
Bolts equiv. Horses Metre Bolts equiv. Horses Metre loads Metre

equiv. equiv. equiv.

Biecz
Bielsko-
Biala
Other

Totals

Approx.
Total
Metre
equiv.

18

272
10

300

558

8,432
310

9,300

27

-
2

29

26,700 metres

16,200

—
1,200

17,400

269

890
5

1,164

8,339 29

27,590 16
1 5 5 -

36,084 45

63,084 metres

17,400

9,600
-

27,000

21

16
1

38

27,300

20,800
1,300

49,400

49,400 metres

Sources: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahs two we w Krakowie, Ksiqgi
celne, rkps. 2115, 2117, 2118 for relevant years; J. M. Malecki, Studia nadrynkiem
regionalnym Krakowa w XVI wieku (P.W.N.), Warszawa, 1963, p. 189.

other products including hats, tents, handkerchiefs, tablecloths etc.491

Bohemian cloth mainly came to Cracow from Prague.492

Polish textile production was concentrated in two main weaving areas.
Most of the weaving centres of Greater Poland were situated on the left bank
of the River Warta, mainly within a 40-km belt stretching along the Silesian
border. Here one found the major cloth-making region of Greater Poland; in
the sixteenth century it covered the larger part of present-day Poznan
voivodship, whilst the adjacent Kalisz voivodship formed its eastern bound-
ary. To the south and west this region reached up to the Silesian frontier.493

Important weaving centres included Wschowa, Leszno, Koscian and
Mi^dzyrzecz. Nearer to Cracow the main textile manufacturing area at
this time was in eastern Little Poland, centred around the town of Biecz.494

Production in the area exceeded local demand and Biecz cloth/linen material
enjoyed wide appeal both within Poland and abroad. Although linen utilised
local flax supplies, the cloth industry had to rely on northern and north-
western Poland for its raw material base. Rybarski found that cloth from
Biecz, Krosno and Stary S^cz were already noted in Cracow's customs
books by 1538/39.495

The large number of extant Cracow documents for the latter part of the
sixteenth century allow a clearer picture to emerge regarding the city's cloth
imports. Polish linen cloth arrived in Cracow mainly from two regions
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Table 32. Cracow's foreign cloth imports 159111592

Type of cloth Quantity

Bale Approx. Terling Approx. Warp Approx. Horse Approx.
Metre Metre Metre Metre
equiv. equiv. equiv. equiv.

1. From Silesia
a) Silesian
b) Zgorzelec
c) Lwowek
d) Opole
e) Brzeg
f) Klodzko
g) Nowa Ruda
h) Zie>ice

2. From Moravia
a) Moravian

3. From England
a) London
4. Other (origin

unknown)
a) Plain
b) Fine
c) Kersey
d) Unidentified

Totals

\VA
48
20

-
1
2»/2

37
-

-

l
l

10

135 Vi

6,480
23,040
9,600

-
480

1,200
17,760
-

-

720

480
480

4,800

65,040

1
19
-
-
-
-
-

-

-

2!/2

23

500
1,000

19,000
-
-
-
-
-

-

-

2,500

23,000

569
-
-

201
327
281

55
165

468

13

25

22
130

2,256

11,380
-
-

4,020
6,540
5,620
1,100
3,300

9,360

260

500

400
2,600

45,080

4
-
-
-

4
-
-
-

52

-

34

94

2,400
-
-
-

2,400
-
-
-

31,200

-

20,400

56,400

Sources: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiqgi
celne, rkp. 2116; J. M. Malecki, Studia nad rynkiem regionalnym Krakowa w XVI
wieku, (P.W.N.), Warszawa, 1963, p. 45.

(Table 31). This table shows that, on average, about 46,500 metres of Polish
linen cloth arrived in Cracow annually; half of this came from the Biecz
region (50.14 per cent) and nearly half from Bielsko-Biala - 47.72 per cent.
The other regions (2.13 per cent) played a very insignificant role, supplies
coming from around Olkusz, and Szydlow (near Kielce), or with unre-
corded origin.

Cracow's cloth imports near the end of the sixteenth century suggest heavy
dependence on Silesian supplies. The 1591/92 customs book supports this
view (Table 32). This table emphasises Cracow's reliance on cloth imports
from or via Silesia; over 60 per cent of the cloth (in metres) was produced
there, and may well have been more. Unfortunately, 17 per cent of the
documentary entries failed to record cloth origin.
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Italian cloth was also to be found in the Cracow market place. A number
of Italian merchants lived in Cracow during the sixteenth century, and sold
their country's cloth by the ell in stalls behind the Cloth Hall,496 but they
were not the only foreign traders in the city. Germans, the largest group,
Armenians and Jews also traded there. This fact perhaps prompted the
Italian merchant, Paulo Giovanni, to write in 1565 that only the Poles failed
to benefit from this commerce in textiles.497 Further impetus in textile
trading came during the reign of King Stefan Batory (1576-86) when he
gave Cracow merchants the right to sell cloth 'from Italy, Venice and
Mediolani' (Milan) throughout the whole country.498 Much resentment was
felt by other traders at the methods the Italians adopted in selling cloth; a
controversy begun in 1581, culminated in an appeal to the king in 1586499

who clarified the situation by giving preference to merchants holding
Cracow citizenship. Some Italian trading companies in Cracow also special-
ised in importing their own and other western cloth, for further dispatch to
the east.500

Cracow's strong Italian connection may have resulted from the marriage
of Zygmunt I (Sigismund) to his second wife Queen Bona Sforza (1494—
1557)501; as Tazbir states 'The arrival of Italians with Bona Sforza ...
enabled the average squire, who never travelled abroad, to acquaint himself
with the ways of these foreign visitors and to compare it with his own "mos
polonicum".'502 He further maintains that in general foreigners did not meet
with an enthusiastic reception,503 for there was dislike of their intellectual
acumen and the manner in which they managed to acquire wealth and rank.
These traits were often a source of irritation to the average Polish merchant,
as testified in the above-mentioned dispute.

Finally, mention should be made of oriental cloth imports to Cracow.
Eastern textiles from the Ottoman Empire including silks, silk taffetas,
brocade, damask, velvet, camlet, kaftans, and various other types of silk
fabric arrived in Cracow from the distant workshops of Constantinople and
other parts of Turkey.504 The main middlemen in this trade were Armenian
and Jewish merchants from Lwow,505 who not only sold such materials in
the city, but also took them in transit to Gdansk for sale in the west.506

The export both of foreign and domestic Polish cloth from Cracow to the
east and especially south (Hungary and Transylvania) continued in the six-
teenth century. Throughout much of the Later Middle Ages, Hungary had
provided Cracow's merchants with a steady outlet for its textile trade, par-
ticularly the more expensive west European cloths. During the sixteenth
century there was a change in emphasis with increasing sales of cheaper
Polish and other central European cloth to the Hungarian markets.
Admittedly there was still demand for English and Dutch cloth from the
Hungarian court and richer individuals found throughout the country507

but Cracow's customs books suggest that it was the cheaper cloth, especially



Table 33. Cracow's cloth exports to Hungary: 159111592 and 1593

Type of cloth

1. From Silesia
a) Silesian
b) Zgorzelec
c) Lwowek
d) Nowa Ruda
e) Swiebodzin

2. From Moravia
a) Moravian

3. From W.Europe
a) Dutch
b) London

4. Little Poland
a) Broniow

5. Great Poland
a) Mi^dzyrzecz

6. Other (origin
unknown)

a) Plain
b) Fine
c) Kersey
d) Unidentified

Totals

Bale

32
5
1

2

2

42

Metre
equiv.

15,360
2,400

480

960

960

20,160

Ter-
ling

"/a

1

P/a

1591/1592

Metre Warp
equiv.

22
4

2

8

10
6

23

1

6
500 12

92
1,000 9

1,500 196

Metre Ell
equiv.

400
80

40

160

200 10
120

480

20

120
240

1,840
180

3,920 10

Metre
equiv.

5

5

Bale

19
2

1

22

Metre Ter-
equiv. ling

9,120 »/a
960

480

10,560 Vi

1593

Metre Warp
equiv.

11
500 14

16 Vi

45
237

500 323 Vi

Metre Ell
equiv.

220
280

330 20

900
4,740

6,470 20

Metre
equiv.

10

10

Sources: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiegi celne, rkp. 2116; K. Pieradzka, Handel Krakowa z Wegrami w
XVI wieku (Biblioteka Krakowska No. 87), Krakow, 1935, p. 214.
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from Silesia508 that now dominated in places like Presov, Bardejov, Kezma-
rok, Varazdin, Debrecin and Kosice.509

What factors contributed to this changing situation? Firstly, it should be
remembered that in Hungary war, internal disturbances and Ottoman incur-
sions (e.g. the Battle of Mohacs, 1526) had impoverished urban centres and
disrupted trade routes to such an extent that any return to former commer-
cial prosperity was beyond possibility. Secondly, during the late fifteenth
and whole of the sixteenth century, Polish cloth production saw strong
development in the Carpathian foothill region (e.g. Biecz) which produced
material in large quantities for the Hungarian market.510 Thirdly, a possible
reason for decline in foreign-cloth imports to Hungary and Cracow's near
monopoly situation in these products, which now had to satisfy a growing
home market. Fourthly, by the mid-sixteenth century price differentials
between western and central European cloth was forcing Hungarian mer-
chants to increasingly purchase the latter.511

Some idea of the cloth varieties sent from Cracow to Hungary during the
last decade of the sixteenth century is seen in Table 33. Despite over a
quarter of the total metre length having an unknown origin, Table 33 reveals
that nearly 70 per cent of Cracow's cloth exports to Hungary were produced
in Silesia. Only 1.5 per cent were of west European origin, whilst together
cloth from Poland and Moravia only totalled a similar percentage. Such
results, however, must be interpreted with caution. It should be remembered
that quantities quoted in the customs books were only the minimum
amounts; in reality a much larger total could have been traded, due to
customs avoidance, commercial privileges etc. Given these weaknesses of
Cracow's documentary sources, it seems nevertheless that the city's cloth
exports to Hungary were much less in the 1590s than during the first half
century, or even when compared with 1584.512

Linen cloth also figured in Cracow's export market but on a much smaller
scale. Demand for high-quality linen cloth came from royal courts
(especially for tablecloths); the expensive varieties, particularly from
Cologne and Gniezno, were sent to Hungary by Cracow merchants, along
with cheaper cloths from Silesia (Glogow, Bielsko-Biala and Lipnik).513

The reason only limited amounts went from Cracow to Hungary was the
protectionist policy of the Magyar rulers who wished to encourage domestic
production (e.g. at Bardejov);514 even so, evidence suggests that Polish
exports continued throughout the century with Cracow's merchants special-
ising in linen cloth from Biecz.515

Transylvania was another outlet for Cracow's textile transit trade.
Woollen, silk and cotton fabrics were the most important goods imported
into the area and had been since the end of the twelfth century.516 They
reached the Transylvanian market from Europe, the Middle East and even
the Far East; although the Ottoman Empire was the major trading partner of
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Table 34. Cloth imports Cracow-Cluj, 1592-1595, 1597, 1599

Type of cloth

Dutch or Swiss dresses
Silesian cloth
Black cloth
Veils from Flanders
Simple white cloth
Coloured cloth
Cloth from Biecz (Little Poland)
Cloth from Cologne (damask, atlas, Dutch)
Other types

Quantity in metres

4,424
3,846
2,829
2,598
2,068
1,579

728
687

1,428
20,187

% of total

21.91
19.05
14.02
12.86
10.24
7.83
3.61
3.41
7.07

100.00

Source: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiegi celne, rkps. 2116
(1592); 2117 (1593); 2118 (1594); 2120 (1597); 2021 (1599).

the Romanian Principalities (Wallachia, Moldavia and Transylvania) during
the sixteenth century, evidence from Cracow's archives certainly confirms
cloth imports from central and western Europe. According to customs data
from the 1590s Cluj was one of the main cloth-importing centres, with over
3,000 metres of material on average annually (Table 34).

Analysis shows that the better-quality material (from Flanders and
Cologne) totalled 3,285 metres (16.27 per cent), but over three-quarters was
poorer quality cloth (15,474 metres: 76.65 per cent) mainly from Silesia,
Poland and the poorer dress material from Western Europe which had
declined in quality when compared with earlier in the century. The pre-
dominance of Silesian cloth in Cluj imports from Cracow is best illustrated
for 1599 (Table 35). Thus only English cloth (Lunski) was not manufactured
in Silesia, for even Kersey was now being produced there.517

Cloth imports from Cracow to Oradea during the last decade of the
sixteenth century are seen in Table 36. These quantities show that three-
quarters of the cloth was of West European origin, with Silesian material
totalling 16 per cent and Polish cloth a mere 5 per cent; the other important
market for western textiles sent through Cracow was Bra§ov.518

Most of this cloth, of course, did not remain in these towns but was dis-
patched further into the markets of the Ottoman Empire through Nikopol to
Sofia and beyond. Similarly, the Romanian Principalities were the main
areas of exchange in goods travelling from Adrianople and Constantinople
en route to Cracow and Western Europe.519 Oriental textiles, particularly silk
and cotton fabrics were sent from Tabriz, via Bursa and Constantinople
northward to Poland, often conveyed by Polish merchants.520
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Table 35. Cloth imports Cracow-Cluj, 1599

Type of cloth Quantity in metres % of total

Cloth from Zgorzelec
Kersey
Cloth from Wroclaw
Cloth from Gorzow
English cloth

41,274
13,813
12,058
5,303
1,657

55.69
18.64
16.27
7.16
2.24

74,105 100.00

Source: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiejgi celne, No. 2021
(1599).

Table 36. Cloth imports Cracow-Oradea, 1593, 1595, 1597, 1599-1600

Type of cloth

Dutch or Swiss dresses
Silesian cloth
Black cloth
Veils from Flanders
Cloth from Biecz (Little Poland)
Cloth from Podgorze (Little Poland)
Cloth from Kolo (Greater Poland)
Cloth from Cologne (damask, satin, taffeta,

silks)
Fustian cloth
Other types

Quantity in metres

822 tt
3,437'A

495
7,671

165
825
220

10,127

110
687 XA

24,560 tt

% of total

3.35
14.00
2.00

31.23
0.67
3.35
0.90

41.25

0.45
2.80

100.00

Source: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiegi celne, rkps. 2117
(1593), 2119 (1595), 2120 (1597), 2021-2 (1599-1600).

Textiles were also sent through Cracow to lands further east. Irrespective
of the changing fortunes of the Hungarian cloth trade, Cracow's merchants
still had other income sources from textiles, particularly in trade connections
with other Polish towns; of these Lwow and Lublin were the main importers.
Lwow traders relied on the Cracow market for supplies both of local cloth
and that in transit from western Europe; Lwow's city records from the
sixteenth century reveal that the more expensive imports included cloth from
Brussels (usually in black, yellow, green or brown shades), Thuin (black),
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Ypres, Mechelen (red and black), Louvain (black and yellow), Dender-
monde, Lierre, Kortrijk, Herenthals and Eysden as well as from England
(London; Colchester). The simpler, cheaper kinds were from Silesia
(Wroclaw; Zytawa; Opole; Zgorzelec), Moravia, Prussia and Poland.521

One Lwow firm alone was importing over 2,000 metres of cloth annually
from Cracow at the end of the century.522 Merchants from Cracow rarely
took their cloth to Lwow; they transported it only as far as Rzeszow,
Przemysl, or Jaroslaw where they agreed contracts with their Lwow
counterparts.523

The other important cloth centre was Lublin. Like Lwow, Lublin
imported a variety of luxury material from the West, together with simpler
cloths from central Europe. Lublin customs records note the import of
Italian and English cloth, along with cheaper varieties from Greater Poland
(Szamotuly), Mazovia (Mogielnica), Silesia (Swiebodzin, Zgorzelec), and
Little Poland (Bukowiec); linen cloth came from Flanders and England.524

Some of the textiles from Cracow recorded in the Sandomierz customs books
may also have been en route to the Lublin market.525 An inventory dated
1586 of Jan Cechi, a well-known Italian merchant in Cracow, lists goods sent
to Gromnik fair including large amounts of cloth and silks destined for
Lublin.526 From Lublin some of the textiles were sent further east; also on
occasions merchants from Vilna even came to Cracow to purchase cloth
material.527

Finally, and more generally, mention should be made of an influx of Jews
who came to live in Cracow at the end of the sixteenth/early seventeenth
centuries; they arrived from Germany, Italy, Spain and Portugal, many
settling in Kazimierz. They became involved in many branches of commerce,
but their knowledge of west European contacts was particularly useful in the
textile trade. Links were forged with other Jews living in southern Poland
and Silesia (e.g. Bielsko-Biala)528 where local cloth purchases were made
and then exported through Cracow to Hungary,529 Moravia, Lwow, Lublin
and places east.

The seventeenth century was to see changes in the textile industry
throughout Europe. The making of cloth, more than some other forms of
manufacture, experienced modifications in its pattern of location. Some of
the medieval textile centres declined whilst prosperity came to new countries
and new areas; above all, cloth manufacture became a rural industry. This
was the age of the 'putting-out system', which depended on a widely scat-
tered domestic labour supply. The regions that decayed were largely those of
small-scale urban manufacture. Rural wages were often much lower than
those artificially fixed in towns and expansion of the industry took place
mainly in areas that adopted the new system of utilising cheaper labour in
the countryside.

Western Europe, traditional source of better-quality cloth for the Polish
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Table 37. Cloth exports to the Baltic region from England
and Holland, 1591-1650

Annual average for the period From England From the Netherlands

1591-1600 28,700 pieces 2,600 pieces
1601-1610 32,000 pieces 6,700 pieces
1611-1620 34,000 pieces 16,200 pieces
1621-1630 29,000 pieces 30,500 pieces
1631-1640 32,600 pieces 39,800 pieces
1641-1650 20,700 pieces 33,800 pieces

Total 177,000 pieces 129,600 pieces

Source: Calculated from R. W. K. Hinton, The Eastland Trade and the Common
Weal in the Seventeenth Century, Cambridge, 1959, pp. 227-30.

market, experienced these changes throughout the century. For example,
woollen-cloth production in Venice was reduced to a tenth its former size,
whilst Milan, Florence and Genoa suffered almost as badly. Some of this
was due to urban-rural movement of manufacturing, whilst luxury textiles
had to compete with lower-priced French and Dutch varieties.530 In
Germany continued warfare resulted in the collapse of many urban indus-
trial centres whilst the devastated countryside found little opportunity for
the new putting-out system or work. Likewise in the Netherlands, the
medieval Flemish clothing towns suffered badly during the Revolt in that
country; many weavers moved northward and re-established their industry
around Leiden. However, the whole industry was dominated by astute
merchants who dealt in finished cloth and the superiority of Dutch finishing
processes (dressing, bleaching and, above all, dyeing) ensured it a continued
market throughout this troubled century. In some cases this led to com-
plaints by foreigners that the Dutch bought cloth abroad, dyed it, and
exported it as their own product. England and Holland were particular rivals
in this trade, the former dominating Baltic cloth imports until the end of the
sixteenth century'531 from then on the Dutch became increasingly important
for the east European market, as seen in Table 37.

For Cracow the major source of Baltic cloth imports came from Gdansk.
Although occasionally hampered by personal disputes between textile
merchants of the two cities,532 western cloth in large amounts and various
sizes arrived in Cracow throughout the first half of the seventeenth
century.533 Customs books' data gives some idea of this trade (Table 38).
This table, however approximate it may be, does give some indication of the
Gdansk-Cracow cloth trade. For example, it suggests that during the first
half of the seventeenth century nearly a quarter of a million metres of



Table 38. Textile imports Gdansk-Cracow, 1589-1655

Total
for
period

1589 -1600
1601-1610
1611-1620
1621-1630
1631-1640
1641-1650
1651-1655

Sub-totals

Bale

168
88!/2

50
-

46
4

60 72

417

Totals: Bales =

Ter-
ling

4
972
-
-
-
-

13 72

452;
Approximate

Cloth

Warp Bundle

4 4
2272

1 1
- -

272

6
- 45

: 36 50

Terlings = 14 V

Approx.
metre

Horse equiv.

14 93,184
6 56,030

24,036
- -

22,130
2,040

29,760

20 227,180

'2; Warps = 4,949
metre equivalent = 346,870

Fine English/Dutch cloth

Approx.
metre

Bale Warp Bundle equiv.

_ _ _
2 15 -

Vi 1072 -
_ _ _
- 1,19472 -

11272 -
8 94 3

1072 1,42672 3

_
1,260

450
-

23,890
2,250
5,768

33,618

; Bundles = 56; Horses = 20;

Bale

6
1072

172
-

672
-
-

2472

Bolts

Kersey

Ter-
ling Warp Bundle

1
16

- 15072 2
50

- 3,104
138
28

1 3,48672 2

= 114

Approx.
metre
equiv.

3,880
5,360
3,762
1,000

65,200
2,760

560

82,522

Bolt

_
-
-
-

46
48
20

114

Silk Fabrics

Approx.
metre

Bundle equiv.

_ _
- -
- -
- -

1,426
1 1,504

620

1 3,550

Sources: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiegi celne, rkps. 2115-69; J. M. Malecki, Zwiqzki handlowe miast
polskich z Gdanskiem w XVI i pierwszej polowie XVII wieku, (P.A.N.) Prace Komisji Nauk Historycznych No. 20, Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krakow,
1968, Table XVIII, pp. 236-8.
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various cloth types were transported from Gdansk to Cracow (i.e. 213,098
metres). Further, nearly two-thirds of the metre length is referred to in
documents as 'cloth' of no specific type, while kersey is explicitly mentioned
for a quarter of the total metre length; moreover, English/Dutch fine cloth
('Falendysz') amounted to a tenth and only 1 per cent was silk fabrics.
Supportive evidence of the Gdansk-Cracow cloth trade besides customs
registers also came from shop inventories of certain Cracow textile mer-
chants suspected of customs evasion and subsequent search of their prop-
erty.534

Italy was the other main source of Cracow's western textiles during the
seventeenth century. Italian fabrics were fashionable throughout Poland at
this time; the city's trading community had several local merchants, mainly
of Italian origin, who were involved in importing valuable Italian luxury
fabrics. Although the north Italian woollen cloth industry suffered from
erratic raw material supplies, their silk weavers were more fortunate. Many
countries in the Mediterranean basin produced raw silk, which was collected
and dispatched from Messina and Naples to northern Italy. For example, at
the beginning of the seventeenth century the production of fine cloth and
refined silk fabrics was highly developed in Venice.535 Obuchowska-Pysiowa
has analysed the 1604 Cracow customs registers and shown that such fabrics
arrived from Venice by the overland route via Vienna.536

The Italians formed a nucleus of wealthy traders in Cracow around 1600,
who also held important administrative posts in the city.537 One of the most
successful was Valery Montelupi; he specialised in expensive Italian fabrics,
particularly for the royal court, importing his goods mainly via Nuremburg
and, to a lesser extent, Krems, Vienna, etc.538 He, like other Italian mer-
chants in Cracow, had the advantage of continued links with north Italian
workshops, unlike Polish and other foreign traders who were discouraged
from visiting Italy. Consequently, non-Italian merchants could only travel to
intermediary towns (e.g. Nuremburg, Vienna) where they obtained Italian
products at local fairs.

Throughout the first half of the seventeenth century Cracow's customs
registers provide evidence of continued Italian fabric imports, especially silk;
taffeta, a thin glossy silk material, came mainly from Lucca, the chief
production centre,539 as well as a rougher version from Milan.540 Closely
woven silks, like satin, also arrived in Cracow from Florence541 and Luc-
ca;542 smaller quantities arrived from Genoa, Naples, Milan and Bologna.543

Silk damask was exported to Cracow from three main centres - Genoa,
Lucca and Venice.544 Velvet, however, appears to have been less popular on
the Polish market.545 Nevertheless, quantities arrived in Cracow from
Genoa, Florence, Venice, Lucca and Naples546 and, to a lesser extent, Milan
and Reggio neir Emilia.547 Of the more exotic imported fabrics, cloth of
gold - a tissue of gold, silk, and wool threads - should be mentioned. Drappi
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d'oro and its silver equivalent (drappi d'argento) were sent to Cracow from
workshops in Florence, specially made to order for the royal court.548

Similarly, brocade came to Cracow from Milan and Florence.549

The third quarter of the seventeenth century saw a lull in the intensive
import of Italian silks; largely this was due to the uncertain situation existing
on the Polish market, caused by the wars suffered in many parts of the
country, including Cracow. However, after 1670, more peaceful times led to
a rekindling of former contacts in north Italy from whence once again
fabrics reached Cracow. Certainly the Italians were still producing consider-
able quantities of silk cloth for, according to Thornton, 'The demand for silk
materials grew as the seventeenth century continued... so that there was still
sufficient work to keep a fairly large Italian industry active.'550 Cracow's
archival material suggests the existence of two major textile firms, one
belonging to Marco Antonio Frederici, the other Paolo Antonio Ricciard-
etti. They both maintained direct contact with Italian silk manufacturers in
Venice, Florence, Lucca and (after 1682) with Bergamo. Goods came over-
land directly from the warehouses in Verona, via southern Germany (Augs-
burg) to Leipzig, Wroclaw and Cracow, a journey of about six weeks.551

Usually, three journeys were made annually with cloth arriving in Cracow
for the New Year, Easter and the end of September (St Michael's Day).

Cracow's documentary sources also suggest that Italian silk fabrics were
of two types - traditional material commonly imported during the first half
of the century, and new varieties previously unrecorded in the archives.
Amongst the conventional silk cloths were taffetas from Lucca and Flor-
ence, as well as Mantua and Pisa,552 together with satin from Florentine,
Venetian, Luccese and Bolognian workshops.553 A similar location pattern
emerges for damask (Lucca, Florence and Venice).554 Velvet, however,
seems to have experienced a changed location emphasis; Venice was now the
main importing centre555 whilst places formerly more significant (Genoa,
Lucca, Florence) now sent much less material.556 On rare occasions velvet
from Cremona was imported.557 More expensive silks (cloth of gold,
brocade) previously in such demand by Cracow's royal court, now found few
purchasers; the Church was the main buyer for use in making liturgical
capes.558

Several new types of Italian silk cloth were found in Cracow shops during
the latter part of the seventeenth century. Amongst these were lame,559 and
samite from Venice, first mentioned in 1669.560 Other cloths included silk
gauze from Venice (1681 onwards),561 and poplin (after 1676).562 Finally,
examples of sagathy came from Milan and Florence, the first appearing in
the late 1670s.563

Silks were not the only fabrics to be sent from Italy to Cracow; analysis of
the 1604 customs registers by Obuchowska-Pysiowa have shown that other
fabrics were often more numerous but, as they were much cheaper than silks,
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their value as transit commodities was lower.564 Taszycka also has stated
that late in the century certain quantities of woollen and cotton textiles
arrived in Cracow,565 but it was silk fabrics that obtained the highest profits
in the city's transit trade.

If woollens and luxury silk fabrics predominated in Cracow's cloth
imports from West Europe during the seventeenth century, in contrast, linen
from central Europe provided much of the cheaper material for the city's
transit trade. Linen manufacture was a traditional craft in Silesia and lively
trade connections in this cloth existed with Cracow. The textile industry,
particularly cloth and flax weaving, became the most important sector in the
Silesian economy during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries; this
was largely due to foreign merchants, including those from Cracow or their
agents, entering the Silesian countryside to organise a domestic industry
which utilised cheaper rural labour.566 Industrial growth continued un-
abated in Silesia during the early years of the seventeenth century, prosperity
in the textile centres reflecting the continuous expansion of linen manufac-
ture and exports.567

Cracow provided one of the main outlets for Silesian cloth; these came to
the city together with west European textiles sent via Wroclaw. Disrup-
tions caused by the Thirty Years War (1618-48) seem to have had only a
minimal effect on this trade, certainly during the early stages of the conflict.
As Jeannin points out, 'on the Continent itself, despite the ravages of
warfare, the expansion of trade was often dramatic .. . In 1629 the exports of
cloth from Breslau [Wroclaw] to Cracow broke all records.'568 This state-
ment is supported by Wolanski's research on the volume of trade between
Wroclaw and Cracow in 1629, which was at least twice the annual average
for the earlier part of the seventeenth century. Similarly, his figures for cloth
exports reflect this overall trend (Table 39).

After its peak in 1629 cloth exports to Cracow declined; towards the end
of the century they amounted to only a fifth of their level in 1600. According
to Inglot 'The Thirty Years War and the counter-reformation policy of the
Hapsburgs checked the development of cloth weaving', followed by 'the
emigration of Silesian cloth weavers from the regions near the Greater
Poland frontier; they settled down in towns on the other side of the
frontier'.569

Linen manufacture was also a traditional craft in the Czech lands
(Bohemia/Moravia); Cracow's imports of both linen and other woollen
cloth, from the 1624 customs registers, seem to have come mainly from
N. Moravia (Table 40).

These places, however, were mentioned in documents only as exporting
centres, but the cloth may have come from a number of workshops spread
widely throughout the Czech lands. The main centres trading in cloth were
Novy Jicin, Frydek and Pfibor and, to a lesser extent, Karvina, Fulnek and



Table 39. Silesian

Year

No. Warp
Metre equivalent

cloth exports to

1600

10,700
214,000

Cracow in

1609

8,453
169,060

the seventeenth century

1619

17,789
355,780

1629

27,499
548,980

1639

9,202
184,040

1644

4,815
96,300

1654

1,926
38,520

1664

3,638
72,760

161A

3,103
62,060

1684

2,033
40,660

Source: Calculated from M. Wolanski, Zwiqzki handlowe Slqska z Rzeczqpospolitq w XVII wieku z szczegolnym uwzgl^dniem
Wrociawia, Wroclaw, 1961, p. 149.
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Table 40. Cracow: linen and cloth imports from N. Moravia, 1624

p i o p p / e o i l T*f*f*
x J.CLL'W SU 111 L/C

Lipnik
Frystak
Frydek
Valasske Mezirici
Fulnek
Novy Jicin
Karvina
Opava
Pfibor
'from Moravia'
Cracow merchants
Unknown

Sub-totals

Bolts

255
494
22
5

-
-
—
-
—
75
—
-

851

Linen

Approx.
metre
equiv.

7,905
15,314

682
155
-
-
—
-
—

2,325
—
-

26,381

Total approximate

Other cloth

Bales Approx.
metre
equiv.

_ _
_
-
- -
- -
- -
6 2,880
- -
— -
- -
- -

12 5,760

18 8,640

metre length = 100,901

Fabrics

Warps

_
-
124
-

16
1,775

—
8

696
—
675
-

3,294

Approx.
metre
equiv.

_
-

2,480
-
320

35,500
-
160

13,920
-

13,500
-

65,880

Source: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiqgi
celne, rkp. 2142.

Opava. The origin of cloth bought by Cracow merchants is not recorded in
the customs notes. Linen came to Cracow mainly from Lipnik and Frystak
and was largely in the hands of Moravian merchants; they usually delivered
it to Cracow's chief linen buyer, one Martin Pacoszka. Although metre
lengths in Table 40 are only approximate they suggest linen totalled over a
quarter of Cracow's textile imports from the Czech lands in the 1620s. After
1650 this trade suffered decline, for the Swedish Wars had a catastrophic
effect on Cracow's trade relations both with the Czech lands and Silesia.

Polish cloth imports also reached Cracow. The emigration of weavers
from Silesia to Greater Poland strengthened textile development in such
centres as Poznan, Wschowa and Leszno.570 The Silesian cloth weavers were
welcomed not only by the business-minded landed aristocracy, but also the
townspeople of Greater Poland, both seeing their arrival as an economic
advantage.571 Cloths produced by them entered the domestic market, and
reached the main urban centres of Little Poland, including Cracow.
However, Greater Poland's developing cloth industry indirectly led, through
strong competition, to a decline in the textile centres of Little Poland; for
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example, by the second half of the seventeenth century textile manufacture
had all but disappeared in Biecz, formerly so important for Cracow. Much of
the cause was related to Biecz's dependence on raw material supplies from
northern and north-western parts of Poland, which were increasingly in
demand from centres like Poznan, etc. Linen manufacture in Biecz was more
fortunate, as it relied on local flax supplies; even so linen exports to Cracow
declined during the first half of the seventeenth century (Table 41).

Cracow's textile merchants looked to their traditional markets south of
the Carpathian Mountains and, in eastern Poland, from exports during the
seventeenth century. Closest links were with East Slovakia in Northern
Hungary, and Transylvania. Although Cracow lost some of its former
importance in Central European trade during this century, the textile trade
maintained its former significance, certainly in the early decades. Cracow's
customs sources suggest two East Slovakian towns, Presov and Levoca, were
pre-eminent in the city's cloth exports.

Presov, located in the middle Torysa valley, lay on the main trade route
from Cracow via the R. Poprad en route to Kosice. It was a major route
centre for connections with Silesia, Moravia and Austria as well as farther
south into central Hungary. Mareckova's analysis of Presov's customs
registers for the first three decades reveals the significance of Moravian cloth
and Polish linen imported via Cracow (Table 42). Clearly, the dominance of
Polish linen is most notable, forming two-thirds (67.73 per cent) of total
cloth imports, while Moravian was another sixth; all other textiles together
formed less than a fifth of the overall amount. Admittedly, the table is only
based on surviving archival material covering thirteen random years, but the
figures do suggest an average of over 3,300 warps (approx. 66,000 metres)
annually were dispatched to Presov at this time.

Besides the obvious importance of Polish linen, Cracow's customs register
for 1631 gives some indication of the main cloth types sent through Presov to
northern Hungary, destined for the markets of Slovakia and Transylvania
(Table 43). This table reveals the virtual monopoly enjoyed by merchants
from Cracow in supplying some of the more expensive cloths to Presov
around 1630. Moreover, they also seem to have controlled the trade in some
cheaper cloths; for example, in 1631 of the 4,550 warps (91,000 metres) of
Silesian cloth sent from Cracow, to Presov, 3,958 lA warps (79,170 metres) or
87 per cent were organised by the city's own traders.572 Several of the
merchants mentioned in Table 43 were also members of the city council573

who monopolised Silesian cloth imports to Cracow; however, merchants
from Presov and other East Slovakian towns, seemed to dominate in other
materials - linen, silk, Milan cloth and mohair.574

Levoca was the other significant importing centre for Cracow's textiles.
Situated 50 km to the west of Presov on the southern slopes of the Levoca
Mountains, its advantageous location at the crossroads of trade routes to



Table 41. Cracow:

Quantity

No. of horses
Approx. metre equiv.

linen

1589

22
13,200

imports from

1593

43
25,800

1594

33
19,800

Biecz

1595

65
39,000

, 1589-1650

1597

43
25,800

1600 1603

9 -
5,400 -

1604

3
1,800

1610 1611

3 -
1,800 -

1612 1615

2
1,200

1619 1624 1629 1644 1650

4 _
2,400 -

Source: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiegi celne, rkp. 2115, 2117-20, 2125-26, 2132-34, 2137, 2141^43, 2146,
2159,2164.

Table 42. Presov's

Quantity

No. of warps
Approx. metre equiv.
%

textile imports through Cracow

Moravian
cloth

6,192
123,840

14.38

Kersey

1,592
31,840

3.70

Ke_ty cloth
(L. Poland)

1,250
25,000

2.90

1600-1630

Great Pol.
(Mie_d-
zyrzecz)

3,335
66,700

7.75

Bohemian
cloth
(Jihlava)

755
15,100
1.75

Silesian cloth
(Zgorzelec)

613
12,260
1.43

Falendysz

153
3,060
0.36

Polish soft
linen

19,415
388,300

45.10

Polish rough
linen

9,145 V2

194,910
22.63

Total

43,050/2
861,010
100.00

Sources: Calculated from Okresni archiv, Presov, Registra tricessimy for the years 1601, 1607-10, 1612, 1614-15, 1618-19, 1623-24, 1629; M. Mareckova,
'Presov v Uhersko-Polskych obchodnich vztazich pocatkem 17 stoleti', Historicky Casopis, Vol. XXI, No. 3, Bratislava, 1973, pp. 430-1.



Table 43. Cloth exports from Cracow to N. Hungary, via Presov, 1631

Name of Cracow
IY| pfpVl Q Tl f"
111C1 CllClll L

Cyrus bros.
M. Domzal
Formankowicz bros.
J. Herman
M. Pacoszka
S. Januszowicz
Zalaszowski bros.
M. Winkler
Roikowski
Others

Totals
Total exports to Presov

% Cracow merchants

Kersey

Warps

394
337
274
242
193
109
39
74

197 y2

1,859 Vi
2,060

9C

Metre
equiv.

7,880
6,740
5,480
4,840
3,860
2,180

780
1,480

3,950

37,190
41,200

1.26

Crepe

Warps Metre

177

178
166
90
68

148
63

890
917

equiv.

3,540

3,560
3,320
1,800
1,360

2,960
1,260

17,800
18,340

97.05

Type

Arras cloth

Warps

156

80
6

74

83

399
612

65

Metre
equiv.

3,120

1,600
120

1,480

1,660

7,980
12,240

.19

of cloth

Falendysz

Warps

11A
9Vi

45!/2

5l/2

16

2

23

109
144

Metre
equiv.

150
190
910
110
320

40

460

2,180
2,880

75.69

Brussels

Warps

24

25
14!/2

63 Vi
11

i cloth

Metre
equiv.

480

500
290

1,270
1,540

82.46

Miedzyrzecz
cloth

Warps

4

4
6

10

24
25

Metre
equiv.

80

80
120
200

480
500

96.00

Sources: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiqgi celne, rkp. 2142; M. Mareckova, Ddlkovy obchod
Presova v prvychtfech desetiletich 17 stoleti a Krakovsky trh, Brno, 1971, p. 125.



Table 44. Levoca: textile imports from Cracow, 1603-1624

Type of cloth

Moravian
Silesian
Kersey

Totals

Ranking

Moravian
Silesian
Kersey

Totals

Ranking

W

870
717
305

1892

W

4190
347

1231

5768

1603

M

17,400
14,340
6,100

37,840

7

1620

M

83,800
6,940

24,620

115,360

2

W

1754
990
252

2996

W

3697
330
711

4738

1604

M

35,080
19,800
5,040

59,920

5

1621

M

73,940
6,600

14,220

94,760

3

W

782
50
19

851

W

1183
9

410

1602

1605

M

15,640
1,000

380

17,020

9

1622

M

23,660
180

8,200

32,040

8

W

1893
352

54

2299

W

2
-

710

712

1606

M

37,860
7,040
1,080

45,980

6

1623

M

40
-

14,200

14,240

10

W

2290
1338
143

3771

W

0
-

638

638

1607

M

45,800
26,760
2,860

75,420

4

1624

M

0
-

12,760

12,760

11

W

5992
501

1594

8087

1619

M

119,840
10,020
31,880

161,740

1

W = No of warps
M = Approx. metre equivalent
Sources: Calculated from Arhiv mesta Levoce (Okresni arhiv, Spisska Nova Ves), Registra tricessimy, Trieda IV A. sign., for 20/1—
20/20, pp. 375-80 relevant years; F. Hejl and R. Fisher, 'Obchod vychodoslovenskych mest se zahranicim ve stoleti protihabsburskych
povstani', Sbornik Praci Filosoficke Fakulty, Brnenske Univ. (Rada Hist.), Vol. 31 (C. 29), Brno, 1982, pp. 113-14.
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Hungary, Poland and Silesia favoured its development as an international
commercial centre. Levoca was a free, royal town and occupied a leading
political and economic position in the Spis region of northern Hungary. It
was noted for its linen and cloth woven products. Like Presov, it figured
prominently in Cracow's export trade during the first three decades of the
seventeenth century. From surviving archival records, the above materials
seem to have been most important in Cracow/Levoca trade. The peak, 1619,
also coincided with the second highest year for Cracow's Silesian cloth
imports (compare Tables 39 and 44) in which nearly half (45 per cent) found
their way onto the Levoca market. The drop in imports between 1604 and
1605 may have been due to the disruption of commerce around Levoca
caused by the Bocskay uprising.575 The noticeable decline in cloth imports in
the early 1620s was linked with a cholera epidemic in the Levoca area in
1623.576 Finally, the earlier momentum of Cracow's cloth trade with Levoca,
was somewhat lost in the late 1620s, but the place still remained an active
trade centre amongst East Slovakian towns, especially for more expensive
cloths from Cracow.577

Kosice was apparently much less significant for Cracow's textile trade;578

however, cloth may have arrived in Kosice from Presov, 30 km to the north,
but although originally bought on the Cracow market. Pach has stated that
'The merchants of Kassa [Kosice]... purchased in Poland not only Silesian
and South German [Wroclaw and Nuremburg] cloths, but also English
fabrics ("karasia" = kersey, "londis").'579 Price lists from the Kosice tailors
guild dated 1627 and 1635, mention 'English coats and skirts';580 manorial
accounts and payment lists also testify to the popularity of English cloths in
northern Hungary at this time,581 whilst the cheaper, lighter kersey cloth,
manufactured either in England, Gdansk or Silesia, proceeded through
commercial centres like Cracow to other east European markets.582

The second half of the seventeenth century saw a marked decline in
Cracow's textile exports to northern Hungary. The main reasons were
apparently deteriorating commercial conditions caused by the upheavals of
the Thirty Years War, and the growing use of alternative routes. East
Slovakian merchants increasingly used the Vah-Hornad valley route connec-
ting their towns with Moravia, and hence direct access to cheaper central
European cloth; furthermore the dearer west European textiles could also be
purchased in Wroclaw. Therefore, the former middle-man role held by
Cracow's cloth merchants was being by-passed, spurred on no doubt by the
Swedish invasion of Little Poland. Northern Hungary now had to find
alternative routes for its cloth supplies. Once the Cracow connection had
been severed, the route through the south Carpathian foothills linking the
Czech lands and East Slovakia became the main thoroughfare; this, in turn,
led to the eclipse of Cracow's dominant role in transit commerce in cloth.

Cracow also sent textiles to Transylvania but, unlike East Slovakia,



Table 45. Polish textile imports from south-east Europe via Turnu-Ro§u 1673-1686

1673 1682 1683 1684 1685 1686

Cloth type Quantity Approx. Quantity Approx. Quantity Approx. Quantity Approx. Quantity Approx. Quantity Approx
metre metre metre metre metre metre
equiv. equiv. equiv. equiv. equiv. equiv.

A Cotton
twill
1 Ordinary

2 Thick 2 loads 940

10 loads

lload
15 pieces

4,700

732 !/2

6 loads
10 pieces
6 loads

2,995

2,820

4 loads

5 loads

1,880

2,350

3 Coloured
4 Indian
5 from
Brusa
6 Black/
Green
mixture
B Flannel
C 'Aba'
(coarse
woollen

2,075 pieces 36,212 V*

20 rolls 500
300 rolls 7,500 13 loads 8,135

81 rolls

120 rolls
13 rolls
280 rolls

3,000
325

7,000

1 !/2 loads

1 V2 loads

60 rolls
8 loads

705

705

1,500
3,760 198 rolls 4,950 238 rolls 5,950

cloth)



D Coarse
cloth
E Mohair

F Blankets
G Cotton
HSilk

I Muslin

6 rolls 150

U n l o a d s 5,655 13 rolls 325 U n l o a d s 5,405
10 rolls

140 pieces 2,450 130 pieces 2,275 75 pieces \$\2XA
9!/2loads 4,465 20 loads 9,400 20 loads 9,400

3,948 litres 4,277 10 loads 4,905 3/4 9'/2 loads 4,536 Vi 9 loads 4,230 7 loads 3,290 2 loads 940
190 litres 66 litres
8!/2bales 323 6 loads 2,820 18 bales 23,359 40'A loads 19,035

907 rolls

J Linen
1 Turkish
2 Indian
K Turkish
taffeta
L Velvet

Approx-
imate total
metreage

787 rolls 19,675
269 rolls 6,725
40 rolls 1,000

78,089 y2

3 rolls 75

17,1533/4 34,546*72 40,399 46,545 16,290

Sources: Calculated from Arhivele Statului, Sibiu, Zwanzig und Dreissig Rechnungen, Cutia XXVII Nos. 1-10; L. A. Demeny, 'ComerJul de
tranzit spre Polonia prin Jara Romaneasca §i Transilvania (ultimul sfert al secolului al XVII-lea)', Studii Revista de Istorie, Vol. 22, No. 3,
Bucure§ti, 1969, pp. 469-73.
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appears to have imported certain oriental cloths in return. Agents for
Cracow merchants were active in exporting material to the main urban
centres of Transylvania, particularly Oradea, Cluj, Sibiu and Bra§ov.
Kavka's analysis of Cluj customs registers of 1599-1636 reveals a number of
Cracow agents sending Czech and Moravian cloth to the town.583 In 1613, a
Polish merchant arrived in Cluj from Cracow with a consignment of textiles
including kersey cloth and linen.584 Cracow's own registers e.g. 1624585

prove that Cluj merchants themselves came to the city for textiles,586 whilst
on other occasions cloth from Cracow was purchased by Translyvanian
merchants in Presov.587

Oriental textiles were brought back on the return journey to Cracow.
These came from the Ottoman Empire through Transylvania to Poland; they
arrived in Lwow and Cracow even during the troubled years of the later
seventeenth century. Archival evidence tends to refute the view that the
Turks deliberately hampered Polish trade contacts with south-east Europe.
The second half of the seventeenth century has been generally considered to
be one of economic decline in Transylvania but analysis of customs registers
for Turnu-Ro§u suggest intense commercial activity, including textile
exports to Poland. (Table 45). The table suggests the importance of certain
textiles, silks,588 cotton and muslin, which travelled via the Olt river and
Turnu-Ro§u on to Poland at the end of the seventeenth century.589 It is most
likely that some of these more expensive cloths would have reached
Cracow's market along with other cheaper varieties of rough cloth, blankets
etc., popular amongst the Polish peasantry.

Cracow's other eastern markets were Lwow and Lublin. In the early part
of the seventeenth century cloth from Cracow arrived in Lwow for the
Moldavian and Near East markets. Obuchowska-Pysiowa's work on the
1604 Cracow customer returns show the popularity of Silesian and Mora-
vian cloth for these south-eastern markets (Table 46). Total metreage reveals
a fairly even split between the two cloths, with slightly more Silesian (52.22
per cent) compared with that from Moravia (47.78 per cent). The Cracow/
Italian merchant Valery Montelupi was involved in this trade, and men-
tioned four times in 1604 as sending various silks and other fabrics to Lwow.
Some Cracow cloth merchants were known to have branch shops in Lwow
during the late 1620s,590 and in 1666.591

The tumultuous events in Moldavia however during the latter half of the
seventeenth century, must have taken their toll on the cloth trade. Frequent
Turkish, Tartar and Polish incursions on Moldavian territory during the
conflicts of 1672-76 and 1693-99, combined with Poland's loss of Podolia
and the Turkish capture of Kamieniec Podolski, disrupted commercial links
with Lwow, Cracow and the Baltic coast.592

Russia was Cracow's other main textile market to the East during the
seventeenth century; although the main commercial links were through
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Table 46. Cloth exports from Cracow to Moldavia, via Lwow, 1604

Type of cloth Bales Approx. metre equiv. Warps Approx. metre equiv.

Silesian 184 88,320 3,465 69,300
Moravian - - 7,212 144,240

Source: H. Obuchowska-Pysiowa, 'Struktura handlu Krakowa z krajami
poludniowo-wschodnimi i z pahstwem Moskiewskim w 1604 r. 'Roczniki Dziejow
Spolecznych i Gospodarczych, Vol. XXXVIII, Warszawa-Poznah, 1977, p. 100.

Table 47. Cloth exports from Cracow to Russia via Lublin, 1604

Type of cloth Bales Approx. metre Warps Approx. metre %
equiv. equiv.

Moravian cloth
Silesian cloth 23 11,040
Bielsko-Biala linen

Approximate total metreage = 174,000 metres

Source: Calculated from H. Obuchowska-Pysiowa, 'Struktura handlu Krakowa z
krajami poludniowo-wschodnimi i z panstwem Moskiewskim w 1604 r', Roczniki
Dziejow Spolecznych i Gospodarczych, Vol. XXXVIII, Warszawa-Poznah, 1977,
p. 111.

Lublin, other towns were known as intermediaries for Cracow's exports to
Moscow, including Jaroslaw, Vilna and Volhynia (Wolyn). Again Obu-
chowska-Pysiowa's researches for the early years illustrate the attraction of
central European cloth/linen for the Russian market (Table 47).

Unlike the Moldavian market, Russian imports of Moravian cloth seem
to have been far more popular than those from Silesia; also here linen
formed nearly a tenth of total cloth exports. Certainly, merchants such as
Montelupi were active in this trade, transporting cloth from Cracow via
Lublin to the Russian market on ten different occasions during 1604.593

Jeannin has pointed out, with reference to Italian merchants, that 'they also
went much farther afield, and in the case of Montelupi even as far as
Russia'.594

During the 1620s branch shops of Cracow textile merchants existed in
Lublin595 and Vilna,596 whilst some Lublin merchants, according to the 1624
customs returns, not only came to Cracow, but also went further to Moravia
for cloth.597 Contacts between Cracow and Volhynia also existed; however,
high transport costs for the six-day journey tended to limit purchases to the
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more expensive cloths, with a greater return on profits.598 Besides cloth, the
Russian market was also important for various ready-made goods including
expensive hemming material, hosiery products, and various items of ladies'
apparel;599 many originated in Prague, but were organised through Jewish
merchants in Cracow. Even at the end of the seventeenth century these and
other cloth goods continued to be sent from Cracow to Lwow, Jaroslaw,
Lowicz, Piotrkow Trybunalski, Lublin and Warsaw, often through the
Italian merchant community in the city.600

The eighteenth century was a period of shrinking markets for Cracow's
textile merchants. Signs were evident in the previous century; after 1640 a
high turnover of cloth of some 30,000 warps (600,000 metres) annually
dropped dramatically to only a few thousand warps each year. During the
last quarter of the seventeenth century, the annual import of cloth from
Silesia, formerly the city's chief supplier, was only about 2,000 warps (40,000
metres)601 or 6 per cent of pre-1640 years. This was at a time when Silesian
textile production was still prosperous, especially linen manufacture for,
according to Kisch, 'Silesian linen remained unchallenged in world markets
.. . the late 17th and early 18th century were the brightest periods of Silesian
development.'602

Perhaps the answer lay in events beyond the control of Cracow's traders.
In south-east Europe the last thirty years of the seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries witnessed the extension of trading activity by Levantine
companies, particularly by Greeks, into such towns as Sibiu and Bra§ov.
These merchants of Balkan origin (Greek, Bulgarian, Serbian, etc.)603 settled
in the larger towns for trade purposes. After Transylvania was annexed to
the Hapsburg Empire in 1701, privileges granted these Balkan companies
were reinforced. The political situation of Moldavia and Wallachia under
Turkish rule604 in the eighteenth century did little to improve commercial
relations with former Polish markets. Another blow for Cracow's trade links
came in 1714; in that year Peter the Great decided to direct all Russian trade
towards St Petersburg, causing commercial stagnation between Cracow and
its Ukrainian markets.605 It was hoped that closer commercial links could be
made by Cracow with Silesia, but this again was partially thwarted in 1742,
when Silesia became part of the Prussian kingdom of Frederick the Great.606

Finally Gdansk, formerly an important supplier of English and Dutch cloth
to Cracow, was itself partially eclipsed by increased Swedish trading activity.
New outlets for western cloth were being found by Swedish merchants in
Russia; according to Unger, 'after 1714 the young St. Petersburg drew 10%
of the supply from the Netherlands, and 25% from England; the figures for
Danzig were then 10% and 11% respectively. An economic landslide seems
to have taken place.'607 Its impact was also felt in Cracow.

The second half of the eighteenth century for Cracow saw an intensified
search for cloth markets nearer home, and greater reliance on Wroclaw for
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Table 48. Cloth supplied to Bajer's shop in Cracow, 1752-1755

Origin 1752/53 1753/54 1754/55

M % E M % E M %

Silesia (Wroclaw) 9,291 4,645 lA 60.44 853 426 Vi 10.81 3,516 Vi 1,758 Vi 36.37
Grt. Poland 4,917% 2,459 32.00 6,484 3,242 82.13 5,817% 2,908% 60.18
(Leszno)

Moravia (Frydek) 1,168 584 7.56 312 156 3.95 -
Little Poland - - - 245 122% 3.11 334 167 3.45
(Bielsko)

Total 15,376% 7,688% 100 7,894 3,947 100 9,667% 4,834 100

E = Ells; M = Approx. metre equivalent
Sources: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Inwentarz-
Fascykut aktow Luznych (1750-1797), rkp. 823; M. Kulczykowski, 'Handel Krakowa w
latach 1750-1772', Prace Historyxzne, No. 4 (Historia No. 4), Krakow, 1960, p. 87.

foreign supplies. Unfortunately, concerning imports from Wroclaw,
Cracow's customs books for this period only note cloth quantities and the
merchant involved; Wroclaw was a source not only of western textiles, but
also of cloth from Greater Poland. Customs data, however, does not allow
the different origins to be distinguished. Kulczykowski has found that
fifty-seven merchants sent a total of 874 packets of cloth from Wroclaw to
Cracow in 1750608 and estimated this as totalling 3,500 warps (i.e. 70,000
metres); for 1755 this came to 1,108 packets, an increase of 4,540 metres over
the five years. Other evidence may be found in cloth merchants' ledgers; an
inventory from the shop of Jan Bajer for 1752/53609 shows an annual
purchase of 500 warps (10,000 metres: English, Dutch, Belgian, French,
Silesian and cloth from Greater Poland) had arrived there from Wroclaw;
consignments were dispatched originally by merchants in Aachen, Verviers,
Leipzig, Wroclaw and Opava.610

After mid-century increasing amounts of Polish cloth were on sale in the
city. This reflected the growing strength of domestic textile production,
especially in Greater Poland,611 accompanied by a decline in imports of
top-quality foreign material. Louis, in 1775, noted that 'instead of the
foremost Italian goods arriving in Cracow's warehouses ... they were
replaced by second-rate Moravian cloth from Opava'.612 Increasing quanti-
ties of domestic cloth were also evident in Bajer's shop during the early 1750s
(Table 48). Over half of Bajer's cloth came from Polish workshops, whilst
some of the 41 per cent attributed to Wroclaw may have been manufac-
tured in Greater Poland; Moravian cloth purchases were insignificant (less
than 5 per cent). Kula's research has shown that by the late 1770s Greater



Table 49. Cloth exports from Cracow to Lwow andJaroslaw, 1750-1763

Year

No. of warps
Approx.
metre equiv.

1750

48

960

1751

133

2,660

1752

330

6,600

1753

660

13,200

1754

384

7,680

1755

270

5,400

1756

162

3,240

1757

542

10,840

1758

420

8,400

1759

540

10,800

1760

645

12,900

1761

564

11,280

1762

570

11,400

1763

990

19,800

Sources: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiegi celne, rkps. 2216, 2223, 2231, 2232 for relevant
years; M. Kulczykowski, 'Handel Krakowa w latach 1750-1772', Prace Historyczne, No. 4 (Historia No. 4) Krakow, 1960, p. 84.
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Poland supplied four-fifths of Poland's textile needs,613 although some of the
Polish cloth in Cracow had first been sent to Silesia for dyeing, and returned
for sale.614 Jewish merchants were particularly active purchasers of cloth
from Little Poland (Bielsko-Biala, K^ty, Staszow, Radomsko)615 for the
Cracow market; this trade was curbed by King Stanistaw August in a
decree of 1 September 1775, which forbad Jews selling goods in Cracow and
its suburbs.616

From the city, textiles were exported to the markets and fairs of Eastern
Poland. Fairs at Berdyczow and Brody were popular centres617 but Lwow
and Jaroslaw were the main markets, (Table 49), along with S^dziszow,
Tarnopol, Zolkiew, Zamosc, Opatow, Dobromil and Wodzislaw.618 The
table indicates growing cloth sales to these two important commercial
centres during the late 1750s and early 1760s whilst over the fourteen-year
period on average 8,500 metres of cloth were sent from Cracow annually.
After 1784 Cracow's trade with these two towns declined considerably; the
Austrian occupation of Galicia and subsequent high customs tariffs imposed
on manufactured goods, meant Cracow lost another of its more prosperous
eastern markets.

In spite of threats during the second half of the eighteenth century to the
central European linen industry from the growth of cotton manufacture,
documentary sources suggest that Cracow merchants were still active in this
trade. Certainly parts of Little Poland and, especially, the Carpathian
foothill region, were well suited agriculturally for flax growing; here rural
industry thrived with several centres (Bielsko, Andrychow, Gorlice,
Lancut, Przeworsk, Sanok, etc.)619 able to supply Cracow's linen market.
Abroad, as with cloth, Cracow's customs books do not give sufficient details
to judge the significance of centres like Wroclaw; much of the foreign linen
was transported by Cracow's own traders and therefore not recorded in
customs data. Nevertheless, Kulczykowski has estimated that in 1750
between 3,300 and 3,500 bolts (i.e. 102,000-108,500 metres) of linen were
sent from Wroclaw to Cracow.620 Most of the foreign varieties of linen
were imported from Silesia, but quantities also came from Saxony (via
Leipzig) whilst the most expensive came from Lyons in France.621 Domestic-
ally, linen came from various parts of Poland622 but most was local, from the
Carpathian foothills. Besides rolls of cloth, manufactured linen goods (table-
cloths, napkins, towels and drill) were sent to the Cracow market; documen-
tary evidence suggests that Andrychow and its surrounding villages (Wieprz,
Roczyny, Sulkowice, Targanice, Rzyki, Inwald, Zagornik and Czaniec),
provided most linen during the decade following mid-century as seen in
Table 50. Over the fourteen-year period about 34,000 metres of linen were
sent to Cracow, an average of 2,500 metres annually. If the first and last year
are compared, a fourfold increase is noted. Greatest contrast is between 1752
(lowest) and 1762 (highest) - a fourteen-fold difference in the amount;



Table 50. Linen cloth sent from Andrychow to Cracow, 1750-1763

Year 1750 1751 1752 1753 1754 1755 1756 1757 1758 1759 1760 1761 1762 1763

No. bolts 35 99 11 52 71 69 68 9 0 ^ 84!/2 59!/2 76 87 152 146
Approx.
Metre 1085 3069 341 1612 2201 2139 2108 2805'A 2619'A 1844'A 2356 2697 4712 4526
Equiv.

Sources: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiejgi celne, rkp. 2216, 2223, 2231, 2232; M. Kulczykowski, Krakow jako
osrodek towarowy Malopolski zachodniej w drugiej polowie XVIII wieku, Warszawa 1963, p. 110.
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improved trading conditions during the early 1760s are clearly reflected in
this change.

Linen exports from Cracow were sent to Holland, Hungary, Moldavia/
Wallachia and other parts of the Ottoman Empire during the second half of
the eighteenth century,623 among them the popular products of the Andry-
chow region. Some producers in Little Poland, however, successfully by-
passed Cracow's middle-man role and dealt direct with Gdansk and the
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northern markets of the country. Conversely, the Silesian market was largely
in the hands of Jewish merchants, who purchased linen cloth from the
Carpathian foothills (so-called podgorski material) and sent it via Cracow to
places like B^dzin, Bytom, Gliwice, Koniecpol, Zarki, Pilica and Wol-
brom.624 In spite of the First Partition of Poland (1772) linen from the
Austrian-occupied sector continued to arrive in Cracow and, as late as 1792,
about 2,000 bolts (62,000 metres) annually were being sent from the Mysle-
nice region for export abroad.625

The problem of trying to analyse Cracow's textile prices from 1500 to 1795
is hampered in some cases by short-run data. Furthermore, any attempt to
relate these results to an overall European picture of textile prices is fraught
with difficulties although some scholars have tried to bring order to the
confusion of evidence.626 Price trends in Cracow for certain textiles are seen
in Figures 67 and 68. Their shortcomings aside, some comparisons can be
made. Clearly velvet, taffeta and satin were the most expensive cloths; the
longer time series for velvet and taffeta show similar trends, indicating
considerable and sustained price rises after the 1640s. Shorter series for satin
and London cloth do show sharp rises after 1550; the latter, when compared
with Lwow and Frankfurt for similar periods reveal that all three series
moved in much the same way.627 Finally, the central European textile
materials, such as Moravian cloth and linen, were, as expected, cheaper on
Cracow's market. Steep price rises in linen are noticeable, however, in the
eighteenth century, particularly after 1750. Unfortunately, there are few
reliable data among the available European price series able to throw light
on textile trends. Even so 'everywhere there are innumerable piles of docu-
ments awaiting study'.628 Perhaps these snippets from the Cracow archives
may help at some future date to clarify broader secular textile price trends
which, by the eighteenth century, was the most important industrial branch
of the European economy.

(ii) Beverages
While agriculture in sixteenth-century Europe experienced rapid expansion
to support a growing population, the ensuing century was marked by
stagnation; renewed growth in the eighteenth century was to continue well
beyond 1800. Although this periodisation may be imprecise, agricultural
fluctuations were to influence those crops utilised for the production of wine,
beer and distilled alcoholic beverages. The rise in alcoholism was continuous
in Europe during these centuries according to Braudel629; certainly the whole
of Europe drank wine, but only a part produced it. Beer, brewed from wheat,
oats, barley or millet, became established outside the vine-growing regions
and was most popular in the northern lands, including Poland. The great
innovation in Europe, however, was the appearance of brandy and spirits
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made from grain, with higher alcohol content, which the sixteenth century
created, the seventeenth consolidated and the eighteenth popularised. Docu-
mentary evidence from Cracow helps support this general impression of
beverage production during the Early Modern Period (Fig. 69). Wine, even
from local sources, cost much more than beer, artisans indulging in it only
on special occasions; for wealthier people wine was the everyday beverage,
but alcohol such as vodka was often seen as harmful in the sixteenth century
and only used for medicinal purposes.630

Wine was imported into Cracow in large quantities either for local con-
sumption or as transit trade for more northerly destinations. Polish viticul-
ture, according to Morawski631 had been in decline since the early fifteenth
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century, but demand continued to rise. This was not only for supplying
ecclesiastical needs but also increased consumption by the wealthier inhabit-
ants. The deficit led to an intensive growth of foreign wines entering Poland
when, according to Rutkowski, 'Wine was imported through the Baltic ports
from Spain, France and Portugal, and by land from Hungary and Austria,
and from Moldavia and Greece.'632

The pattern of Cracow's wine imports reflects this overall national picture,
with oriental varieties being sent via Lwow, Hungarian and Moravian
vintages arriving from over the Carpathians, and west European types
coming up the Vistula river through Gdansk. One suspects, however, that
the city's customs books do not give a complete picture of the size and
importance of this trade. Quantities specifically imported for the royal court
by Cracow merchants during the sixteenth century were not noted in
customs documents. This tends to belie the significance of Hungarian
imports at this time.633 According to Rybarski,634 Moravian wine was more
important than Hungarian in the city's market place during the sixteenth
century; Hungarian varieties came to Poland through the Carpathian foot-
hill settlements (Nowy Targ, Biecz, Grzybow, etc.), towns which had their
own wine-stapling rights.635 Conversely Cracow, with its advantageous
geographical position, may have found it easier to obtain Hungarian wines
via Moravia and Silesia, than by the Carpathian route at this time.

Viticulture played a significant part in the Hungarian economy during the
Early Modern Period. Even in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries wines
from Syrmia, between the Danube and the Sava rivers, and the hilly country
west of the Danube were already sent abroad; the Great Plain supplied wine
which was exported to Silesia and Poland.636 The north-eastern wine-
growing district, extending from Gyongyos through Eger, Miskolc and
Tokaj to Beregszasz, began to outrival former areas during the sixteenth
century, due to improved technical innovations in viticulture, including
prepared terraced soil, new dressing methods and postponement of grape
collection till late October, allowing the grapes to dry, when their essence
was mixed with ordinary wine to produce the famous aszu of Tokaj.637 The
twenty wine-growing towns of the Tokaj district introduced common regula-
tions for viticulture as early as 1561 with strict production methods. Rapid
increase in exports to Poland meant that by the end of the century the hilly
country of the Tokaj region became a leading producer in the Hungarian
wine trade. Elsewhere, viticulture in territories under Turkish occupation
(the Ottomans drank no wine, but levied high taxes on it), not only survived,
but were enlarged by new plantations e.g. south of Lake Balaton, whilst the
market towns on the Great Plain began to introduce vines on the sandy soils,
previously only grown in the hillier areas.638

Two towns, Kosice (Kassa) and Bardejov (Bartfa), were the main purchas-
ing centres for Polish merchants. Kosice, with its excellent geographical
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location in the Carpathian foothills, controlled the north-south trade routes
in this part of Hungary. Ever jealous of its position, municipal laws in the
sixteenth century prevented Polish merchants, particularly from Cracow,
purchasing goods including wine to the south of the town. In 1522, the
Hungarian king Ludwik II (1516-26) forbad merchants transporting wine to
Poland if purchased south of Kosice, each barrel having to observe the
town's stapling laws.639 Bardejov was an important collecting centre for
wines from north-east Hungary. In 1528 the Polish diet (sejm) agreed to a
joint request from Cracow and Bardejov to act as middlemen for importing
wine into Poland;640 although repealed two years later by the Polish king,
Zygmunt I (1506-48),641 it does suggest Bardejov's importance for Cracow's
wine merchants. Information is sparse on transport costs paid by these
merchants for Hungarian wines, but surviving documents suggest it was
about a third of the total transaction.642

One of the major consumers of Magyar wines was the royal court,
Cracow. In spite of the king's court accounts being insufficient for detailed
estimates of the actual quantities to be made, fragmentary documentation
does suggest its importance. One Cracow merchant, Meidel, originally from
Eger in Hungary, was active in this trade, and rewarded by the king with
citizenship of the Polish capital.643 Between 1540 and 1548 two Italian
merchants in Cracow supplied the king's court with Hungarian wine, receiv-
ing presents of woollen cloth and fustian in return.644 In northern Hungary
the Spis Chamber of Commerce of 1571 recorded sending 600 barrels
(163,123 litres) of Hungarian wine to the Polish royal court;645 several other
transactions are recorded for the 1570s.646

Besides the royal court, the landed aristocracy and rich urban dwellers
were the other important consumers of Hungarian wine. Merchants in
Cracow had a steady market for their wine, either in the city itself, or for
transit to other parts of Poland and beyond. One of the main wine merchants
in Cracow, Sindler, amassed large profits and property based on importing
Hungarian vintages, whilst some merchant families such as Gutterer,
Dubowski (transported wine to Vilna) and Sapieha (towards the end of the
sixteenth century) specialised in Hungarian wine imports.647 Up to 1571
much of their trade had been aided by no Hungarian customs' levies on wine
exports; in that year the Spis Chamber of Commerce not only imposed duty
on such exports, but insisted that merchants possess a valid passport issued
through their organisation648 if they wished to send wine abroad. In spite of
these new formalities Polish imports continued unabated and the more
detailed customs books from Cracow at the end of the century reflect this; in
1593, over 450,000 litres of Hungarian wine entered the city649 whilst, in
1594-95, the Spis Chamber of Commerce alone sent 370,000 litres to
Cracow. The years 1599-1600 also had recorded consignments of 11,500 and
23,000 litres sent respectively from Bardejov and Kosice to Cracow.650
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Moravian wines also arrived in Cracow during the sixteenth century. One
suspects that some of these vintages may have originated in northern
Hungary, but designated as 'Moravian' due to the dispatch route through
Moravia and Silesia. Occasionally, the place of origin is mentioned, reveal-
ing so-called 'Moravian' vintages which were produced in northern Hungary
(e.g. 'Sv. Jure' now a suburb of Bratislava; 'edenburgski' from Sopron).
However, in 1591, specific mention was made of Moravian wine (30,000
litres) together with Hungarian varieties,651 whilst Malecki maintains that
small quantities of Austrian wine came through Moravia en route to Cra-
cow.652

Wines also arrived overland from Turkey and Transylvania to sixteenth-
century Cracow. Greeks, Armenians and Jews were particularly active in this
trade operating through Lwow. Oriental varieties, so-named because they
arrived from lands under Ottoman control, were in fact mainly of southern
European origin. Greek and Cretan vintages were sent to the Black Sea ports
(Kiliya, Galaji)653 and then overland to Lwow and Cracow. Malmsey and
muscatel predominated and were highly prized by members of the royal
court. For example, in 1557, a Greek merchant from Suceava sent malmsey
wine to Cracow654 whilst Saxon merchants in Bra§ov bought quantities of
such wines in Galaji for export to Poland;655 the Polish king, Stefan
Batory (1576-86) ordered malmsey wine from Bra§ov in 1571656 whilst, in
1584, a small quantity of this wine was sent from Venice via Lwow to
Cracow.657 Towards the end of the century increasing conflicts between
Turkey and Venice discouraged merchants from Crete (under Venetian
occupation) from venturing into the Black Sea with supplies658 and hence-
forth these wines came to Cracow via western Europe.

The vineyards of Transylvania exported wine to Cracow. The two main
collecting centres appear from documentary sources to have been Cluj and
Oradea; merchants brought wine, along with honey, wax, skins, etc. for sale
in Cracow, where they would purchase textiles and other manufactured
goods in exchange.659 In 1597, for example, a Cluj merchant, Mihail Luther,
transported wine and hydromel from Transylvania, via northern Hungary to
Melchior Tylis civis Cracoviensis;660 three years later, documents record,
Ferenc, a merchant from Oradea, delivered 6 barrels (1,631 litres) of Tran-
sylvanian wine to Stanislaw Wiatr, civis Clepardiensis, i.e. Kleparz, a
Cracow suburb.661

West European wines came to Cracow either through Nuremburg or
Gdansk. More generally, in Poland, Rhine wines were the most popular, but
other vintages entered the country from France, Portugal, Spain and the
eastern Mediterranean.662 Some of these varieties must have reached the
royal court for, in a document signed by Stefan Batory in 1580, there is a list
of imported wines with origins including 'France especially from Auxois in
Burgundy, Italy, Spain particularly Alicante, and the Islands of Madeira and
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Canary'.663 The choice variety of Canary wine was malmsey, the grape
having reached the islands from the eastern Mediterranean via southern
Spain and provided the basis for Tenerife's viticulture.664

Italian merchants in Cracow were particularly active in the wine trade,
foremost amongst them the del Pace family. Wine shops in the city owned by
Italians contained a variety of vintages, not only from their homeland, but
also from Austria, the Rhine valley, France, Spain and Hungary. Although
few in number Italian wine merchants possessed some of the best shopping
sites in Cracow. A 1595 inventory of wine shops totalled 84, a quarter (21) of
which were located in the main square (Rynek). Only nine Italian owners are
listed, but six of them had shops in the Rynek, and were amongst the largest
in the city.665 This situation probably resulted from a municipal decree dated
1581. This stated that no foreign merchant could store quantities of wine in
his cellar, but must sell it on the city market.666 Trading privileges were only
accorded to foreigners with Cracow citizenship or those who in some way
had served the monarch. They were few in number. Of the other merchants
some appear to have specialised in certain types, such as Stanislaw
W^grzynek (French and Rhenish red and white wines), G. Lizybon
(Spanish), J. Francuz (French) and J. Niederland (Hungarian) varieties.667

West European wines were usually transported through Nuremburg or
Gdansk to Cracow, but Italian supplies often came direct via Villach, Vienna
and Oswi^cim.668 Nuremburg had for many years helped channel eastern
and Mediterranean wares northwards. In fact, the city had maintained
commercial relations with Poland since the fourteenth century, and Nurem-
burgers could be found in Lodz, Cracow, Warsaw and Lublin.669 The
decline of Venice and Genoa, paralleled by the rise of Antwerp as the nerve
centre of European trade, meant Nuremburg, along with other German
towns entered a period of difficult adjustment. This was noticeable in the
wine trade, with the arrival of Portuguese caravels and carracks to Antwerp.
They contained wines en route for Gdansk, leaving Nuremburg rather
isolated from the main northern avenues of this trade. This was already
reflected in Cracow's documents of 1538/1539, when only 8,000 litres of
Nuremburg wine entered the city;670 by 1584 this had dropped to a mere 300
litres of mainly French and Rhenish wines.671

What Nuremburg lost from Cracow's wine trade, Gdansk seems to have
gained, particularly as the city took over Lwow's former role as supplier of
oriental vintages, towards the end of the sixteenth century. Quantities of
west European wines arrived in Cracow from Gdansk; although sometimes
only a few dozen barrels each year, the choice was impressive; Rhine wines,
French vintages, Spanish including Peter-see-me, and Alicante and dry 'sec'
varieties, malmsey from the Canaries and muscatel from the eastern
Mediterranean.672 Some deliveries came overland from Gdansk (e.g. 1584,
1,360 litres),673 others up the Vistula river (e.g. 1573, 1,087 litres).674 The
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70 Certain wines sent via Gdansk to Cracow, 1589-1655.

fuller Cracow customs registers from the end of the century reveal the role
played by Gdansk in wine imports (Fig. 70). Considerable variations in
quantity are evident over the last decade, but such differences may have been
due to the vagaries of the wine trade itself, dependent not only on the annual
harvests, but also on demands from west European countries for these
vintages. For example, 1589,675 1594 and 1595 were obviously years of more
plentiful supply on the Cracow market, compared with the leaner times of
1593 and 1597-1600.676

Wine exports from Cracow could only be made when the needs of the
royal court and sundry wealthy inhabitants had been sufficed. There is very
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Table 51. Wine exported from Cracow to Gdansk in the second half of the
sixteenth century

Year

Amount in
equiv. litres

Type

1557

31,537

malmsey

1560

6,525

muscatel

1573

2,175

Hungarian

1576

11,962

Hungarian

1595

1,087

Hungarian

1597

5,166

Hungarian

Sources: S. Kutrzeba and F. Duda (eds), Regestra thelonei aquatici Wladislaviensis
saeculi XVI, Krakow, 1915, pp. XLII-LV, 458-9; Wojewodzkie Archiwum
Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Ksi^gi celne, rkp. 2117-2120; J. M. Malecki, Zwiqzki
handlowe miast polskich z Gdanskiem w XVI i pierwszej polowie XVII wieku (P.A.N.
Odd. w Krakowie) Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krakow, 1968, Tables VI c.d., IX.

little evidence of wine being directly sent north-east towards Lublin, Brzesc
and Vilna from Cracow; small amounts, specially of Hungarian vintages,
were sent to Lublin for the markets at Brzesc and Vilna677 from the Carpa-
thian foothill towns, but some of this trade could have been organised by the
Cracow trader Dubowski, who exported wine to Vilna during the sixteenth
century.678 Similarly Cracow merchants are known to have sent malmsey
wine to Silesia,679 but such trade was of little significance. More important
was the export of various wines down the Vistula river to Gdansk (Table 51).

Although extant documentation gives a rather irregular picture, it does
reflect the importance of Cracow as a supplier of Mediterranean wines to the
Baltic coast around mid-century; this role was lost with the demise of Lwow
towards the end of the century, leaving only Hungarian varieties for dispatch
down the Vistula river.

Cracow's commerce in wine during the seventeenth century had a similar
spatial pattern to that of the previous century. Hungary certainly figured
large in this trade; Turkish expansion there, in the southern and central parts
of the country, tended to disrupt commercial relations with other parts of
Central Europe and, as Pieradzka noted, 'Hungary found itself outside the
world trade routes'.680 It was understandable that given this situation,
connections between Ottoman-free Hungary (largely Slovakia) and Poland
were sure to increase. Hungarian exports to Poland were dominated by the
wine trade; for example, at the beginning of the seventeenth century wine
exported from the Tokaj region to Poland totalled about 50,000 hectolitres
annually,681 and was mainly in the hands of merchants from Presov, Kosice
and Bardejov.682 In 1601, a Slovakian merchant, Michal Spali, sent 237
barrels (64,500 litres) of wine to Cracow, which was considerable for one
journey.683 On occasions, the Hungarian nobility sent wine directly to
Poland, to avoid the urban middleman,684 but most trade seems to have been
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Table 52. Wine exports from North Hungary to Cracow, 1624, 1629 (in
litres equivalent)

Town of origin

Presov
Bardejov
Levoca
Kezmarok
Kosice
Banska Bystrica
Cracow merchants (wine origin not given)

TOTAL

1624

206,670
135,138
124,907
86,238
63,434
3,864

413,267
1,033,518

%

19.99
13.08
12.09
8.35
6.14
0.37

39.98

100.00

1629

35,719
68,240
18,668
-
—
-
-

122,627

%

29.13
55.64
15.23
-
-
-
-

100.00

Sources: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiqgi celne, rkp. 2142;
2143; F. Hejl and R. Fiser, 'Obchod vychodslovenskych mest se zahranicim ve stoleti
protihabsburskych povstani', Sbornik Praci Filosoficke Fakulty Brnenske University,
Vol. 31 (C.29) (Rada Hist.), Brno, 1982, p. 115.

controlled by merchants either from Cracow itself, or the main exporting
towns of Slovakia (Table 52). Presov,685 Bardejov686 and Levoca687 were the
three major exporting centres to Cracow. Collectively their merchants in
1624 sent nearly half a million litres of Hungarian wine to the city. The total
may have been higher, but documentary sources do not reveal the origin of
purchases by Cracow merchants. Other centres like Kezmarok, Kosice and
Banska Bystrica were less significant in Cracow's wine trade, with only
altogether about 150,000 litres in 1624. The other noticeable factor is the
rapid decline during the late 1620s of Slovakian wine in Cracow's trade
structure. By 1629, it was only a tenth of the total sent five years earlier. This
resulted from agricultural depression experienced throughout Hungary at
this time,688 compounded by problems associated with a war-torn
country.689 Nevertheless, regional differences in wine production were
apparent; in 1631 Presov merchants sent 172,270 litres to Cracow, a five-fold
increase over 1629, but Bardejov's traders, with only 26,726 litres, sent less
than half that dispatched two years before.690

Depression in Hungarian wine-making continued well into the second half
of the century; some revival of commercial contacts with Cracow took place
(Fig. 71) but not on the scale of the early 1620s. The steep drop in sales of
wine to Cracow in 1663-64 corresponded with the general political and
military crisis in Hungary at this time, caused by Ottoman/Hapsburg con-
flicts.691 By 1669 the situation had improved, and a peak export year to
Cracow was recorded with over 300,000 litres. A drop in imports in 1670,
coincided with a period of long-term stagnation in the Tokaj region and
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throughout much of eastern Slovakia. Henceforth, merchants in Cracow had
increasingly to rely on western and central Slovakia for their wine imports
during the latter years of the century (Table 53). Table 53 emphasises this
growing dependence by Cracow on western Slovakia, particularly for wine
from Pezinok; this town supplied nearly half Cracow's needs between 1660
and 1679. The earlier significance of eastern Slovakia is seen, with over a
third of the exports to the city, dominated particularly by Presov. Central
Slovakia appears to have been of little significance. Unfortunately, over a
tenth of Cracow's wine imports in Table 53 have no specified origin given in
the documents. The absence of former important centres like Levoca,
suggests growing commercial interest elsewhere in places such as Vienna and
Wroclaw rather than Cracow. A document dated 1673 confirms the fear of
some Slovakian wine merchants about the dangerous situation on some
routes in Poland, and competition from so-called 'Hungarian merchants'
who were in fact inhabitants of Polish towns.692 Even so, wine from Hungary
still arrived in Cracow in 1688 (the last extant customs book for the city in
the seventeenth century), but quantities were small and often mentioned
together with other merchandise, such as honey, iron and copper.693

Polish wine imports involved both domestic and foreign merchants.



Table 53. Hungarian wine exports to Cracow, 1660-1679

Eastern Slovakia Central Slovakia Western Slovakia Remainder
(origin unknown)

Town Litres equiv. % of total Town Litres equiv. % of total Town Litres equiv. % of total Litres equiv. % of total

Presov 666,086 24.54 Banska 1 0 < - n , 1 , , n Pezinok 1,124,734 41.46 318,090 11.74
—. . 1 Z J , U O 1 4.OU

Bystrica
Kezmarok 184,872 6.82 Sv. Jure 137,839 5.08

(Bratislava)
Kosice 156,598 5.76
Sub-totals 1,007,556 37.13 125,061 4.60 1,262,573 46.53 318,090 11.74

Total in litres equivalent = 2,713,280 litres

Sources: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksie^gi celne, rkp. 2251-2270; F. Hejl and R. Fiser, 'Obchod vychod-
slovenskych mest se zahranicim ve stoleti protihabsburskych povstani', Sbornik Praci Filosoficke Fakulty Brnenske University, Vol. 31,
(C.29) (Rada Hist.), Brno, 1982, p. 118.
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Usually Polish merchants were members of the richer urban hierarchy, or
nobility. They used their own employees to transport wine from purchasing
centres to destinations like Cracow, and some of the wine merchants had
their own special trade guilds.694 Among the more active merchants men-
tioned in Cracow customs books was Prince Ostrowski (Chancellor of
Cracow);695 foreign traders included those from smaller Carpathian centres
(Dukla, Lubovl'e, Sabinov) and from northern Hungary (Presov, Bardejov,
Levoca, Kosice, Prievidza, Kezmarok and Tokaj itself)- Nearer the Silesian
border much of the trade was controlled by Jewish merchants with contacts
amongst the Cracow Jewry. Moravian wine often reached the city through
their organisation,696 along with west Slovakian and 'Hungarian' vin-
tages.697 Towards the end of the seventeenth century (1688) small quantities
of these wines were still being recorded in the customs ledgers.698 From
Oradea merchants occasionally dispatched Transylvanian wines via
Debrecen for the Polish market.699

The west European wine trade was particularly active in Cracow during
the early years of the seventeenth century. Most vintages came via Gdansk
(Fig. 72), with 1602 a peak importing year (43,910 litres). Demand remained
high in Cracow during the first decade not only for more ordinary wines, but
also for the prized malmsey variety, a favourite of the royal court. Bogucka
has shown the popularity of Spanish wine imports ('Sek', Bastard, Alicante)
to Gdansk during the early years of the century700 while Cracow customs
books give details of wine from the Canary Islands,701 Alicante,702 the sweet
'sek' variety703 as well as Peter-see-me. Sweet Italian wine, popular with
ladies of the court,704 arrived in Cracow at this time705 from Venice, by way
of Krems and Vienna. The transference of the capital to Warsaw (circa 1610)
drastically affected Cracow's wine trade (Fig. 70). After 1610 wine imports
through Gdansk for Cracow remained at a low key, further complicated by
disturbances during the Thirty Years War and the traumas of the Swedish
invasions.

Consignments of wine also went down the Vistula river from Cracow
towards Warsaw and Gdansk; south Carpathian vintages were in demand
after the royal court moved to Warsaw as seen in Table 54. The immediate
years following this move found continued demand for Hungarian wine
from Cracow merchants; in fact 35 per cent of the total in Table 54 was
specifically designated as 'Hungarian' although it is probable that this wine
was part of many other consignments. Twenty-six merchants from Little
Poland, according to Obuchowska-Pysiowa, were involved in sending wine
down the Vistula River seven of whom were from Cracow.706

Northern Hungary remained Cracow's main source for wines during the
eighteenth seventeenth. The towns of Kezmarok (Kesmark) and Presov
(Eperjes) provided the greater part of this profitable trade with Poland in
which some Hungarian families (e.g. Pulszky) acquired considerable
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Table 54. Wine exported from Cracow down the Vistula River, 1611-1623

Year

1611
1611-1612
1611
1612
1611
1611
1623

Total

Cracow Merchant

B. W^grzyn
J. Jachman
Z. Hipolit
J. Krongowski
S. Sidlowski
J. Benkowicz
J. Zawisza

No. of Barrels

100
61 (Hungarian)
56
30 (Hungarian)
21
10
10 (Hungarian)

288

Litre Equivalent

27,187
16,584
15,225
8,156
5,709
2,719
2,719

78,299

Source: Calculated from H. Obuchowska-Pysiowa, Handel wislany w pierwszej
polowie XVII wieku (Ossolineum), Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krakow, 1964, Table 17,
p. 143.

wealth.707 Archival information from Oravsky Podzamok in west Slovakia
confirms wine movement up the Orava valley to Poland in 1720.708 After
1740 fear from the Turks in Hungary ceased and, by mid-century, Cracow's
merchants were playing a leading role in wine imports from south of the
Carpathians. Hungarian wine was recognised throughout the Hapsburg
Empire as extremely palatable and cheap; if it was allowed to enter Austrian
markets demand for Lower Austrian vintages would have rapidly dis-
appeared; as a result energetic measures were taken to prohibit Hungarian
wine imports to Austria. Therefore the main markets open for Magyar wines
were in Poland and northern Europe; thus Cracow wine merchants were able
not only to supply the needs of the nobility and church, but increased
demand from town dwellers, including craftsmen artisans.709 Cracow's city
merchants role in this trade is seen in Table 55. Over two-thirds of Hun-
garian wine imports were controlled by Cracow merchants around mid-
century; a further fifth came from Slovakian traders (Levoca, Kezmarok), or
from Lubovle and Nowy Targ in the Carpathian mountains.

Large quantities of Hungarian wine continued to reach Cracow during the
last quarter of the eighteenth century. It formed the chief source of income
for towns in the north-west Highlands of Hungary (Slovakia), and the Little
Alfold.710 Grosmann has estimated that, in 1775, about 40 per cent of
Poland's imported Hungarian wine from these regions went through Cra-
cow.711 The Wieliczka toll-bridge returns suggest similar amounts to those
noted in the 1760s (Table 55) were being sent in transit through Cracow, or
for local consumption (Table 56). There appears to have been some change
in wine destinations over the ten-year period. In 1775 nearly all imported
vintages were for local consumption; by 1785 it was about half and half.



Table 55. Import of Hungarian wine to Cracow, 1750-1763

Total no. of barrels
of which:
Cracow merchants
other merchants
nobility
the Church

No. of
barrels

2,973

2,075
478
186
234

1750

Litre
equiv.

808,275

564,134
129,955
50,568
63,618

%

100

69.8
16.1
6.2
7.9

No. of
barrels

3,852

2,542
449
413
448

1755

Litre
equiv.

1,047,251

691,099
122,070
112,283
121,799

%

100

66.0
11.7
10.7
11.6

No. of
barrels

3,806

2,604
391
485
326

1760

Litre
equiv.

1,034,745

707,955
106,302
131,858
88,630

%

100

68.4
10.3
12.7
8.6

No. of
barrels

4,441

3,019
877
204 Y2

340'A

1763

Litre
equiv.

1,207,384

820,782
238,432

55,598
92,575

%

100

67.9
19.7
4.6
7.8

Sources: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiqgi celne, rkp. 2216, 2223, 2231, 2232; M. Kulczy-
kowski, 'Handel Krakowa w latach 1750-1772', Prace Historyczne, Vol. 26, No. 4, Krakow, 1960.
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Table 56. Hungarian wine through Cracow 1775-1785

1775 1780 1785

No. of Litre No. of Litre No. of Litre
barrels equiv. % barrels equiv. % barrels equiv. %

For city & suburbs 3,345 909,412 87.5 2,968 806,915 69.0 1,805 490,729 52.6
In transit 481 130,770 12.5 1,331 361,862 31.0 1,626 442,064 47.4

Total 3,826 1,040,182 100 4,299 1,168,777 100 3,431 932,797 100

Sources:. Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Rachunki miasta
Kazimierza, rkp. 660, 665, 670; Ksiqgi celne, rkp. 2235, 2238; M. Kulczykowski, Krakow jako
osrodek towarowy Malopolski zachodniej w drugiej polowie XVIII wieku (P.W.N.), Wars-
zawa, 1963, p. 59.

After 1785 Cracow's wine trade declined considerably, partly due to the
Partitions. Moreover, towards the close of the eighteenth century, there was
a general complaint in Hungary that the great demand for their wines abroad
had ceased. This particularly affected the Tokaj (or Hegyalja) district,
together with Sopron. It was not the result of falling Polish demand, but the
Prussian occupation of Silesia that was considered by the Hungarians as
sealing the fate of their once profitable wine trade.712

Other wines besides Hungarian arrived in Cracow, but throughout the
century their importance was dwarfed by the products from the Magyar
vineyards. Wines from Moldavia,713 France714 and Italy, malmsey from
Crete, and vintages from Austria and Moravia715 entered the city cellars, but
were mainly for local consumption.

From Cracow, Hungarian wine was also in transit to other parts of the
country. Greater Poland, with purchasing centres in Poznan, Warsaw,
Wschowa, Czestochowa, Slawkow, Kalisz, Gniezno, Rawica, Zduny
and Konin, was a major consumer as seen in Table 57. Small quantities of
Hungarian wine were also sent eastwards from Cracow to Galicia716 e.g.
Jaroslaw, attracting customers there from as far away as Moscow.717

Wine prices in Cracow for the period 1500-1795 are portrayed in Figure
73. More generally, in Europe, everything points to an increase in the
consumption of wine between the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries. Braudel
and Spooner maintain that 'A first increase in the sixteenth century involves
the towns',718 where, 'the towns are drinking increased quantities and not
paying overmuch attention to the quality of the wine'.719 The second
advance came in the eighteenth century, wine 'this time affected the country-
side', when 'the peasants, who traditionally lived soberly .. . turned to
drinking more and more wine'.720 Poland throughout much of this time was
in that part of northern Europe devoid of the vine; again quoting Braudel
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Table 57. Hungarian wine exports from Cracow to Greater Poland, 1750-1785

Year 1750 1755 1760 1763 1775 1780 1785

No. of barrels 42 1361/2 1,620^ l,862!/2 439 1,274 1,613
Litre equiv. 11,419 37,111 440,569 506,362 119,352 346,365 438,530

Sources: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiqgi
celne, rkp. 2216, 2223, 2231,2232; Ibid. Rachunki miasta Kazimierza, rkp, 660, 665, 670.

and Spooner 'we have to distinguish further between regions: those on the
one hand which were old clients for the wines of the south, and those on the
other hand for whom wine was still a luxury, a display of wealth, something
relatively new. We have only to think of the Polish nobleman who insisted on
drinking wine so as not to be confused with his beer-swilling peasants.'721

New wine varieties in the sixteenth century often coincided with festive
occasions and 'In Krakow the new wines from Moravia and from Hungary
arrived every year towards September, and were not allowed to be sold
without guarantee of their origin. That is why the consuls ordered branches
of greenery to deck the fronts of inns serving Moravian wine, and a shock of
straw for those where Hungarian wine was on sale.'722

Sixteenth-century wine prices in Cracow appear to have been fairly
stable,723 rising gradually towards 1600. The main exceptions were malmsey
and muscatel which peaked in the early 1570s. This may have been related to
commercial disruption in the Mediterranean basin caused by the Ottoman
conflict with the Holy League, which culminated in the decisive Battle of
Lepanto in 1573.724 Prices for these wines practically doubled during these
critical years, returning to a more stable, if higher pattern during the last two
decades of the century.

This stability continued into the seventeenth century, but the Thirty Years
War seems to have caused a recession in the wine trade. Wine prices appear
to have followed the general fluctuations experienced by other goods in the
city, compounded by the effects of the Swedish invasions, and complete ruin
of Cracow by 1655. During the second half of the seventeenth century all
wine prices suffered inflationary tendencies with more expensive varieties,
like malmsey, reaching new heights towards 1700.

In spite of considerable oscillations during the first half of the eighteenth
century the overall trend of wine prices was downward, reaching a trough in
the 1740s, followed by increases over the next thirty years; a low occurred
around 1775 and a drop in 1781 to a price similar to a century before. This
price drop was short lived, with a dramatic rise the following year, character-
istic of the unstable price conditions found with many products in Cracow
during the years leading up to the final Partition.
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73 Price of certain wines in Cracow, 1500-1795.

As already intimated beer was a beverage of some significance in the city.
Beer was the ordinary man's drink in northern Europe, and enormous
quantities of it were consumed, for nourishment as well as pleasure, because
it was a rich brew of wholesome ingredients. This ancient beverage was
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Table 58. Swidnica beer exports to Cracow 1517-1538

Year 1517-1519 1524 1531 1538

Number of barrels 185 85 111 62
Litre equivalent 50,296 23,109 30,178 16,856

Source: Calculated from Prawa, przywileje i statuta miasta Krakowa (1507-1795),
F. Piekosinski (ed.), Krakow 1885, Vol. I, pp. 950, 965, 969, 983.

brewed in most areas of Europe where wine was not made, and formed the
main drink from Brittany to Poland.725 Any grain could be used for brewing,
though oats were the commonest, and malted barley the preferred cereal.
The use of hops for flavouring purposes was first introduced in the sixteenth
century for they were widely grown in Germany, Bohemia,726 the Low
Countries and France.727 Most beer was a weak home-brew, which accord-
ing to R. J. Forbes was 'a harmless and healthy drink in an age when water
was commonly impure'.728 Quality varied from place to place and in Poland
cities had several varieties; Braudel and Spooner state that 'At Warsaw there
were prices of five sorts; at Lwow, two; at Krakow, six.'729

Beer does not appear to have played an important role in Cracow's
sixteenth-century trade; if quantities were imported from abroad, however,
they were free of customs duty provided the beverage was 'for domestic use'
(pro uso domestico).730 Cracow's beer imports came from two main sources,
namely Silesia and Gdansk. Several Silesian breweries were recorded in
documents as sending beer to the Polish capital, especially Swidnica, Table
58. Compared with the wine trade, these are small amounts; moreover,
according to Rybarski, consumption of foreign beer in Cracow did not
greatly increase throughout the century.731 Towards the end of the century
several Silesian breweries were listed as beer exporters to Cracow (Table 59).
The importance of Opava is noticeable. Matejek's analysis of Cracow's
archival sources during the last decade of the sixteenth century,732 also
suggests its significance.

During the reign of Zygmunt August (1548-72) an increasing amount of
beer brewed in Gdansk, according to Kutrzeba,733 was imported into
Poland. Small consignments reached Cracow on several occasions near the
end of the century.734

During the early part of the seventeenth century documentary evidence
suggests the continuing dominance of Opava beer in Cracow. In 1624 a total
of 52 barrels (14,137 litres) was recorded,735 mainly delivered by Opava
merchants, but those from Raciborz, and Cracow itself (e.g. Pavel Bonko-
wiecki)736 are also mentioned. Later in the century, beer arrived from
Krosno,737 whilst from Nowy S^cz the trade was dominated by Jewish
merchants.738
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Table 59. Silesian beer sent to Cracow, 1584, 159112

Town brewery

Swidnica

Wroclaw
Opava

Klodzko
Unknown
origin
Total

1584

1 Vi barrels (408 lit. eq.)

6V2 barrels (1,767 lit. eq.)
3 barrels, 8 horses (10,336
lit. eq.)
-
8 barrels (2,175 lit. eq.)

19 barrels, 28 horses (14,686
lit. eq.)

1591/1592

5XA barrels, 8 horses (4,215
lit. eq.)
14̂ 2 barrels (3,942 lit. eq.)
23 V2 barrels, 9 horses (9,449
lit. eq.)
7 barrels (1,903 lit. eq.)
55 barrels, 29 horses (24,813
lit. eq.)
105 V2 barrels, 46 horses (44,322
lit. eq.)

Sources: Calculated from R. Rybarski, Handel i polityka handlowa Polski w XVI
stuleciu, Warszawa, 1958, Vol. II, p. 198; Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w
Krakowie, Ksiqgi celne, rkp. 2116.

The market for beer in eighteenth-century Cracow was largely local,
demand being mainly covered by the city brewery. In 1780 it alone produced
2,400 barrels (652,500 litres).739 Regarding foreign brews it became fashion-
able in Cracow to drink English beer, imported through Gdansk and
Toruh.740 Zilina in central Slovakia741 also sent supplies of their noted beer.

Between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries (Fig. 74) beer prices in
Cracow reveal a similar pattern to wine (Fig. 73). Fairly stable prices were
recorded between 1500 and 1620, followed by pronounced leaps in the 1620s
and 1650s. Unfortunately, in the eighteenth century fewer beer data points
exist than wine. Nevertheless comparison shows both beverages reached a
higher price plateau then; even so considerable variations are noticeable for
select years and certain periods, e.g. drops in prices during the 1770s and
1780s.

Besides wine and beer, vodka was part of Cracow's trading network
during the Early Modern Period. In fact, northern Europe was noted for its
high consumption of spirits and brandies and, even more so, of liquors
distilled from grain; this arose with improved use of the still in the sixteenth
century which, by the eighteenth, saw greatly expanded production. While
Amsterdam was the main centre for liquor (both grain spirits and brandy),
Poland in the early part of the sixteenth century742 became noted for its own
particular brandy - gorzalka. Gorzalka (the term 'vodka' is of later use),
like brandy or other distilled liquor was, in areas lacking cheap transport, a
desirable product since its greater value allowed freight charges to be made
over longer distances.
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Table 60. Vodka from Cracow sent to Bohemia!Moravia 1624

Destination Opava Pfibor Prostejov Jicin Total

Amount in garniec
Litre equivalent

Per cent

836
3,157

50.65

353
1,332

21.36

250
944

15.15

212
801

12.84

1,651
6,234

100.0

Source: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiqgi celne, rkp. 2142.

Gorzalka was certainly mentioned in the corkage registers of Cracow in
1544 (vinum crematum considered destillato),743 based on grape distillation.
Whether this aqua vitae was used as a beverage or for medicinal purposes is
not known but, like brandy, some people in the sixteenth century considered
it harmful and sales were restricted. Gorzalka was mainly produced
outside urban areas in Poland during the sixteenth century, and regarded
mainly as a 'peasant's drink'. Nevertheless, during the second half of the
century744 its medicinal properties began to be recognised. Contemporary
consumption must have been considerable as it is specifically noted in royal
decrees dated 1564, 1565 and 1577.745

Kuchowicz believes that by 1600 vodka drinking was universal
throughout Poland.746 Its importance as an export commodity from Cracow
in the sixteenth century is not known, but by 1624 it was sent from the city to
Bohemia and Moravia747 (Table 60). Opava, with half the vodka sales for
that year, dominated this trade. Moreover, documents reveal that just a few
Moravian merchants controlled the vodka sales; they purchased not just the
odd litre, but usually over 100 garniec (378 litres)/year.748 Here, as in other
towns like Nowy S^cz,749 Jewish traders were important.

During the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the art of distilling
vodka and wine was perfected throughout Europe.750 Furthermore, the
second half of the seventeenth century was a time, for Western Europe,751 of
marked decline in the Baltic grain trade; this was further compounded the
following century when American grain began to arrive in Europe, com-
bined with progress in potato cultivation, which revolutionised consump-
tion. Faced with this situation, Polish producers accustomed to the tradi-
tional grain economy pattern now had to look for alternatives. A way out of
these difficulties was found by processing grain for alcohol in larger quan-
tities.

In Cracow, the vodka market, like that of beer, was local in character with
consumption coming from the nobility and city people. Most supplies came
from the surrounding villages of Cracow (Biskupice, Smolensk, Wesola,
Wygoda, Strzelin; Garbary, Zwierzyniec and Zawisla), documentary



Table 61.

Year

Amount in

Litre eq.

Vodka supplies to

1756

garniec 14,536

54,888

Cracow from

1758

10,908

41,189

surrounding villages,

1759

14,069

53,124

1760

16,759

63,282

1756-1765

1761

19,034

71,872

1762

20,561

77,638

1763

25,705

97,062

1764

29,565

111,637

1765

28,657

108,209

Sources: Calculated from Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Regestra Percepta od wodek i win roznych do miasta
wprowadzonych do miasta, rkp. 2243, 2245, 2247, 2248 (1756-1765); M. Kulczykowski, Krakow jako osrodek towarowy Malopolski
zachodniej w drugiej polowie XVIII wieku (P.W.N.), Warszawa, 1963, p. 60.
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evidence giving some idea of the volume of the vodka trade (Table 61).
Vodka consumption in the city doubled over this period, perhaps reflecting
use of grain made by the surrounding landed estates, resulting from declin-
ing export opportunities. The continued importance of local vodka supplies
for the Cracow market is suggested by toll-bridge data for 1775 and 1785.752

The city also imported vodka from abroad. In 1758 two separate consign-
ments of Russian vodka, totalling 1,100 garniec (4,153!/2 litres) and
organized by Jewish merchants,753 arrived in Cracow, together with small
quantities of the famous Gdansk vodka.754

There is limited evidence of vodka exports from Cracow, but the
eighteenth century experienced a formidable trade with the Ottoman Empire
in this beverage, particularly Moldavia.755 During the later decades Polish
vodka and other liquors were mentioned in the lists of merchandise arriving
at Turkish ports, especially Kherson.756 It is possible, but unproven, that
some of these alcoholic beverages came from Cracow.

Only in the 1590s were vodka prices first quoted in Cracow's documents,
coinciding with the time it became a firmly established drink in the city.
Early peak prices relate to the unstable economic and political situation
around 1630 (Thirty Years War), and Swedish invasions of 1650s. Vodka
prices suffered distinctive oscillations during the period 1680-1720, but by
mid-century they dropped to a level found a hundred years before; after 1760
increased demand meant prices rose sharply in 1784 and 1790, reaching
levels noted in 1654 and 1681 (Fig. 74).

Mead was another popular beverage. Unfortunately sixteenth-century
documents did not always differentiate between honey and mead but,
according to Malecki, mead was sent to Cracow in small quantities.757 This
probably came from villages in the more wooded parts of the Carpathian
foothills, or from Bohemia.758

More information is forthcoming from the eighteenth century. Quantities
were imported from Levoca (E. Slovakia),759 and referred to in documents
as 'Hungarian mead'. Compared with more locally produced varieties its
price (Fig. 74) was much higher, attributed by Tomaszewski to the superior
flavour of the Hungarian drink.760 Little is known of the other beverages,
but Bogucka found that certain fruit juices (particularly lemon) were
imported from the Iberian peninsula by Gdansk merchants at the beginning
of the seventeenth century;761 it is probable that some citrus fruit drinks
along with other goods were dispatched up the Vistula river to the old Polish
capital.

(Hi) Handicraft products
During the three centuries from the sixteenth to the late eighteenth, crafts-
manship in many European towns evolved a more sophisticated production
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style than previously, partly to cater for increased extravagance by the
land-owning nobility and greater wealth of urban citizens. Most goods were
still made without the help of machines, or an organised factory system,762

but urban artisans developed specialised skills which had existed since the
Middle Ages in the more advanced parts of Europe. In Nuremburg, prob-
ably the most advanced handicraft centre in Europe, goldsmiths, cutlers,
furriers, belt-makers, various kinds of wool/cloth-makers, armourers,
swordsmiths, scythesmiths, pewterers and mirror-makers had been there
since the thirteenth century.763 In Poland and its neighbouring countries
evidence of well-developed handicraft industries was present already in the
sixteenth century,764 particularly in towns like Toruh.765

In Cracow too, there was a long tradition of handicraft production,
largely due to the needs of the royal court: Kleparz in the Later Middle Ages
had developed as the city's main craft centre,766 whilst handicrafts formed
one of the city's largest guilds.767 Important pictorial and written infor-
mation from the beginning of the sixteenth century on Cracow's handicraft
trades is the codex of Baltazar Behem (1505). Over twenty various crafts are
mentioned including those of local importance (bakers, tailors, hatters,
potters, tanners, bell founders, carpenters, shoe, needle, soap and purse
makers, coopers and barber-surgeons); also those specialising in equine
needs (harness makers, saddlers, wheel and cartwrights, and smiths);
weaponry (bow and arblast makers) and luxury articles (goldsmiths and
artistic painters).768 Franaszek has recently shown, with examples from
Cracow and its region, that later in the century the main state income besides
trade was from handicrafts.769

It is now pertinent to enquire how much this activity generated trade in
Cracow either through raw material imports, and products not readily
available, or surplus craft exports (Fig. 75). Some products have been
previously discussed e.g., textiles and skins, but of the remainder perhaps the
most important were connected with the metal industry. Metal ware pro-
duction, a widely esteemed Cracow craft, was unlike that in many other
cities, as it did not rely solely on the immediate vicinity for main markets.
Products were designed to suit international taste, with a wide variety of
choice. For example, in Cracow, one could purchase all sizes of bells - from
thimble bells to huge church bells - candelabra, table lamps, lanterns,
mortars, flat irons, spigots, thimbles, scale weights, hinges, doorknobs,
locks, buttons and buckles, trumpets and horns, curtain rods, nails and
screws, scales, warming-pans, scissors and tools of every description;
weapons ranging from swords and poignards to small cannons, as well as
many other items, were produced. As the century progressed, however, some
Cracow craft guilds could not compete with Western merchandise, partly
due to inferior quality, and partly the effect of heavy taxation. Thus, foreign
merchants, who could afford such financial impositions, increasingly
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imported certain craft goods into Cracow,770 but evidence suggests that for
some commodities, local artisans could be competitive.

Recent analysis by Wyrobisz771 of craft structure in certain Polish towns
has revealed that at the end of the sixteenth century the metal sector in
Cracow was, after textiles, leather and food, the most important group.
Supplies of iron ore from Moravia and Slovakia,772 together with local
deliveries from the Holy Cross Mountains, were utilised near Cracow for
iron smelting,773 and provided metal craftsmen with much-needed source
material. Steel imports from Austria, Silesia and Moravia774 were worked by
the city's cutlers for manufacturing swords, knives and other sharp instru-
ments;775 over sixty cutlers received the coveted citizenship of Cracow
during the sixteenth century,776 emphasising their importance for the city's
prosperity. Gold- and silversmiths also enjoyed privileged status,777 some
involved in making jewellery from pearls and other precious stones.778

Metal goods also came to Cracow for local use or as transit trade. The
main imported iron goods were scythes, sickles, nails, needles, semi-
manufactured sheet metal and wire. Scythes, indispensable for harvesting
crops like cereals, were the most popular item, in demand both locally and as
a part of a larger international transit trade. Some scythes arrived in Cracow
from Styria (Austria),779 larger consignments came from Opava780 and other
towns in Silesia.781 Opava was also Cracow's main supply centre for wire
towards the end of the sixteenth century,782 whilst Wroclaw783 was an
important source for sheet metal. From Slovakia came various iron/copper
metal products (pots, iron rods, religious crosses and cannon balls),784 whilst
metal hoes were sent in exchange for salt.785 Cracow's local region also
imported quantities of nails,786 their weight presumably being a restrictive
factor, but demand was high in the city, mainly for building purposes.

Metal-goods exports from Cracow in the sixteenth century concentrated
on two main markets: south over the Carpathians to Hungary, and north-
eastwards to Russia. Growth in the importance of Cracow's cutlers' guild in
the sixteenth century787 was reflected in its product demand, both long
distance and for local consumption. Cracow knives had a considerable
reputation, particularly in Hungary, with exports to places like Debrecen,
Cluj788 and Oradea,789 together with nearer towns like Kosice.790 Some
metal objects e.g., scythes and sickles, were sent in their thousands to
Hungary,791 but were made mainly in Nowy S ĉz (noted for its famous
forges) rather than Cracow.792 Spades and scythes also went via Wallachia to
Turkey.793 North-eastwards the two main markets were Vilna794 and
Moscow,795 for both knives and scythes; some were re-exported to Siberia in
exchange for furs.796 In fact, Cracow's cutlers specially produced a highly
decorative lady's knife, the so-called 'Muscovian'.797 Sheet metal also left
Cracow for Lublin.798

Paper manufacture and printing steadily increased in importance from the
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sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, aided by the expansion of book production
and spread of literacy. Paper, usually made from reprocessed rags, replaced
parchment as the main conveyor of the written word, except for legal and
state documents. Paper mills appeared in most large European cities, where
an ample supply of rags and demand for paper existed; closely associated
with this was the growth of printing which utilised most of the paper made.
According to Braudel, 'Paris saw its first printed book in 1471, Potiers in
1479, Venice in 1470, Louvain in 1479 and Cracow in 1474',799 which places
the latter amongst the European forerunners of the printing craft. By 1500, a
total of 236 cities in Europe had their own printing presses.800

At the end of the fifteenth century, the first paper mill near Cracow was
located at Pr^dnik Czerwony, whilst many more were established in the
environs of the city during the following century (Tenczynek, Krzeszowice,
Podchehnie and Balice in the Rudawa valley; Czajowice, Grembienice,
Pr^dnik Bialy and Pr^dnik Czerwony in the Pr^dnik valley; and
Wilczkowice, Mlodziejowice and Mogila in the Dlubnia valley) along
Vistula river tributaries.801 Other paper mills some 40-65 km from Cracow
(around Chrzanow, Olkusz and J^drzejow) also supplied the Polish
capital,802 so that the city was not only self-sufficient, but had an export
surplus at this time. According to Ptasnik, the Cracow region was the
largest paper manufacturing centre in Poland (72,000 reams in 1581803);
much smaller quantities came from Poznan, Lublin, Warsaw, Vilna, Toruh
etc.804

Two by-products of Cracow's paper industry were the manufacture of
playing cards and printing. Playing cards, of Eastern origin, were already
known in Europe by the fourteenth century, but not in common use till circa
1400.805 In Cracow, the playing-card makers' guild frequently entered the
city statutes during the second half of the sixteenth century.806 Printing,
however, was of greater importance in Cracow's handicraft structure, as it
played both significant cultural and commercial roles in Cracow's develop-
ment. Kasper Hochfeder, a printer from Metz, set up a typographical
workshop in the city centre (sw. Anna st. No. 3) in 1503 under the auspices
of a rich Cracow wine merchant, Jan Haller; in 1510 another workshop was
established by a Bavarian, Florian Ungler.807 Others followed, producing
not only books in various languages (Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Polish and
Hungarian) but also almanacs and school textbooks;808 in 1526 the first
geographical map was published in Polish by Bernard Wapowski.809

Cracow's dominance of Poland's printing trade during the sixteenth century
is seen from the number of official workshops; according to Baranowski, of
the 52 in Poland, 21 (40 per cent) were in Cracow, a total of 16 were in
Poznan, Lwow, Vilna and Lublin (30 per cent) and the remaining 15 were
scattered throughout the country.810

Cracow's longer distance paper trade and its derivatives was mainly
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export based, although small quantities were imported into the city. During
the early part of the century paper was sent from Opava and Nysa to
Cracow,811 whilst further late-sixteenth-century examples again reveal paper
imports from Silesia.812 The main paper export market was Hungary with
consignments sent to Bardejov, Presov, Kosice and routes farther south.813

Examples from the end of the century show it was transported to the
north-east, with markets in Vilna and Minsk.814

Book production, stimulated not only by local demand from the city's
university and various religious authorities, also had longer distance com-
mercial appeal.815 Trade in books was particularly lively in sixteenth-century
Hungary, spurred on by increasing literacy and the impact of the Reforma-
tion. This trade was significant in northern Hungary, where polemical
religious literature, psalters and grammatical texts were in demand;816 as the
whole of northern Hungary contained no printing workshops during the first
half-century817 Cracow enjoyed a virtual monopoly there. Books from
Cracow printed in Hebrew also had a wide market, especially in Western
Europe. The first printed Hebrew text in Cracow was by Jan Halicz in 1535;
from then on trade in Hebraic literature gathered momentum, especially in
the latter part of the century with consignments sent to Germany (Nurem-
burg), Austria, Silesia (Wroclaw), Moravia and Hungary.818 Izaak ben
Aron Prostice, a Jewish printer in Kazimierz, was given royal consent in
1586 to have monopoly rights for printing the Talmud.819

Other products in the sixteenth century with narrower trade implications
for Cracow included ceramics and glass. These goods, like textiles and
leather, had a wide range of appeal, from the high quality of Venetian glass
and Meissen porcelain, to roughly formed earthenware and poorly made
vitrium. Cracow's neighbourhood contained ceramic clay beds,820 the prin-
cipal location factor for pottery making, together with access to a nearby
market.821 Problems of weight and/or fragility restricted the development of
longer distance trade, although the distinctive Cracovian pottery style822

may have travelled to other major market centres in Poland and beyond.
Unfortunately these were often included in the 'unnamed' category for
goods mentioned in city documents. Glass products seem to have had less
commercial importance for Cracow,823 often purchased locally or from the
Sandomierz region mainly for limited consumption. The demand for
window glass had grown during the sixteenth century, as well as for domestic
and ornamental glassware of which some, on rare occasions, left Cracow for
Gdansk.824

Towards the end of the sixteenth century a crisis appears to have devel-
oped in Poland's handicraft industries, and continued into the early part of
the next century. It is thought to have been caused by contemporary
problems associated with the general level of Polish industry. Limited
progress in handicraft production has been blamed by Wyrobisz on the lack
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of readily available investment funding, shortages of wood fuel, and failure
to find suitable alternatives such as coal. Moreover, unlike some West
European countries, Poland failed to appreciate the benefits of mass pro-
duction methods, particularly in the handicraft sector.825

Imports played an increasing role in the decline of Poland's domestic
handicraft production; transport of metal goods, particularly iron, in the
Baltic was dominated by the Dutch and Swedes. The latter were important
exporters of commodities like guns, whilst the former were major carriers of
metal manufacture from western Europe.826 Land routes, also played a
significant role in Poland's imports at this time according to Rusinski,
amongst which metal goods (scythes, knives, etc.) were significant.827

Cracow, as an important trade centre on the north-south commercial axis,
intensified its transit role in such products especially for lands beyond the
southern border. Some intimation of Cracow's importance for metal goods
is seen from a shop inventory for 1650.828 Amongst iron goods for sale were
battle- and pole-axes, hatchets, saws, screwdrivers, crochet-hooks, drills and
spoons, all included under the heading 'goods from Nuremburg'; brass
objects included holy-water basins, Jewish lamps, stirrups, store-lids, pipes,
capstans, ink stands, compasses and thimbles. Also mentioned were silver-
framed mirrors and spectacles from Augsburg, Venetian tin-plate, pewter
brushes, combs of various materials, knives, scissors and weights; musical
instruments (from Germany, Vienna, and lutes from Rome), along with
painted metal-boxes, fishing rods, elegant French iron work and vases, were
often erroneously categorised as 'Nuremburg goods', although they may
have arrived from Italy via Augsburg, or via Gdansk from Holland.
However, most probably came to Cracow via Wroclaw from Nuremburg,
hence the popular collective name for these products.

Various Silesian towns were the sources of numerous metal manufactures
for Cracow; iron works and forges were scattered throughout Silesia, but the
Bytom-Tarnogorze region became the main iron-smelting centre, whilst
Kowary played an important part in metal exports.829 Wroclaw was the
leading Silesian centre for arts/crafts and exports to Poland, and included
such metal products as scythes, knives, saws, sheet metal, wire and arms;
miscellaneous articles included candlesticks, hammers, screws, pipes, pad-
locks, keys, bells, awls, horse-combs, etc. Guidon and St^pkowski have
stated recently, with reference to the early seventeenth century, that Torun
and Cracow were the main markets for Silesian metal products, of which
scythes, sickles, knives and gunsmiths implements were the main items.'830

Certainly during the 1620s, Cracow was a transit centre for Silesian metal
products to Slovakia (e.g. Levoca).831 Northern Moravia also supplied
Cracow with scythes,832 steel, cutlery and wire from handicraft centres like
Opava and Bruntal.833

During the first half of the seventeenth century export markets for
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Table 62. Scythes and knives sent from Cracow to Levoca, 1603-1607

1603 1604 1605 1606 1607 Total

No. of Scythes 3,400 5,250 1,300 600 4,100 14,650
No. of Knives 15,800 18,400 - - 5,600 39,800

Sources: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiqgi celne, rkp.
2123-2127; Okresni archiv, Spisska Nova Ves, Trieda IV A, signatury 20/3-20/7.

Table 63. Scythes and knives sent from Cracow to Levoca, 1620-1624

1620 1621 1622 1623 1624 Total

No. of Scythes 2,900 10 3,920 - 100 6,930
No. of Knives - - 9,300 - - 9,300

Sources: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiqgi celne, rkp.
2138-2142; Okresni archiv, Spisska Nova Ves, Trieda IV A signatury 20/20-20/24.

Cracow's transit trade in metal goods were mainly southward (Slovakia,
central Hungary) and eastward to the Ukraine. In Slovakia, Levoca (Table
62) and Presov834 were the main markets and, to a lesser extent, Hlohovec,
Nove Mesto nad Vahom and the Orava valley.835

Such detailed information suggests that, on average, nearly 3,000 scythes
and 8,000 knives left Cracow annually for this Slovakian town alone.
Obviously, a considerable proportion was dispatched to other markets, but
it shows that despite a depression in the Polish handicraft industry, transit
trade was still a profitable exercise. Comparison with the early 1620s reveals
a considerable decline in this trade (Table 63) when direct contact between
Slovakian markets and Silesian manufactures reduced Cracow's transit role.

Less than half the number of scythes and a quarter of the knives were sent
from Cracow for this period compared with the first decade (Table 62). Obu-
chowska-Pysiowa's work has shown in the 1604 customs returns for Cracow
that some trade in metal goods was also evident; she found four merchants
sending metal goods to Lwow and stations south/east;836 Moldavia and
Wallachia were ready markets for all types of metal agricultural implements.
Similarly for Cracow, Muscovy was an important market for Cracow's
transit metalware trade. The key point on this route was Lublin; merchants
like Jan Topszel from Cracow in the early seventeenth century imported Sile-
sian metal hooks for dispatch to Lublin;837 steel from Styria also came via
Silesia (Opava), and Cracow for Lublin and the Russian market.
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As with other goods much of Cracow's role in this transit trade was lost
through the Swedish invasion of Poland in the 1650s. Previous trade links to
former markets in metal products from Cracow had not revived, even by the
1670s, and was further complicated by the decline of forging at Nowy
S^cz.838 In fact, by 1670 places like Bardejov in Slovakia were producing
their own metal goods, and the following decade was to witness mass export
of scythes and other tools to Polish market centres.839

Cracow's book and paper trade continued into the seventeenth century
(Fig. 76). Locally produced paper, together, occasionally with supplies from
Silesia, formed the basic raw material for the book trade. However, paper
from the city was sometimes exported over the Carpathians to markets in
northern Moravia (Krnov),840 Hungary (Slovakia) and Transylvania.841

Book printing in Cracow failed to flourish as it had the previous century,
largely due to a brake on cultural development attributed to long periods of
warfare (Thirty Years War) in Europe and, although Poland was on the
margins of this conflict, later the Cossack/Russian and Swedish invasions
were to affect cultural development in the country. Furthermore, the transfer
of the king's court from Cracow to Warsaw at the turn of the century meant
the city's printers lost many privileges they formerly had for printing court
materials and other notabilia connected with a capital whose functions
controlled the political and social arena in Poland.842 Nevertheless, it could
be argued that even by mid-century Cracow's printers were still decidedly
superior to their Warsaw counterparts, both in print quantity and quality.843

Books were also imported to Cracow from Gdansk, Warsaw and Lublin, a
particularly flourishing trade after 1650.844

Cracow was a net importer of glass. Morano, the Italian glass-making
centre, developed during the seventeenth century,845 and glassware became
popular amongst Cracow's wealthier citizens; for example, Obuchowska-
Pysiowa found evidence for 1604 of mirrors, Venetian glass and decorated
caskets arriving via Prague, whilst through Vienna two boxes of Venetian
glass came together with two cases via Opava;846 window-panes were
imported from Bohemia (Lipnik).847 One gains the impression that most
glass products were for local consumption, but it is probable some were sent
further on, especially to Hungary. On occasions (e.g. early seventeenth
century) Hungary was detached by the advancing Turkish army from other
transit centres supplying western goods.

Eighteenth-century Poland suffered from a general lack of state policy on
industrialisation;848 state-owned estates contained no industrial estab-
lishments except those geared to the needs of the royal court. What manufac-
turing took place in urban centres was often achieved through partnership
with local feudal lords, who controlled raw materials and labour. There were
no state subsidies for manufacturing, so entrepreneurs were often dependent
on the landed nobility for capital investment; disagreement between urban
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manufacturer and landed estate-owner inevitably led to the eclipse of the
whole enterprise. In the Kielce region, the Bishops of Cracow owned the
largest iron works in the country, founded around mid-century.849 It was the
only mass-commodity producer in Poland yet supplied mainly semi-
manufactured products (iron bars) rather than finished goods. Such facts
help explain why Cracow could continue to be a transit centre for foreign
metal goods on the longer international trade routes due to the lack of
finished goods of Polish origin.

Increased demand for metal goods during the second half of the
eighteenth century meant Cracow's artisans were largely dependent on
foreign iron supplies; Silesia was the major supplier, although occasionally
much-prized Swedish iron arrived in the city from Warsaw.850 Silesian
exports declined after 1760, due to the Seven Years War (1756-63) and
meant Cracow was increasingly dependent on domestic supplies from Polish
metallurgical works at Konskie, Mrzyglod, Siewierz, Samsonow851 and
from Mazovia.852

Local production appears to have been insufficient to satisfy demand.
Metal goods were imported into Cracow by merchants from Opava and
Krems with products made in Styria and Vienna.853 A large variety of iron
goods arrived in Cracow from such sources; these included parts for
ploughs, sickles, hatchets, saws, chisels, files, two-handled carpenters'
blades, pliers, drills, knives, flowerpots, braziers, spits, scissors, hammers
and many other instruments referred to in documents as 'fancy iron goods'.
Certain metal goods such as scythes, sheet metal and wire were in great
demand farther east. From Cracow they were sent to Jaroslaw (often by
the Vistula/San rivers), Brody, Lwow, Lublin, Zamosc, and even northward
on occasions to Warsaw.

The largest market was for scythes. Several Cracow merchant families
together with foreign traders were involved; according to Kulczykowski
there were twice as many towns receiving scythes from Cracow in 1763 than
thirteen years previously.854 Whilst demand for scythes throughout Little
Poland was largely in Cracow hands, supplies were also sent to more distant
Polish towns, probably for further transit (Table 64). Over this same period,
Cracow's scythe imports rose from 91,687 (1750) to 255,000 (1763), a near
trebling over the thirteen-year period.855 The popularity of Jaroslaw as a
market centre may have been due to cheaper river transport and the presence
there of a warehouse for Cracow merchants to store scythes and other metal
goods. Some decline in Cracow's scythe trade was affected by the estab-
lishment, after the First Partition of Poland, of a scythe-making factory at
Podgorze under Austrian control on the opposite river bank to Cracow. In
1780, only 43,800 scythes were imported into Cracow from Austria856 and
the heyday of the city's trade in this product seemed to be over.
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Table 64. Exports of scythes from Cracow to selected markets 1750-1763

Importing centre

Jaroslaw
Drohobycz
Brody
Lublin
Lwow
Tarnopol
Grodek
Warsaw

1750

24,000
2,000

800
300
400

0
0
0

1755

19,200
1,550
7,800

0
700

0
0

200

1760

64,200
800

15,250
0
0

700
870

2,100

1763

86,730
0

21,000
0

3,750
0
0
0

Sources: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiqgi celne, rkp. 2216,
2223, 2231, 2232, M. Kulczykowski, Krakow jako osrodek towarowy Malopolski
zachodniej w drugiej polowie XVIII wieku, Warszawa, 1963 (P.W.N.), pp. 120-1.

Metal-producing centres within Poland were also important suppliers.
For example, Swi^tniki near Lodz supplied the Cracow guild of sword-
makers857 whilst Sulkowice and Biala in the Cracow region were impor-
tant producers of nails,858 a commodity in constant demand for the city. By
the second half of the eighteenth century the once significant trade in
Hungarian copper had almost disappeared, but small quantities were still
sent to Cracow for the city's boilermakers.859 Similarly lead, which had once
been such an important commercial commodity, played no role in the city's
trade, but limited supplies arrived for local needs.860 Meanwhile, other metal
handicraft centres were developing, particularly in Greater Poland;861 places
like Poznan862 were successfully competing in some of Cracow's former
market area, reducing the latter's importance as a transit centre for metal-
ware goods.

Cracow's paper industry suffered considerably from the Swedish incur-
sions during the second half of the seventeenth century; local paper mills at
Mogila, Mlodziejowice and Pr^dnik were destroyed by the Swedes,863

whilst others at Balice, Podchelmie, Zuradnie and Siedlec suffered decline.
This meant greater reliance on imported paper mainly from Silesia
(Table 65). As much as three-quarters of Cracow's paper imports came from
Silesia, mainly via Opava and Frydek; paper exports, unlike metal goods, do
not seem to have been discontinued as a result of the Seven Years War.
Domestic supplies from various Polish paperworks (Polcza, Krzeszowice,
Oklesna) were minimal in 1750, but by 1763 had reached a third of the
Silesian total. From Cracow, paper exports went to Warsaw, Lwow, Tarno-
grod, Jaroslaw, Lubaczow, Rzeszow and Vladimir864 (Fig. 76).
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Table 65. Cracow: paper imports 1750-1763 (in bales)

Source 1750 1755 1760 1763 Total %

Silesia 183 112 141 308 744 74.14
Poland 8 86 IVA 94 259 V2 25.85

Sources: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiejgi celne, rkp. 2216,
2223, 2231, 2232; M. Kulczykowski, Krakow jako osrodek towarowy Malopolski
zachodniej w drugiej polowie XVIII wieku, Warszawa (P.W.N.), 1963, pp. 116-17.

Table 66.

Source

Silesia
Poland

Cracow: glass imports

1750

16
7

1750-1763 (no.

1755

00
 

00

1760

19
40

of carts)

1763

13
24

Total

66
79

%

45.5
54.5

Sources: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiejgi celne, rkp. 2216,
2223, 2231, 2232; M. Kulczykowski, Krakow jako osrodek towarowy Malopolski
zachodniej w drugiej polowie XVIII wieku (P.W.N.), Warszawa, 1963, p. 119.

After Cracow's so-called 'Golden Years of Printing' in the sixteenth
century came to an end,865 there appears to have been no major revival of the
industry until the beginning of King Stanislaw August Poniatowski's reign
in 1764. There had been developments in journalism,866 and books were still
produced867 but this had been accompanied by a relative decline of cultural
interest in Poland during the period of rule by the Saxon kings (August II
Mocny, 1697-1733; and August III, 1733-63). A new cultural epoch emerged
with Poniatowski's reign, when intellectual pursuit and reasoning received
fresh impetus and, at last, the Age of Reason was accepted. In 1773 the first
government department for public education in Europe was established. An
education commission was also founded to reorganise Cracow and Vilna
universities, as well as the supervision of nearly 100 grammar schools. Book
printing and the publication of magazines/journals as a result flourished,
and the presses in Cracow once more rolled at full speed, but were now
geared mainly to a national, rather than international, market.

As with paper, Cracow's glass imports came mainly from Silesia and the
wide variety - sheet glass, panes, tiles, bottles, 'small and white glass' -
suggests a considerable assortment of products. Initially, some of the glass
probably came from Bohemia, imported into Silesia and hence to Cracow.
Domestic Polish glass was also purchased for the Cracow market, largely
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Table 67. Cracow: export of pottery from Cracow to Galicia, 1775-1785

Year 1775 1780 1785

Number of carts 11 60 154

Sources: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Rachunki miasta Kazi-
mierza, rkp. 600, 665, 670; Ksiegi celne rkp. 2235, 2238; M. Kulczykowski, Krakow
jako osrodek towarowy Malopolski zachodniej w drugiej polowie XVIII wieku
(P.W.N.), Warszawa, 1963, p. 128.
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from near Olkusz (Rodaki) but also from more local sources at Bienczyce,
P^dzichow, Retoryki and Biskupie868 (Table 66). Like paper, Polish glass
imports to Cracow grew over the thirteen-year period, providing on average
over half the demand between 1750 and 1763; by the latter year two-thirds of
the city's glass imports were of Polish origin. For comparison, Poznan's
glass imports for these years were 10, 2, 7 and 6 carts respectively.869

The ceramic industry also saw lively movement towards the end of the
eighteenth century, especially in various pots and pottery objects. The
weight factor meant transporting them as far as possible by river; ceramic
goods arrived in Cracow from the Vistula's lower reaches and then transfer-
red to carts for further dispatch to Galicia and beyond. This trade's growth
is seen in Table 67.
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Over the ten-year period a fourteenfold increase was recorded; between 1780
and 1785 there was a one and a half times increase. This fact perhaps reflects
growing demand for cheaper pottery in Galicia, one of the poorer parts of
Poland at that time.

Lengthy price time-series for handicraft goods were difficult to find for
Cracow, not only due to the complexity of products manufactured, but also
the lack of useful continuous data over the three-century period. Fortunately
information both for paper and nails (Figs. 77, 78) were available and
provides some insight into price changes between 1500 and 1795. For both
products the sixteenth century was characterised by steady prices until the
1560s; then a new price plateau was reached which continued up to circa
1620. The violent devaluation of the grosz suffered during the early 1620s,
initiated a series of repercussions which continued for the rest of the
century.870 This phenomenon was experienced by most other goods in
Cracow at that time. The period 1660-80 experienced price increases result-
ant most probably from the aftermath of the Swedish invasions, whilst the
eighteenth century had pronounced periods of price oscillation. Most
notable of these came in the 1760s, possibly generated by the effects of the
Seven Years War in Europe. Certainly Kuklihska noted dynamic price
changes for certain goods in Cracow for the period 1750-63871 including
paper, whilst the unstable political conditions during the last quarter of the
eighteenth century in Poland are reflected in varied price movements both
for paper and nails at this time.

Conclusion

Commercial relations during the period 1500-1795 saw Cracow trying to
adapt herself to the changing conditions of the time, and was particularly
discernible between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries. The Turkish
occupation of south-east Europe meant a decline in former connections with
the Black Sea ports, together with increased competition from Balkan
traders. Such events somewhat impeded the flow of more expensive articles
to Cracow, like spices, although alternative routes were found via Spain and
Holland. As the sixteenth century progressed a gradual reorientation of
Cracow's trade took place with greater emphasis henceforth on cheaper raw
materials from the central and eastern parts of the European continent.
Manufactured goods were also affected, particularly textiles; competition
from Greeks, Bulgarians, Armenians and other local merchants in the Balkan
markets led to greater concentration on markets in northern Hungary
(Slovakia), Transylvania, Silesia, Moravia, Lithuania and Muscovy.

By 1600, Cracow was past its peak as a great emporium, for it no longer
helped control the trade turnover of the entire country. Moreover, it did not
supervise total exports and imports, accumulate and sell agricultural
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products, conduct retail and wholesale commerce both in luxury articles and
in all basic commodities at a national level. According to Wyrobisz 'In
pre-partition Poland only Gdansk played this role.'872 Yet Cracow was more
than just a large centre which collected the agricultural products of a sizeable
region, sold them and engaged in the trade of luxury and basic articles at a
provincial level.873 It has been seen how Cracow had a much wider trading
sphere in the sixteenth century in spite of the loss of earlier political
significance whilst its reputation as an international route and commercial
centre remained for certain products.

The sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries were to see more intensive
trade links with Silesia, Bohemia, and northern Hungary/Transylvania;
two-way traffic enabled the purchase of raw materials such as minerals and
processed goods like wine, in exchange for more expensive west European
and cheaper domestic textiles, and the products of metal handicraft. In this
trade Cracow played an important transit role. Even the growing menace of
Ottoman incursions failed to deter commercial links with that part of
Hungary free from Turkish control. Later in the seventeenth century, the
Swedish invasion, Thirty Years War, and disputes between Turkey and
Poland were to disturb Cracow's trade pattern, but certain commodities, like
textiles, continued to flow through the city en route for destinations in
Ottoman-held lands.

These two centuries also witnessed a strengthening of contacts with Italy,
and a wider choice of goods entering the city from Spain, France, England
and the Low Countries. These were predominantly luxury articles (textiles),
varied wines, and the more sophisticated products of the West European
artisan workshop. For such commodities there was always a ready market in
Eastern Poland, Lithuania and Russia. In the opposite direction, raw mater-
ials, such as skins, wax, honey and livestock, entered Cracow en route for the
markets of Germany and, to a lesser extent, the Baltic Coast. Finally, there
was a need to import products for Cracow itself and the surrounding region
of Little Poland; there was always a market here for foodstuffs (e.g. cereals,
fish), beverages and building materials. By 1700, therefore, Cracow still
satisfied certain pre-conditions necessary for international commodity
movement in textiles, wax and livestock but, at the same time, developed an
increasing regional role in commercial exchange. In this way Cracow slowly
adapted to the changing commercial milieu of the European scene.

The eighteenth century was to see a greater intensification of the middle-
man role at the regional/national level rather than the wider international
sphere; indications suggest, however, that Cracow was still more than a
provincial trading centre. At the regional level, Cracow's influence extended
from the Silesian border to Lwow, and northward as far as the middle
Vistula; the southern boundary coincided with the Carpathian Mountains -
a natural barrier, whilst to the north there was some trading overlap with
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cities like Warsaw and Poznah. The First Partition of Poland (1772) divided
Cracow's regional market into two, with the city located on the border
between them. At once this limited Cracow's former nodal position in local
trade. Later partitions were to prove even more depressing, the city situated
between Austrian-controlled Galicia and the rest of Poland. At the inter-
national level trade contacts also diminished, but some links remained with
Silesia, lands now under Austrian and Russian control and even southward
to areas of diminishing Ottoman control. Unfortunately for Cracow the
halcyon days of intensive long-distance traffic were long since gone. Cracow
had lost a great trading emporium, and found herself after 1795 a city under
Austrian rule which in turn contributed to her impending decline.



8
Cracow: a final appraisal

This book has attempted to examine the role of commerce and trade links in
the development of Cracow from its origins to 1795. The approach has been
that of an historical geographer, who has strived to reconstruct the geog-
raphy of past times through the utilisation of historical data combined with a
geographical spatial methodology. This has inevitably involved the use of
maps in the cartographical presentation of results. The map is foremost a
tool, but is also an expression of thinking in terms of areal distribution.
Throughout the work emphasis has been placed on the spatial impact of
commercial distribution to try and discover the territorial extent of Cracow's
influence on European trade over time, a similar strategy to that adopted by
the author in an earlier study of the city-state of Dubrovnik (Ragusa).1

The period chosen for this review has stretched from the city's earliest
trade contacts through to the end of the eighteenth century, when Cracow
came under Austrian control in 1795 as a result of the Third Partition of
Poland. Cracow, blessed with an advantageous natural position on the
crossroads of several routeways, and a safe haven of refuge, went through
the embryonic stages of commercial development between the ninth and
thirteenth centuries. By the twelfth century, the city already contained a
much-frequented market, and the flowering of its commercial prosperity was
to steer Cracow towards European recognition as a significant emporium
during the ensuing centuries. This lasted until the eighteenth century, by
which time much of its former trading glory had disappeared, whilst the
various partitions of Poland during the latter decades disrupted the smooth
functioning of even her regional trade.

Significant stages of development

The granting of a Municipal Charter under Magdeburg Law in 1257 was the
central factor in the city's general economic development. It came at an
important and decisive phase of Cracow's early development and was proof

340
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by the mid-thirteenth century of its acceptance as a major urban centre in
southern Poland. Favoured by a beneficial geographical position, the city
enjoyed the early impetus of commercial contact through its location as a
trade route node on roads leading to it from the north, south, east and west
of Europe. Three important factors were to dominate Cracow's political
situation in the Later Middle Ages; close ties with Hungary and Lithuania,
the rise and fall of the Teutonic Order along the Baltic coast, and the growth
of Ottoman domination in southern Europe. Such components played their
effective role in trade contacts, for there were strong links between politics
and commerce.

Analysis of Cracow's commercial development up to 1500 has justified the
conclusion that the great bulk of trade was conducted between the more
underdeveloped regions to the south and east, such as Slovakia and Molda-
via, and the more developed parts of western and southern Europe.
Cracow's political contacts with these parts of Europe during the Later
Middle Ages were largely dependent on the broader backcloth of wider
events.

Whilst Poland's dynastic unions with Bohemia (1293-1306) and Hungary
(1370-85) had a relatively short existence, the link with Lithuania through
the Jagiellonian House (1385-1572) was of fundamental importance for
Polish history and of benefit for Cracow's development. Not least of the
successes achieved by this Polish-Lithuanian union was the defeat of the
Teutonic State at the Battle of Griinwald (1410), which assured future access
to the Baltic coast.2 On a more continental scale, however, Christian Europe
was having little success against the advancing tide of the Infidel, in the form
of the Ottoman Empire, which was eventually to restrict Cracow's links with
south-east Europe.3

The political events of the Early Modern Period after 1500 were also to
pose new problems for the city. The discovery of new sea routes, Poland's
involvement in the European Wars, continued Ottoman expansion and the
territorial ambitions of Sweden, Prussia, Russia, and Austria eventually led
to a reduction in the size of Poland. This, in turn, meant a shrinkage in
Cracow's marketing sphere. Commercially, the Early Modern Period saw
Cracow trying to adapt to changing conditions in the commercial world,
especially from the sixteenth century onwards.

Alternative routes for the distribution of expensive commodities in
Europe such as spices, meant that the city's merchants had to reorientate
their trading activities; greater emphasis was now placed on cheaper raw
materials from central and eastern Europe, whilst competition arose, e.g.
from Balkan merchants, in those parts of the continent for the selling of
imported manufactured goods, like textiles, from western Europe. By 1600,
it was becoming obvious that Cracow had passed its peak as a significant
European emporium, a role increasingly being taken over by Gdansk, at the
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expense of Cracow. Nevertheless, the latter still maintained its significance as
a transit trade centre for some commodities on the international market;
wax, honey, livestock and its products continued to go through the city from
eastern/south-eastern Europe to Germany, whilst some luxury goods from
Italy, Spain, France, England and the Low Countries, were sent via Cracow
to northern and eastern European markets.

By the eighteenth century, Cracow was predominantly a regional/national
rather than an international trade centre. The city's merchants intensified
their middleman role at both the regional (largely foodstuffs) and national
level, although trade links were maintained with Silesia and some of the
former lands of the Ottoman Empire.

Cracow's trading sphere

From the evidence presented in this work, it has been possible to make some
attempt to judge Cracow's commercial sphere of influence through links over
the European continent. It would probably be unfair to acclaim the city as
one of the greatest emporia in Europe during the Later Middle Ages and
Early Modern Period; this would place it alongside top-ranked commercial
centres like Venice, Nuremburg, Bruges and Antwerp, which would be too
complimentary. However, it can be said that Cracow certainly justified
selection amongst the second-ranked group of Europe's commercial centres,
together with places like Dubrovnik, Augsburg and Leipzig.

Analysis of the commodities handled by Cracow's merchants and the
markets they served has allowed the mapping of places connected to the city
through trade. In keeping with the two major periods under discussion,
namely 1390-1500 and 1500-1795, it has been possible to locate those centres
mentioned in Cracow documents and in other archives, and place them
against a European background. Furthermore, by means of simple schematic
presentations, it is hoped to present Cracow's market within the framework
of East-West European trade during the two epochs and illustrate graphi-
cally the circulation of major commodities entering/leaving its emporium.

(a) Cracow's trade in the Later Middle Ages
Whilst emphasis throughout this work has been on Cracow's international
transit trade, it should not be forgotten that it was also an important local
and regional centre for Little Poland during the Later Middle Ages, which
had a population estimated on the basis of Peter's Pence at between 250,000-
300,000 inhabitants in the first half of the fourteenth century.4 Much of the
local and regional trade probably never entered the confines of contemporary
recorded data, due to its limited value or restricted commercial significance;
agricultural produce and livestock must have featured largely in this trade to
support the 12,000-15,000 residents of the capital at this time.
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As recently stated elsewhere 'the trade of Cracow, and of many smaller
towns in Little Poland, was based primarily on close contacts with Hungary.
In spite of this, however, it would be an exaggeration to describe, as is
traditional in Polish studies, the long-distance trade of the towns of Little
Poland as an exclusively transit trade.'5 Mapped evidence of places men-
tioned in documents from 1390-1500 (Fig. 79) reflect these close ties with the
Slovak areas of Hungary and part of Silesia (Zone I) in contrast to the
relatively weak bond with parts of Poland immediately to the north. This
may have been due to the strong links forged by Cracow merchants with the
Silesian capital of Wroclaw which permitted them to engage in commodity
transactions between western Europe and the Black Sea region.

The restricted area of Cracow's trading sphere in the fourteenth century
(Zone I) is in great contrast to that of the ensuing century (Zone II). The
city's commercial links spread from the towns and cities of Eastern England
to the shores of the Black Sea and heralded a period of intense economic
activity for the Polish capital. The exploitation of natural resources,
especially minerals, encouraged the general economic expansion of Little
Poland coupled with the extension of a functional pattern of long-distance
trade routes across east-central Europe. Moreover, they linked up with ports
in the Lower Don and Volga valleys, and Black Sea coast which formed
termini for the major caravan trade routes, connecting Europe with Persia
and China. The foresight of the Polish king Kazimierz Wielki (Casimir the
Great, 1333-70), in conquering the lands connecting Poland with south-west
Russia in the mid-fourteenth century, was still of immense importance for
Cracow a century later.

Westwards, the long-distance trade of Cracow stretched through
Wroclaw and Prague to Regensburg, Nuremburg, Cologne and the Low
Countries, with its major port of Bruges. This was reached either on this
overland route or northward by land and then from Gdansk by sea. Ties
with Flanders were strong even during the fourteenth century when
Cracow merchants and burghers were entrusted on occasions with carry-
ing money to Bruges collected from papal levies in southern Poland.
However, it was not until the early fifteenth century that Cracow managed
with any success to penetrate the wider markets of north-western Europe,
once the threat of commercial competition from the Prussian city of
Torun had receded, and Prussian merchants were prohibited from trading
in Russia.

The papal connection also stimulated links with Italy. Even in the thir-
teenth century Italians had been in contact with Little Poland for papal tax
collection purposes, but it was along trade routes from the Black Sea that
merchants from Florence, Venice and Genoa visited southern Poland, some
taking permanent residence in places like Cracow. By the fifteenth century
their influence was clearly felt in Little Poland, not only through trading
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activities but also investment in lead and salt-mining companies, land owner-
ship and, especially in Cracow, real estate.6

Cracow's trading sphere during the Later Middle Ages showed a marked
territorial/spatial increase from the fourteenth to the fifteenth centuries. In
the fourteenth, competition from Bohemia, Silesia and Prussia tended to
limit the city's sphere of activity, but in the following century some recession
in the Bohemia economy, decline in Prussian activity, and growth of Little
Poland's links with south-west Russia, in the east and Flanders in the west
enabled Cracow to enjoy the benefits of trans-continental commercial trade.
A schematic summary of this commodity exchange is seen in Figure 80.

A general appreciation of Cracow's European commodity-exchange
system in the Later Middle Ages shows that goods circulated between North
and Western, South-Central and Eastern Europe (as well as Russia/Near
East), according to a pattern suggested in Figure 80. Quality textiles from the
Low Countries and England were in constant demand throughout much of
Europe, and by 1400 expensive material from England (Kersey) Flanders
(Ghent, Ypres, Bruges), and Brabant, (Malines, Brussels, Louvain etc.) was
finding its way via Cracow to Hungary and markets farther east. Lengths of
less expensive cloth from the Low Countries also could easily find markets in
south and central Europe at this time. Quality wines from France and
Germany reached consumers in the royal courts of capitals like Cracow,
where there was a constant demand for such expensive beverages. Metal
wares, often referred to as 'Nuremburg goods' denoting their main source of
origin, were peddled by German merchants throughout Little Poland, and in
Cracow they sold cheap products like needles, scissors, knives, etc. either for
local consumption or the more distant markets of south-west Russia.
German jewellery adorned members of the royal courts. Fish from north
European waters, either in dried or salted form, found its way to the
land-locked markets of central Europe, where herrings were particularly
popular.

Products of south-central Europe, particularly raw materials, found ready
markets in western Europe. The products of mineral exploitation in Little
Poland at Olkusz (lead), Cz^stochowa (iron) and Swoszowice (sulphur)
and their close proximity to Cracow's market gave impetus for further
development. Across the Carpathian Mountains in Slovakia copper ore,
along with smaller amounts of silver, was also transported to Cracow for
smelting and resale. From the city these metals were exported northwards to
the Baltic Sea for trans-shipment to Bruges and Antwerp. Livestock, par-
ticularly oxen from Moldavia, were herded on hoof via Cracow for the
markets of Silesia and Germany; timber from the Carpathians was exported
to Flanders, whilst the famous yews from these mountains found sure
markets in England for long- and cross-bow archery manufacture.

More local/regional trade was found with salt, wine and grain. Salt from
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Cracow's nearby mines at Wieliczka and Bochnia went via the city to outlets
in Hungary, Silesia and northern Poland; wine from Hungary had little
international significance until the sixteenth century, whilst grain (wheat,
barley, rye, oats) was mainly for local consumption.

The lands to the east of Poland provided various raw materials and
oriental products. Foremost amongst them were the spices obtained in
south-west Russia via the caravan routes from the Near East. Pepper,
saffron, ginger, cloves, nutmeg, cinnamon and caraway seeds were invalua-
ble for improving the central and west European cuisine. Oriental silks,
cottons, and pearls also appealed to the wealthier west European consumers,
whilst the taste for malmsey wine from Crete found favour in Cracow's royal
court.

The plains and forests of Eastern Europe and Russia provided Cracow
merchants with a variety of products. Skins and leather goods from live-
stock, especially cattle and sheep, vied in importance with expensive furs
from such animals as lynx, marten and fox. The forests of north-east Europe
and Russia were noted for their quality beeswax, whilst tallow was obtained
from cattle. Herds from Moldavia and Podolia reached Cracow via the cattle
fairs e.g. in Lublin, and Transylvanian horses came via Lwow. The Black Sea
was a source of sturgeon for the Polish royal court.

Western textiles proved the greatest attraction for Eastern Europe and
Russia, Cracow merchants usually sending them through Lwow. From here
they were exported, along with varieties of cheaper cloth, to amongst others,
the distant markets of Moldavia and Multenia. Metal goods and fish
(herring) also found their way to these eastern markets.

By the end of the fifteenth century, therefore, Cracow's traders were
providing a valuable middleman's service. They supplied the more
economically advanced countries of western Europe, particularly the Low
Countries, with much-needed raw materials like minerals; at the same time,
in the opposite direction, western quality goods were sold to the less-
developed regions of east and south-east Europe.

(b) Cracow's trade in the Early Modern Period
In Europe, the sixteenth and first half of the seventeenth century experienced
a pronounced development of overland trade resulting from increased
demand and hence higher volume, accompanied by closer ties between
contiguous regions, provinces and states. This greater volume of trade meant
increased circulation of goods at state and regional level within east-central
Europe, as well as continuing bonds between western Europe and lands
farther east. The sixteenth century was a time of flux, when overland
transcontinental trade mixed increasingly with maritime commercial expan-
sion. The following century, and particularly after 1650, maritime trade
began to excel at the expense of transcontinental commerce; this lost ground
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was to be felt in the Cracow market place, together with commercial damage
suffered from Ottoman control of former trading outlets in southern
Europe.

Yet another factor was the growing disquiet within Poland itself. As early
as the third decade of the seventeenth century there were signs of a deterior-
ation in the Polish economy, largely resulting from a decline in the Baltic
grain trade, and a slump in internal commerce and urban growth. For
Cracow, the loss of its capital city status to Warsaw early in the century, and
decline in central European copper mining in the face of Swedish com-
petition, were also critical events. Further blows were suffered in the 1650s
and 1660s; wars led to commercial disruption of the Vistula river trade,
particularly resulting from the second Swedish-Polish war of 1655-60; again
Cracow, recovering from a visitation of the 'black death' in 1652, was
devastated three years later when the Swedes captured and looted the city, an
incident that was to repeat itself in 1702.

The eighteenth century fared no better for Cracow. The collapse of
Poland's military establishment evident in the Great Northern War
(1700-21) signalled the growing power and expansion of Russia at the
expense of Polish territory. Poland's armies were of little significance in
disputes featured in the Wars of the Polish (1733-35), and Austrian
(1740-48) Successions, or the Seven Years War (1756-63), yet these conflicts
were partially fought out on Poland's terrain. Russian influence over
Poland's eastern territory grew and, during the reign of Stanislaw August
Poniatowski (1764-1795), he suffered the ignominy of three partitions, the
last committing Cracow to Austrian control.

With the advent of the Early Modern Period, mapped evidence of places
mentioned in documents between 1500 and 1795 (Fig. 81) reveals how the
city's trading sphere became even more extended during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries (Zone III). Commercial contacts were established and
commodities sent via Cracow as far as London in the west, Moscow in the
north-east, Naples in the south-west and the Danube delta in the south-east.
Thus, in spite of a change in emphasis from predominantly expensive goods
to their cheaper unprocessed counterparts, the city's commercial sphere of
influence was greater than it had ever been in its history. Cracow's import-
ance as a long-distance transit trading centre can therefore be appreciated
from this extensive distribution of markets having trading links with this
Polish city. Perhaps the greatest change from earlier periods was by exten-
sion eastward into Russian markets, stretching through Belorussia and
Lithuania right to the heart of the old Muscovy capital. Southward penetra-
tion into the Balkan peninsula seems to have been somewhat restricted,
largely due to competition from Greek, Levantine, Ragusan (from Dubrov-
nik) and other merchants operating in this area.

In a westward direction, the long-distant trade extended through
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81 Cracow's trading sphere, 1500-1795.
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Spices ("Atlantic")
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82 Main commodities circulating between East-West Europe via Cracow in the
Early Modern Period.
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Germany to a cluster of markets on the North Sea coast, including Bruges
and the rising centres of Antwerp and Amsterdam, together with London
and Colchester in England. South-west links with northern Italy remained
strong, especially Venice - the queen of the Adriatic ports. Finally, it should
not be forgotten that Cracow continued as a major commercial centre for its
own immediate hinterland and most of Little Poland.

As the seventeenth century progressed, inevitably the toll of war and
changing economic conditions over the European continent meant some
contraction of this trading sphere during the eighteenth century (Zone IV).
Much greater emphasis was now being placed on the local, regional and
national markets, rather than the international scene. Central and southern
Poland dominated the trade pattern, although links with Silesia, Moravia
and Slovakia continued beyond the Polish borders. As the eighteenth
century wore on, Little Poland tended to overshadow other areas in
Cracow's marketing sphere, although there was still some longer distance
trade in certain commodities, e.g. alcoholic beverages, with areas to the
south over the Carpathian Mountains. For Cracow, northern Poland was
noticeably an area of paucity in markets, largely due to the dominance of
merchants from Gdansk and Szczecin who controlled the organisation of
commerce in this area.

The pattern of Cracow's European commodity exchange system in the
Early Modern Period is seen in Figure 82. While the pattern in the variety of
goods exchanged is somewhat similar to the Later Middle Ages, there was a
growth in the volume of trade during the sixteenth and first half of the
seventeenth century, due to greater demand. This escalation in commercial
relations was noticeable not only between western and east-central Europe,
but also between the differing states and areas of central and eastern parts of
the continent. Some commodities bought in eastern Europe, such as furs and
skins, were acquired for local consumption whilst en route to western
markets. On the other hand, domestic cloth production expanded in central
Europe not only to satisfy local/regional needs, but with a surplus for
markets farther east. There was also a growth in the number of fairs, not
only at local, but also regional and international levels.

Commodities sent from western Europe were dominated by textiles; these
consisted of the quality cloth, mixed stuff, linen, silk, etc., as before, as well
as ready-made products but on a much smaller scale. There was also a shift
away from the more traditional older heavy-quality woollen products, to the
so-called 'New Draperies' which consisted of a variety of lighter articles such
as bays and fustians. Technically, these contained less wool, and fulling was
unnecessary and demanded less skilled labour, resulting in a cheaper
product with lower transport costs. Spices, such as pepper, were always in
demand; however, in the sixteenth century both the 'Mediterranean' (i.e.
spices transported via the Levant) and 'Atlantic' (conveyed by sea via
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Lisbon) competed for predominance; in the seventeenth century the 'Atlan-
tic' route came into its own centred on England and the Low Countries.7
Spices then continued their voyage via the Baltic to Gdansk and down the
Vistula River to Cracow. Quality wines and beer also came this way, as did
fish, mainly herring from the northerly waters of the Norwegian coast. Other
products included a wide variety of metal handicrafts, particularly knives
together with other industrial products such as glass, paper, books and dyes.8

In the opposite direction products from south-central Europe found their
way via Cracow to the west European markets. Whilst Cracow was never a
significant grain market, precious metals such as silver, copper and lead were
important. Of these, copper proved the major driving force for trade during
the sixteenth century especially under the entrepreneurial expertise of Jakob
Fugger and his family. Demand for copper, from Antwerp in particular,
came not only for coinage but also countless other manufactured articles.
Fugger's choice of Cracow as a major smelting and transit centre for
Hungarian copper en route to western Europe was to have a significant effect
on the city's trading fortunes. Cracow was also situated on the main cattle
route from eastern Europe to markets in the west, particularly centres in
west and central Germany, e.g. Frankfurt, all dependent on east European
meat supplies. Furs, skins and leather goods, particularly from Russian
sources, were in constant demand in western markets, eventually arriving via
Cracow and other Polish market centres at international fairs like Leipzig
and Frankfurt. The demand for wax and honey followed similar routes.

South-central Europe also had commodities to offer the eastern markets.
Textiles of varying types remained the major article of trade; besides west
European kinds there was now a growing domestic production in places like
Bohemia, Silesia, Moravia and Greater Poland, all of which entered the
Cracow emporium. This helped to supply the Russian, Hungarian, Molda-
vian and Wallachian markets where domestic cloth production was lacking.
Demand for wine from southern Europe, and especially from Hungary,
could be found in both the eastern and western markets of Europe, whilst
Polish vodka had a more traditional outlet to the east and south. Salt from
the Cracow district was distributed farther eastward although most was sold
within Poland. Some of the various industrial goods imported into the city
from western Europe were placed, after local needs had been satisfied, in
transit for destinations as far away as Moscow.

The fairs in Poland also helped distribute goods from Russia, Lithuania,
Belorussia and the Ukraine towards western markets. Cracow along with
centres like Lublin, Wroclaw and Poznan, figured largely in this trade,
particularly for types of skins, leather goods, wax, honey, furs, fish and wine.
The transport of livestock from Moldavia, Wallachia and the western
Ukraine arrived in Cracow from Lwow, from where it followed the well-
trodden path to Wroclaw and thence to Germany. 'Mediterranean' spices
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from the Levant also came from the Black Sea up to Cracow via Lwow, but
in ever-decreasing amounts due to Ottoman incursions in the region, and
Cracow had to augment its supplies more and more from Venice and the
Low Countries.

This state of affairs became increasingly disrupted towards the end of the
seventeenth and eighteenth century, when the exchange system seemed to
break down due to external factors. Swedish incursions into Poland upset
the network of international fairs and the trade centres like Cracow that
depended upon them; the supremacy of maritime trade over transcontinental
links, largely through lower transport costs, favoured ports like Gdansk at
the expense of places like Cracow deep inland. Alternative sources of meat
from Denmark for the German market impeded Cracow's position on the
cattle route from the east; the traditional trade in furs, skins and leather
goods from Russia began to be threatened by imports from the New World,
e.g. Canadian furs, coupled with better livestock husbandry in western
Europe providing improved qualities of skins and leather. Precious metals
from America (silver) and northern Europe (Swedish copper) led to an even
deeper recession in Cracow's commerce, forcing the city to pay even greater
attention to its markets in the immediate hinterland and surrounding region.

The role of prices

The wealth of material in Cracow's archives has also allowed some interpre-
tation of price changes over the period under review. Here they have been
utilised mainly as a means of giving some idea of the various commodities
sold on the Cracow market and their local significance, and not as an
indicator for wider interpretation on a European scale. Whilst prices and
wages within Cracow acted as a sort of temperature gauge for economic
conditions within the city, they did not act in a vacuum and were subject to
factors outside the city's control. Just like other commodities, labour had its
price, which also reflected the subtlety of supply and demand. As Pounds has
stated, 'Medieval economic opinion, as a general rule, regarded the just price
and the just wage as those which were arrived at as a result of open
competition in the market.'9

Under medieval conditions, controlling wages and prices was often
bedevilled with difficulties, and efforts to stabilize them were usually restric-
ted to times of disaster linked to bad harvests or the visitation of the plague
and other epidemics. More reliable data on wages in Cracow can be seen in
longer runs in the Early Modern Period. For example, here those for
carpenters and bricklayers (Fig. 83) are illustrated for the critical period
from the mid-sixteenth to mid-seventeenth centuries. Average daily wages
for these two skilled employees showed a similar pattern to that experienced
by price changes over this period, namely rapid increase noted after 1610,
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83 Average daily wage of certain construction workers in Cracow, 1565-1651.

when inflation in the city, as elsewhere in Poland, became a dramatic event in
the everyday lives of Cracow's residents. Nevertheless, as Knoll points out,
the dispersed and incomplete nature of the data on costs and income suggest
caution in their interpretation.10

In spite of such obvious weaknesses, some useful runs on prices of various
commodities for sale in the city have been included at the end of each
commodity section discussed in the various chapters. Whilst by no means
complete, they do give some information on the trade value of particular
merchandise over time; certainly when dealing with more inelastic goods
such as foodstuffs and other agricultural products, price fluctuations can
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usually be regarded as a useful measure for the adequacy of supply.
Manufactured and luxury goods were more elastic in demand and could
easily be dispensed with, particularly if their prices rose too sharply, leading
to fewer sales and the rapid restoration of more realistic price levels.
Overall, most of the prices analysed on the Cracow market tended to follow
the general changes within Europe, although often characterised by a
'delayed action' compared with price differences in the more westerly parts
of the continent.

The basic monetary unit in the city was the 'grosz', the Polonised name
for the silver 'grossus', originally introduced into Poland during the reign of
Kazimierz Wielki (Casimir the Great 1333-70), as the 'grossus Cracovien-
sis'. From the fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries, they were the most
predominant and sought after silver coins and included all kinds of'grosze',
often minted in Hungary, Bohemia, Germany and Pomerania, and were
easily recognisable in international trade.11 Throughout the fourteenth
century the 'grosz' proved a stable currency but the ensuing century saw its
value decline, as did prices in general during the second half of that century.
Research done on the history of prices in Cracow in the Later Middle Ages
by Pelc, tends to suggest that price levels for manufactured goods remained
high during the second half of the fourteenth century, but fell by a fifth in
the following century.12 This may be partly explained by the large imports
of foreign merchandise into Cracow which may have exerted some influence
on the drop in prices, but more research is needed on this problem before
such issues can be resolved. Overall, however, the picture is one of a stable
economy in Cracow during the Later Middle Ages.

This situation was to contrast sharply with the price eruption associated
with the upward turn during the later years of the fifteenth century, which
was to become the price revolution of the sixteenth century, and ascribed to
the inflow of silver from the New World. Some of this change must,
however, be attributed to the rising output from the mines of central
Europe, although it should be remembered that not all goods responded to
the same degree, with agricultural commodities experiencing sharper rises
than many other goods. The violent devaluation of the 'grosz' suffered in
Poland during the early 1620s helped initiate a series of repercussions which
continued for the rest of the century, and was experienced by most goods in
Cracow at that time. The price rises during the period 1660-80 were most
probably the outcome of the Swedish invasions and their aftermath, whilst
the eighteenth century had pronounced periods of oscillation. Most notable
of these came in the 1760s, and was possibly induced by the effects of the
Seven Years War in Europe. Finally, the unstable political conditions in
Poland during the last quarter of the eighteenth century were reflected in
the varied price movements suffered by most types of merchandise.
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Cracow - a great trading city?

In conclusion, one may well consider whether Cracow was a great commer-
cial emporium, but this depends on the attitude one adopts towards its
evaluation. It should be stated that Cracow's trading successes were depend-
ent upon, and a reaction to the economic and political conditions prevailing
in central and eastern Europe at certain times. Inevitably, Cracow's future
was closely connected with Poland's own destiny; for example, Topolski has
intimated, with reference to the period of the sixteenth-eighteenth centuries,
'two essential elements may be isolated from among the causes of economic
decline in Poland: the destruction due to wars, and the system of farming in
the larger properties based on self-labour and on the export of cereals'.13

Similarly, Malowist has commented on the problem of inequality of
European economic development in the Later Middle Ages and concludes
that, 'From the thirteenth century there is to be observed in eastern Europe a
dynamic development, but one which is not equal in all regions .. . The
weakness of the towns was an important factor', and from the fifteenth
century onwards, 'Urban industry, which was undeveloped, struggled
against the competition of foreign products and the difficulties caused by the
smallness of interior markets.'14

Cracow had to operate within this framework and its limitations. Its early
development was generated by a favourable geographical location which
facilitated the growth of trade at the junction of major trade routes. It
became the main urban centre in Little Poland, which entered a phase of
quickening development in the thirteenth century and furthered by its choice
as the state capital yet more enhancement came in the fourteenth century
with the accelerated pace of commercial growth in Europe. Its location as a
node on two major long-distance trade routes was paramount in this
advancement; the east-west road operated from the vast Russian plain
through Ruthenia via Cracow to Wroclaw in Silesia and on to southern
Germany; the north-south road stretched from the Baltic through Cracow
down to Hungary and the northern Balkans. This route became increasingly
important after the mid-fourteenth century following the demise of the
Teutonic Knights in 1466 at the termination of the Thirteen Years War.
From now on the River Vistula flowed through Polish territory from Cracow
via Torun to Gdansk, enabling at a national level increased trade between
Little Poland and Greater Poland (especially Poznan), as well as more
international links with western Europe, and Lithuania, factors which could
only strengthen and intensify Cracow's commercial significance.

During the fifteenth century its trading importance was heightened still
further thanks to its advantageous geographical situation. Route control
was the key factor. Cracow lay on the main road from Wroclaw to
Ruthenia, and by forbidding foreign merchants access through the city, its
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merchants could more or less monopolise merchandise being carried in an
easterly direction. If it so wished, the Cracow authorities could also compel
foreign merchants travelling either eastward from Silesia, or westward from
Ruthenia to Greater Poland to sojourn in the city and, through stapling
rights, force them to sell their goods in the city, all adding fiscal gains to the
municipal coffers. Finally, Cracow's crucial position on the route from
Hungary via the Vistula river, Baltic coast and hence to the Low Countries
for Slovak copper supplies proved vital. The Cracow city council's master-
stroke came with its insistence on the warehousing and refining within the
Polish capital, of all Hungarian copper ore travelling westward to the
Baltic. This gave Cracow a monopolistic position in a prized commodity of
international trade, which was later enlarged to include all Hungarian
products transported through the city. The financial spin-off from all this
international trade through customs duty, taxes and rented accommo-
dation helped build up considerable local fortunes, benefit the city's infra-
structure, and spread the word abroad of Cracow's commercial
significance.

Cracow's days as a noteworthy European emporium began to wane
towards the end of the fifteenth century, and by 1600 it was clear that some
deterioration had taken place in its European trading role. The new con-
ditions operating during the Early Modern Period in western Europe, and
characterised by a shift of commercial emphasis from the Mediterranean to
the North and Baltic Seas, meant Cracow lost its dominant position as a
centre of international commercial exchange. The Hanseatic League ceased
to be the great trading and political bond between the Bay of Finland and
the British Isles, a change which was also felt in Cracow. The city had to
reorientate its commercial undertakings under these changed conditions
with new trading contacts in the European mart. This it managed to do,
except that now its merchants faced much stiffer competition from other
transit trade centres on the European circuit.

In spite of losing its capital city status to Warsaw early in the seventeenth
century, Cracow was still part of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, a
major intermediary between east and west Europe, during its 'golden' period
under the Jagiellonian dynasty. This time, however, Cracow's geographical
position was very peripheral to the centre of activity along the Vilna-
Warsaw axis. The end of the sixteenth and beginning of the seventeenth
century saw this commonwealth experience some recession (the so-called
'silver' period), when its economic and political situation worsened. By the
mid-seventeenth century this state had embarked on its 'iron' period,
troubled by conflicts with Moscow, Sweden and Turkey whilst, closer to
home, Cracow was subjected to the incursions of the Swedish wars. Polish
territory further succumbed to various European conflicts in the eighteenth
century, including the western extension of Russian territorial advances, all
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at a time when Cracow could no longer be considered as anything but a local
and regional trading centre.

Given all these difficulties, judging whether Cracow was a great trading
emporium also demands the need for further comparison. Wyrobisz, in his
attempt to classify the functional categories of Polish urban centres in the
sixteenth-eighteenth centuries, states that, 'The peak of the hierarchy of the
trade towns was composed of the great emporia through which was concen-
trated the trade turnover of the entire country, and which supervised total
exports and imports, accumulated and sold agricultural products, conducted
retail and wholesale trade both in luxury articles and in all basic commodi-
ties. In pre-Partition Poland only Gdansk played this role.'15 Cracow was
relegated by Wyrobisz to a lower rank of urban centre, along with Poznah,
Warsaw, Vilna, Lwow etc., where their main trading function was similar to
that in the previous category, but at a provincial level.

In isolation it is difficult to estimate Cracow's full impact on European
trade. This requires many detailed further studies and attempts at generali-
sations on other cities of similar commercial standing. For example, the
trading spheres of Nuremburg, Hamburg, Augsburg or Leipzig could be
studied spatially in the historical perspective. Results could then be com-
pared, and the real geographical effects of such topics as the New World
discoveries and the impact they had on the changing trade routes of central
European and Baltic commerce could then be more accurately measured.
This sort of work has been hampered by too few basic studies of this type in
the field of urban historical geography. Even in urban history, as Buchko-
vitch pointed out some years ago 'the Polish historians suffer from being a
bit too far ahead of some of their colleagues in other countries. Particularly
in the case of Germany, where in most cases urban history stops in 1500,
work comparable to that done in Poland does not exist.'16 Even so he com-
plains that, 'Polish historians have not in all cases taken advantage of what
does exist. Often the result is that they combine an enormous erudition with
a certain narrowness in the circle of ideas, a phenomenon that is partly
inevitable in view of the state of the urban history in Central Europe'.17

To ask the question what makes a city great one often lacks the ability to
say exactly why one urban centre may be chosen in preference to another.
The whole city phenomenon takes on irrational qualities when one considers
in depth the values of urban versus rural life. Yet, despite everything, the
truly great city is the material for legends and stories and is a place with an
eradicable fascination.18 Certainly, Cracow is a city of legends and appreci-
ation from afar, as witnessed by its elevation to top priority for conservation
by UNESCO. It was Poland's leading city up to the early seventeenth
century when its mantle of power as the country's capital was transferred
permanently to Warsaw. Cracow also contained the basic amenities that
made life tolerable, not only for the wealthier elite, but also for more
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ordinary residents in the city. It was a place of worship and centre of
religious activity, through the cathedral on Wawel Hill, and its extensive
bishopric in the surrounding region; it provided, therefore, some spiritual
attraction for those who migrated to the city for permanent residence. The
city's university proved a magnet for students not only from Poland but also
from abroad, who wished to further their interests in culture, science and
education; not until the second quarter of the sixteenth century did it begin
to decline in importance, a trend that was to continue during the ensuing
century and part of the next. Finally, from its varied and interesting history
one can see that Cracow was never a dull city to reside in; a constant flow of
visitors from both home and abroad, the attraction of the Royal Court, and
the display of numerous goods on its market stalls must have been appealing.
It was also a city of culture, especially after the influx of Italians into its
midst, who brought with them new ideas and influences from a country that
was then one of Europe's most advanced areas of civilisation.

Given all these advantages and indicators on the necessary demands of the
great city, the question begs itself as to whether Cracow was a great trading
city. The ideas put forward here can only be regarded as tentative. Work on
markets and trade in all parts of the European continent is gradually being
extended and our knowledge slowly becoming more complete, but there still
remains a need for more detailed field studies and comparative work in other
parts and places of this land mass before more profound judgements can be
made. There is obviously a need for a more conceptual general framework to
be developed, which would consider the complexities of such matters as
market institutions, time-distance factors and other significant influences.
Thus, without such a framework the study of these individual cities and their
commercial importance are in danger of being a series of mere descriptive
studies. Here attempts have been made not just to present the bare historical
facts about the city, but to place it under a geographical microscope which
has taken account of its trading activity through historical time, and of
which some of the remnants may still be seen in the city today. Certainly,
Cracow was and still is a great city, but perhaps during the Middle Ages its
political and administrative significance as the country's capital tended to
overshadow its celebrated commercial prominence. After it lost its function
as Poland's capital city the peak years of its mercantile development also
diminished. Cracow's former commercial glory suggests it was a 'child of its
time', which like many other events in history experienced a particular
combination of favourable factors. According to F. Scott Fitzgerald, until
people are known by numbers alone, the great city will continue to exist.19

He was referring of course to Manhattan. He may well have been speaking of
London, Paris or even Cracow, where former commercial glory can still be
seen through the architectural wealth and spacious market place of the
contemporary city.



Streszczenie
Handel a rozwoj miast w Polsce: geografia
gospodarcza Krakowa od pocz^tkow
miasta do roku 1795

F. W. CARTER

Praca F. W. Cartera poswi?cona jest badaniom roli handlu i stosunkow
handlowych w rozwoju Krakowa od jego pocz^tkow az do roku 1795. W
calej pracy polozono nacisk na analiz? znaczenia przestrzennego roz-
mieszczenia handlu w celu okreslenia geograficznego zakresu wplywow na
rozwoj miasta na przestrzeni wiekow. Okres, ktoremu poswi?cono
badania si?ga najdawniejszych kontaktow handlowych miasta, az do
konca XVIII wieku, kiedy to na skutek trzeciego rozbioru Polski w 1795
roku, Krakow znalazl si? w zaborze austriackim.

W pracy oparto si? na obszernych materialach zrodlowych. Podsta-
wowymi zrodlami byly dost?pne dokumenty, przede wszystkim bogate
materialy archiwalne Krakowa, jak rowniez inne zrodla polskie. Aby
rozszerzyc pole widzenia przebadano archiwa znajduj^ce si? w innych
krajach: szczegolnie bylej Czechoslowacji i Rumunii. Innym rodzajem
zrodel byly materialy opublikowane, pocz^wszy od wydawnictw polskich
XIX i XX wieku, a skohczywszy na publikacjach innych krajow
europejskich, tak nawet odleglych od Polski jak Hiszpania, Portugalia,
Bulgaria i kraje skandynawskie; lub tak bliskich Polski jak Niemcy,
Wegry, Rumunia, byla Czechoslowacja i Zwi^zek Radziecki.

W pracy zastosowano przede wszystkim metodologi? badan geogra-
ficznych. Badania przestrzennych rozmieszczen glownych towarow, ktore
byly przedmiotem eksportu i importu Krakowa, zostaly zilustrowane w
postaci map, gdzie wykorzystano najrozmaitsze zrodla kartograficzne.
Mapy te, w wi?kszosci wypadkow ilustruj^c pozycj? Krakowa na tie
kontynentu europejskiego, obrazuj^ strefy handlowe dla poszczegolnych
towarow na przestrzeni okreslonego czasu i w scislym ich powi^zaniu z
miejscem pochodzenia towaru i miejscem jego handlowego przeznaczenia.
Podj?to si? rowniez zadania, by przedstawic ceny towarow w Krakowie
w sposob analityczny na wykresach, wykorzystuj^c do tego dost?pne
statystyki na temat miar, wielkosci, wag, ilosci i jakosci, pod warunkiem ze
mogly bye one obliczone na podstawie oryginalnych zrodel.
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Pierwsze trzy rozdzialy przedstawiaj^ w ogolnym zarysie tlo
glownego tematu. Rozdzial I omawia glowng. problematyk^ i
podaje zarys najwazniejszych elementow badan, jak rowniez podejscia meto-
dologicznego. Rozdzial II dokonuje przegl^du materialow zrodlo-
wych oraz publikacji z zakresu geografii historycznej Krakowa, studiow
zwi^zanych z tematem, jak rowniez roznorodnych zrodel w zakresie
dokumentacji i kartografii. Rozdzial III zajmuje si$ najwczesniejszym
rozwojem grodu w kontekscie jego polozenia geograficznego, roli politycz-
nej i wczesnych stosunkow handlowych.

Nast^pne dwa rozdzialy (IV i V) analizuj^ okres od 1257 roku (data
nadania Krakowowi dokumentu lokacyjnego) az do roku 1500 - daty
traktowanej jako punkt przelomowy (benchmark), oznaczaj^cy
schylek poznego sredniowiecza (Later Middle Ages) i pocz^tek nowej ery
(Early Modern Period). Tlo polityczne miasta zarysowane jest (Rozdzial
IV) w konfiguracji ukladow z pahstwami, ktore utrzymywaly stosunki
handlowe z Krakowem. Rozdzial V poddaje szczegolowym badaniom
przeplyw handlu europejskiego przez Krakow. W takim kontekscie praca
bada rol§ organizacji handlowych, sieci drog l^dowych, szlakow rzecz-
nych, kosztow transportu oraz rol? czynnika czasu.

Cenne surowce (metale, przyprawy, sol) zilustrowane s^ na mapach i
poddane analizie. To samo dotyczy tanszych towarow (skora, wosk, pro-
dukty pochodzenia bydl^cego, ryby, drewno, zboza), jak i wyrobow z
manufaktur (tkaniny, wino i piwo). Przebadane zostaly ceny towarow,
zanalizowano rol$ traktatow handlowych oraz znaczenie kupcow
zagranicznych.

Takie samo metodologiczne podejscie do zagadnienia zastosowano w
nast^pnych dwoch rozdzialach (VI i VII), ktore zajmuje si? okresem
od 1500 do 1795 roku. Rozdzial VI poddaje ocenie zmienne losy polityczne
zachodniej, wschodniej, jak rowniez poludniowo-wschodniej Europy,
uwzgl^dniaj^c pozycJQ Krakowa w kontekscie wojen tocz^cych
si$ w tym czasie na terenie Europy. Podstawowym dla polskiej sceny
politycznej tego okresu jest przeniesienie stolicy Polski z Krakowa do War-
sszawy. Wydarzenia analizowane ŝ  po kolei az do 'Finis Polonia' pod
koniec XVIII wieku. Zmienia si$ takze scenariusz handlowy (Rozdzial
VII), nast^puje upadek rynku na drogie surowce, rosnie rynek na towary
tansze (jak na przyklad: skory, futra, wosk, miod i bydlo). Zdobywaj^
znaczenie wyroby produkowane przez manufaktury: tkaniny, roznorodne
napoje i towary r^cznie robione, takie jak gwozdzie, bron, kosy, papier,
druk, szklo i ceramika.

Rozdzial ostatni poswi^cony jest ocenie stref handlowych Krakowa
na przestrzeni obejmuj^cej prawie pi^c i pol wieku. Kazde centrum
handlowe, dla kazdego odpowiedniego okresu i bez wzgl^du na towar,
zilustrowane jest w postaci mapy. Osrodki te, przezywaj^c zarowno
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rozwoj jak i zmiany, na przestrzeni czasu ulozyly si? w cztery zasad-
nicze strefy wplywow handlowych. Najblizsza Krakowowi i Malopolsce
(Strefa I) rozszerzyla si§ po rok 1500 az do Anglii, Baltyku, Morza
Czarnego i Wloch (Strefa II). Podobny wzorzec reprezentuje Strefa III, ale
si^ga ona na wschod do Moskwy. Zasadniczym restrykcjom poddana jest
Strefa IV, ktora obrazuje silne powi^zania w obr^bie srodkowej i
pohidniowej Polski w XVIII wieku. Analizuj^c czynnik czasu stwierd-
zono ze Krakow, mimo tego iz nigdy nie byl tak pierwszorz^dnym
emporium jak Wenecja czy Antwerpia, smialo moze bye zaliczony w
poczet emporiow drugorz^dnych, ktorych wplywy na rozwoj handlu
europejskiego byly bardzo znaczne.

Praca F. W. Carter a zawiera ponadto: Streszczenie
Podziqkowania, Spis tresci, Spis ilustracji i tablic oraz Bibliografi^.



Appendix

Important dates in the history of Cracow up to 1795

200,000 BC - Traces of human settlement discovered in Ojcow caves near
Cracow, dating from the Old Stone Age.

50,000 BC - Remains of human occupation and flint-tool workshops
discovered on Wawel hill (known as the 'Wawel industry').

1,700 BC - During the Bronze Age, stone dies for casting implements,
ornaments etc. found around Nowa Huta and Cracow. New
settlements established and proof of ceramic and metal
manufacture.

600-800 AD - Period of greater stability and reconstruction in the aftermath of
devastation caused by earlier population migrations. There was a
gradual transition from tribal and family bonds to early feudal
forms of social integration. Krakus Mound is dated from this
period. The Early Middle Ages saw the rise of the Vislane state in
the ninth century, and the castle settlement and fortified suburbs
on Wawel hill date from this era.

965 - Ibrahim ibn Jakub, a Jewish merchant from Spain, recorded a
town called 'Krakwa' on a journey through Slavonic territory.

1000 - Founding of the Bishopric of Cracow.
1020 - King Boleslaw Chrobry (the Brave, 992-1025), commences

construction of Wawel Cathedral.
1038 - Cracow becomes capital of the country.
1125 - First recorded destruction by fire in Cracow.
1146-1173 - Prince Boleslaw Ke/izierzawy (the Curly), a Mazovian Prince,

rules over Cracow. He is the first of the Piast dynasty to be buried
in Cracow.

1200 - The first recorded earthquake in Cracow.
1207 - Wincenty Kadhibek (c. 1150-1223) author of the chronicle

Chronica Polonorum, became Bishop of Cracow.
1228 - Testimony of municipal organisation in Cracow, from document

referring to Piotr, a city magistrate.
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1241 - First Tartar invasion of Poland and devastation of Cracow. The
city burghers garrisoned themselves in St Andrew's Church.

1244 - The Holy Ghost Order of Hospitallers settled in Cracow. Their
hospital building remained intact until the end of the nineteenth
century.

1257 - King Boleslaw Wstydliwy (the Shy, 1243-79), granted Cracow
its Municipal Charter.

1259 - The Second Tartar invasion.
1286 - Fortification walls are begun to be constructed around

Cracow.
1287 - Another Tartar invasion of Cracow is thwarted.
1300 - Wawel Castle undergoes expansion.
1320 - Coronation in Cracow of King Wladyslaw Lokietek (the

Short, 1306-33).
1335 - Creation of Cracow's suburb, Kazimierz.
1364 - King Kazimierz Wielki (the Great, 1333-70), decrees an act for

the establishment of Cracow Academy.
1364 - Consecration of the new Gothic Cathedral on Wawel hill.
1364 - Congress of Monarchs takes place in Cracow, and the famous

royal banquet at Wierzynek.
1366 - Foundation of the town suburb of Kleparz.
1393 - A water-supply system is established in Cracow.
1400 - King Wladyslaw Jagiello (1386-1434) rejuvenates the

Cracow Academy.
1411 - Fifty-one Teutonic banners, seized during the Battle of Griinwald,

are exhibited in Wawel Castle.
1473 - The first printed work in Poland was made in Cracow

(Calendarium Cracoviense, an astronomical calendar for 1474). It
was made by the printer Kaspar Straube.

1475 — The first book printed in Poland (Explanatio in psalterium written
by Jan de Turrecrematus) was produced in Cracow.

1477-1489 - The altar of St Mary's Church was carved by Wit Stwosz (Veit
Stoss).

1491-1495 - The famous astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus studied in Cracow.
1493 - A description and personal impression of Cracow is given in

Hartmann Schedel's book Opus de historiis aetatum mundi...,
published in Nuremberg.

1500 - Commencement of the Renaissance Castle construction on Wawel
hill.

1505 - The appointment of a city doctor was instituted in Cracow.
1513 - Florian Ungler's printing shop in Cracow produced the first book

in Polish (Raj duszny - Soul's Paradise), written by Biernat of
Lublin.

1520 - Poland's largest bell (the Sigismund) was placed in the bell tower
of Wawel Cathedral.

1525 - The hereditary Duke of Prussia, Albrecht Hohenzollern, pays
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homage to King Zygmunt I Stary (the Old, 1506-48), in Cracow's
Market Square.

1526 - The Polish king makes the first order for sixteen tapestries from
Antwerp to adorn the walls of Wawel Castle.

1533 - The building of Wawel Cathedral's Sigismund Chapel is finished.
1543 - The following famous works appeared in Cracow: Krotka

rozprawa miqdzy trzema osobami Panem, Wojtem a Plebanem
(A Short Dialogue between the Lord, Bailiff and Parish Priest) by
Mikolaj Rej; O karze za m&obdjstwo (Penalty for Genocide) by
Andrzej Frycz Modrzewski; and Fidelis subditus, by Stanislaw
Orzechowski.

1549 - The murder of a scholar in Cracow by church servants led to a
student revolt in the city; failure to punish the guilty parties led to
students leaving the city.

1555 - Establishment of the first Evangelical Congregation.
1556 - Reconstruction commenced of the Cloth Hall (Sukiennice) after

the original was destroyed by fire.
1565 - King Zygmunt August (1548-72) offers the Gun Cock Fraternity

a silver cockerel which was a masterpiece of the Polish
silversmith's work.

1574 - The first surge of the Counter Reformation in which the
Evangelical Congregation came under attack.

1587 - Cracow is besieged by Maximillian Hapsburg and his army.
1588 - Cracow's first lay secondary school is opened.
1593 - The dome of Sigismund Chapel in Wawel Cathedral is gilded.
1609 - King Zygmunt III Waza (1587-1632), his family and court leave

Wawel Castle on 25 May and, in spite of no declaration of a
formal act, the country's capital moves to Warsaw.

1621 - On 27 November, Prince Wladyslaw rides triumphantly
through Cracow after his defeat of the Ottoman Turks at Chocim.

1630 - The Cracow Academy's Library now contained 20,000 volumes.
1652 - Cracow's inhabitants suffered a visitation of the Black Death

plague, in which 24,000 people died.
1655 - Sweden invades Poland, Cracow is captured, looted and subjected

to paying heavy financial tributes.
1661 - Poland's first periodical (Merkuriusz Polski) appears in Cracow,

edited and published by Jan Aleksander Gorczyn.
1673 - The Piotrowczyk printing press was purchased by Cracow

University, forerunner of today's Cracow University Press.
1702 - The second occasion when Swedish troops entered the city;

negligence on the part of her soldiers led to a serious fire in Wawel
Castle.

1711 - Units of the Russian army entered the city and occupied Wawel
Castle for five years.

1734 - The last coronation of a Polish King (August III, 1733-63) took
place in Wawel Cathedral on 17 January.
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1745 - Cracow Academy purchased the first telescope for the Chair of
Astronomy.

1777 - The emissary for the National Education Commission (Hugo
Koll^taj) arrived in Cracow and introduced educational
reforms for the university.

1794 - Cracow was involved in the Insurrection against the armies of
Russia and Prussia, under Tadeusz Kosciuszko (1746-1816),
which failed after eight months of conflict.

1795 - Under the Third Partition of Poland, Cracow becomes part of
Austria.

Source: J. Adamczewski, In Cracow (Interpress Publications), Warsaw, 1973,
pp. 44^50.
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474 For example in 1457 a Nuremburg merchant concluded an agreement with 4
traders viz. Gregorz from Branice (governor of Radom castle), Andrze from
Tê czyn, Jan from Melsztyn, and Jan from Tarnow, for the supply of material
valued at 6,000 grzywnas (particularly damask) and velvet valued at 2,000
grzywnas. L. Lepszy, 'Przemysl artystyczny i handeF, Rocznik Krakowski, Vol.
VI, Krakow, 1904, p. 302. See also H. Samsonowicz, 'Struktura handlu
gdahskiego .. . ' op. cit., pp. 707-708; Ibid., 'Handel zagraniczny Gdanska ... '
op. cit., p. 348.

475 Some of Cracow's cloth merchants had their own houses and shops in Lwow e.g.
Sewer Betman, Jan Boner, Stano Zygmuntowicz, Jan Romer, Jan Schutcz, Jan
Beck, Pawel and Hieronim Morsztyn, Archiwum miasta Lwowa, Consularia
Leopoliensis, Vol. I, p. 549, 764.

476 In 1444 evidence of Cracow merchants at Jaroslaw selling western textiles at
the August fair; A. Czoloski and F. Jawowski (eds.), Pomniki dziejowe Lwowa
z archiwum miasta, Vol. IV (Ksie_gi lawnicze miejskie 144-1448), Lwow,
1921, No. 1262, p. 167.
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All P. Panaitescu, 'La route commercial . . . ' op. cit., pp. 9-19; Percepta et exposita
.. .op. cit., pp. 5, 7, 12, 15, refers to a document dated 1460 in which two Cracow
merchants Klemens and Michal Szwarc sent Prince Stephan the Great (Stefan
eel Mare), the ruler of Moldavia, various types of cloth from Florence, London,
Bruges, etc. See also L. Charewiczowa, 'Handel Lwowa z Moldawig. . . . ' op.
cit., p. 48.

478 Akta grodzkie i ziemskie, E. Katuzniacki (ed.), Vol. VII, No. 8, Lwow, 1878,
p. 237.

479 Codex Diplomaticus Silesiae, K. Wiittke (ed.), Vol. VIII, Breslau, 1867, No. 4.
The Act of 1303 regulated the retail cloth. Mention is made of cloth from Ghent
and Ypres; Ibid., No. 39; Act of 1360 mentions cloth from Bruges, Poperinge,
Ypres, Ghent, Malines, Courtrai, Brussels, Louvain etc.

480 L. Koczy, Zwiqzki handlowe Wrodawia z Poiskq do konca XVI wieku,
Katowice, 1936, p. 8.

481 Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Consularia Cracoviensia, Vol.
I, p. 196, document dated 1404 and refers to 190 warps (3,393.40 metres) of
Gorlitz cloth being sent from Wroclaw to Cracow; Ibid., Vol. I, p. 239,
document dated 1406 refers to 120 warps (2,143.20 metres) sent from Wroclaw
to Cracow; Ibid., Vol. II, p. 7, document dated 1412 - 43 warps (767.98 metres)
sent from Wroclaw to Cracow; Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 516 dated 1474 refers to a
quantity (unspecified) of Gorlitz cloth being sent from Wroclaw to Cracow;
Kodeks dyplomatyczny miasta Krakowa, op. cit., Vol. II, No. 286; dated 1390
refers to 110 warps (1,964.6 metres) of Gorlitz cloth sent from Wroclaw to
Cracow.

482 Ibid., Vol. II, No. 286; Consularia Cracoviensia, Vol. II, p. 247, document dated
1429.

483 In 1437, 100 warps (1,786 metres) of Opava cloth sent to Cracow together with
28 warps (500 metres) of ordinary 'langtuch' (long warp) cloth which arrived in
the city from an Opava merchant . Ksiejgi lawnicze krakowskie, . . . op. cit.,
p. 16, for the year 1437. Cloth from Wroclaw workshops is mentioned for
1390, when 180 warps (3,214.8 metres) arrived in the city, Consularia Cracovien-
sia, Vol. I, p. 231. In 1456 a Cracow merchant received 'eynen ballen' of
Wroclaw cloth, Consularia Cracoviensia, Vol. Ill, p. 140.

484 S. Kutrzeba, 'Handel Krakowa w wiekach . . . ' op. cit., p. 85.
485 L. Koczy, Zwiqzki handlowe Wrodawia . . . op. cit., p. 9.
486 M. Malowist, 'Evolution industrielle en Pologne du XIVe au XVIF siecle', in

Studi in Onore di Armando Sapori, Vol. I, Milan, 1957, p. 577.
487 A. Maczak, 'Sukiennictwo wielkopolskie XIV-XVII wieku', Badania z

dziejow rzemiosla i handlu w epoce feudalizmu, Vol. Ill, Warszawa, 1955, 250
pp.

488 S. Herbst, Torunskie cechy rzemieslnicze, Torun, 1933, 234 pp.
489 J. Wyrozumski, Tkactwo malopolskie w poznym sredniowieczu, Warszawa-

Krakow, 1972, pp. 134-140.
490 Kodeks dyplomatyczny miasta Krakowa, op. cit., Vol. II, No. 286.
491 Wojewodzkie Archiwum Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Ksiega wojtowska, for the

years 1476-77.
492 Kodeks dyplomatyczny miasta Krakowa, op. cit., Vol. II, No. 310 - cloth called
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'sa^decki' was available on the Cracow market at the beginning of the fifteenth
century, and according to D^browski played an important role in trade with
Hungary, J. D^browski, 'Krakow a We_gry ... ' op. cit., p. 219.

493 Kodeks dyplomatyczny miasta Krakowa, op. cit., Vol. II, No. 310, which was
known in Cracow as 'krosnesche leymet' and dated 1432.

494 Ibid., Vol. I, No. 112 dated 1419 in which the king allowed cloth to be sold by the
ell, and confirmed again in 1431, Ibid., Vol. I, No. 130. Towns like Lublin,
Sandomierz, Wislica and Lelow were against this ruling on cloth measurement
for sale.

495 Ibid., Vol. I, No. 149.
496 Archiv m. Kosic, H. pur 1, fol. 52 (ed.c.c. 2583) dated Nov. 1398. See also O. R.

Halaga, Textile v Pol'sko-Pruskom obchode vychodoslovenskych miest (13-15
stor)', Historicity Casopis, Vol. 22, No. 1, Bratislava, 1974, p. 8.

497 Archiv m. Bardejov, O.A.B., No. 2481, document dated 1486.
498 O. R. Halaga, Textile v Pol'sko-Pruskom obchode .. . ' op. cit., p. 6.
499 Archiv m. Bardejov, O.A.B., No. 1280/b, gives the following names of Cracow

merchants: G. Schon, J. Weber, J. Kletner, P. Kaufman, A. Kustlor and
M. Godfer.

500 Archiv m. Bardejov, O.A.B., Nos. 1701, 1591, 2365, 2728, 1662, 1579; also even
small places like Osobnica are mentioned; O.A.B., No. 1505, document dated
27/X/1463. See also F. Bujak, Materialy do historii miasta Biecza (1361-1632),
Krakow, 1914, p. 23, No. 70; S. Kutrzeba, 'Handel Krakowa w wiekach .. . ' op.
cit., p. 63.

501 J. Wyrozumski, 'Rozwqj zycia miejskiego do polowy XVI w.\ in Krosno:
Studia z dziejow miasta i regionu, Vol. I (do roku 1918), Krakow, 1972, p. 102.

502 M. Biskup, 'Handel wislany w latach ... ' op. cit., Table 9, p. 186, with reference
to years 1463-1465.

503 M. M. Postan, The Trade of Medieval Europe ... ' op. cit., p. 200.
504 G. Strauss, Nuremburg in the Sixteenth Century ... op. cit., p. 201.
505 Y. Renourd, 'Le grand commerce du vin au moyen age' Etudes d'Histoire

Medievale (SEVPEN) Paris, 1968, pp. 235-248.
506 J. Craeybeckx, Un grand commerce d'importation — les vins de France aux anciens

Pays-Bas (XIII-XVI siecle), Paris, 1958, pp. 15-17.
507 R. Schultze, Geschichte des Weines undder Trinkgelage, Berlin, 1867, p. 120.
508 B. Gigalski, Der Weinbau im Lande des Deutschen Ordens wdhrend des Mittel-

alters; Ein Vortrag, Brunsberg, 1908, pp. 8-9. See also M. Strzemski, 'Przemiany
srodowiska geograficznego Polski, jako tla przyrodniczego rozwoju rolnictwa
na ziemiach polskich (od polowy trzeciego tysi^clecia p.n.e. do naszych
czasow), Kwartalnik Historii Kultury Materialnej, Vol. IX, No. 3, Warszawa,
1961, pp. 331-357.

509 Slownik Geograficzny Krolestwa Polskiego i innych krajow slowianskich,
B. Chlebowski, F. Sulimierski and W. Walewski (eds.), Vol. XIII, Warszawa
1893, with reference to villages named 'Winnica'.

510 K. Moldenhawer, 'Szcz^tki roslinne z wykopalisk z X w. na Ostrowiu
Tumskim', Przeglqd Archeologiczny, Vol. VI, Warszawa, 1938-39,
pp. 226-227; J. Kwapieniowa, 'Pocz^tki uprawy winnej latorosli w Polsce'
Materialy Archeologiczne, Vol. I, Krakow, 1959, p. 361.
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511 Z. Morawski, 'Rozwqj i upadek winiarstwa w Polsce (XII-XVI wiek)', Kwartal-
nik Historii Kultury Materialnej, Vol. XXVI, No. 1, Warszawa, 1978, p. 67.

512 Ibid., p. 71.
513 1. Acsady, A Pozsonyi es Szepesi kamardk, 1565-1604, Vol. I, ofKet Penzugytor-

tenelmi Tanulmdny, Budapest, 1894, p. 74, 75.
514 A. Ambrozy, Tokay-Hegyala, Budapest, 1933, p. 32. See also K. Pieradzka,

Handel Krakow a z Wegrami w XVI w. (Biblioteka Krakowska, No. 87),
Krakow, 1935, pp. 96-141 on the wine trade.

515 S. Kutrzeba 'Handel Krakowa w wiekach . . . ' op. cit., p. 68.
516 J. D^browski, 'Krakow a W^gry w wiekach . . . ' op. cit., p. 222.
517 Kodeks dyplomatyczny miasta Krakowa, op. cit., Vol. I, No. 7. See also

A. Pleidell, A nyugatra irdnyulo . . . op. cit., p. 25; G. Komoroczy, Borkivitelunk
eszak fele. Fejezet a Magyar kereskedelom tortenetebol, Kassa (Kosice), 1944,
405 pp.

518 The four main production centres of Tokay wine were Tallya, Tarcal, Tolcsva
and Tokaj; secondary centres included Ptak (Sarospatak), Satoraljaujhely and
Mad; J. D^browski, op. cit., p. 40.

519 Rachunki dworu krola Wladyslawa Jagielly i krolowej Jadwigi, F. Pieko-
sinski (ed.) Krakow, 1896, pp. 210, 213-214.

520 J. Da>rowski, ...op. cit., p. 225; F. W. Carter 'Cracow's Wine Trade (Four-
teenth to Eighteenth Centuries)' Slavonic and East European Review, Vol. 65,
No. 4, 1987, pp. 337-378.

521 S. Kutrzeba (ed.), 'Akta odnosz^ce . . . ' op. cit., No. 50 dated 1482 in a dispute
with Emeryk Zapolya, Count of Spis. A similar dispute occurred with Kosice,
Ibid., No. 78, 79; Archiv mesto Kosic, Suppl. H ad 1482 (maxime a Polonis et
Ruthenis aliisque nationibus regnorum et regionum superiorum . . . comparare
soliti fuissent), also refers to competition between wine from Zemplin and
Sremska Mitrovica.

522 Bardejov (Bartfa), did not produce wine itself and was mainly a collecting
centre; it played a middleman role between Poland and the foothill region of
Hegyalya. Examples of wine for sale in the town came from Sremska Mitrovica,
Somogy, Baranya and Szikszo. Archiv mesto Bardejov, documents for 1457 No.
944/988 pp. 1-2; for 1458, No. 1057/1053, pp. 1-2; L. Fejerpataky, Magyarors-
zdgi vdrasok regi . . . op. cit., pp. 257, 360a. Evidence of wine being sent from
Bardejov to Cracow found in: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krako-
wie, Consularia Cracoviensia, Vol. Ill, pp. 154-156 dated 1451; also 1482
Sremska (Seremiensis) wine sent to Cracow, Archiv miesto Bardejov, Fasc. II,
No. 621; Archiv miesto Kosic, No. 527. L. Fejerpataky, op. cit., p. 371; Sremska
wine also mentioned in Najstarsze ksiegi . . . op. cit., p. 269 and other Hun-
garian wines in Ksiegi lawnicze krakowskie ... op. cit., p. 117, for 1451.

523 Kosice was the main market centre for wines from the Zemplin region especially
the town of Abaujszanto. Quantities of wine known as 'Vinum terrestre Casso-
vianum', were sent to Cracow. {Rachunki krolewskie z lat 1471-1472 i 1476—
1478, S. Gaw^da, Z. Perzanowska, A. Strzelecka (eds.), Wroclaw-Krakow,
1960, No. 88, fol. 82); they were described as light table wines. Evidence of wine
from Kosice being sent to Cracow: Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w
Krakowie, Consularia Cracoviensia, Vol. Ill, No. 249, pp. 154, 167, 334; No.
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430, p. 358. Other wines came through Kosice to Cracow from Szegszard, Ruszt
and Tokay; A. Diveky, Felso - Magyarorszdg kereskedelmi... op. cit., p. 63. See
also E. Fiigedi, 'Kaschau, Eine osteuropaische . . . ' op. cit., p. 201.

524 For example Jan Crenmark, who supplied wine to Cracow from his own
vineyards at the beginning of the fifteenth century; Wojewodzkie Archiwum
Pahstwowe w Krakowie, Consularia Cracoviensia, Vol. II, pp. 354-355; Jakob
Swob sent wine through Bardejov; L. Fejerpataky, op. cit., p. 433.

525 Jan Sweidniczer sent wine to Cracow from his vineyards near Kosice, Woje-
wodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Consularia Cracoviensia, Vol. II,
pp. 429, 154-156, 167; Liber Testamentorum, p. 41 and had his own agent,
Birhemar, there. Frantiszek Czotmer from Kosice sent wine to Mikolaj
Knodow through an agent, Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie,
Consularia Cracoviensia, Vol. II, No. 429, pp. 334, 342; towards the end of the
fifteenth century wine was sent to Cracow from Hungary by Mikolaj Karl
through his agents, Consularia Cracoviensia, Vol. II, No. 430, pp. 348, 359; the
wife of Jan Turzon also sent wine to Cracow, Ibid., No. 429, p. 397.

526 For further discussion on these problems see A. Gardonyi, 4A Felso-Magyarors-
zag kereskedelmi utjai a kozepkorban', Kozgazdasagi szemle, Budapest, 1908,
pp. 5-6.

527 For comparison, wine in France could be carried down the Garonne until about
1 lth Nov. See W. G. East, A Historical Geography of Europe . . . op. cit., p. 107.

528 Barrels of wine sent from Bardejov by Stanislaw Roschek were filled with one
third 'feces alias lagyer'. Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe a Krakowie,
Scabinalia Sandec. 1488-1505, p. 638.

529 For example, wine from Bardejov was sent to Biercz on 14/IV/460; Archiv mesto
Bardejov O.A.B. No. 1208; in 1486, 11 barrels of wine sold by Bardejov
merchant in Biecz, Ibid., No. 2451; wine from Bardejov in addition sent to
Jaslo, Ibid., No. 1681; Krosno likewise bought wine from Bardejov. Ibid., No.
1852; similarly to D^bno on 17/11/1482, 'Item dedimus 21. flor. pro vino, quod
nobis missistis et duos cum medio flor. pro vectigale et ductura', Ibid., No. 2217;
a letter dated 9/XII/1458 was sent from D^bno to Bardejov for wine ' . . .
petimus . . . velitis . . . nobis transmitter unum medium vas (vini), quod esset
bonum pro nostra parata peccunia seu florensis. I absencia nostra velitis trans-
mittere nostra magnifice domine in Bycz', Ibid., No. 2437; even small settlements
received Bardejov wine such as Brzozow; Ibid No. 2379; and Klimontow, Ibid.,
No. 1666.

530 Percepta et exposita civitatis Leopoldiensis od 1460-1518r. (Archiwum miasta
Lwowa) Lwow, 1884, p. 620; Consularia Leopoliensis, Vol. I, p. 864.

531 Monumenta Leopoliensia historica (Pomniki dziejowe Lwowa), A. Czolowski
(ed.), Vol. IV, Inventrum, p. 143, Lwow, 1921 refers to an Italian merchant who
bought a vat of Malmsey wine from Moldavia in 1442. Circa 1400 a garniec
(gallon) of Malmsey wine cost between 2.5 and 12 grosz, J. Pelc, Ceny w Kra-
kowie ...op. cit., Table 24, p. 40.

532 Archiwum miasta Lwowa, Consularia Leopoliensis, Vol. I, pp. 147, 150-151.
533 Codex diplomaticus ecclesiasticus ac civilis regni Hungariae ... op. cit., Vol. X,

Pt. 2, p. 259, No. 147, and Vol. IX, Pt. 5, p. 264, No. 129, refer to Kosice's
commercial contacts with Transylvania and Moldavia in 1378 and 1394.
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534 See for example, Y. Renouard, 'La consommation des grands vins de Bourbon-
nais et de Bourbobne a la cour pontificate d'Avignon', Annales Bourgogne, Vol.
XXIV, Dijon, 1952, pp. 221-244.

535 Najstarsze ksiejgi . . . op. cit., Vol. II contains many references to German
wines.

536 Kodeks dyplomatyczny miasta Krakowa, op. cit., Vol. I, No. 72-75.
537 T. Hirsch, Danzigs Handells-und Gewerbsgeschichte ... op. cit., pp. 261-262.
538 For example, in 1390; Hansisches Urkundenbuch ...op. cit., Vol. IV, No. 1017,

1018, 1034.
539 W. Lauffer, 'Danzigs Schiff-und Waarenverkehr . . . ' op. cit., pp. 40-44.
540 J. Ptasnik, 'Z dziejow kultury wloskiego Krakowa . . . ' op. cit., pp. 37-39.
541 M. M. Postan, 'The Trade of Medieval Europe ...'op. cit., p. 200.
542 For example, in Germany, in order to rise a big thirst, people ate salted bread or,

if they had them 'Pfefferkuchen', highly peppered and spiced little cakes. See
G. Strauss, Nuremburg in the Sixteenth Century ... op. cit., p. 201.

543 J. Craeybeckx, op. cit., pp. 15-17.
544 D. Hay, Europe in the Fourteenth ... op. cit., p. 368; M. Biskup, 'Handel wislany

. . . ' op. cit., p. 192; H. Samsonowicz, 'Struktura handlu gdanskiego . . . ' op. cit.,
p. 707.

545 S. Kutrzeba, 'Piwo w sredniowiecznym Krakowie', Rocznik Krakowski, Vol. I,
Krakow, 1898, pp. 37-52; Ibid., 'Finanse Krakowa w wiekach . . . ' op. cit., p. 85.

546 Kodeks dyplomatyczny miasta Krakowa, op. cit., Vol. I. No. 146 refers to 40 carts
of beer annually (1 cart carried circa 500 gallons: i.e. 20,000 gallons). Beer also
came to Cracow from Opava (Troppau).

547 Evidence of Bardejov beer exported to Poland in 1453 when a new barrel was
sent to Wielopole (near Muszyna); Archiv m. Bardejov, O.A.B., No. 712; this
was again repeated in 1455, Ibid., No. 788. It is difficult to assess the amount
consumed locally, and that sent further to Cracow for sale.

548 Kodeks dyplomatyczny miasta Krakowa, op. cit., Vol. I, No. 161; in order to
prevent competition from Kazimierz suburb, certain goods e.g. cattle, foreign
beer, wine and salt had to be sold within Cracow's walls. S. Kutrzeba, Handel
Krakowa w wiekach srednich . . . op. cit., pp. 149-150.

549 Kodeks dyplomatyczny miasta Krakowa, op. cit., Vol. II, No. 209.
550 B. Behem, Codex Picturatus, Krakow, 1505 (Biblioteka Jagiellonska).
551 M. Maiowist, 'W sprawie badan nad historic rzemiosla miejskiego w

sredniowiecnej Polsce', Rocznik Dziejow Spoleczno Gospodarczych, Vol. Ill
Warszawa, 1951, pp. 16-19; H. Samsonowicz, Rzemioslo wiejskie w Polsce
XIV-XVII w Badania z dziejow rzemiosla i handlu w epoce feudalizmu, Vol. II
Warszawa, 1954,154 pp. Similar events were also taking place in Hungary at this
time - see L. Szadeczky, 'Iparfejlodes es czehek tortenete Magyar or szagon, 2
Vols. (Okirattarral 1307-1848), Budapest, 1913.

552 For example see B. Bucher (ed.), Die alien Zunf- und Verkehrs-Ordnungen der
Stadt Krakow, Vienna 1889, 194 pp.

553 W. Lozinski, 'Zlotnictwo lwowskie', Bibljoteka Lwowska, Vol. XV-XVIII
Lwow, 1912, pp. 115-117, which refers to competition between Lwow and
Krakow goldsmith products; J. Ptasnik, 'Towns in Medieval Poland . . . ' op. cit.,
p. 46.
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554 Z. Bochehski, Krakowski Cech Miecznikow', Biblioteka Krakowska, No. 92
Krakow, 1937, 90pp; J. Ptasnik, Cracovia artificum 1300-1500 ...op. cit.9 Nos .
124, 127, 130, 139, 147.

555 M. Kwapieniowa, 'Organizacja produkcji i zbytu wyrobow garncarskich w
Krakowie w XIV-XVIII w.' Studia nad Produkcjq Rzemieslniczq w Polsce
(XIV-XVIIIw.) (P.A.N.), Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krakow, 1976, pp. 7-87.

556 W. von Stromer, 'Nuremburg in the International Economics of the Middle
Ages', The Business History Renew, Vol. 44, Harvard, 1970, p. 212.

557 G. Strauss, Nuremburg in the Sixteenth Century ... op. cit., pp. 135-136.
558 J. F. Roth, Geschichte des Nuernbergischen Handels, Vol. I, Leipzig, 1800, p. 41.
559 Wojewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Krakowie, Consularia Cracoviensia, Vol.

I, p. 245 (dated 1406); Ibid., p. 319 (1408); Vol. II, p. 210 (1424); Ibid., p. 227
(1426); Ibid., p. 274 (1430); Ibid., p. 327 (1434); Ibid., p. 304 (1432); Ibid., p. 320
(1433); Ibid., p. 423 (1440); Ibid., p. 452 (1442); Ibid., p. 487 (1446); Ibid., p. 497
(1447); Vol. Ill p. 159 (1457); Ibid., p. 165 (1457); Ibid., p. 669 (1480); Vol. IV,
p. 11 (1483); Ibid., p. 241 (1489); Ksiegi lawnicze krakowskie ... op. cit., for
1409, p. 10; for 1420, p. 30; for 1444, p. 311; for 1446, p. 363; for 1454, p. 205;
for 1457 p. 283; for 1456, p. 267.

560 Mention of knives, scythes and sickles for example. Najstarsze ksiegi . . . op.
cit., Vol. II, p. 85; Kodeks dyplomatyczny miasta Krakowa, ... op. cit., Vol. II,
No. 310; also mention of caps, buttons and articles known as 'cromerey'
Consularia Cracoviensia, Vol. I, No. 429, p. 749; Advocatus Cracoviensia, No. 87,
p. 260; See also E. Fiigedi, 'Kaschau, eine . . . ' op. cit., p. 200.

561 M. Biskup, 'Handel wislany . . . ' op. cit., p. 183 for the years 1463-65.
562 W. A. Wagner, 'Handel dawnego Jaroslawia do polowy XVII wieku', Prace

Historyczne (Wydane ku uczczeniu 50-lecia akademickiego kola historykow
universytetu Jana Kazimierza we Lwowie 1878-1928), Lwow, 1929, p. 137.

563 Ibid.
564 L. Lepszy, 'Przemysl artystyczny i handeF Rocznik Krakowski, Vol. VI,

Krakow, 1904, p. 274.
565 J. Kalic, 'Stosunki handlowe krajow balkanskich z Europe Centraln^ w

XV w.' Przeglqd History czny, Vol. 67, No. 4. Warszawa, 1976, p. 571.
566 Eastern carpets were very popular in Poland particularly for covering walls and

was, according to Lozinski, 'without doubt sold in Cracow'. W. Lozinski,
Zycie polskie w dawnych wiekach, Lwow, 1912, p. 129.

567 L. Deak, 'Bardejovsky obchod a . . . ' op. cit., p. 119; See also A. Wyrobisz,
Szklo w Polsce od XV do XVII w., Wroclaw, 1968, 340 pp.

568 M. M. Postan, 'The Trade of Medieval Europe . . . ' op. cit., p. 205. See also
W. Abel, Agricultural Fluctuations in Europe from the Thirteenth to the Twentieth
century (Methuen & Co.), London, 1980, 363 pp.

569 F. Braudel and F. C. Spooner, 'Prices in Europe from 1450 to 1750', in Vol. IV,
Cambridge Economic History of Europe, Cambridge, 1967, Ch.VII, p. 381. See
also C. M. Cipolla, 'Currency Depreciation in Medieaval Europe', Economic
History Review, Vol. XV, London, 1963-64, pp. 413-422.

570 B. Ulanowski, 'Kilka zabytkow ustawodawstwa krolewskiego i wojewod-
zihskiego w przedmiocie handlu i ustanawiania cen', Archiwum Komisji Praw-
nicznej, Vol. I (Akad. Krak.) Krakow, 1895, pp. 36-42.
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571 Kodeks dyplomatyczny miasta Krakowa, . . . op. cit., Vol. II, No. 286, dated
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(Cluj), dated 1594; see also R. Rybarski, Handel i polityka ...op. cit., Vol. II,
p. 187.
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14-18.
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LXVIII, Leipzig, 1928, pp. 70-2; H. Zins, England and the Baltic ...op. cit.,
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406; Ibid., rkp. 3207, p. 186; Ibid., rkp. 3209, p. 78; Ibid., rkp. 3255, p. 526, 528,
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warps (45,915 metres) of silk textiles, 143 warps of mohair (2,850 metres) and 66
warps (1,320 metres) of Milan cloth sent from Cracow to northern Hungary.
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